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ABSTRACT 

The study of prehistoric Maya settlements has been 

hampered by simplistic views of cultural ecology, over 

generalized ethnographic analogy, and a lack of attention 

to both natural and cultural site formation processes. As 

a result, Mayanists have tended to expect very little 

variety in archaeological features and have assumed 

cultural uniformity over wide ranges of time and space. 

Traditional research designs support these assumptions. 

Current knowledge of Maya social organization suggests 

that more structural variety may occur in Maya 

archaeological sites than is ordinarily discovered. Some 

of this variation is evidenced by features not currently 

visible on the ground-surface. The Nohmul Settlement 

Pattern Project employed a "purposive" sampling design to 

search for settlement variation over time and space. 

Several assumptions about surface-subsurface relationships 

were tested. Surface indications were net found to outline 

subsurface variety. Excavating at intervals from site 

center in both visible and "invisible" features, showed 

that the Nohmul community was affected by both centralizing 

and decentralizing influences and grouped into residential 

clusters resembling neighborhoods. The degree of 

centralization and the location of the clusters, as well as 

some of their characteristics, changed notably over 
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Nohmul's 2500 year occupation. 
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CHAPTER ONE: WHY MAYANISTS COUNT MOUNDS; 

A BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH DESIGN 

14 

This is a settlement pattern, study of Nohmul, the largest 

Maya archaeological site in Northern Belize. Intrasite 

data were collected for this analysis during four spring 

excavation seasons beginning in 1982 and ending in 1986. 

Today Nohmul is covered by patches of cane fields, corn 

fields, low bush, cow pastures, swamps, roads, and modern 

houses. A thousand years ago Nohmul was a sprawling 

community of several thousand located on an arterial river, 

the Hondo, bordered by raised fields and smaller 

neighboring settlements. 

The goal of this thesis is to outline the population 

structure of Nohmul's prehistoric community and to identify 

changes in that structure over time. The purpose of this 

outline is to reconstruct some aspects of the culture 

history of Nohmul, such as how it developed and grew, and 

to add to the general fund of information available on the 

development of complex society among the Maya. Since the 

Maya themselves are a case study in the evolution of human 

cultural systems, information from Nohmul is also valuable 

for addressing issues of broader anthropological interest. 

The study of population structure in communities as large 

as Nohmul presents a special problem for social 
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scientists. Even very extensive projects dealing with 

living communities encounter difficulties with sample size 

and bias. Because so many variables are involved in the 

action of human systems, it is difficult to determine the 

population boundaries necessary to develop a sampling 

strategy. When the social scientist is an archaeologist 

trying to reconstruct a large and complex prehistoric 

community, the "sampling paradox" (the fact that a good 

deal must be known about a population in order to sample it 

properly [Cowgill 1975:263]) is exacerbated. Besides the 

great range of variation in the group under study, there 

are ranges of variation in the formation of the 

archaeological record of communities that correlate to a 

varying and often unknown degree with cultural variables 

and processes (Schiffer 1976). 

Tracing Nohmul's archaeological record in order to 

describe its extinct community involves an interplay 

between method and theories of cultural evolution. The 

relationship of method to theory in Maya settlement 

analysis is partly the result of historical processes in 

the discipline of anthropology. In some very important 

ways, our picture of the prehistoric Maya has changed while 

our methods of data collection have not kept pace. The 

study described here offers a new perspective on some of 

the standard approaches to the study of prehistoric Maya 
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communities, particularly at the methodological level. The 

result of implementing this perspective at Nohmul has been 

an outline of some hitherto unexamined settlement 

configurations and features. 

Chapter One begins with an explanation of how current 

methods of settlement reconnaissance developed and how they 

fall short of addressing the complexity of Maya 

settlements. In Chapter Two I describe the site of Nohmul 

and present the research design used to gather data about 

its prehistoric community. General excavation summaries 

are presented in Chapter Three, offering some details of 

the methodological tests discussed in later chapters. 

Chapter Four is an analysis of Nohmul's population 

distributions over time, in the light of some unusual 

features of the Nohmul research design. Chapter Five 

discusses the demographic reconstruction of Nohmul and the 

shortcomings of Maya settlement studies for such 

reconstructions. A summary and conclusion are presented in 

Chapter six. 

Mound Typologies 

From a theoretical point of view, the focus of 
the survey has been on the question of spatial 
variability within and between mound groups 
relative to the central precinct. In order to 
deal with this variability, a working 



morphological typology of mounded features using 
form, size and groupings was devised for the 
settlement zone (of Cerros) in 19'77. (Scarborough 
1986:23) 
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Maya archaeological sites vary widely in size and in their 

distribution of features, but from the surface of the 

ground, most have a similar appearance. The central area, 

identified by the fact that other features are arranged 

around it, contains very large buildings. These are 

covered with earth and forest, but bits of monumental stone 

architecture are usually visible. Outside the central area 

are some more large mounds and numerous smaller mounds. 

These vary greatly in size and shape, and may be isolated 

or grouped into clusters. Besides the fact that the 

density of these features is uneven, sometimes creating the 

impression of intentional groupings, there is no obvious 

organizational layout of most lowland sites. No roads or 

paths are apparent; no property boundaries are visible. 

The smaller mounds are often spread over many kilometers 

of settlement area. They may number in the hundreds or 

less, as at small sites such as Barton Ramie, or in the 

thousands as at larger sites like Tikal. The mounds 

extending out from the center of the site may merge with 

those of the next center, as is the case with the 

settlements of Uaxactun and Tikal (Ford 1986, Puleston 

1974). These smaller mounds have commonly been referred to 

as "housemounds", their functional designation being given 



on the basis of "the principle of abundance" (Ashmore and 

Willey 1981:6). 
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Although much early emphasis was on the monumental 

architecture of Maya centers, interest in the smaller 

mounds had begun by the end of the nineteenth century 

(Ashmore and Willey 1981). It was generally agreed that the 

small mounds were the remains of ordinary houses (Gordon 

1896, Hewett 1912, E.H. Thompson 1886, 1892, Tozzer 1913) 

and they were occasionally excavated and mapped (e.g., Gann 

1918). Willey and Bullard (1965:364) credit J.E.S. 

Thompson's study of sites in the Mountain Cow District of 

Southern Belize as the first "with an embryonic interest in 

physical settlement pattern as a means of implying social 

systems" (quoted in Ashmore and Willey 1981:8). This idea 

was elaborated by the Ricketsons (1937) who mapped almost 

two square kilometers of area around (and including) the 

central precinct at Uaxactun, including 78 small 

"housemounds". 

Willey brought the full blown concept of settlement 

pattern analysis to the Maya lowlands in the 1950's. He 

stated an explicit interest in the reconstruction of 

culture history and demographic variables from settlement 

features (1956:113-4). To make such a reconstruction would 

require dates and functional information from the mounds, 

as well as complete maps. Willey (et al. 1965) excavated 
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25% (65 mounds) of Barton Ramie's 262 visible structures. 

In his reflections on mound occupation and construction, 

Willey describes the rise and decline of occupation debris 

in his mound sample over time, but stops short of actual 

population estimates or his'corical reconstructions, though 

these are clearly his ultimate interest. 

Willey (1956) developed a basic typology of lowland Maya 

mounds, and sampled the settlement of Barton Ramie 

according to the three types he ideL!;ified: ordinary 

housemounds (small individual structures), plazuela mounds 

(three to four platform based structures around a 

rectangular court), and temple mounds (larger strl\ctures on 

taller platforms). He did not attempt to obtain a random 

sample of each type, but scattered his tests widely over 

the site. Similar mound typologies were developed by 

Sanders (1963) and Bullard (1964). Sanders did the first 

random sample of a Maya settlement at Tulum (1955), 

including both mound and nonmound areas in his sample 

universe. Like Willey, he did not use his mound typology 

to statistically stratify his sample. 

These typologies classified visible mounds in terms of 

the size, shape and grouping style. They were not the 

result of survey and excavation, but were assumed to have 

cultural meaning. Willey (1956) stopped short of 

postulating social correlates for his settlement types, but 
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Bullard (1964) and Sanders (1962a, 1963) both proposed that 

the formal arrangements and volumes of visible mounds 

corresponded to a sociopolitical hierarchy. 

I 

When the fear of "overinterpretation" that still plagued 

the discipline of archaeology in the 1950's (Brew 1946, 

Kluckhohn 1940, Taylor 1948) was finally overridden by the 

New Archaeology of the 1960's, settlement reconnaissance in 

the Maya Lowlands (eventually) took settlement typology a 

step further. In an attempt to improve the objectivity of 

settlement testing Tourtellot (1970, 1982, although his 

settlement work was carried out at seibal in the mid 

1960's) designed a clustered sampling technique for Seibal, 

based on the surface characteristics of mapped mounds. By 

dividing mapped settlement features into types and sampling 

10% of each type, Tourtellot hoped to obtain a more 

representative sample of settlement features than would be 

possible with more haphazard digging. Most subsequent 

settlement excavators have used a similar strategy of 

stratifying settlement features according to surface 

indications and sampling a percentage of each stratum. 

Recent works by Ford (1986), Scarborough (1986), Thomas 

(1981), Tourtellot et al. (n.d.), Webster and Freter 

(n.d.) all use sampling strategies based on surface 

indications. These authors make population estimates based 

on their samples. The same data are also frequently used 
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for reconstructions of social organization. 

Mound counting began as a way of estimating the size, 

density and extent of Maya settlements, and developed into 

a means of estimating population size and sampling and 

describing Maya social hierarchy. These procedures have 

advanced knowledge of the Maya profoundly. In fact, it was 

the population count provided by the settlement survey of 

Tika1 (Haviland 1970) that revolutionized our picture of 

the Maya. Nevertheless, current knowledge of Maya social 

organization, implemented by ever increasing information 

from hieroglyphics and ethnohistory, has left the logic of 

this settlement methodology in the dust. 

Models of Maya Ecology 

How were the ancient Maya distributed upon the 
land? And how do these distributions reflect the 
former relationships of man to nature and man to 
man? •. What terrain types were utilized and how 
were they utilized? (Willey et a1. 1965:5) 

The perpetuation of inaccurate models of Maya demographic 

patterns and social organization is rooted in the history 

of settlement pattern analysis in the lowlands. Undue 

emphasis on a naive type of cultural ecology resulted from 

early events in the field and combined with a lack of 

attention to site formation processes to perpetuate an odd 



concept of Maya civilization. Consequently, most studies 

of prehistoric Maya settlements still develop social 
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structural reconstructions and estimates of population 

distributions based on an incomplete cross-section of 

prehistoric features, or make statistical inferences based 

on a sample of an uncircumscribed population. 

The dispersed nature of Maya settlement has been accepted 

in the literature for so long that the assumption that all 

Maya structures (in the Lowlands) were built on platforms 

and are still visible today as widely scattered mounds has 

become a methodological axiom. Archaeologists in other 

parts of the world have not accepted such short cuts and a 

variety of compensating techniques have been developed 

(cf. Fish, Fish, and Madsen 1987, Plog 1968, Plog, Plog, 

and wait 1978, Schiffer, Sullivan and Klinger 1978). This 

issue became central to the Nohmul Settlement Pattern 

project. 

The first true settlement pattern study of the Maya 

Lowlands was done in the Belize Valley (Willey et al. 

1965). The study of spatial relationships between 

non-monumental archaeological features was not new, even to 

the Maya Lowlands (cf. Ricketson and Ricketson 1937, 

Thompson 1931), but willey's explicit interest in man's 

relationship to the natural landscape sprang from Julian 

Steward's emphasis on ecology as a "prime mover" in 



cultural development. 

In each case, the exigencies of making a living 
in a given environment with a specific set of 
devices and methods for obtaining, transporting, 
and preparing food and other essential goods set 
limits to the dispersal or grouping of the people 
and to the composition of settlements, and it 
strongly influenced many of their modes of 
behavior (Steward 1949:647). 
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It is clear from the foregoing that Steward's emphasis on 

environmental factors and "devices" makes his approach 

eminently suitable for archaeologists, whose main sources 

of data are envirollmental relationships and artifactual 

devices. When added to his interest in cultural evolution, 

it is not surprising that Steward encouraged his student 

Willey to look at changes in the interplay between material 

culture and the natural environment in the developmental 

sequence of a complex society. 

Willey carried out the first settlement pattern study in 

the Viru Valley of Peru (1953). The Viru Valley was a 

brilliant choice for such a project, because of several 

advantages offered by the Peruvian coastal environment. 

Extreme dryness allows for excellent preservation of 

archaeological features. The lack of massive modern 

irrigation systems in the area means that not only are the 

prehistoric features undisturbed by recent human 

activities, but also that, since the area is quite barren 

without irrigation; archaeological features are not 
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affected by plants and animals and are easily visible above 

ground. Furthermore, Peru is noted for its readily 

observed, sharply contrasting ecozones (Lanning 1967) 

caused mainly by sharp altitude changes that juxtapose hot 

with cold, wet with dry, and desert with jungle at 

unusually close intervals. Almost none of these advantages 

is available to settlement pattern analysts in other parts 

of the world. The tropical heartland of the Maya, in 

particular, is notorious for the bioturbation and 

invisibility of its archaeological sites and the subtle 

distinctions between its ecozones. 

In this context, it is interesting to note that, in 1956, 

when his Peruvian experience was still fresh in his mind, 

Willey remarked: 

Most of the accumulated knowledge of field 
archaeology in the Maya Lowlands derives from 
investigations of major sites where large 
pyramids, platform mounds, and imposing 
architectural remains (hereafter referred to as 
"ceremonial centers") have attracted attention. 
This has resulted from the difficult condition of 
tropical vegetation cover - in which small mounds 
and building foundations are extremely hard to 
locate and examine - rather than any lack of 
interest on the part of archaeologists. (1956a: 
108) 

Willey may not have been entirely correct, and several 

authors have advanced other convincing arguments for a lack 

of interest in less spectacular sites (Brew 1946, Kluckhohn 

1940, Taylor 1948). It is true, however, that in areas of 
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greater preservation and visibility, such as northern 

Yucatan (Andrews IV 1960, Jones 1952) or central Mexico 

(Sanders 1962b), mapping and testing of smaller structures 

always proceeded according to a different type of research 

design (Millon 1973; Sanders, Parsons and Santley 1979). 

From the beginning, archaeologists at these sites expected 

to find and attempted to outline a wide range of variation 

in archaeological features and complex cultural 

correlates. 

Will.ey next went to Belize, a neotropical portion of 

Mesoamerica traditionally considered to be a monotonously 

uniform environment (Culbert 1973, Meggers 1954, Morley 

1946, Sanders and Price 1968 and many others). Despite the 

fact that Barton Ramie, Willey's main focus in the Belize 

Valley Project, had been cleared of jungle, contrast 

between Belize and Peru in the visibility and preservation 

of archaeological features must have been striking. In 

spite of this, Willey (et al. 1965) accomplished a t.rue 

settlement pattern study, mapping and testing visible 

structures. He did not ignore the possibility of invisible 

archaeological features, since he excavated six "flat 

tests" in six different non-mound areas, all within 60 

meters of visible mounds. 

The results of his flat tests seemed negligible to him: 

one (#3) is described as having yielded "only 90 sherds"; 
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most cultural material is interpreted as deposited by 

"wash" or "alluvium". What he did not mention, perhaps 

because of his Peruvian experience, was that in an area of 
I 

heavy rain and serious bioturbation like the Maya lowlands, 

if there was an important invisible settlement component, 

it would be most likely preserved (and most likely 

situated) in the better drained areas of the site. The 

elevations of the Barton Ramie flat tests are not given and 

they are not located on the site map, but descriptions of 

their loci provided in the text do not suggest they were 

placed at unusual elevations, either low or high. I will 

refer back to this problem in Chapter Two when I discuss 

the judgmental sampling strategy employed at Nohmul. 

That his excavations disclosed heavy alluviation suggests 

Willey was looking in places where people would never have 

been able to live on the ground surface. If they did, 

their ephemeral remains (people living in such areas 

without platforms may well have been the poorest of the 

poor, and without much material culture to leave behind) 

would certainly have rotted away after only a few decades. 

He did realize, after the termination of his excavation, 

that the absence of architectural associations for some of 

the ceramic phases he uncovered suggested that some kinds 

of dwelling might not be represented in his sample 

(1965:12), but he did not follow up this possibility or 



emphasize it in later years. It is a tribute to his 

influence that modern researchers continue to follow his 

lead. 
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It is also a tribute to the strength of Steward's 

influence that an environmental perspective became so 

popular. This, and the circular reasoning of functionalist 

interpretations explain why the "myth of the milpa", the 

belief that all Maya agriculture was an extensive form of 

swidden (Hammond 1978), lasted for so long, persisting in 

modified form in some models even today. The functionalist 

paradigm mandated that any culture traits present were 

there because they were in some way useful (Radcliffe-Brown 

1952). The argument developed in the united states out of 

Boas' cultural relativism (Harris 1968:521), but, as is 

commonly noted, when carried to an extreme, the reasoning 

becomes tautological. There is no trait for which some 

function cannot be imagined, and almost no needs that 

cannot be met with more than one solution. Consequently 

the functional paradigm in its original form is now seen as 

lacking in both predictive and explanatory power (Jarvie 

1968) • 

The ecological paradigm was no less circular. Cultural 

similarities and differences were seen to be predicated on 

environmental similarities and differences. Both 

functionalism and environmental determinism became 
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anthropological paradigms in the strict Kuhnian (1962) 

sense. They provided a substrate of logically consistent 

but untestable assumptions and a scientific style of 

objectivity not previously available to cultural 

anthropologists and archaeologists. In particular, the 

emphasis on environment and function enhanced the 

possibility of quantification and measurement. If one 

begins by assuming that every salient aspect of culture has 

a function or an environmental cause, all that is left is 

the identification of that function or that cause. 

Environmental factors and functional attributes can be 

empirically discovered, objectively described, and counted 

or measured in terms of a constant scale such as 

"efficiency" or "energy capture" (cf. R.N. Adams 1975, 

Odum 1971, Sanders and Santley 1983, Service 1962, or White 

1959, for some examples of this approach). 

In archaeology, a correlation between variables usually 

begins with the observation of spatial relationships. For 

example, the apparent lack of dense populations around 

lowland centers was associated with, and therefore 

attributed to, the lack of resource concentration (Meggers 

1954). The monotony of the resource base was also the cause 

of the lack of technological sophistication (e.g., no large 

scale irrigation, no metallurgy, no wheeled vehicles), and 

the Maya came to be characterized as creators of a unique 
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sort of settlement system, with vacant ceremonial centers 

instead of ordinary cities and towns. This did not 

surprise anyone, since the lowland jungles were considered 

a unique environment for the rise of a pristine 

civilization (cf. Bell 1956, Meggers 1954, Morley and 

Brainerd 1956, Sanders and Price 1968). Chauvinistic 

Mayanists, however, were torn between their desire to 

maintain the image of Maya uniqueness and their desire to 

bestow the honor of the "true city" on their subjects. 

They attempted to solve the problem by redefining the term 

"urban". The result was a tendency for scholars to refer 

to Maya "urban centers", but not Maya cities (cf. 

Lamberg-Kar1ovsky and Sab10ff 1979:260-263, Sanders and 

Price 1968:45-46, Sanders and Webster 1988). 

Although Willey continued to believe in low population 

densities around "ceremonial centers" for some time (Willey 

1974, Pu1eston 1974:307), he himself had sown the seeds for 

the eventual rejection of this belief. He perpetuated the 

emphasis on visible features, but he shifted the 

theoretical focus from historical reconstruction to an 

interest in the reconstruction of a cultural system (Willey 

and Sab10ff 1980). In looking at the pattern of a 

prehistoric Maya settlement, Willey was using the 

archaeological record to test anthropological models for 

explaining "man's disposition over the landscape", hot 
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simply accepting the deterministic cultural ecology model 

that became so popular among other Mayanists (Bell 1956, 

Meggers 1954, Sanders and Price 1968). He focused on the 

dynamic interplay between culture and environment, thereby 

setting the stage for processual archaeology and 

encouraging other Mayanists to reach beyond static 

typologically based descriptions. 

Maya Ethnography 

Conventional wisdom about the subfields of anthropology 

has always regarded archaeology as a sort of second-hand 

cultural anthropology, able to advance only in so far as it 

could emUlate. Although the association between 

disciplines in the U.S has been generally advantageous for 

both, Mesoamerican archaeology has sometimes been retarded 

by its rather slavish dependence on ethnography and 

cultural anthropology. The trip from ethnographic data on 

the living Maya to prehistoric reconstruction has always 

been a rather short one for most Mayanists. A review of 

some early anthropological concepts will make clear how 

this has affected settlement pattern analysis. 

Few ethnographers of the 1930's considered that ranges of 

variation in cultural knowledge and observable cultural 
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traits might be wide even within the population of a single 

village. Data from distant areas were often used in lieu 

of more specific research to exemplify the grand scheme of 

cultural development in Mesoamerica as though it were an 

organic whole. Becker (1979) has pointed out that during 

the early days of Maya ethnography, ethnographers borrowed 

speculative archaeological concepts, especially Thompson's 

ceremonial center hypothesis (1931:334), to support 

arguments for cultural continuity. "Such uses of 

Thompson's data created biases among ethnographers which in 

turn generated ethnographies which were used to interpret 

archaeological "evidence'" (Becker 1979:10). So Thompson's 

early work influenced highland ethnographers (e.g. Wagley 

1941) whose interpretations he then used for support of his 

reconstructions (Thompson 1970). Mesoamerica came to be 

regarded by ethnographers as a "culture area" and a 

timeless entity. 

The impossibility of using geography to deal with the 

cultural variety within any particular "culture area" soon 

resulted in the remedial concept of the "cultural center" 

(Wissler 1926) or "cultural core", and the "age area 

hypothesis". The cultural center was a circumscribed 

hypothetical geographical and cultural entity in which a 

functionally integrated sct of traits originated. 

According to the age area hypothesis, these traits diffused 
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out from the cultural center at a constant rate, the age of 

a trait being therefore discernible by the diameter of the 

area of its spread. 

The bankruptcy of the culture area concept and its 

concomitant hypotheses has been adequately discussed (cf. 

Harris 1968, Voget 1975). Cultural anthropologists have 

long since ceased to pursue this line of inquiry. It could 

even be argued that Mesoamerica does not fulfill the basic 

requirements of the original definition of a culture area, 

because it is so geographically, linguistically, 

historically, and culturally discontinuous. Nevertheless, 

archaeologists continue to be fond of the culture area 

concept. The trait distributions developed by Kirchoff in 

1943 to define the boundaries of Mesoamerica are echoed in 

Weaver's recent introductory text (1981:10). No clearer 

statement of the concept of the culture center could be 

found than Coe's (1962, originated by Covarrubias 1942, 

1946) cultura madre concept of the Olmec. While denying 

the geographic, ethnic and linguistic uniformity of 

Mesoamerica, Sanders and Price state 

The presence over wide areas of certain culture 
traits, some of greater diagnostic significance 
than others, permits us to classify the cultures 
of the region as a unit. (1968:7) 

The significance of this long standing adherence to 

outmoded concepts of cultural development and change is 
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twofold: 

1. Mayanists, and other students of Mesoamerican prehistory, 
have been predisposed to expect and accept a great deal of 
cultural continuity over both time and space. 

2. Prehistoric patterns have commonly been uncritically 
explained in terms of modern ethnographic findings from any 
part of the lowlands, and even from the highlands of 
Mesoamerica (Vogt 1961), or as diffused from more "central" 
areas (Kelly 1976, Sanders and Price 1968). 

Mesoamericanists have almost invariably explained the 

perceived absence of a trait in one place that is present 

elsewhere in Mesoamerica as the result of environmental 

differences. As already noted, this reasoning tends to be 

circular, and may forestall testing for the presence or 

absence of the features thought to be absent. cities were 

said to arise in central Mexico, for example, because 

agricultural resources were concentrated, while the Olmec 

and the Maya had a dispersed settlement pattern around 

vacant centers due to their dispersed resource base. 

As early as 1962, art historian George Kubler argued for 

"disjunction" between the material form and the cultural 

meaning of artifacts from different times and cultures in 

Mesoamerica. Nevertheless, until the late 60's 

ethnographers of Mesoamerica consistently ignored 

historical and cultural discontinuities in their studies of 

Mesoamerican communities. Like many other anthropologists 

of the period, Redfield and Rojas (1934) failed to account 

for the variation that existed among informants, or the 



variation that existed across time and space in the 

cultural experience and social organization of the people 

of Chan Kom (Harris 1968, Lewis 1951). Mesoamerican 
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archaeologists also failed to recognize variation, not only 

within and between historic and prehistoric Maya, but 

between ethnographers. 

In Redfield's seamless little community, change involves 

dissolution of community values and evolution to a more 

complex state of social organization. In this Durkheimian 

scheme, the reinstitution of homogeneous "mechanical 

solidarity" is not really possible after the transition to 

heterogeneous organic solidarity has begun. Little 

communities in the present signify continuity with the 

past . 

••• the community to which we are to look in these 
chapters is homogeneous. Activities and states 
of mind are much alike for all persons in 
corresponding sex and age positions; and the 
career of one generation repeats that of the 
preceding. So understood, homogeneous is 
equivalent to "slow-changing". (Redfield 1960, 
reprinted 1973:4). 

The "little community" was seen as a ubiquitous, 

"natural" social form, preceding the evolutionary 

development of complex society. 

The small community has been the very predominant 
form of human living throughout the history of 
mankind. (Redfield 1960:3) ••. Furthermore, we 
may in a preliminary way arrange them (little 
communities) in a roughly descending order 
according to the degree to which the qualities 



(distinctiveness, smallness, homogeneity, and 
self-sufficiency) are present. (Redfield 1960:4) 
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Redfield's community is modeled as a closed system. All 

its institutions (political, religious, social, 

agricultural) function to maintain the status quo. Change 

is the reeu1t of external impositions and signifies the 

breakdown of the "pristine" integrated community. Most 

important for Maya archaeology were the concept of a strong 

dichotomy between the traditional community and modern 

complex society, and the idea of long standing cultural 

continuity in Mesoamerica. These related Durkheimian 

concepts were epitomized in Redfield's work for the 

Carnegie Institution, that hired him to add an ethnographic 

dimension to their archaeological research program. 

Although highly criticized (Harris 1968, Lewis 1961), 

Redfield's approach continued to hold sway for many years, 

especially among archaeo1ogica11y inclined Mayanists (such 

as Haviland 1970, 1974, Vogt 1961, 1964, 1969, Willey 

1956a, 1974). 

Reminiscent of Redfield's work, the ethnographically 

based reconstructions that Evon Z. Vogt developed for the 

prehistoric Maya (e.g. 1969) are also little concerned 

with time and space. Vogt did a long term ethnographic 

study of the Maya village of Zinacantan in highland 

Chiapas. Although he presents a more multidimensional 

picture than Redfield, like Redfield Vogt equates 
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sociocultural change with westernization and sees change as 

the cause of cultural deterioration and individual 

alienation. " ••• Highland Chiapas is probably one of the 

crucial regions for the discovery of ancient Maya patterns 

in relatively undisturbed form" (Vogt 1974). 

Based on his work in the highlands, Vogt developed a 

model for the political organization of the prehistoric 

lowland Maya. In the face of mounting evidence for social 

stratification, full time specialists, and a hereditary 

elite, Vogt continued to argue for 20 years that 

prehistoric Maya centers were administered on a rotational 

basis by local elites from outlying areas. His major 

justification for insisting on the antiquity of the 

rotational system he had encountered in Zinacantan was that 

such "cargo systems" are extremely widespread, occurring in 

both North and South America. Unfortunately for Vogt's age 

area hypothesis, the cargo system in the New World has the 

same distribution as areas of Spanish colonialism (Chance 

and Taylor 1985). Vogt has finally relinquished his 

commitment to its antiquity (1983b), but it is likely to be 

years before traces of its influence leave the field. 

other authors besides Vogt have used ethnohistoric 

documents to argue continuity with the past (cf. Lundell 

1933, Sanders 1962b) with questionable success. The 

difficulty involves not only distinguishing between pre-
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and postconquest cultural configurations, but also the 

interpretation of somewhat ambiguous sources. Turner 

(1978:16) notes that some of Landa's descriptions could 

easily be interpreted in more than one way. statements 

made by Landa, probably the most frequently cited 

ethnohistoric source (cf. index listings in ~hase and Rice 

1985, Sabloff and Andrews V 1985) cannot usually be 

archaeologically sUbstantiated (Chase and Rice 1985:24). 

Nevertheless, archaeologists almost invariably cite Landa 

either to demonstrate continuity with the past or to 

buttress an assumption of continuity. 

Archaeologists have attempted to model the rise and fall 

of Maya civilization in terms of the evolution of little 

communities into cities, and have concluded that such a 

transition is unworkable (for a succinct statement of this 

position, see Lamberg-Karlovsky and Sabloff 1979:257-278). 

Historical data from after the conquest has been used as a 

mirror of preconquest society. Problems with 

archaeological models have been mistaken for problems 

actually faced by the prehistoric Maya. But little 

communities of the sort described by Redfield do not exist 

today and may never have existed among the Maya. Modern 

(and most postconquest historic) small communities are in 

marginal areas with economically and politically oppressed 

circumstances that-may rigidify social structure. It is 



possible that small oppressed and exploited communities 

existed prehistorically, but not as an evolutionary stage 

of urbanization, or, as Willey thought, "a failure in 

adaptation to the full urban o~der" (1974:141). Peasant 

communities exist, and probably existed, in dynamic 

sociocultural systems that center on cities (Wolf 1967). 

They are part of a range of variation in settlement type, 

the boundaries of which are set by the existence of 

contemporary cities. If there were peasant communities 

among the prehistoric Maya of the type studied by Vogt 

(1974), then there were also ordinary cities. 
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In sum, ethnographers working in Mesoamerica, especially 

on community studies, have frequently ignored historical, 

linguistic, technological, and even environmental 

indicators of cultural variety and change. Most recent 

ethnographic work has superseded the Durkheimian model of 

early scholars (Chambers and Young 1979). Nevertheless, 

many archaeologists have adopted the earlier simplistic 

perspective uncritically, allowing it to impair their 

vision of prehistoric social complexity. The paradoxical 

model of a civilization without cities becomes intelligible 

in this historical context. 
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Describing Complexity 

As a result of the combination of historical accident, in 

which settlement analysis was transferred from dry Peru to 

wet Belize, and the evolution of the intellectual 

partnership between archaeology and cultural anthropology, 

which fostered a naive interest in cultural ecology and a 

simplistic view of nonwestern social organization, Maya 

settlement studies have remained unduly inductive. That 

is, what Mayanists saw of Maya settlements on the surface 

of the ground suited their oversimplified models of Maya 

society and subsistence, as well as their lack of attention 

to the archaeological formation processes affecting the 

archaeological record of a complex society in the tropics. 

Uniformity was attributed to vast sectors of time and 

space. 

Modern studies of Lowland Maya settlements still 

construct generalized population estimates for whole sites 

for long periods of occupation (Culbert et al., n.d., Ford 

n.d., Fry n.d., Webster and Freter n.d.). These 

reconstructions fail to address important factors at the 

methodological level related to outmoded but long standing 

assumptions about the uniformity of Maya social 
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organization, ecology and site preservation. Although most 

archaeologists are aware that population density, 

configuration, and habitation style usually vary in 

different parts of a community and may change over time, 

limited resources and the impetus to acquire a "statistical 

sample" result in extrapolations based on small quantities 

of data from a limited variety of features. 

studies on a smaller scale than settlement analyses have 

outlined great variety in Lowland Maya archaeological 

features, including those most central to settlement 

studies: housemounds. Maya archaeologists have shown that, 

besides function, differences in individual Maya structures 

or in their placement in relation to each other may result 

from social or ethnic boundaries (Chase and Chase 1982), 

economic differences (Leventhal and Baxter 1988, Wilk 

1983), family structure (Fash 1983, Haviland 1988, wilk 

1988), status (Haviland 1981), occupational specialization 

(Becker 1973), political structure (de Montmollin 1988), 

and family developmental cycles (Tourtellot 1988) to name 

only a few influences. Not all of this variation equates 

to variation in population density, but it can be 

recognized in the archaeological record as differences in 

the size, location, and type of structure. 

In the settlement of Teotihuacan (Millon, Drewitt, and 

Cowgill 1973), there are spacious compounds with large 
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rooms in some areas that seem to form neighborhoods 

(particularly along the "street of the Dead"), and smaller 

compounds with more and smaller rooms in other areas, 

suggesting that more people were packed into the same 

amount of area. Some similar variation is readily visible 

at Maya sites between central and outlying areas, but the 

possibility of neighborhoods is relatively untested (Fash 

1983). This is partly due to the fact that not all the 

variation obvious at a site like Teotihuacan can be 

expected to be preserved in the archaeological record of a 

tropical civilization. 

Two facts about the lowlands that have often been cited 

as explanations for low and uniform population densities 

are also explanations for the low visibility of dense 

populations and the complete deterioration of all but a few 

types of structure. The lowlands are hot and wet. 

Consequently, the most practical housing is made of organic 

materials that breathe when the weather is dry and swell to 

keep out water when it rains. such dwellings are perfectly 

comfortable with no platforms beneath them, as modern 

lowland housing demonstrates, since, unlike heavy masonry 

structures, they require no additional stability when built 

on fluid, silty soils. These structures, unlike the ground 

surface masonry apartments that were comfortable in the 

cooler, drier highlands, do not last long after 
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abandonment. Personal observation of abandoned ground 

surface thatched structures suggests that area they occupy 

may be ready for rehabitation within a generation after 

abandonment without requiring the new occupants even to 

remove much debris. Also unlike masonry structures or 

those built on platforms, ground-surface architecture 

offers no impediment to disturbance from biota or modern 

land uses such as deep plowing. Whether masonry structures 

are comfortable in the Lowlands is not the issue, the point 

is that the existence of dense populations is probably 

independent of the use of particular types of architecture, 

and degrees of preservation. 

Along these same lines, another methodological point 

worthy of consideration in settlement reconstructions is 

that the scale of analysis affects the perception of 

population density. Areas within a single settlement are 

likely to vary in density. Nevertheless, Mayanists have 

tended to make population estimates based on the assumption 

of uniform densities over vast areas • 

•.• Tikal ••• had an estimated population of 39,000 
persons for an area of sixty-three square 
kilometers including and immediately surrounding 
the major politico-religious buildings of the 
site. By adding another 100 square kilometers to 
this zone, the estimate is boosted to about 
45,000 people for the 163 square kilometers of 
what might be called "greater Tikal"... (Willey 
1974:139). 
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A few authors have attempted to compensate for variations 

in density when making population estimates (Webster and 

Freter n.d., for example), but these analysts tend to 

assume that environmental distinctions alone are the origin 

of settlement variation within a site or a region. 

consequently, a small amount of testing is used to 

correlate differential density with geological, 

hydrological, or vegetational differences, which are then 

mapped as areas bounding certain types of structures and a 

particular population density. 

The methodological implications of these assumptions are 

of crucial importance. The standard method for calculating 

the population density of a Maya settlement is to count 

visible mounds, use some corrective calculation to account 

for the probability that not all visible mounds were 

occupied at the same time, subtract some percentage as 

likely to be nonresidential, and multiply times a standard 

family size (usually 5.6, see Chapter Five). Similarly, 

the configuration, volume and density of visible structures 

is a prominent source of social and political 

reconstructions (de Montmollin 1988, Fash 1983, Haviland 

1968, Marcus 1976, 1983a and b). In the light of what most 

archaeologists now accept about the interplay between 

inductive and deductive reasoning in scientific inquiry 

(Salmon 1976), this method is overbearingly inductive. 
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An alternative approach would be to develop some units of 

analysis that are regularly associated with complex 

societies and devise ways of testing for them under the 

known conditions of Maya archaeological sites. Most 

archaeologists invest the prehistoric Maya with complicated 

systems of social stratification (Haviland 1972, Rathje 

1971, Sanders and Webster 1988, Willey and Leventhal 1979), 

almost certainly including slaves and specialists in craft 

production (Becker 1973, Culbert 1968, Haviland 1974, 

Schele and Miller 1986), politics (de Montmollin 1988, 

Haviland 1967, 1968, 1972, Vogt 1983a), and trade (Andrews 

1983, Rathje 1972). Although somewhat more controversial, 

most archaeologists would agree that Prehistoric Maya 

communities participated to varying degrees in a wider 

economic and political sphere than that defined by their 

immediate environment (cf. Andrews 1983, Ball 1977, de 

Montmollin 1988, Marcus 1976, 1983a and b, Rathje 1971, 

Rice 1987, Sanders and Santley 1983, for a variety of 

perspectives on the nature of such intrasite 

relationships). 

Accepting that variations in population density and 

structure are likely in a complex society makes it 

necessary to consider where dense populations would be 

located in a particular settlement and what sort of traces 

they might leave. The standard assumption that visible 
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mounds will "speak" on the topic of population density does 

not address these issues. Clearly the pattern of Maya 

settlements included a range of variation in subsistence, 

in specialization, in density, and in architectural style 

and function, both within and between separate 

populations. It is these ranges of variation that are key 

to defining the nature of Maya settlements in terms of 

demographic patterns and social organization. This thesis 

is an attempt to take the first step in addressing these 

points. 

The debate about whether prehistoric Maya population 

densities were sufficient to qualify any Maya settlements 

as "true cities" has declined to the status of a semantic 

issue. Recent authors seem to agree that population 

density alone is insufficient to qualify or disqualify a 

community from the category "city" (Hammond 1975, Marcus 

1983b, Sanders and Webster 1988). Other settlement 

characteristics have become the focus of recent work, not 

so much to separate cities from noncities as to compare the 

characteristics of different communities as a means of 

reconstructing demographic patterns and sociopolitical 

organization. 

Archaeologists have for many years created models of Maya 

cultural systems in terms of their ecological setting. As 

discussed above, settlement pattern analysis itself has its 
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roots in cultural ecology. From 50 years ago up to the 

present day, archaeologists continue to explain the 

arrangement of Maya settlements in terms of soil types 

(Ford 1986, Wingard 1988), geological deposits (Shafer and 

Hester 1983), plant communities and subsistence styles 

(Drennan 1988, Sanders and Webster 1988). While these 

approaches are not without merit, cultural geographers 

(Berry and Horton 1970, Johnson 1969, Jones 1966, Sjoberg 

1960), historians (Jacobs 1969, Skinner 1977), and 

anthropologists (Boserup 1965, 1981, Wolf 1967), and some 

archaeologists (de Montmollin 1988, Marcus 1976, 1983a and 

b) frequently argue that in complex societies agricultural 

systems, sUbsistence strategies and patterns of growth are 

contingent on sociopolitical organization, and not the 

reverse. 

similarly, these simplistic ecological models continue to 

be justified by recourse to current (or at least recent) 

Mesoamerican sUbsistence practices and social structure 

(Fash 1983, Ford 1986, Sanders and Webster 1988). The exact 

nature of Maya cities is still somewhat in dispute (Marcus 

1983b, Sanders and Webster 1988). Nevertheless, if the 

prehistoric Maya had a complex sociopolitical organization 

that included the "ordinary" multifunction cities described 

by Wolf (1967), which are dependent on outlying populations 

for supplies and support, or even the functionally specific 
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but relatively autonomous cities described by Sanders and 

Webster (1988), then it is not really possible to explain 

the distribution of mounds in a Maya settlement in terms of 

the immediate agrarian environment or by the possibility of 

any particular type of agricultural intensification. This 

is true even if the settlement in question would only have 

amounted to a small town. Settlements are not just 

clusters of houses, but have economic and political 

functions that give them an internal structure'not fully 

explained by agricultural practices and postconquest 

kinship relations. To be sure, large permanent communities 

require agricultural surplus and certain decisions about 

residence patterns are influenced by family organization, 

but these factors alone do not predict the population 

distribution of a particular settlement involved in a 

larger economic sphere and in complex sociopolitical 

conditions. 

At one time urban geographers attempted to develop a 

typology of cities. Several theories of settlement 

arrangement were described, based on the study of modern 

cities (Johnson 1969). However, as has been pointed out by 

several theorists (e.g., Skinner 1977), there are no 

typical cities. Although two recent studies have applied 

urban typologies to prehistoric Mesoamerican communities, 

since any particular city will have a unique constellation 



of features as a result of its history, cultural context, 

environmental setting, and innumerable other factors, 

trying to put cities into set categories is probably not 

worthwhile. Both Marcus (l983b) and Sanders and Webster 
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(1988) conclude that Maya cities were mainly religious or 

"regal-ritual" centers (a concept uncomfortably close to 

Thompson's [1966, 1970] vacant ceremonial center concept), 

ignoring the fact that the urban geographers and political 

theorists from whom their typologies are drawn would not 

have argued for the existence of a civilization based on a 

single type of city. 

Nevertheless, although they vary, cities do usually 

contain certain elements in common, that is, they vary 

along some of the same lines. Some of the most basic of 

these lines of variation have been identified by urban 

geographers and may be used to derive a vocabulary useful 

for describing and comparing settlement forms. 

Appropriateness of the concepts borrowed must be an issue 

of serious concern, however, since geographers' city 

typologies often equate "preindustrial" cities with 

contemporary non-western cities, such as Calcutta (Berry 

1970), that have been significantly affected by the 

repercussions of the industrial revolution. Urban 

geographers also frequently focus on changes in population 

structure over periods of time that are too brief in 
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archaeological terms to be useful. 

Perhaps the most commonly cited characteristic of urban 

settlements is that of centralization or nucleation, 

elaborated by geographers in the concentric theory. 

Although developed for modern societies in terms of factory 

zones and transport costs (Johnson 1969:164-5, originally 

proposed by Burgess 1925), the basic premise of the 

concentric theory is that population density and land use 

will vary from the center of a city to the periphery. In 

general, the city center, or the area immediately outside 

the city center, will be the most densely settled, and 

population will decrease away from the center. 

In his treatise on preindustrial cities, Sjoberg (1960) 

outlines a similar type of urban variation, but does not 

tie the center-periphery contrast exclusively to population 

density. Instead he discusses the "preeminence of the 

central area" which simply means that the city center may 

contain markets, monumental architecture and elite 

dwellings. This is not necessarily the most densely 

settled area, but the most prestigious, so many very large 

houses making conspicuous use of valuable space are 

likely. The smaller dwellings of poorer classes who do 

business in the center and provide services to the elite 

may be near or even between these elite residences if the 

city is a commercial center. The central density depends 
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to some extent on its function. 

This argument has been developed for Mesoamerican cities 

by Marcus (1983b). Her argument is that differences 

between the distribution of population in urban centers is 

related to the predominant function of the center as 

administrative, religious or commercial. Commercial 

centers like Teotihuacan will be accessible and dense, 

religious centers like Tikal will be less dense and 

emphasize temple architecture, administrative centers like 

Monte Alban will be of medium density and defensible. 

Although developed for a pan-Mesoamerican comparison, 

Marcus's model (1983b:241) has relevance for a comparison 

of exclusively Maya sites as well. To attribute a single 

predominant function to all Maya cities is surely too great 

a simplification. Different Maya cities undoubtedly had 

different functions, which should, if Marcus is correct, 

result in variations in the density and layout of their 

central areas. Measuring the density of population, as 

well as the variation in density between the center and the 

site periphery, may help determine the function of a city, 

especially when considered on a regional scale. Density 

should be considered on a Maya scale, bounded perhaps by 

Dzibilchaltun (probably the most dense Maya site) and 

Barton Ramie (or whatever Maya site is argued to be the 

least dense). And density estimates should be combined 
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with information on site layout, graded from defensible to 

easily accessible. 

However, Berry has argued (1970, and Berry et ale 1963) 

that central densities are not static and that, while 

industrial cities tend to become less dense over time, 

preindustrial settlements become more dense in the center. 

He exemplifies this process with data from a 70 year period 

in Calcutta. Two factors make this generalization unlikely 

to apply to a prehistoric preindustrial city. First, the 

70 year period of time involved in identifying the trend in 

Calcutta is very brief. Many of the Maya cities 

archaeologists study were occupied for 2500 years. Several 

cycles of increased and decreased central density may be 

encompassed by such a time span. Second, the changes in 

Calcutta include significant changes in economics and 

transportation options concomitant with the entry of India 

into the modern world system. This kind of change is 

likely to be a short term response to modern conditions. 

Nevertheless, it is possible for cities to play more than 

one functional role over time. Changes in the degree and 

form of nucleation of a settlement over time that are 

archaeologically detectable may indicate changes in the 

community functions described by Marcus (1983b). 

These theories all involve the identification of a 

contrast between the density and type of settlement 
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structures in the center of a community with those at a 

distance from the center. All suggest that important clues 

to the organization and functioning of a settlement can be 

gained by outlining the degree and form of this contrast. 

Furthermore, these authors suggest that in order to make 

accurate population estimates, it is necessary to determine 

relative settlement densities at varying distances from 

site center. Changes in these relative densities and in 

the distribution of different types of structures over time 

may be key to understanding the development of a 

community. 

Ultimately, using site density variations to identify the 

function of a particular settlement will require 

comparative data from other sites, particularly those 

nearby with possible economic or political relationships to 

the site under study. Data from sites with a variety of 

patterns will be necessary to determine at what scale the 

contrast in density and form between the center and the 

periphery of a site is meaningful. Nevertheless, attention 

to such variation is valuable for reconstructing the growth 

and development of a particular site. The first research 

question addressed by the Nohmul Settlement Pattern Project 

(outlined in Chapter Two) is that there is a significant 

contrast between Nohmul's central precinct and its outlying 

areas that may vary at different intervals from site center 
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and that may change over time. 

Besides center-periphery variation, Sjoberg discusses the 

existence of "neighborhoods" or districts within a 

settlement based on social contrasts, such as class, 

economic status, occupational specialization, or ethnic 

origin. His point is that, although artisans of a 

particular craft or members of a particular class may 

reside in particular neighborhoods, their work places may 

not be separate from their houses. Neighborhoods may be 

socially segregated, but are less likely to be functionally 

segregated. For example, Sjoberg suggests that crafts 

people may live mostly in one neighborhood, but their 

status as crafts people will circumscribe their 

neighborhood, not their particular crafts. Butchers, 

bakers and candlestick makers may all live in the same 

neighborhood if they have equal social status, but they 

will be separated from higher status doctors, lawyers and 

Indian chiefs. 

The sector theory of urban formation (Johnson 

1969:165-75, originally presented by Hoyt 1939), follows 

Sjoberg's concept of "neighborhoods" closely, by arguing 

that: 

Once a district with hi~h-class housing has been 
established, the most expensive sites for new 
houses will be along the outer edge of this 
area. The net result over a period of urban 
expansion is that a zone of high class housing 



tends to be located on one side of a city rather 
than in the continuous ring supported by the 
concentric theory." (Johnson 1969:166) 
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Obviously this argument involves concepts of real estate 

and commerce that have no prehistoric counterparts. 

Furthermore, the upper-class, occupational or kin-based 

groups that create these sectors may not endure the entire 

lifespan of a prehistoric city. However, some evidence of 

sectoring may remain when settlement data are contr~lled 

for contemporaneity. 

Marcus (1983b) prefers the multiple nuclei theory to the 

sector theory for explaining Maya settlement structure, 

though either could be used to describe the mound clusters 

that occur in most Maya sites outside the central 

precinct. The multiple nuclei theory suggests that cities 

are more cellular than nuclear, growing around points in 

the settlement area rather than around the city center. In 

its original form (Harris and Ullman 1945) the multiple 

nuclei model runs counter to Sjoberg's characterization of 

preindustrial cities by suggesting functional segregation 

in settlement, perhaps around factories, which mainly 

applies to industrial cities. However, Marcus argues that 

the pattern of multiple nuclei is visible at many smaller 

Maya centers, and believes it may pertain to local 

political hierarchies. Fash's (1983) description of 

neighborhoods is similar to Marcus's concept of nuclei, 
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although on a somewhat more modest scale. 

Major Maya centers, identified by Marcus on the basis of 

emblem glyphs (1976), all seem to have one "single major 
I 

complex of public buildings" (1983b:206), while smaller 

sites may have several "separate but equal" plaza groups. 

As she notes, demonstration of the existence of such nuclei 

is contingent on showing contemporaneity between groups. 

Also, her idea of separate but equal nodes in a single 

settlement implies a degree of redundancy of settlement 

function. That is, instead of the functional variation 

between nuclei originally proposed by Johnson (1969), each 

of Marcus's nuclei would contain a separate but e~~ally 

elite family, with all retainers attached. Haviland (1988) 

has developed a similar explanation of archaeological 

configurations at the household level. The alternative, 

that sectors or neighborhoods form in relation to a single 

center along lines of economic or social status, is also 

possible. A second proposition about urban settlements 

that will be addressed in the Nohmul Settlement Pattern 

research design (Chapter Two) is that urban communities may 

show evidence of sectors with like buildings grouped 

together, or multiple nuclei, with the complete range of 

structural variation replicated at several nuclei. 

Of course it is reasonable that a combination of these 

two patterns existed at most points in time in any 
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particular community. Understanding of the significance of 

distributions at a particular site will ultimately come 

from comparisons with other sites. In the meantime, until 

such comparisons are possible, it may be fruitful to look 

for variation in distributions over time at a single site. 

Another research question is suggested by Colby (1933) in 

his discussion of centrifugal and centripetal forces. He 

noted that in some cases, competition for space in city 

centers would drive some types of land use further away. 

For example, very large elite families might not be able to 

house themselves and their orchards in the center of town. 

At the same time, the convenient location of markets or 

family ties would encourage crowding into the center. For 

a preindustrial civilization like that of the ancient Maya, 

lacking wheels and draft animals, these forces must surely 

have been in play. The location of houses in relation to 

areas of production and markets must have involved some 

strategic compromises. Drennan (1988) has articulated this 

point by suggesting that intensive agriculture may have a 

centrifugal influence on agrarian households. His point is 

that extremely intensive cooperative agriculture, such as 

ridged fields, may discourage nucleated settlement of 

farmers. It is unlikely that this situation might actually 

prevent nucleation and urbanism, since specialists and 

political and military authorities supported by the 
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agricultural surplus produced by intensive farming would 

still live in nucleated urban surroundings. However, such 

factors may be seen as decentralizing forces on communities 

that would otherwise be more nucleated. A final 

proposition to be tested at Nohmul is that, despite 

centripetal forces encouraging dense population in the 

settlement center, centrifugal forces may be exerted £Y 
particular outlying site areas. 

In the foregoing I have discussed people and structures 

as though they were one and the same. Obviously they are 

not. Cultural geographers can investigate family incomes 

and the significance of sacred places in ways that 

archaeologists of prehistoric groups cannot. Nevertheless, 

most of the variation in population density and settlement 

structure that geographers describe should be reflected in 

the density and style of structures. The worst problem 

with testing this model in the Maya lowlands is not that 

buildings do not reflect concentric patterning and 

sectoring, but that not all prehistoric buildings are 

preserved, and of those that are preserved, not all those 

can be sampled or understood from their surface 

configurations one to two thousand years after they were 

abandoned. 
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Conclusion 

In this chapter I have argued that the study of 

prehistoric Maya settlements has been hampered by 

simplistic cultural ecology, overgeneralized ethnographic 

analogy, and a lack of attention to both natural and 

cultural site formation processes. In response to this 

situation I have presented three simple propositions about 

Maya settlement, based on what is known about urban systems 

in general and what is suspected about Maya social 

organization in particular. These propositions are 

explicitly designed to be tested with the type of data 

available to a settlement pattern analyst working in the 

Maya Lowlands. 

In the following chapter I will present a research design 

developed to address these propositions with data from the 

settlement of the prehistoric Maya site of Nohmul in 

northern Belize. The Nohmul data are relevant to these 

issues partly because of the site itself, which was shown 

from earlier excavations to have a nonplatform component 

(Wilk et al. 1975), to have mounds whose shapes have 

little relation to their construction histories (Heighway 

et al. 1975), clusters of visible occupation (Hammond 
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1973), and an apparently uneven occupation spanning a very 

long time (Hammond et al. 1975). Nohmul is also relatively 

well preserved, since it was protected from much deep 

plowing by the Belize Sugar Industries for many years. On 

the other hand, Nohmul's features are not so deeply buried 

that there are almost no surface-subsurface relationships, 

as is the case at some heavily alluviated sites such as 

Quirigua (Ashmore 1981). A complete site description is 

presented in Chapter Two. 

Nohmul is the largest site in Northern Belize, but is 

much smaller than many sites in the Central Pet en such as 

Tikal or Mirador, both in terms of its areal extent and in 

the number of visible mounds in its settlement. As 

discussed in Chapter Five, the population density suggested 

by Nohmul's mounds is much lower than that considered 

essential for qualification as a city by some authors 

(Lamberg-Karlovsky and Sabloff 1979:260-263, Sanders and 

Price 1968:45-46). Nevertheless, since other authors 

(Haviland 1970, Marcus 1983b, Sanders and Webster 1988, 

Sjoberg 1960) have argued that population density per se is 

not an absolute qualification for urbanism, Nohmul's size 

in relation to other communities in the region makes it an 

appropriate site to look to for other urban 

characteristics. In other words, if the Maya had "central 

place" communities that functioned as cities do in other 
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complex societies, Nohmul may have had such a function. 

Furthermore, preservation at the site makes it a good place 

to test whether visible mounds are a good index of all 

archaeological features and therefore a good source of 

information on population density and social organization. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 

THE NOHMUL SETTLEMENT PATTERN PROJECT 

The organization of this dissertation progresses from 

theory, in Chapter One, to data, beginning in this chapter 

and continuing in Chapter Three and in Appendix A, to 

interpretation in Chapters Four, Five and six. This 

chapter begins with a site description of Nohmul and a 

summary of previous research at the site as a background 

for the presentation of a research design developed to 

address the propositions in Chapter One. Nohmul is shown 

in terms of previous research and general geographic 

outline to be an excellent site for pursuing questions of 

Maya settlement pattern and demography. 

Nohmul is located in Northern Belize about ten kilometers 

north of Orange Walk Town on a low rolling limestone 

ridge. The Hondo River, which forms the site's western 

boundary, originates within seventy-five kilometers of the 

inland political center of Tikal and offers a water route 

into other parts of the central lowlands via its 

tributaries, such as the Rio Bravo and the Rio Azul. To 

the north, the Hondo is a waterway to the sea, and to 

prehistoric seaports such as Santa Rita and Cerros. 
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site Description 

Nohmu1 is the largest site in Northern Belize, both in 

terms of courtyard count (Adams [1982] estimates twelve) 

and areal extent (Hammond et a1. 1985), probably covering 

over thirty-five square kilometers, between the Hondo River 

and Pu11trouser Swamp. Twenty two square kilometers of the 

site have been mapped. From one kilometer north of site 

center (defined arbitrarily as the area within half a 

kilometer of the central acropolis) to the site's northern 

edge along the raised fields, the land is currently used to 

pasture cattle. Consequently, many prehistoric features 

are exposed and were mapped as early as 1973 (Hammond et 

a1. 1973). There is no obvious patterning in the 

distribution of these features aside from their tendency to 

appear on ridgetops. Excluding those in the site's central 

precinct, visible mounds range from ten to thirty meters in 

diameter, and from one to five meters in height. 

Nohmu1's central area consisted of two enormous platform 

groups spaced about 400 meters apart connected by a sacbe 

(elevated road, see Site Map, Appendix C). The easternmost 

group contains the structure referred to as the "central 

acropolis", which rises to the tallest point for many miles 
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around. Construction of this building took place in the 

Terminal Prec1assic when a two meter thick platform, 300m x 

(almost) 200m in area, was built as a central plaza. On 

the north side of this plaza, the acropolis, a secondary 

platform (structure 1) some eight meters tall was built; 

upon this platform structure 2 rose about another nine 

meters. The basal platform of the western group appears to 

be comparably large, but none of the structures it supports 

is as large as structure 1 and its secondary pyramid 

sequence. 

This platform-based double complex includes about 32 

secondary platform-based structures, built over the several 

centuries of its occupation. Excavation in the east group 

has also revealed evidence of a structure seated directly 

on basal Platform 1, without a secondary supporting 

platform. This was an enormous timber hall over twenty 

meters long situated on the center of the central acropolis 

platform in the Terminal Prec1assic (Hammond et al. 1985). 

Outside the central precinct, settlement is continuous 

but uneven to the Hondo River, three and one half 

kilometers west, and east three to four kilometers to 

Pulltrouser Swamp, where the landscape is a maze of 

prehistoric raised fields (Turner and Harrison 1983). A 

relationship between Pulltrouser Swamp and Nohmul is 

likely, but much more about local demographic patterns and 

I 
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sUbsistence strategies must be known before this 

possibility can be fully evaluated. A number of smaller 

sites whose relationship to Nohmul is unknown are 

associated with Pulltrouser Swamp. Nohmul is also bounded 

on the north and northeast by swamps densely packed with 

relic fields. North of these swamps settlement is 

continuous to the small site of San Victor, which lies 

about five kilometers from Nohmul's central acropolis. 

Similarly, some four kilometers south of Nohmul's central 

precinct, Nohmul's settlement apparently merges with the 

settlement of the small site of San Luis. Further south 

along the Hondo (approximately eleven kilometers from 

Nohmul's center) is San Antonio, Albion Island, another 

locus of prehistoric fields. 

The southern portion of the site (about 60% of the total 

site area) is now planted in sugar cane, severely limiting 

the visibility of surface features. Although larger mounds 

are not sown, when surrounded by mature cane even these are 

visible only from above. Southern areas exposed and mapped 

during cane harvests in 1982, 1983, 1985 and 1986 suggest a 

distribution similar to that visible in the north sector. 

All Nohmul's larger mounds have been trenched by looters, 

and several mound groups have been bulldozed away for road 

fill (Hammond 1982b). In spite of this disturbance, Nohmul 

has fared much better than many north Belize sites (Sidrys 



1983), and still contains a relatively intact occupation 

sequence. Large areas of the north sector have escaped 

extensive deep plowing. This is partly due to the 

protective ownership of the Belize Sugar Industries, but 

this protection ended in 1986 as land sales to private 

citizens began. 
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Previous reconnaissance at the site affected the research 

design of the Nohmul Settlement Pattern Project. Early 

excavations began outlining Nohmul's chronology by the turn 

of the century. More recent excavations identified some of 

the major problem areas that might be addressed with data 

from the site. Since my research was built on these, they 

are described below. 

Excavations By Thomas Gann 

Hammond (1985) has identified the first published 

reference to Nohmul in Thomas Gann's 1897 paper "On the 

contents of Some Ancient Mounds in Central America". Gann 

began digging at Nohmul in 1908-1909 (reported 1911). 

Nohmul is not named; Gann identifies his collection with 

the modern settlement of Douglas, which lies several 

kilometers northwest of Nohmul's site center. Hammond 

(1985) believes the Terminal Formative/Protoclassic vessels 
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and the incomplete Late Postclassic incensario that Gann 

reports probably came from either structure 65-66 (the 

western partner of Nohmul's twin ceremonial precincts), or 

structure 277. 

The loci of other excavations by Gann during this period 

are unknown, since Gann describes his findings exclusively 

in terms of the portable artifacts they produced. During 

his 1911-1912 season, while he was digging elsewhere, Gann 

reports discovery at Nohmul by a local person of a "large 

collection of fragments of rough pottery vessels and 

incense burners" (1914-1916), including a Postclassic 

effigy incensario which he describes in some detail. In 

conclusion he states: "No further excavations were made in 

this mound, as it is very large, is situated in a very 

remote locality, and experience has shown that mounds which 

contain these large aggregations of broken pottery and 

incensarios almost invariably contain nothing else" 

(excerpted in Hammond 1985:117). 

Gann reports (1939) spending two other seasons at 

Nohmul. Loci of some of these later excavations are better 

known, in part because of the extensive damage done to the 

s·tructures that he left unconsolidated. He gutted 

structure 2 on the central acropolis, finding an 

interesting but not very wealthy burial. He also trenched 

structures 8 and 11 in the site's central area. 
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Gann then excavated 25 mounds in Nohmul's settlement 

area. These excavations are known only from general 

descriptions of the size of the mounds and from Gann's 

estimates of their distance fr9m Nohmul's center. Beside 

the fact that Gann's distance measures seem to have been 

consistently inaccurate (Hammond 1985:44,55), it is now 

difficult to distinguish the results of Gann's efforts from 

those of looters. Fortunately, many of the artifacts Gann 

recovered are known and now reside in the British Museum. 

Photographs of these have been reproduced by Hammond 

(1985:75-91). 

Discoveries at Nohmul occurred by accident in 1940 when 

structure 277 was damaged during the construction of the 

San Pablo/Douglas Road. Three chambers were uncovered 

which contained burials and a large assemblage of Terminal 

Formative/Protoclassic vessels and, probably, some Early 

Classic (reported by Anderson and Cook 1944). Some of the 

vessels are in the Belize National Collection, and have 

been reproduced by Hammond (1985:93-105) and discussed by 

Pring (1977) and Hammond (1984). The next reconnaissance 

at Nohmul did not occur until the 1970's. 
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The Corozal Project 1973-1974, 1978 

In keeping with the focus of the discipline in the 

1970's, Hammond designed a regional project for the Maya 

area of Northern Belize. According to Hammond (p.c.) this 

was the first truly regional project in the Lowlands, as 

opposed to projects like his Lubaantun study (Hammond 1975) 

or the Belize Valley Survey (Willey et al. 1965), which 

focused on single sites and contained only small amounts of 

background data from the surrounding area. Funded mainly 

by the British Museum and by the Crowther-Benyon Fund of 

the Cambridge University Museum of Archaeology and 

Ethnology, Hammond outlined the project as follows: 

The Corozal Project was organized to investigate 
the prehistory and human ecology of the area of 
Belize (formerly British Honduras) lying north of 
latitude 18 OO'N, and bounded otherwise by the 
Caribbean coast and the Mexican border along the 
Rio Hondo (1985:1). 

In 1973, the project gathered data mainly from the sites 

of Nohmul, San Estevan, Santa Rita, Caledonia, Colha, and 

Kichpanha; and in the Tower Hill - Chan Pine Ridge area, 

the area west of Progresso Lagoon, and the area east of the 

Rio Nuevo along the Orange Walk - San Estevan ridge. The 

central precincts and some of the settlement area of 

Nohmul, San Estevan, Santa Rita, Colha, and Chowacol were 
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mapped. General reconnaissance in Northern Belize began to 

reveal the density and character of prehispanic settlement 

in the region. The beginning of a regional ceramic 

sequence spanning the period from the Early Late Formative 

(450-300 Be, Tzec equivalent) to the Postclassic (AD 

800-1000, and perhaps later in some places) was rendered 

from stratigraphic excavations and surface collections in 

this first season. 

Besides the mapping of its center, an area of about .13 

of a square kilometer, a portion of Nohmul's north sector, 

beginning about 1 kilometer north of site center, was 

mapped. Within this mapped area, structure 139 of the 

Platform 137 Group was chosen for excavation. Hammond 

describes choice of this structure as "archaeologically 

random" (1973:45), by which he means that it met the 

following criteria: it was readily accessible from the San 

victor Road, it was in good condition and not looted, and 

it did not appear unusual. The excavation revealed a 

Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic structure. 

The excavation was undertaken on the presumption 
that this group of structures would have a 
history similar to those of uninvestigated groups 
in the vicinity in its dates of foundation, 
occupation, and abandonment. (1973:45) 

This turned out not to be the case, as became clear from 

Wilk 's (et al. 1975) work in the area and my later 

excavation of nearby Platform 131, which uncovered a single 
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period construction (Terminal Classic) with Preclassic 

occupation only on the surface of bedrock. Comparison 

between the occupation sequence of the Platform 137 Group 

and that of the Platform 131 Group (as well as differences 

among the construction sequences of Platforms 138, 139 and 

141) gave the first indication of the range of variation 

encompassed by Nohmul's visible mounds. 

A summary of Corozal Proj ect excavations is .presented 

here in some detail, since the initial findings, e.g., the 

unexpected difference between Platform 137 and Platform 

131, influenced the research design of my settlement 

pattern study. Platform 137, located about two kilometers 

from Nohmul's center and about .2 kilometers from the minor 

ceremonial center of the Platform 143 Group, supported four 

mounds constructed at roughly the cardinal points of the 

platfonn. Excavation of structure 139, the southernmost 

structure on the platform, was directed by Carolyn 

Heighway. She uncovered a small (13.2 by 4 meters) 

structure with low limestone walls originally probably 

under one meter tall and about .8 meters thick. Postholes 

in the upper courses of the walls indicated a perishable 

superstructure. Several episodes of replastering suggest 

the structure was occupied for some time. At the time of 

its excavation, the building was interpreted as a Late 

Postclassic house (ca. AD 1300) and linked to Yucatecan 
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influence by architectural technique and design style. A 

second structure was discovered adjacent to the first at 

the western limit of the excavation and, although not 

excavated, was hypothesized to be a kitchen on the basis of 

its small size and location near the main dwelling 

structures. 

Several burials coeval with this building were 

encountered, as well as a series of seven poorly preserved 

burials discovered to have been cut into the surface of an 

earlier occupation. The construction of the earlier 

occupation was a building of completely perishable 

materials (identified from a series of postholes cut into 

the plaster surface below). The 1973 excavations concluded 

with the discovery of this building, which remained 

undated. 

The 1974 season concentrated on Nohmul exclusively. Iris 

Barry completed the excavation of Structure 139. Three 

graves found associated with the earlier structure dated it 

to the Terminal Classic period. The fact that the original 

ground surface below the platform was found to contain no 

ceramics later than the Late Classic suggested that the 

platform was constructed not long after that period. 

Structures 138 and 141 on the same platform were also 

trenched in 1974, under the supervision of Elizabeth 
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Graham. Completion of these excavations allowed Hammond to 

produce this reconstruction of the occupation sequence of 

the Platform 139 Group: 

"structure 138 was founded in the Late Preclassic 
period and was substantially complete by the time 
an early Protoclassic burial was intruded into 
its front. structures 139 and 141 had 
Protoclassic and later material in the old land 
surface that they buried, and were Late Classic 
constructions. Both subsequently acted as podia 
for the construction of masonry walled buildings 
overlying Terminal Classic levels, which are 
likely from their form to be Late Postclassic in 
date; there was no detectable hiatus in 
occupation" (1974-1975:7). 

Despite slight differences in stratigraphic interpretation 

(e.g., I would argue that layer 28 from Heighway's 

excavation [Hammond et ale 1973:18] probably corresponds 

to a brief period of abandonment of structure 137), similar 

construction sequences were repeated, either completely or 

partly, in many platform groups at Nohmul. However, it was 

clear from these early excavations that surface 

configuration did not indicate the construction or 

occupation sequence of a building. Late Postclassic 

occupations turned out to be rare in the settlement area. 

A series of settlement excavations, directed by Richard 

wilk and (one) by Duncan Pring was conducted in the 

vicinity of Platform 137 to determine whether the complex 

pattern of occupation of that structure was common in the 

area, and to delineate the extent of Late Postclassic 
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settlement. Fourteen 1m - 1.5m square test pits were used 

to test four plazuela groups, two larger "ceremonial " 

structures, and two single structures. 

These excavations revealed that Postclassic occupation 

was not extensive in the immediate area of Platform 137, 

but that there seemed to be two population maxima: one in 

the Late Preclassic and one in the Late (now designated 

Late/Terminal) Classic. All structures tested had 

occupations in both periods, except the Platform 109 Group, 

which Hammond (1974-1975) suggests was a shrine, because it 

seems to have been unused (at least unremodeled) by later 

inhabitants after its original construction in the Late 

Preclassic. All other structures were built or reused in 

the Late/Terminal Classic. 

Several important features were discovered in these 

excavations. Pring's work on the Platform 99 Group between 

Structures 103 and 104 revealed a Late Preclassic hearth, 

the only such platform-based hearth known from Nohmul 

(although similar to Cuello firepits (Hammond, p.c.). 

wilk's excavation into the center of Structure 110 on 

Platform 109 hit a ceremonial cache at the base of the 

structure that contained four jade head pendants, two jade 

earspools, a jade bead, several Terminal Preclassic 

vessels, imported shells and three metates. Excavations in 

Platforms 168, 143, and 180 (the rest of the excavations 
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described here were done by wilk in 1974) yielded the first 

evidence of modified bedrock that has turned out to be so 

common at Nohmul. Excavation into structure 94 uncovered 

the first evidence of nonplatform occupation at Nohmul: 

The first phase structure is much more puzzling, 
in that it seems to have consisted of nothing 
more than a plaster floor set flush into the 
ground surface. This is quite the opposite of 
the usual ancient Maya house building technique 
which utilized a platform to raise the house up 
above the land surface. The earliest phase of 
structure 94 is much closer to modern Maya house 
construction in that the plaster or sascab floor 
functions only as an even clean surface, not as 
an elevation. Perhaps further ancient structures 
of similar nature lie undiscovered because of 
their unobtrusive nature (Wilk et ale 1975:85) 

Also in 1974, Barry excavated in the remains of the badly 

damaged structure 277, which turned out to have been 

reconstructed several times over the centuries (possibly 

300 B.C. to 1000 A.D.). Pring and Hammond placed two 1.5 

square meter test pits into structure 536 situated on the 

banks of the Hondo River to investigate the hypothesis that 

it functioned as a port facility. Their excavations 

revealed several Yucatecan-style Slateware vessels 

associated with secondary burials. Present knowledge 

suggests the vessels were locally manufactured (Hammond 

p.c.) The discovery of what may have been an ancient jetty 

near structure 536 and the dating of the structure itself 

to the Early Classic (which was, at the time of excavation, 

believed to be the period of Nohmul's florescence), along 
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with evidence of fishing in the form of "numerous 

netsinkers", were taken to support the port mound 

hypothesis. pring and Hammond (1975:126) were not positive 

their interpretations were correct and, since the discovery 

in 1983 that Nohmul's early florescence was in the Terminal 

Preclassic, these interpretations seem even more 

speculative than they did in 1974. Nevertheless, it is 

unlikely that Nohmul's position on the Hondo is not related 

to use of the waterway for transport and trade, or that the 

position of structure 536 in an area vulnerable to flooding 

is simply the result of poor planning by the ancient Maya. 

The project concentrated elsewhere in the region in 1975 

and 1976, most notably at Cuello, where Hammond identified 

the earliest known Maya occupation (1980). wilk and 

Wilhite (n.d.) carried out a series of settlement 

excavations at Cuello in 1980 that further developed the 

case for nonplatform occupation in Northern Belize. The 

Corozal Project did not go into the field in 1977. 

In 1978, still under the aegis of the Corozal Project, 

Arlen and Diane Chase began excavation of structure 20 in 

Nohmul's central precinct. In 1979 they returned with 

funding from the University of Pennsylvania and private 

donors to excavate the adjacent structure 9, identifying it 

as a Yucatecan style round structure and structure 20 as a 

Yucatecan style patio quad (Chase and Chase 1982, Chase and 

~ 



Hammond 1982). 

These excavations identified a range of variation in 

structural type, from multiple reuses of individual 
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- buildings to single phase constructions, and from the 

construction of massive platforms to the use of ground 

surface floors. Occupation was dated to all periods from 

the Preclassic to the Late Postclassic, but the spread of 

structures dating to these periods was sho'\oTn to be uneven. 

Evidence of influence from outside Belize was present in 

both the Protoclassic and the Terminal Classic. 

The Nohmul Project 

The Nohmul Project began in 1982 with a small crew and 

limited resources, under the direction of Norman Hammond. 

The goals of the season included both mapping and 

excavation. A map of the settlement around the central 

acropolis was begun. A large trench was opened on the west 

central edge of the platform below structure 1 in the hope 

of dating the construction and occupation sequence of the 

site center. The intention was also to discover whether 

structure 1 was a "tell", having grown up gradually by 

added layers of construction as did many of the smaller 

structures at Nohmul, or was a single phase construction. 
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1982 was the first of four field seasons that I excavated 

at Nohmul. As ceramic analyst during the first season, I 

undertook to complete the exposure of structure 9 for 

consolidation and to obtain an extensive sample of the 

ceramic types it yielded, mainly Late/Terminal Classic. I 

also excavated two 1m x 1m test pits. The first, dug into 

the platform of structure 846 encountered a Late/Terminal 

Classic burial of an extended corpse with a small blackware 

bowl and a metate. The burial was covered by a cairn of 

shaped limestone blocks and was less than one meter below 

the modern ground surface. The second test pit was dug 

into the east edge of structure 846. It hit a layer of 

mixed platform fill over an A-horizon containing Late 

Preclassic ceramics. Unfortunately, the artifacts and 

records of these small excavations were lost by the 

laboratory director at the end of the 1982 season. 

Excavations in the Central Acropolis 

Nohmul's central precinct contains two major 

architectural groups; the smaller western structures being 

linked to the larger eastern group by a sacbe. Both groups 

are built on enormous oblong platforms made of cut 

limestone blocks; the west platform is estimated at 375 by 

140 meters, the west is somewhat larger (Hammond et ale 
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1988). Extensive excavations in the east group (Hammond 

1983, 1985, Hammond et al. 1985, 1987, 1988) have shown 

the platform and the bulk of the architecture to date to 

the Terminal Preclassic. A single testpit in the west 

group dates its platform and possibly some of its 

superstructures to the same period. Hammond (et al. 1988) 

also dates the sacbe as Terminal Chicanel on the basis of 

its construction style. 

Excavations in the central precinct were undertaken to 

outline the construction sequence of the acropolis and its 

surrounding buildings. After a brief introductory season 

in 1982, full scale operations were begun in the east group 

of the central acropolis by the Nohmul Project in 1983, and 

continued in 1985 and 1986. The buildings in this group are 

arranged around the edges of the giant platform in what 

appears to be a much more formal arrangement than the 

layout of the western plaza. Encircling buildings create 

an enclosed platform area at the base of structure 1, by 

far the largest structure at Nohmul. Approach to the east 

group would have been either from the south or across the 

sacbe from the west group; both routes could have been 

easily monitored or restricted. 

The original Preclassic layout of the structures on the 

eastern platform was quite open. This situation was 

changed in the Terminal Classic with the addition of 
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structures 8, 9, 10, 17, 20, and 21. The intrusive 

positioning of these buildings (Hammond 1985), their 

association with possible Yucatecan style tradewares and 

the unusual form of structure 9 (round) and structure 20 (a 

hollow square of architecture) have suggested a Yucatecan 

intrusion into the site center in the Tecep (Late/ Terminal 

Classic) period (Chase and Chase 1982, Chase and Hammond 

1982). The construction is similar to that described for 

the Platform 137 group (Hammond et al. 1973). Yucatecan 

influences first appear at other sites at this date (e.g. 

Seibal; Adams 1973, Southern Quintana Roo; Fry 1976). This 

interpretation is reasonable, although it is weakened by 

the fact that the Yucatecan style ceramics are almost 

exclusively locally made (Kosakowsky, personal 

communication), and there is a Preclassic precedent for 

round structures in Northern Belize (Haberland 1958, Sidrys 

1983). An unmapped structure south of the eastern acropolis 

platform, but within the central kilometer of Nohmul's 

settlement (and therefore outside the scope of both the 

Settlement Pattern Project and the Nohmul Project) located 

in the vicinity of Structure 816, also appears to be 

round. 

While these excavations were carried out in the site's 

center, the Nohmul Settlement Pattern Project was operating 

in the outlying areas of the site. I directed the Nohmul 



Settlement Pattern Project in 1983, 1985, and 1986. The 

three seasons of settlement excavation are described and 

analyzed in Chapters Three and Four. The excavation data 

are presented in Appendix A. 

Research Design 
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At the broadest level, the methodology presented here is 

aimed at recovering a range of variation in the types of 

archaeological feature recoverable from the settlement area 

of a lowland Maya site. Previous settlement pattern 

studies have too often assumed that the boundaries of their 

sample population were known, without adequate testing. 

Although this research design is intended to address 

general problems, it was developed for investigating a 

specific site in northern Belize. A variety of theoretical 

issues and culture historical questions outlined in Chapter 

One are addressed in the research design. 

The strategy of the Nohmul settlement pattern project was 

to sample cultural features via extensive testpitting at 

kilometer intervals from site center, to test for patterns 

of occupation density and form in relation to the central 

area and outlying features. Excavations were also placed 

in all four site quadrants, to look for evidence of 
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possible sectoring of the community structure. Test pit 

excavations in some areas were followed by intensive areal 

excavation of selected features. 

Testpitting outlined large scale changes in Nohmul's 

settlement configuration along several axes of variation, 

such as size and location in relation to site center and 

other cultural and natural features. Imminent destruction 

of the site due to land sale supported the decision for 

broad coverage. At the same time, more intensive 

excavation was required to investigate the function of 

certain features so that generalizations about occupational 

density and building function would be possible. Posthole 

testing and surface collections were used to search for 

nonplatform features and to augment the excavation sample. 

Sampling 

"Ambiguity is where we begin. If we were sure of 
the answers there would be no point to 
research." (Cowgill 1975:263) 

Of all archaeological sampling problems, the difficulties 

presented by a very large complex site with a long 

occupation are the most severe (Asch 1975, Brown 1975, 

Morris 1975). The archaeological record of Nohmul's 

settlement is large, long, deep, and complex. The 
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potential for bias in the sampling of a site like Nohmul is 

enormous. 

The primary way to decrease bias is to increase sample 

size. However, to develop a truly random sample 

representative of a 35km square occupation that endured for 

a period of 2500 years would require a sample of a size 

completely outside the available resources of any ordinary 

archaeological project (Asch 1975, Morris 1975). The result 

of taking a small random sample of an enormous and 

completely unstratified area is that the sample would be 

precise, in the sense that its statistics are highly 

replicable, but it would be biased and have a very low 

accuracy, meaning that its relation to the actual 

population of archaeological features of all sites will not 

be close. This means that the most common features of the 

population sampled will be those most frequently found, and 

their occurrence will have some degree of predictability, 

but the range of variation in features will not be 

recovered, especially if the range is great and the sample 

is small. It must be noted at the outset that in dealing 

with a large human population center, most possible 

archaeological samples will be relatively small. 

Archaeologists usually attempt to circumvent this problem 

by stratifying the archaeological data according to a set 

of characteristics that are assumed to correlate with 
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population parameters. Each set of characteristics 

constitutes a "type" of archaeological feature. 

Excavations are then done of a percentage of each type and 

what is produced is regarded as a stratified sample that 

can be used to reconstruct ancient lifeways within a 

measurable range of error, by means of statistical 

procedures such as chi square and standard deviation. 

For example, as already discussed, Mayanists usually 

assume that prehistoric Maya constructed all (or almost 

all) their buildings on platforms, revealing aspects of 

building function and social organization in the placement, 

form and size of the structures. From this assumption it 

follows that mounds are a true indication of the population 

of archaeological features and may be stratified for 

sampling according to their characteristics. Visible 

characteristics such as the volume and shape of mounds are 

used to divide settlement features into types; these types 

are given attention proportional to their frequency in the 

settlement to produce a statistical sample of each type 

(Scarborough 1986, Tourtellot 1983). 

A mound-based sampling strategy based on these 

assumptions is the result of an unfortunate marriage 

between the practical exigencies of fieldwork at huge sites 

and the historical influences on Maya archaeology described 

in Chapter One. Despite general acceptance of Maya 
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cultural complexity, this strategy assumes a very small 

degree of variation in prehistoric features. The 

settlement area of a population center is expected to 

include a few types of structure, mostly houses, that vary 

according to a few simple parameters. Basically, house 

size is thought to be affected by the status of its 

occupants, house form and clustering by family structure, 

and house distribution by SUbsistence pattern. 

sampling only visible features is not just a benign 

oversimplification. It is likely to result in a serious 

under-representation of population variation. For example, 

Cowgill (1975) points out that if a project intending to 

estimate the mean size of the sites in a valley depends on 

a random sample not designed to give less obtrusive (i.e., 

smaller) sites an almost equal opportunity of being located 

along with the larger sites, then the sample mean is likely 

to be much larger than the population mean. The sample 

will be precise (replicable) but not accurate 

(representative) • "In fact, if the possibility of bias is 

not recognized, and the theoretical precision is taken to 

be a good measure of the actual accuracy, the results will 

be downright misleading" (Cowgill 1975:265). 

The possibility that this kind of sampling error is 

affecting the interpretation of Maya settlements has not 

been evaluated. A random sample of mounds does not give 
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all archaeological features an equal opportunity of 

discovery if an unknown portion of the features are not on 

mounds, or not on visible mounds. Furthermore, a random 

sample of mound types mayor may not correspond to a sample 

of cultural types. 

As discussed in Chapter One, complex societies might be 

expected to result in a greater range of variation in 

settlement than is recognized in the foregoing type of 

research design. In a sense, assuming great consistency 

among settlement features and digging a small number of 

excavations in features that differ only along the simplest 

parameters of size and shape may well be a self-fulfilling 

research prophecy. In short, if the surface variation we 

use to stratify our sample does not vary according to 

prehistoric population parameters, the variation identified 

within the separate strata of the archaeological sample 

will not reflect variation in cultural parameters. 

The purpose of the sampling procedure used by the Nohmul 

Settlement Pattern Project was not to acquire a random 

sample of all archaeological features or a stratified 

sample of a set of types of features. This sampling design 

was developed to identify bias resulting from the use of a 

stratified sample of mound types to reconstruct the 

demography or social organization of prehistoric Maya 

settlement. Two questions in particular were addressed: 
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1. What is the relation of visible mounds to the 

constellation of archaeological settlement features? 

2. What is the relation of archaeological settlement 

features to a prehistorid Maya community? 

The data produced are not intended for statistical 

generalization, because they were gathered as a test of the 

representativeness of a mound-oriented sample. Asch 

(1975:185) notes that for small samples a judgment 

selection may provide a more representative sample than a 

random sample, even though the judgment sample will be 

biased. Since "in all cases .•• the populations (of 

sampled land areas) and the universe (of cultural remains) 

are not mathematically connected [the connections assumed 

to exist between the two are] not something that can be 

subjected to statistical analysis" (Chenhall 1975:23). In 

other words, the representativeness of a sample is 

contingent on a decision made by the archaeologist about 

what the sample actually represents, not on the number or 

random placement of excavations. The purpose of the Nohmul 

sample was to take serious issue with the position that a 

stratified random sample of mounds is necessarily a sample 

of a population of archaeological features that has 

anthropological interest. 

It would have been possible to sample 10% of Nohmul's 700 
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visible mounds with the 76 excavations of the settlement 

pattern project. However, since the anthropological 

significance of such a sample is under scrutiny, the 76 

excavations were placed judgmenta11y to investigate 

parameters of the archaeological population that would not 

be included on a 10% random sample. Since the "systemic" 

(cultural use, Schiffer 1976) significance of "mounds" is 

unclear, the value of a sample of a specific percentage is 

questionable. Sample fraction, like sampling design, 

depends on "prior knowledge or good guesses about 

variability in the population" (cowgill 1975:263). The 

ultimate aim of the Nohmu1 Settlement Pattern Project was 

to implement this "prior knowledge" to add a new dimension 

to the evaluation of future sampling designs. It would be 

desirable to use the Nohmu1 results to develop a 

probabilistic sample, but resources for a larger project 

were not available during the Nohmu1 Settlement Pattern 

Project. 

Probability statements about mounds are only valid if the 

mound characteristics sampled are representative of both 

the parameters of the population of archaeological features 

(settlement structures) under scrutiny and the universe of 

cultural characteristics (status, function, chronology) we 

wish to reconstruct. This is unlikely to be the case, 

because Maya mounded features are only the last physical 
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result of a long and complex occupation; their 

characteristics are the result of a set of factors (natural 

and cultural formation processes [Schiffer 1976]) that 

cross-cut (in unknown ways) any particular prehistoric Maya 

population the archaeologist might wish to reconstruct. A 

sample of mounds is exactly that: a sample of mounds. The 

relationship between mounds and human groups is affected by 

time, formation processes, ecological influences and 

prehistoric cultural factors such as status and building 

function. 

The Nohmul settlement data constitute a "purposive 

sample". According to Morris (1975:205-6), purposive or 

judgment sampling is Useful if the research design requires 

stratified deposits for chronological control, or a sample 

of unique structures to test a particular hypothesis, or a 

greater degree of variety than is available from a small 

sample. To this list, Asch (1975:186) adds the need to 

focus limited resources on areas with the highest 

information content, e.g., areas where preservation is 

superior. This set of requirements accurately 

characterizes the Nohmul Settlement Pattern Project. 

Tourtellot (1983) has already disproved the proposition 

that the visible conformation of mounds is necessarily 

related to the actual shape or use of the prehistoric 

structures in and on the mounds. The first goal of the 
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Nohmul settlement project was to investigate whether 

visible mounds did indeed represent the true range of 

structure types, even though the types might not always be 

indicated by surface features. The obvious way to answer 

this question was to seek "invisible" features and compare 

them to mounded features. The previous research at Nohmul 

already described (Hammond et al., 1973, 1974-75, wilk 

1974-75) suggested that nonmound structures existed at 

Nohmul. Since probability sampling is not a tool for 

"searching" for particular types of data, the Nohmul 

purposive sample was recovered by means of several types of 

judgmental searching techniques, including postholing, 

surface concentration testing, and topographic evaluation. 

The second purpose of the sampling program was to address 

the relationship between the archaeological remains and the 

prehistoric community using the geographers' concepts of 

settlement distribution presented in Chapter One. The 

general program was to seek archaeological variation along 

lines consistent with an urbanized settlement, rather than 

with a modern Maya village, or with a model of prehistoric 

variation based on visible mound types. The most 

straightforward characteristic of population centers is 

centralization, although, as already noted, this is not 

strictly a function of the population density of the 

central precinct. Centralization may be viewed as a 



relative concept, tempered in an urban settlement by 

sectoring and centrifugal forces. 

As discussed in Chapter One, centralization correlates 

with mobilized services and political and economic 
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control. Population density and habitation that form under 

urban conditions may be expected to vary within a 

settlement according to several parameters, including the 

mode of production and the function of the center within 

the larger sociocultural network. All of these factors may 

be expected to vary over time. 

Neither Nohmul's economic and political role in the Maya 

sphere nor the mode of local production can be adequately 

treated with 76 excavations. However, it is possible to 

outline some variations in population density and 

distribution by investigating the contemporaneity of 

structures, and the function and density of features at 

intervals from site center and in relation to the cardinal 

directions and to outlying natural and cultural features. 

Results of the Nohmul Settlement Pattern Project strongly 

suggest that a greater range of variation in Nohmul's 

settlement features was recognized by using a judgment 

sample than would have been possible with a small random 

sample biased in favor of visible mounds. 

Nohmul's mapped settlement system is composed of 
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approximately 700 visible structures spread over a 22 

square kilometer area. (The site covers at least 35 square 

kilometers in all, including unmapped areas that probably 

contained settlement, see site Map, Appendix c.) Besides 

these visible cultural features, the site also contains a 

sUbstantial component of completely subsurface, or 

invisible features, and such non-habitational prehistoric 

features as sacbes, raised fields, canals, chultunob, and 

aguadas. Developing a sampling strategy with any chance of 

outlining the range of variation present in this enormous 

data set was an ongoing challenge throughout the project, 

as is generally the case in dealing with extensive 

occupations (Morris 1975:196). Several strategies were 

implemented, as various issues crystallized during the 

three years of the settlement excavations. 

The inadequacy of a pre-excavation mound typology based 

on volumetric and formal assessments of mounds is very 

apparent at Nohmul, where visible mounds in the settlement 

are not obviously separable into types. Nohmul's platform 

mounds have varying heights and diameters and support from 

one to five structures of a variety of sizes and shapes. 

Furthermore, surface indications do not correspond to dates 

or sequences of occupation, as was shown by the comparison 

of the Platform 137 and 131 Groups, which are located close 

together and appear similar from the surface, but have 



different occupation sequences. Consequently, an attempt 

was made to sample structural variation along several 

continua. However, it is possible to describe the 

settlement features in terms of the general units 
I 

summarized by Willey (1981) as present at all Lowland 

sites. These units range from single platforms to 

variously grouped platforms and are usually supposed to 
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correspond to demographic groups, such as nuclear families, 

extended families, and larger groupings of extended 

families (Fash 1983, Haviland 1981, Leventhal and Baxter 

1988, Vogt 1964). contemporaneity must be established for 

such arguments to hold. For this reason, more than one 

structure was tested in most of the groupings 

investigated. 

To sample changes over time and space, excavations were 

placed at kilometer intervals from site center to the edge 

of the swamps in the north, the Hondo river to the west, 

and (almost) to the ceremonial center of San Luis in the 

south. Unfortunately, excavations east of site center were 

hampered by modern land use and the location of the 

villages of San Pablo and San Jose. only five excavations 

were undertaken east of site center. Excavations were 

grouped at kilometer intervals, and ranges of structural 

variation in size (largest to smallest by volume, platform 

size, height, etc.), in association with other cultural 



features (grouped to isolated, large with small, with and 

without platforms, etc.), and in association with natural 

features (ridgetop, bajo, river) were tested. This 

approach tests (rather than assumes) whether structures 

with similarities in visible characteristics actually do 

have similar occupation histories. 
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From the start of the second season of settlement testing 

at Nohmul (1983), artifact concentrations and buried 

surfaces were discovered in posthole tests of nonmound 

areas. Similar findings were known from other Lowlands 

sites, (Bronson n.d., Cliff 1982, Harrison p.c., Kurjack 

1974, Wilk and Wilhite n.d., Willey et al. 1965), but the 

significance of such results has not been evaluated or 

reflected in subsequent research. As a part of the 

research design, the Nohmul Settlement Pattern Project 

incorporated purposive posthole testing to locate invisible 

features. 

Posthole testing has been used to locate middens at other 

Maya sites (Fry 1972, Puleston 1973), but the technique was 

used slightly differently at Nohmul. It proved impossible 

to distinguish eroding platform fill from platform 

associated middens with only posthole tests. Furthermore, 

in areas around buildings with fallen architecture, large 

stones were usually over the middens contemporary with the 

occupation of the structure and prevented posthole 
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testing. However, posthole testing proved to be extremely 

useful for locating ground surface features situated away 

from visible platforms. 

Purposive posthole testing revealed that the preserved 

nonmound structures of Nohmul that were not under 

subsequent constructions existed mainly in a circumscribed 

area in the northern sector of the site. A simple random 

sample of "flat areas" would probably not have located this 

area at all, much less the features it contains. In fact, 

in a sample designed to test areas within the range of 

visible mounds, such as the Barton Ramie "flat tests" 

(Willey et al. 1965) this area would have been excluded, 

since its buildings are northeast of all but one mound 

group (Platform 684) tha.t is concealed by swamp. 

Furthermore, without the "quick and dirty" information 

provided on the appearance of A-Horizon soils by posthole 

testing in the immediate area, even fairly large 

excavations might not have identified some of the sterile 

surfaces as cultural. Postholing identified areas where 

the transition between humus and sascab was unusual and 

where it was not. only excavation through the unusual 

deposits was able to demonstrate their cultural origin. 

Of the nonplatform constructions discovered in the north 

sector, the intensity of the investigation of each was 

determined by its information potential. structures that 
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were badly preserved or that had completely equivocal 

origins (i.e., the surface uncovered in TP 43) received 

less attention than structures with preserved floors and 

associated features such as middens, burials and hearths. 

Clearly, most of the data produced by the Nohmul Settlement 

Pattern Project would not have been collected in a 

probabilistic sample. Consequently, the Nohmul data cannot 

be statistically evaluated, and generalizations made from 

them about Nohmul as a whole are not likely to be 

unbiased. However, the Nohmul data have serious 

implications for the statistical reliability of 

probabilistic samples taken from other Maya sites. 

Paradoxically, the Nohmul data are probably not much more 

biased than studies which purport to be otherwise. I will 

discuss this issue further in Chapter Five. 

Data Collection 

Excavation proceeded according to a radial-stadial 

design, that is, reconnaissance was concentrated at 

kilometer intervals from site center (stadii) in the 

general direction of the cardinal and intercardinal points 

(radii). As discussed below, this collection strategy 

became somewhat diluted by the final season. All 

excavations were dug stratigraphically and most were 
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screened. Artifacts were collected for both chronological 

and functional analysis, and were processed and catalogued 

in the field under the direction of James spriggs and 

Martha Mast. Chronological assessments (provided by Laura 

J. Kosakowsky) and some distributional assessments will be 

presented in this thesis; complete artifactual analyses 

will be published elsewhere. The artifacts used in the 

analysis and the original field notes are all in the 

possession of the Nohmul Project archive at the Department 

of Archaeology, Boston University; copies of all records 

are in possession of the author. 

Excavations were recorded by photographs, section and 

plan drawings, verbal descriptions, and Harris Matrices, as 

appropriate. The drawings and matrices are presented with 

the excavation descriptions in Appendix A. Chapter Three 

contains a discussion of technique and a glossary. 

survey 

Nohmul was mapped over several seasons. The site core 

and a segment of the north sector were mapped by the 

Corozal Project in 1973. This map was augmented in 

successive seasons under the direction of Logan McNatt, 

Mark Hodges and John Rose. Surface features and 
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excavations were mapped in relation to a site grid that was 

oriented at 38 degrees 48 minutes to take advantage of the 

alignment of preexisting cane roads on the site. Mapping 

was accomplished with a combination of instruments: large 

distances were measured with an electronic distance 

measuring device (EDM) and theodolite, finer scale 

measurements were taken with Leitz transits. The surveyors 

worked closely with the settlement excavations, and all 

tests, including postholes, were mapped and given 

coordinates. A copy of the completed map with the 

settlement excavations noted is provided in Appendix B. 

Surface Collection 

Surface collections were made during all four years of 

the Nohmul project, usually by the surveyors during mapping 

so they could be located accurately on the map. Most of 

these collections are strictly haphazard: apart from 

attempts to acquire at least 100 diagnostics from each area 

sampled, no sampling design was followed. Usually surface 

collections were motivated by the presence of painted or 

large sherds visible on the surface as a result of the 

looting of a structure. Although these collections have 

some scientific value, they constitute a very biased 

sample. 
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In 1986, Arthur Joyce (Rutgers University) did a set of 

systematic surface collections to test the potential value 

of a more scientific technique. 

seemed promising (Joyce p.c.) 
I 

The results of his tests 

but remain unquantified and 

unpublished. six testpits (66, 67, 69, 70, 72, 72) were 

dug by the Settlement Pattern Project to test hypotheses 

developed by Joyce as a result of his surface collection 

study. As none of Joyce's hypotheses about subsurface 

features were confirmed, these excavations are not 

discussed separately but are included with the rest of the 

settlement excavation data. The rationale and results of 

this work are described in Chapters Three and Four. 

In general, surface collections from unlooted areas are 

very poorly preserved, having been burnt repeatedly in cane 

fires, deep plowed, and exposed to the elements. 

Recognizable sherds from these collections are almost 

invariably from the last occupation of the site. 

Collections provided by recently looted deposits are more 

readily identifiable as they are larger and usually retain 

some of their original surface. They pertain to whatever 

strata were disturbed by the looters and do not offer good 

dates for the structures themselves. These collections are 

more likely to include earlier materials than those from 

undisturbed surfaces (Robin n.d.). 
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Postholes 

The posthole-testing strategy was entirely purposive. 

Usually postholes spaced one to three meters apart were 

placed in a (roughly) straight line across the feature or 

area to be tested. Areas around excavated mounds were 

usually posthole tested to search for associated 

nonplatform structures or middens. Various elevations 

(both high and low) without apparent architecture were 

sampled and postholing proved invaluable for locating 

nonplatform occupations. Postholes were used several times 

to outline the extent of invisible features. One buried 

structure (slated for destruction by deep plowing and land 

leveling) was systematically postholed along with its 

surrounding area to determine if a pattern of artifact 

concentrations was associated with this apparently 

ephemeral structure. Preliminary artifact counts from the 

area of the buried structure (TP 45) suggest that patterned 

artifact concentrations do exist. 

Postholes were also used to test for changes in artifact 

density between visible mounds in an attempt to reconstruct 

systems of land use and site formation processes. 

Anomalous features discovered by postholes include a ground 
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surface cache containing nine Chicanel basins, a ground 

surface hearth, several isolated middens, and a dense and 

extensive culturally-modified concentration of fossil 

shell. 

Excavation Size and Placement 

The appropriate placement of 1 x 1 meter pits in relation 

to visible platforms and structures was investigated in 

1985. Some Mayanists recommend excavation through mounds 

(Tourtellot 1983), others prefer to excavate associated 

middens (Fry 1972). Because of the well known Maya 

proclivity for redepositing midden material in structural 

fill, sealed deposits can only provide terminus post ~ 

dates. Also, excavations through structures tend to be 

very deep and time consuming. Following Fry (1972) and 

Puleston (1974), middens associated with structures were 

located with postholes and then tested with 1 x 1 meter 

pits. 1 x 1 meter pits were then dug through the 

structures associated with the tested middens to provide 

comparative data. If comparable chronological information 

was provided, substituting midden tests would save time, 

since midden deposits are shallower than structural fill. 

More importantly, middens are more likely to yield 

functional information about associated structures than the 
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redeposited fill of the structures themselves. The results 

of these tests are presented in Chapter Three and discussed 

in Chapters Four and Five. 

The next decision concerned the size of the excavations. 

This decision is invariably a trade-off between broad 

coverage and recovery of detail. Since the goals of the 

project included an understanding of both the synchronic 

functioning and the diachronic development of Nohmul, both 

extensive and intensive excavation were necessary. 

Extensive testing, aimed mostly at defining density and 

chronological ranges of settlement in different parts of 

the site, was accomplished with postholes and 1 x 1 meter 

pits. The relative efficiency of different sized sampling 

units was considered in the 1983 excavations. Susan Cohen 

(n.d.) used stratigraphic sections and plans of TP 1 to 

reconstruct the strata in three dimensions and and estimate 

what deposits would have been missed by excavations of 

varying sizes placed in different loci within the 2 x 2's 

boundary. Then 2 x 2 meter pits were compared with 1 x 2 

meter pits and 1 x 1 meter pits for information output per 

hour of labor. 2 x 2's yielded more information than 

smaller pits, but information increase was not commensurate 

with increased excavation cost. (This was not really a 

statistical test since the results all come from a single 

set of excavations in the Platform 131 Group.) That is, 
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only very small amounts of additional information on 

construction style were provided by quadrupling the 

excavation size. 1 x 1 meter pits were by far the best for 

chronological information, since 1 x 2's and 2 x 2's rarely 

added to the chronological information produced by a 1 x 1 

square, while I x 1 squares take about one fourth as much 

time to dig. 

The need to define building function required that the 

size of the excavations be varied. Two features were 

excavated intensively: a Terminal Classic platform group 

(Platform 131 Group, excavations: TP 1, TP 2, TP 3, TP 4, 

TP 5, TP 6, and TP 7) and a Terminal Classic nonplatform 

occupation (excavation TP 61). Architectural detail and 

artifactual associations were examined to make a comparison 

between a relatively well known style of habitation, the 

plazuela group, and an almost unknown style of occupation, 

a ground surface construction. The plazuela group 

excavations exposed 26 square meters of a single occupation 

and associated features, while the nonmound occupation 

exposed 33.5 square meters of occupation and associated 

hearths and middens. Several other excavations ranged in 

size from 1 x 1.5 meters to 3 x 4 meters. These were 

mostly the result of a need to define anomalies or 

determine the function of unexpectedly common features that 

were not visible above ground. In some cases, narrow 



trenches up to 12 meters long were dug to determine the 

size of such features. 
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Identifying the function of nonmounded features is 

especially important for the reconstruction of population 

density, since it has been suggested that nonplatform 

constructions were limited activity areas and not permanent 

occupations (Webster and Freter, n.d.). Clearly, only 

permanent occupations should be included in density 

calculations. The number and length of periods of 

reoccupation of visible features must also figure in these 

estimates. 

Conclusion 

Early excavations at Nohmul by Gann (1938, 1939) and 

fortuitous recoveries by Anderson and Cook (1944), showed 

Nohmul to have a long complex history and cultural ties 

with larger inland sites. Much later work by the Corozal 

Project, (Hammond 1973, 1975) began setting Nohmul into a 

context of other Northern Belizean sites. Work done by the 

Corozal Project specifically at Nohmul, (Barry 1975, 

Heighway et al. 1975, wilk et al. 1975), gave the first 

clear outline of the problems and possibilities prr3ented 

by the site. This work suggested that the Late Preclassic 
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and Terminal Classic population maxima apparent at other 

Northern Belizean sites may have also existed at Nohmul. 

The possibility of a cultural intrusion from Yucatan during 

the Postlassic (Hammond 1973), subsequently placed in the 

Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic (Chase and Chase 1982, 

Chase and Hammond 1982), was identified. wilk also 

uncovered the first examples of bedrock modification and 

nonplatform-based structures that turned out to be so 

crucial to an understanding of Nohmul's settlement 

structure. 

The research design of the Nohmul Project was guided by 

these findings in identifying foci for investigation and in 

tailoring the methods to an array that seemed most 

appropriate for Nohmul. The most important decision made 

in developing the research design that was clearly 

indicated by previous research was the decision to 

implement a judgmental sample. This produced an unusual 

data set that must be considered experimental and evaluated 

with care, as will be detailed in the following chapters. 

In all, the Nohmul Settlement Pattern Project excavated 

76 testpits and 984 postholes in 1982, 1983, 1985, and 

1986. 43 pits were dug directly through visible mounds, 

uncovering a total of 60 square meters of architecture. 

Twelve one meter square pits were dug on the outside edges 

of platforms in areas where postholes revealed sherd 
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concentrations. Twenty-one separate excavations were 

placed in areas without surface indications. These 

excavations uncovered an area of 107 square meters. 

Individual excavation descriptions and section drawings are 

presented in Appendix A. 

The radial-stadial strategy was implemented by testing in 

groups of spatially related structures at kilometer 

intervals from site center. The sample includes individual 

structures as well as structures grouped around a platform 

at .5, 1.5 and 2.5 kilometers from the central acropolis. 

These intervals were selected to seek incremental changes 

in feature variation over the area of the site. 

Group tests were also used to address specific small 

scale problems of method and theory, such as the relation 

of particular structures to local elevations, or the 

relative results of testpit placement in or behind mounds. 

So, while excavations were located according to the 

radial-stadial design, they were also used to test 

propositions about excavation placement. These issues are 

discussed in the group summaries presented in Chapter Three 

and the results are evaluated in subsequent chapters. 
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CHAPTER THREE: THE EXCAVATIONS 

This chapter describes the 76 excavations of the Nohmul 

Settlement Pattern Study. Usually, several excavations 

were done in each area tested. The excavations are 

presented in the groups in which they were dug and the 

general rationale is given for the size and positioning of 

the pits in relation to each other and to larger cultural 

and natural features in the immediate area of each 

excavation group. 

The excavations are sequentially numbered and are 

presented in numeric order in the text to provide easy 

reference. Most of the excavations are not extensive 

enough to provide conclusive functional information about 

the structures tested. Nevertheless, several groups were 

'nicknamed' palaces or houses or elite structures, to avoid 

giving lists of platform numbers in group titles. The 

reasoning behind each nickname is explained in the text. 

Analyses not specific to the groupings will be presented in 

subsequent chapters. This chapter begins with a 

clarification of recording techniques and basic 

terminology. 
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Recording Techniques 

All excavations were dug according to natural 

stratification. Stratigraphic decisions were refined from 

field notes after returning from the field. Layers 

incorrectly separated were reunited and renumbered and, 

occasionally, events that failed to receive numbers in the 

field were given numbers later. For example, the fill of a 

posthole would be numbered in the field so that artifa.cts 

retrieved from it could be given a number for lab 

processing. Later, when the Harris Matrix (Harris 1975) 

was drawn for the completed excavation, the cut itself 

would be given a separate number, since it represents a 

separate stratigraphic event. 

The stratification of each excavation is described 

verbally and illustrated with section drawings and plans, 

and the sequence of events interpreted from the data is 

summarized by a Harris Matrix. Despite their usefulness, 

Harris Matrices are not widely used, and are frequently 

misunderstood. Briefly, a Harris Matrix is a 

reconstruction of the sequence of events that created the 

natural and cultural deposits uncovered in an 

archaeological excavation. It is not simply a schematic 
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representation of a section drawing, but contains 

information about the chronology of deposits not always 

obvious from the simple juxtaposition of strata visible in 

the section. 

In conducting stratigraphic excavations using this 

explicitly interpretive technique, the numbering of the 

separate strata is arbitrary. Usually the layers with 

larger numbers were encountered deeper and are therefore 

older, but this is not always the case. When numbers were 

added for posthole cuts after completion of the excavation, 

for example, the number given to the cut in the laboratory 

may be much larger than the number given to the posthole 

fill in the field. In some cases, as when strata given 

separate field numbers were determined in the lab to be the 

same and combined, whole sections have been renumbered, so 

that numbers would not be "missing" from the drawings and 

the discussion. Nevertheless, the renumbering of the 

strata still does not usually correspond to the sequence of 

events that created the deposits uncovered in the 

excavation. This sequence is described in the discussion 

given for each excavation, and summarized in the Harris 

Matrix. In fact, the interpretation presented in the 

discussion section is the result of the stratigraphic 

analysis done to produce the matrix. 

Measurements given for each stratum are taken from the 
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highest point in the ground surface above the section and 

are only approximate. They are intended as a guide for 

locating the layer or event described in the drawing, or, 

occasionally, when the layer mentioned is not shown in the 

section, to give an approximate idea of its position in 

relation to other strata. Again, for the exact 

chronological position of a stratum, refer to the Harris 

Matrix. Datum elevations are given for the southwest 

corner of each excavation; measurements of strata below 

surface are within a few centimeters of actual below datum 

measurements, they are measured from the highest point 

drawn for convenient reference. 

The term "soil" has not been used in the strict 

geological sense, but simply means a particulate matrix, 

usually brown, unless otherwise noted. Usually use of the 

term is neutral, and signifies that the origin of the 

deposit, commonly a fill layer, is unknown. other terms 

are defined below. 

Munsell color readings are not included and were not 

usually recorded. The decision to exclude color readings 

was based on experimentation with the consistency of 

readings taken under different conditions. Rain, humidity, 

the angle of the sun, recency of exposure, and variation in 

the individual perceptions of excavators all affected the 

readings and Munsell colors were judged not to be more 
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meaningful than simple descriptions. An effort has been 

made to be consistent in describing colors, e.g., a soil 

described as tan in one deposit is approximately the same 

color as other deposits labeled tan. However, the color 

distinctions are mostly for distinguishing between the 

deposits in a single excavation, and the color terminology 

used here is mainly meant to explain why strata were 

divided during excavation. 

Natural Formation Processes 

In general, the natural formation processes affecting the 

archaeological record of Nohmul are consistent with those 

of a karst environment with a high rainfall, but a 

pronounced spring dry season. The water table is usually 

high; at some times of the year in some parts of the site, 

ground water is less than two meters from the modern 

surface, though it may fall much lower in the late spring. 

One result of this seasonal wetting and drying is that the 

limestone SUbstratum that underlies all of Northern Belize 

has a variable consistency; depending, in part, on 

elevation, exposure, weathering and the cycle of moisture 

experienced in a particular part of the site. Bedrock in 

some areas is extremely hard, in other places brittle and 

friable and penetrated by roots, and in many places it is a 
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soft, fine grained powder that resembles white clay when 

wet. In low wet areas where the bedrock tends to be soft 

or at least to begin with a layer of unconsolidated 

limestone, the white limestone grades gradually into the 

black A-Horizon through a gray B-Horizon. Where bedrock is 

brittle, the B-Horizon consists of thin laminae of black 

soil and broken limestone. Where bedrock is hard and dry, 

black soil gives way directly to a solid layer of rock. 

The natural environment of Nohmul is a combination of 

drier ridge top areas and tropical "low bush", a 

combination of botan and escoba forest that is 

characteristic of depressions in the northern 

Belize-southern Quintana Roo region (Darch 1983). The site 

has not been recently subjected to the deeper penetration 

of the larger vegetation characteristic of "high bush", or 

true rainforest. Shallow features, however, which are a 

very important component of Nohmul's settlement, have been 

severely modified by modern plowing and agriculture, and by 

the varied animal life characteristic of the tropics. Both 

natural and cultural formation processes (Schiffer 1976) 

will be continuously under discussion in the sections 

presenting data. Animal burrows are especially problematic 

in prehistoric constructions without plaster floors. Where 

packed marl was used, the marl is actually easier to dig 

through than the hard-packed natural po-Horizon, so burrows 



will be channelled into the cultural layers, causing 

serious mixing of deposits. Animal burrows were always 

recorded in the field and their contents were numbered 

separately and excluded from analysis in most cases. 

occasionally, they are included in the excavation 

description and Harris Matrix, when their existence made 

stratigraphic interpretation difficult or impossible, or 

when their position may help the reader evaluate the 

interpretation presented. 
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In some cases, a combination of human and animal 

disturbance of deep deposits made bedrock difficult to 

identify. When there was a problem, we frequently dug some 

distance into sterile bedrock to be certain that it was not 

a deeply buried layer of marl fill. These situations are 

noted in the introductions given each excavation by the 

statement that the excavation was continued lIintoll 

bedrock. In the rare instances when excavation did not 

continue to bedrock, the decision is explained in the 

discussion. 

The settlement data are presented first in this chapter 

in sets according to the groups in which they were dug. 

This is done for several reasons. First, this presentation 

partly recreates the sequence in which the excavations were 

dug, since it was practical to oversee crews digging fairly 

close together. Sometimes excavations were used to test 
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particular problems that were not addressed in all 

excavations. For example, Platform 131 was more 

intensively excavated than any other single platform group, 

because we were testing the relative merits of different 

sized excavations, collecting data for comparison with the 

superficially similar Platform 137 Group, and for 

comparison with other types of house, such as the 

nonplatform structures in TP 61. The excavations at one 

kilometer south were used to test the relative merits of 

placement of testpits in relation to visible features. At 

four kilometers north, large areal excavations were opened 

to investigate the function of poorly understood 

nonplatform features. Most group descriptions include 

descriptions of these types of tests. 

The second reason for the presentation of the data in 

group form is that the history of occupation of individual 

groups is often interesting. The sequence of construction 

of spatially related buildings is an important facet of 

settlement analysis that is lost in the overall 

chronological and spatial analysis presented in Chapter 

Four. The surprisingly different dates of the features 

clumped together in an isolated area at three kilometers 

northeast, for example, is not detectable in the general 

analysis of overall site trends. 

This section also allows me to explain oddities and 
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failures in data collection. For example, the Preclassic 

caches were discovered by accident as a result of an 

attempt to date a structure outlying the southernmost 

platform group tested. I was hoping to discover if areas 

this distant from site center had been as heavily populated 

in the Preclassic as in the Terminal Classic. Finding a 

ground surface hearth and a large vessel cache instead of a 

building led me to attempt to locate any nearby structure 

with posthole testing. The posthole digger hit the second 

cache about three meters away. 

Finally, the group descriptions are a vehicle for me to 

present my observations on interesting or unique finds from 

the settlement area, such as the Preclassic caches at three 

kilometers south, or the stone-boiling hearth at four 

kilometers north. These mostly have interest from a 

culture-historical perspective. Complete descriptions of 

these data are presented in Appendix A. However, they are 

more intelligible when described in the context of the 

excavations nearby. 

Before the group descriptions, I have included a glossary 

of terms pertaining to the excavations. Since this list is 

short, it is located here rather than in an appendix for 

the convenience of the reader. 
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GLOSSARY 

In the excavation descriptions I have used terms to 

describe cultural and natural strata for which I have very 

specific meanings. Rather than redefine the terms for each 

excavation, I will simply present a set of explicit 

definitions here. 

aguada - water reservoir 

A-Horizon - the undisturbed surface of the ground, may be 

either modern or ancient, may contain artifacts. 

bedrock - sterile geological deposit predating human 

occupation of the area. 

blocks - cut pieces of limestone with squared corners, 

usually rectangular. 

botan - environmental zone similar to escoba (see below) 

but with more trees, botan is drier than escoba. 

buried A-horizon - the ancient naturally-formed ground 

surface, usually the layer upon which cultural activity 

begins. 

cobbles - rounded chunks of limestone lO-20cm in 

diameter. 

cultural deposit - a stratum resulting from human 
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behavior. 

escoba forest - an ecological zone "characterized by 

leguminous trees and shrubs" (Darch 1983:25), palms are the 

dominant plant. 

fill - structural deposit, usually made of soil mixed 

with midden and marl; may be solid marl; may include cut 

set limestone blocks, or recycled cut but unset blocks. 

flecks - small bits of marl, less than one cm in 

diameter, usually white, but also red and yellow; marl 

flecks usually indicate a cultural deposit, or an 

occupation surface near a midden or a floor; probably they 

result from sweeping the plaster or marl floor of a 

limestone or wattle and daub house. In some cases, marl 

flecks may simply indicate a ground surface upon which marl 

has been tracked by feet and dispersed by rain. 

foundation trench - a hole excavated through the black 

sticky A-Horizon to the surface of bedrock. The natural 

A-Horizon at Nohmul is fluid and holds water. 

Consequently, it provides an unstable substrate for massive 

stone buildings. Foundation trenches filled with loose 

marl or midden fill provided drainage and stability for 

large buildings and are quite common at Nohmul. 

Harris Matrix - a schematic representation of the 



sequence of events that created the stratification in an 

archaeological site. 
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incensario - a ceramic incense burner; low-fired 

Postclassic effigy incensarios are the most common type at 

Nohmul. 

humus - the modern ground surface containing living 

plants and animals and the results of recent human activity 

such as plowing or cane harvesting. Cane harvesting begins 

with burning, so most humus layers at Nohmul have been 

burnt repeatedly. 

marl - soft powdery limestone that has been used in some 

phase of construction by humans; marl was used in fill 

layers and for floors. 

midden fill - a layer of architectural fill, usually 

deposited to elevate or renovate a new or existing platform 

surface, taken from a deposit of trash containing lithics, 

ceramics, charcoal and sometimes bone, shell, and 

groundstone. The artifacts are usually l~rge (although not 

as large as the largest from a primary midden, see below) 

and have well preserved surfaces, since they have been 

sealed inside architecture and protected from the 

elements. 

mound - modern remains of a prehistoric structure; 



usually appears as a rounded hump of earth, one to 10 

meters tall and 10 to 30 meters in diameter 
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natural, or natural deposit - an undisturbed A-Horizon, 
I 

B-Horizon, or bedrock; a geological deposit. 

nonmound - a cultural feature, usually a floor, not 

constructed on top of a raised platform, and not visible 

above the modern ground surface. 

non-platform - nonmound. 

pebbles - small unshaped pieces of limestone 2 - Scm in 

diameter. 

plaster - very hard surfacing material created by burning 

lime at a high heat and then mixing the product with water 

to create a fluid that can be poured over the desired 

area. 

platform - an elevated area, typically constructed by 

building a wall of cut limestone blocks around an open 

space and filling in the space with loads of rubbish and 

marl mined from the sascab substrate. Both perishable and 

permanent structures were built on platforms by the 

prehistoric Maya in many parts of the Lowlands. 

platform group - a set of platforms, with or without 

superstructures, usually from two to five, constructed 
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together on top of the same platform. 

plazuela group - platform group. 

primary midden - a trash deposit in situ next to the 

place of its origin. The artifacts collected from primary 

middens at Nohmul are often large, but have poorly 

preserved surfaces due to exposure. 

rocks - small limestone pieces, five to ten cm in 

diameter. 

sacbe - a culturally built-up roadbed, made of limestone 

rubble and (sometimes) cut limestone blocks. 

sascab - a Yucatec Maya word meaning "white earth"; I 

have used it to refer to the unmodified soft white 

B-Horizon that occurs above denser sterile bedrock in many 

parts of Nohmul, the sascab layer may contain some cultural 

material. Mined sascab used in construction fill is called 

marl. 

secondary midden - a trash deposit that has been moved 

from its point of primary deposition, usually to be used as 

fill. 

secondary platform - a small platform sitting on top of a 

larger platform. 

slicken-sides - a geological process in which soils are 



churned and stratigraphic deposits are mixed. 

structure - a building, made of limestone blocks or 

wattle and daub or a combination of the two. 
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subfloor fill - a layer of fill laid down to create an 

even level surface for plastering. At Nohmul this type of 

deposit usually contains midden mixed with loose yellow or 

tan marl; in fact this type of fill is so standard in later 

periods that it is sometimes possible to recognize floors 

even when the plaster surface is completely gone. 

superstructure - a structure built on top of a platform, 

may be either a building with interior space or a secondary 

platform. 
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The Platform 131 Group: Two Kilometers North 

The Platform 131 Group is a platform or plazuela group 

located approximately two kilometers north of Nohmul's site 

center. The construction consists of a low platform about 

one meter tall and about 45 meters in diameter supporting 

four structures that are roughly aligned with the cardinal 

points. A single small structure numbered 136 lies about 

ten meters north of the Platform 131 Group, and since there 

are no other visible structures within 100 meters, 136 can 

probably be regarded as culturally associated with the 

Platform 131 Group. 

The Platform 131 Group was the main target of 

investigation during the 1983 season, and Testpits numbered 

1 through 7 are located in or near the group. The intent 

of these excavations was to resolve several methodological 

problems that could be used to improve the research design 

for later seasons. The first issue was to excavate enough 

to get a detailed picture of local construction techniques, 

to make it possible to interpret less extensive evidence 

from later excavations. The Platform 131 Group was chosen 

because it was accessible, well preserved, appeared to be 

representative of platform groups at Nohmul (i.e., about 

the same size and shape as the majority and without 

anything unusual in its appearance), and was comparable to 
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the nearby Platform 137 Group that had been excavated in 

1973 by Carolyn Heighway and in 1974 by Iris Barry and 

Elizabeth Graham. We used the 1973 and 1974 excavations as 

a guide and were eager to know if the occupation and 

construction sequence of structure 137 was typical of 

Nohmul. 

A second methodological problem that needed to be 

addressed was the size of the testpits. While one by one 

meter square excavations will provide ceramic dates, I was 

not sure whether such small pits would provide enough 

information for me to interpret the stratification of a 

complex construction sequence, or give a complete enough 

record of occupation. I also was not sure how large an 

excavation would need to be to provide information about 

the function of the structure, or how long it would take to 

excavate deep architectural deposits with untrained local 

workmen and student labor. 

Another problem I wished to investigate was the 

relationship between cultural features and the natural 

topography of the site. As noted above, Nohmul is situated 

in an area of rolling limestone ridges. These ridges 

appeared to have been used to provide elevation for 

buildings, but we were not certain whether all visible 

structures were situated on natural elevations, or whether 

all natural elevations visible in the settlement had been 
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used. 

To provide this information, I decided to place four two 

by two meter pits and a one by two meter pit in the 

Platform 131 Group itself, one two by two on a nearby 

elevation (70 meters east) without visible cultural 

definition, and one two by two in structure 136. Completion 

of these excavations took approximately 10 weeks, but we 

succeeded in answering several of our questions. Most 

obviously, it was clear that our excavations would have to 

be much smaller if we were going to approach adequate 

coverage of the site during subsequent seasons. 

The Platform 131 Group proved to be an excellent choice 

for acquainting us with general construction techniques at 

the site. Features that we first saw in the Platform 131 

Group excavations were encountered repeatedly in other 

excavations: foundation trenches, foundation walls made of 

cut and set limestone blocks, mined bedrock, a sherd lined 

hearth, a snail shell midden, deep layers of platform fill, 

thick plaster floors with postholes cut through them, 

plaster patches, remodelling of platforms by increasing 

their elevation, and subfloor fill consisting of tan or 

yellow marl mixed with artifacts. Later, when an 

excavation hit even a small part of a foundation trench we 

were able to identify it, and when we began hitting snails, 

we knew what to expect. We also learned to tell the 
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difference between mined and undisturbed bedrock, although 

the issue is often not easy to resolve, since there is much 

variation in the consistency of bedrock at Nohmul. 

The issue of testpit size was treated in an analysis done 

by Susan Cohen (n.d.) using data collected from the 

Platform 131 Group. Cohen calculated that the length of 

time and labor necessary to dig two meter square pits was 

not justified by the small additional amount of 

construction data provided by the larger excavations. By 

determining which deposits would have been hit by a one by 

one meter excavation placed anywhere within the boundaries 

of each two by two square dug in the Platform 131 Group, 

she estimated that the same amount of chronological 

information was produced in one by one meter squares. 

Since the relevance of Cohen's findings was underscored by 

time constraints, most later excavations were smaller; 

larger excavations were done only when special functional 

information was required about a subsurface feature, such 

as a hearth or a non-platform house floor. One by one 

meter "telephone booths" do not give very much information 

on the nature of the deposits they encounter or reveal much 

about their origin, but two by two's offer very little 

more. The stratification visible in the section of even 

the most complex construction sequence encountered, is 

usually interpretable from the evidence given in the area 
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of one meter. When it is not, as in Testpit 18, much more 

than a 2 x 2 is needed. 

The relationship between natural topography and 

construction at Nohmul turned out to be more complicated 

than anticipated. Although many natural elevations do 

support ancient structures, some, as demonstrated by 

Testpit 5, do not. Testpit 5 was placed in an area less 

than a meter lower than the lowest mound on Platform 131, 

but revealed no evidence of construction. Furthermore, 

although the structure tested in Testpit 1 was above a 

slight natural elevation, this elevation is no higher than 

that encountered in Testpit 5. Unlike the structures 

uncovered in 1973 and 1974 in Platform Group 137, which was 

built on top of a much earlier building, most of the 

elevation of Platform Group 131 was provided by a single 

phase of construction that took place in the Terminal 

Classic period. This means that the surface appearance of 

a mound at Nohmul is not an indication of either the 

original construction date of the mound or the amount of 

labor that went into building a platform. Some platforms 

were constructed all at once, others accumulated 

incrementally over time. 

Similar findings elsewhere on site (see TP 50 and 51) 

demonstrate that elevation did not dictate the location of 

houses. If a house was desired in a particular place, 
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elevation could be created by the construction of a 

platform; this was done sometimes when a suitable 

unoccupied natural elevation existed only a few meters away 

from the house site. On the other hand, earlier structures 

were almost invariably covered by later structures, e.g., 

no Preclassic structures were found without Late or 

Terminal Classic structures built over them. 
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Mounds Versus Middens: One Kilometer South 

The area one kilometer south of Nohmul's central precinct 

is densely settled and contains the most massive 

architecture at this interval, i.e., everything larger is 

closer to the central acropolis, or notably farther away. 

Approximately 50 structures are clustered in this 

"neighborhood" in an area of about 250,000 square meters 

(1/4 krn). I excavated 14 one by one meter square testpits 

in this area, in an attempt to outline the occupation 

sequence of visible structures and determine their 

chronological relationship to the site center. I also used 

some of these excavations to investigate the relative 

merits of excavations placed in mound-associated middens in 

contrast to those dun into architectural construction 

phases. 

The Architectural Sequence 

Thirteen of the fourteen testpits dug at one kilometer 

south revealed Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic 

architecture. Four of these Terminal Classic buildings 

were built over Late Preclassic buildings or occupation 

surfaces, and eight others had some Late Preclassic 

ceramics mixed in their fill layers. This suggests that 
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the Colmotz-Chicanel period occupation of the vicinity was 

almost as extensive as that of the Terminal Classic, since 

the distribution of Late Preclassic garbage was still wide 

spread and almost the same as the location of the building 

sites chosen some 600 years later. (This assumes that 

recycled middens were collected locally, and not 

transported long distances.) 

In general, the Terminal Classic construction phases of 

the structures in this area are more massive than the Late 

Preclassic structures that they cover. That is, the layers 

of fill are deeper, and the resulting structures perhaps 

twice as large (assuming that the mass of the deposits 

revealed in the 1 x 1 meter testpits is consistent 

throughout the entire structure) as the original Preclassic 

buildings they replace. Also, more phases of renovation 

are evident from the Terminal Classic; many structures have 

as many as five or six phases of Terminal Classic 

reconstruction and renovation. This is in contrast to the 

sequence in the site center, where the most massive 

construction period was the Terminal Preclassic, during 

which the largest structures and the basal platform of the 

central acropolis were completed. All these were renovated 

in later periods and large scale remodeling and buildings 

were added during the Terminal Classic, but the mass of the 

additions was much less than that of the initial 
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Co1motz-Chicanel Phase architecture. 

The only excavations that did not yield Late Preclassic 

ceramics were T16 and T27. Ne~ther of these uncovered a 

cultural feature, suggesting that later activity in the 

area may have enhanced preservation of Preclassic evidence 

by recycling it into fill layers or constructing over it. 

In places where Preclassic middens were left exposed, they 

may have washed away. Prec1assic architecture (and 

middens) not left in situ and used as the foundation for 

later building, has frequently been destroyed and recycled 

into fill layers. Only three testpits produced material 

earlier than Late Preclassic. All these yielded small 

quantities of Middle Preclassic in mixed layers of recycled 

fill. 

Testpit 17 was the only excavation that contained no 

Terminal Classic evidence. It uncovered a small portion of 

the basal platform below a secondary platform that supports 

structures 328 and 329. Clearly the original structure was 

Preclassic, but it is unlikely that the massive 

superstructure, which is the topographic focal point of 

this area, was not renovated and reused after the Late 

Prec1assic. The dates yielded by the excavation are 

probably best explained as sampling error due to 

placement. 
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Nine excavations yielded Late Classic ceramics and seven 

produced Early Classic or Protoclassic. All sherds from 

these periods were from mixed or recycled deposits, and the 

quantities of material are much smaller than those 

recovered in the same excavations from the Preclassic or 

the Terminal Classic. This might mean that structures from 

these middle eras were not suitable foundations for later 

structures, perhaps because people were more dependent on 

ephemeral architecture, and did not remodel earlier 

platforms or even usually create new ones. Alternatively, 

the loci of preferred living sites may have changed, and 

the population may have been generally more dispersed. The 

more common explanation for the drastic reduction in 

durable garbage produced during these periods in the whole 

of Northern Belize, is that population decreased. While 

this may be true, it may not be the only reason for the 

reduction of archaeological visibility during the Early and 

Late Classic. This issue is taken up again in Chapters 

Four and Five. 

Method: Excavation Placement 

The appropriate placement of 1 x 1 meter pits in relation 

to visible platforms and structures was also investigated 

in this site area. Some Mayanists recommend excavation 
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through mounds (Tourtellot 1983) for chronological 

information, while others prefer to excavate associated 

middens (Fry 1972, Ford 1986). Several studies (Deal 1985, 

Hayden and Cannon 1983) have shown that Maya refuse 

disposal patterns are potentially complex, involving an 

evaluation of the nuisance value and the potential for 

future reuse of the discarded objects, as well as the 

convenience of the discarder. To this list of complicating 

factors, it is also probably possible to add considerations 

of the surrounding area and the status of the discarders 

(i.e., can they pay someone to haul their garbage away, or 

is there a member of the family who has time to be 

fastidious.) The artifact concentrations referred to here 

as middens seem to encompass a combination of Hayden's 

categories of house sweepings and provisional discard, 

since they include small objects (sherds, bone bits, shell, 

broken lithics, obsidian fragments) mixed with flecks of 

plaster (from floors?), and (sometimes) larger objects 

(large sherds, complete stone tools, mano and metate 

fragments, bark beaters). Middens also were sometimes used 

as activity areas, since they occasionally include hearths 

(see TP 45), and for special disposal purposes, since they 

may include burials (see TP 61). In all cases, the feature 

called a midden here was a concentration of artifacts 

located within 20 meters of a house floor. Although the 

middens discussed in this methodological section are all 



mound-associated, the nonplatform middens referred to in 

other sections had the same traits. 
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Because of the well known Maya proclivity for 

redepositing midden material in structural fill, sealed 

deposits can only provide terminus post ~ dates. Also, 

excavations through structures tend to be very deep and 

time consuming. Following Fry (1972) and Puleston (1974), 

middens located nearest structures were located with 

postholes and then tested with 1 x 1 meter pits. 1 x 1 

meter pits were then dug through the structures associated 

with the tested middens to provide comparative data. If 

comparable chronological information was provided, 

substituting midden tests would save time. More 

importantly, middens are more likely to yield functional 

information about associated structures than the 

redeposited fill of the structures themselves, which must 

necessarily have been associated with earlier structures. 

At the one kilometer south interval, three pairs of 

excavations were placed explicitly to test the information 

output of mounds versus middens. Excavation T14 was placed 

in Platform 303, T13 was dug off the south edge of the 

platform in a potential midden deposit. Platform 315 was 

tested with midden-pit 20 and mound-pit 22. Excavation T18 

went through a small mound on platform 307 and T26 tested 

the nearby midden off the side of the platform. 
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TABLE 3.1 

Midden Mound 
TESTPIT 
NUMBER 13 20 26 14 22 18 

e ___________________________________________ • . . 
total 
sherds/pit 675 762 569 449 1262 432 
avg. 
sherd wt. 8.2g 4.3g 5.5g 8.5g 6.9g 20.2g 

slipped 251 42 183 197 432 169 

plainware 184 61 153 157 430 183 

unknown 240 659 233 95 220 80 

# deposits/ 
pit 5 3 3 13 18 13 

single 
phase dep. 0 0 1 6 2 4 

# phases 
present 5 2 2 5 6 3 

-------------------------------------------_ . . . 
MOUND VERSUS MIDDEN COMPARISON COUNTS 
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All deposits were screened. The results of these tests 

are presented in table 3.1. The total number of sherds for 

each pit was determined by adding together the counts from 

all strata. The average sherd size for each pit is given 

in grams and was determined by dividing the total weight of 

the sherds by the total count. This number gives a rough 

measure of the condition of the sherds, since in deposits 

that are in poorer condition from repeated recycling or 

weathering, the sherds are smaller. The number of slipped 

sherds included all decorated sherds. The count of 

plainwares includes all undecorated and striated sherds. 

Unknowns are sherds that are in too poor condition to be 

recognized as slipped or unslipped. 

The number of deposits per pit is a simple count of the 

number of strata that produced ceramics. The number of 

single phase deposits is a count of the number of strata in 

each pit that contain ceramics from only one period, i.e., 

unmixed deposits. The "dates present" variable is a tally 

of the total number of chronological periods represented by 

ceramics in each testpit, either in mixed or in unmixed 

deposits. Some of these dates are represented by a very 

small number of sherds, e.g., the Middle Preclassic is 

represented in layer 4 of Testpit 13 by less than five 

sherds. Nevertheless, because the identification was 

secure, these sherds were counted as an additional date 



yielded by data from Testpit 13. 

Obviously, architectural deposits are deeper, contain 

more recognizable events (more strata), and more sherds. 
I 
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In part, the greater quantity of dates provided by the 

architectural excavations is the result of the simple fact 

that larger deposits, like TP 22, produce more pottery, but 

other processes are also influencing the findings, since TP 

14 and TP 18 have smaller quantities than any ~f the midden 

excavations. structural fill is usually from intentionally 

collected middens and is protected from the elements. 

consequently, the haphazard collection of pottery in fill 

dates occupation in the general area, not just the 

structure itself, and is more identifiable because it is 

better preserved. 

Middens, on the other hand, are frequently above earlier 

middens and offer a soft matrix that is disturbed by 

rodents and scavengers. Almost invariably, platform 

associated middens are inextricably mixed with eroded 

platform fill, consequently presenting the same mixing 

problems as the fill layers themselves. These tend to 

yield much more poorly preserved sherds than intact fill 

layers that have had more protection from natural 

disturbances and erosion. For strictly chronological 

information, fill layers seem to be better, contingent, of 

course, on the "freshness" of the midden used for fill, and 
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bearing in mind that the last occupation of the structure 

cannot be incorporated in a sample of structural fill, and 

that other periods of occupation may not be. For 

functional interpretations, investigators must attempt to 

separate earlier middens and platform fill from platform 

associated middens. For middens associated with single 

phase nonplatform structures, these problems may sometimes 

be reduced (Deal 1985:283). The significance of these 

findings is discussed in Chapter Five. 
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Preclassic Caches: Two and One Half Kilometers South 

Testpits 59 and 60 were located in a slightly elevated 

area about 2.5 kilometers from Nohmul's site center and 

about 150 meters northwest of the very large unnumbered 

platform group tested by excavations 56, 57 and 58. Testpit 

59 was intended to test what I thought might be an outlying 

structure related to the imposing plazuela group to the 

south. Another structure of some sort existed about 

half-way between the plazuela and TP59, but had been 

bulldozed away in the recent past. I wanted to reconstruct 

the occupation sequence of the area around the plazuela, 

because no other structures were visible within 200 meters, 

and this was the southernmost of my excavation areas. If 

San Luis and Nohmul had begun as independent centers that 

had grown larger and closer together over time, I thought I 

might find that structures in this area, roughly half-way 

between the two, were occupied late. This hypothesis was 

not confirmed: all structures in the area turned out to 

have a significant Preclassic component. 

I was still testing the plazuela located immediately 

south, that had so far yielded only Late Classic dates, 

when I found a Preclassic sherd on the surface of the 

ground on the south edge of the feature labeled Platform 

676 on the map. 676 is not really a built-up platform, but 
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it is a slightly elevated area created by human activity. 

The sherd was early Chicanel: transitional between Middle 

and Late Preclassic. I placed Testpit 59 directly over the 

locus of the sherd, hoping to secure evidence of the 

earliest occupation of the area. 

The excavation encountered a Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic hearth. This feature, although it had clearly 

been burnt in situ (the soil as well as the rocks were 

burned and contained charcoal), was different from other 

hearths found at Nohmul. Although it contained midden 

materials, i.e., potsherds, and small burnt stones similar 

to the hearths I located in the middens associated with 

nonplatform structures, it was not placed in a midden. Nor 

was it situated on a platform or in a deep hole in bedrock 

as are the other types of hearth at Nohmul. The stones and 

sherds seemed to be placed in an intentionally rectilinear 

shape, probably in a shallow hole dug into the prehistoric 

A-Horizon surface. 

When I expanded the excavation to locate the limits of 

the hearth, I uncovered the edges of two large vessels. 

When I expanded the excavation to uncover these two 

vessels, I found them touching three others. The five 

vessels were sitting directly on the prehistoric occupation 

surface, were Late Preclassic, and two of them were 

situated over the edge of the basal stones in the Terminal 
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Classic/Early Postclassic hearth. 

At this point, I decided to investigate further the 

nature of the ground surface, which appeared to rise gently 

to a peak about 8 meters north of the cache and then drop 

about 1.5 meters. I began a line of posthole tests spaced 

at approximately one to two meter intervals across the 

feature. The fourth posthole hit the cache of nine vessels 

exposed in Testpit 60. This second cache was sitting on an 

area elevated by a layer of fill and a layer of small 

unshaped and unfitted stones. While this feature may be 

considered a kind of platform, it is unlike any other known 

from the site. 

Although I have presented the simplest explanation for 

the juxtaposition of the two distinct time periods 

represented by the hearth and the first cache in my 

discussion of TP59 (that is, that I simply overlooked the 

cut preceding the intrusive hearth), an interesting 

alternative is worth mentioning. It is possible that a 

Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic Maya found the cache in 

Testpit 59. Perhaps the vessels in 59 were originally 

covered by upper bowls like those in 60, and when the 

Preclassic cache was disturbed in the Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic, the upper vessels and the 

contents were removed. If so, the slightly odd hearth 

might represent an apology for the disturbance. This would 
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explain why the modern A-Horizon and the Prec1assic midden 

above both the early cache and the late hearth are so 

uniform (no cut is visible above the hearth) even though it 

post-dates the cache by some 600 years. The Preclassic 

layer may have been carefully replaced after exposure of 

the entire cache. 

Unfortunately, the question of why these 14 Preclassic 

vessels were cached on the ground surface and 'on a low 

crude platform cannot be answered. The lip-to-lip cache 

resembles other architecturally associated caches found in 

the site center and below large palace-type structures in 

the settlement, but no structure was ever above the caches 

in Testpits 59 and 60. Furthermore, the red vessels in both 

caches (13 of the 14 are identical Sierra Red cauldrons, 

45-50cm in diameter) are larger than the cache vessels 

found elsewhere on site. 
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Painted Floors: One Kilometer East 

This area is occupied less densely by much smaller 

platforms than those at the same interval to the south, 

north and east. The two platform based structures tested 

were close together on separate platforms and were not 

expected to yield evidence of high status occupants. 

Consequently, we were surprised to encounter a series of 

hematite painted floors in structure 955. This pattern of 

construction is unusual at Nohmul outside the site center. 

Usually, new floors are constructed above layers of fill 

placed on preceding floors, and add several centimeters of 

height to their platform. In structure 955, which provided 

the only example of painted floors from the settlement 

area, three or four very thin layers of plaster were 

superimposed, each covered with a layer of specular red 

paint. Clearly, to call the structures palaces on this 

basis alone would be an exaggeration, but there is 

something special about them, since their inhabitants made 

use of a substance otherwise known from elite or ceremonial 

contexts, and because they had access to labor for frequent 

refurbishing. Kramer (1979) has noted that the frequency 

of house floor resurfacings may, in some cultures, be 

related to the wealth of the occupants. 

The possibility of nonplatform occupation associated with 
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the visible mounds was investigated in Test trench TP 55 

without success. Bulldozing, plowing and cane growing may 

well have eradicated any traces of shallow ephemeral 

features. 

structure 994 was shown by Testpit 54 to be a Late 

Classic construction that incorporates some Early Classic 

material in its fill and has a Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic component on top. structure 955, less than 10 

meters away, was constructed entirely in the Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic above an A-Horizon with some 

Preclassic inclusions, suggesting that the A-Horizon may 

have been leveled before the construction, removing the 

Late Classic debris that one would expect to find near the 

Late Classic structure 994. Levelling and soil removal 

would explain why the burial below 955 is so shallow below 

the surface, and how Terminal Classic material came to be 

associated with what is most likely a Chicanel burial. The 

burial involves modification of bedrock, and most bedrock 

alterations are associated with the Late Preclassic 

period. Alternatively, the burial may have been an 

offering placed on the ground surface and incompletely 

covered before the construction of the platform in the 

Terminal Classic. 
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Ephemeral occupation: Two Kilometers East 

The intervals beyond about 1 kilometer to the east of 

Nohmul's central acropolis are poorly known because the two 

modern settlements of San Pablo and San Jose obscure 

archaeological configurations in the east sector. Many 

prehistoric features have actually been destroyed by the 

Northern Highway that passes through San Pablo and San Jose 

at a distance of between 1.5 and 2 kilometers from Nohmul's 

center. Looting of mounds near permanent houses is 

severe. 

East of the highway and houses of the two villages are 

agricultural fields that have been deeply plowed and 

severely altered by bulldozer activity. It is impossible 

to tell in this area whether the scarcity of obvious mounds 

is really indicative of any prehistoric factors. Very 

large termite hills resembled small mounds in some places, 

and even had prehistoric artifacts in or near them. A few 

of these were trowel tested and found not to be cultural. 

In other places, scatters of surface material suggested 

that shallow deposits of the type uncovered in the north 

sector might have been present before bulldozing and 

plowing. 

The north sector excavations led me to suspect that shell 

was typically associated with constructions in very low wet 



areas. Testpits 25 and 52 were placed in an area where 

ceramics and shell were scattered in the ground surface 

near an aguada with standing water. This area has the 

lowest elevation of any place tested by the project. 
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T52 was placed directly over the shell and artifact 

surface concentration and uncovered a marl layer that was 

probably a mangled living surface. Unfortunately the 

deposit is so disturbed that its origin must remain 

speculative. T25 was dug about eight meters away from T52, 

in an area where a surface scatter similar to that above 

T52 included a small quantity of pieces of fire-hardened 

clay that we thought might be daub. The results of T25 

were as equivocal as those from T52, for the same reasons. 

Besides the irregularity of the strata, naturally deposited 

fossil shell was found to be abundant in the bedrock below 

the features tested. 

The material that we tentatively identified as daub 

probably resulted from cane burning in the field where 

these two excavations were situated. When wet topsoil with 

small plant inclusions is burnt in a field fire, fired 

reddish lumps of clay that resemble daub are sometimes 

produced. Similar deposits (identified as a burnt root) 

were discovered in the context in which they formed in 

Testpit 69, making it certain that the origin of the 

material in both T72 and above T25 was not cultural. 
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Protoc1assic/Ear1y Classic Elite Residences: 

One Kilometer North 

The area sampled at this interval included what appeared 

to be two sets of structures (northwest group: Platforms 

1281 and 1305; southeast group: Platforms 561 and 562) 

facing each other across about 100 meters of empty space. 

The actual orientation of the structures was not 

ascertained, but the structures were not originally 

designed as any type of unit, since those in the more 

southerly group were first constructed in the Protoclassic, 

while the more northerly buildings were first built in the 

Late or Late/Terminal Classic. six testpits were dug in 

this area: TP28, TP29, TP30, TP31, TP32, TP33. 

As were most tested areas of the site, this area was 

occupied in the Prec1assic, evidenced by the presence of 

Mamom and Chicane1 pottery on the buried A-Horizons and 

mixed into fill layers. No structures encountered dated to 

the Prec1assic, however. Testpits 31 and 33 showed that 

Platform 562 was probably originally constructed in the 

Early Classic, then remodeled and enlarged in both the Late 

and Terminal Classic eras. These later building episodes 

were contemporary with the construction of Platform 1281 

nearby. 

A mixed layer of Early and Late Classic midden fill at 
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the base of Testpit 31 contained an unusual amount of 

polychrome pottery and three exhausted obsidian cores and 

three blade fragments. This is a larger sample of volcanic 

glass than found anywhere else at Nohmul outside the site 

center. Obsidian cores are especially rare at the site, 

and these were the only ones found in Nohmul's settlement. 

Rice (1987) has suggested that the distribution of obsidian 

in the Maya Lowlands during this period demonstrates that 

its distribution was in the hands of the elite (although 

this pattern changes by the Terminal Classic). The midden 

is not associated with the structures encountered in the 

excavations at this interval, since they are above it. 

Nevertheless, the presence of this unusual deposit 

suggested there may have been elite residences nearby. 

Testpit 28 hit a primary Late/Terminal Classic midden 

located halfway between the two groups. Testpit 32 

uncovered a Cancanilla-Chicanel pit, perhaps originally the 

result of bedrock mining for limestone or marl to construct 

nearby Platform 562. Afterward, the hole may have served as 

a chultun: it was filled with garbage and rapidly deposited 

soil layers. Early or Late Classic overburden indicates 

that the site of the pit continued to be used after the pit 

was refilled, although no evidence of a structure was 

present in the excavation. The stratigraphy of this very 

damp excavation may have been affected by the natural 
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formation process called "slicken-sides" (MacDonald 1978). 
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Natural Elevations: Three Kilometers Northeast 

This area, slightly over three kilometers north and east 
I 

of site center, gives the impression of isolation, since no 

other mound groups are visible from structures 659 and 660. 

The nearest mound groups are about 3/4 krn away; Platform 

684 to the north, and Platform 662 to the east. The 

nonplatform occupation discovered in TP61 is slightly 

closer (by about 100 meters) than either platform group. 

structures 659 and 660 are approximately 300 meters west 

of a modern bajo, which curves around the north edge of the 

site and contains recognizable raised fields. Part of this 

bajo has been cleared for cattle pasture, and may have been 

filled with the use of heavy machinery in recent times. 

Consequently, the southern extent of the swampy area in 

prehistoric times is unknown and the edges of the modern 

bajo were not mapped. It seems likely that the swamp was 

more extensive in prehistoric times, since areas of 

standing water exist today during the rainy season in the 

pasture south of the unreclaimed bajo areas. A modern 

aguada was dug approximately 50 meters north of structure 

659 to serve as a cattle tank. This tank held one to two 

meters of water throughout the dry season of 1985, 

suggesting that the ground surface is close to the water 

table in this area. North of this tank, an narrow 
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interrupted tongue of bajo winds east from the main swamp 

area, separating the slightly elevated area of the mound 

group from the somewhat elevated area of nonplatform 

occupation around TP61. No prehistoric modifications of 

this bajo were recognizable either from the ground (T. 

Patrick Culbert, p.c.) or the air. 

~~o very straight parallel channels were discovered (but 

not mapped) running east-west about a kilometer south of 

structures 659 and 660. These channels each appeared to be 

at least one kilometer long, and perhaps 200 meters apart. 

Today they are about .3 meters deep, and noticeable only on 

the ground due to waist high grass. Interviews with 

employees of Belize Sugar Industries (which owns the land) 

revealed that the features were not created in the last 50 

years. If they are, as I suspect, prehistoric agricultural 

canals, they connected a low wet area of reclaimed bajo 

(reclaimed in modern times) with some unknown features to 

the west that have been interrupted by the built-up bed of 

the modern San Victor road. The elevation of the ground 

increases as the canals proceed west, so that, unless they 

became progressively deeper to the west, they would have 

served to drain water away from rather than carry water to 

the land west of the bajo. 

A total of four one by one meter testpits was excavated 

in the immediate vicinity of the mound group: one in each 
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structure (TP 47 and TP 49), one (TP 48) halfway in between 

the structures, and one (TP 50) on the nearest natural 

elevation. Buried A-Horizons indicate that the area was 

occupied as early as the Late Preclassic. Both structures 

appear to have been first constructed in the Late Classic, 

and renovated as late as the Terminal/Early Postclassic. 

The two buildings were built according to very different 

styles, TP49 uncovered an ordinary Terminal Classic 

limestone block and marl fill platform. TP 47 revealed a 

set of at least four successive floors, each plastered over 

a layer of fossil shell, reminiscent of the shell placed in 

foundation trenches below structures 248 and 249. 

Unfortunately, the floors contained no datable artifacts; 

but as each was exactly like the last and all were 

constructed above a Late Classic deposit on the A-Horizon, 

I have tentatively dated them to the Late Classic. This is 

further suggested by the very different construction style 

of the nearby Terminal Classic building, structure 660. 

All four testpits showed evidence of bedrock 

modification; TP 50 encountered a natural soft sascab layer 

containing small sherds in its uppermost layer suggesting 

that the sascab had been exposed at some point. TP 49 

revealed a shallow trench dug into bedrock, and several 

small round holes in its surface. I did not interpret 

these as postholes, since they were irregularly sized. 
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They might have been the result of animal burrowing, but as 

the bedrock was fairly hard, I suspect they were solution 

pits, caused by the puddling of rain water on the surface 

of exposed bedrock. This could have occurred at the time 

the trench was dug, probably for limestone construction 

blocks. 

TP 48, dug between the two visible structures, 

encountered a (probable) Late Classic pit dug 'into bedrock 

containing what appeared to be a rock-lined hearth at its 

base. Bedrock in some parts of Nohmul contains fossil 

shell and fossil coral. Although we did not encounter 

natural marine deposits in this area, several pieces of 

fossil coral were found in the ashy matrix of the hearth. 

These pinkish and unmodified fossils were strikingly 

anthropomorphic. The pink color may indicate burning. The 

odd ecofacts found in a hearth over 2.5 meters below the 

modern ground surface bring to mind speculations about the 

association between Maya ceremonial and underground caves 

(Mcleod 1978, Mcleod and Puleston 1979, Mercer 1975, 

Pendergast 1969, Schele and Miller 1986). Since other 

bedrock pits at Nohmul contain hearths (cf. TP1, TP64), 

the hearth itself is not unusual; alternatively, the odd 

corals might be accounted for by children. 

Small quantities of pottery and bone found in the pit 

fill above the hearth suggest it may have been used for a 
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garbage receptacle. However some of the bone appeared to 

be human, and we suspected that the Testpit had cut into 

the edge of a burial. The area was levelled over by an 

A-Horizon containing Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic 

sherds, so the pit was apparently filled and unused by this 

period. 

One of the most interesting finds in this area, and the 

reason for the title of this section, resulted from the 

excavation of TP 50, which yielded no evidence whatsoever 

of an occupation surface. This was an important find since 

the elevation of the A-Horizon below structure 659 was 

3.57, while the elevation of the A-Horizon at the locus of 

TP 50 was at about 3.80. This means that elevation did not 

necessarily dictate the location of structures at Nohmul; 

structure 659 was actually originally constructed on a low 

spot, and built up by the accumulation successive floors, 

while a nearby higher area went unoccupied. such choices 

may have been affected by land ownership or specific 

details of local agricultural practices (see Table 3.2). 
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TABLE 3.2 

ELEVATIONS: 'l'P47 TP48 TP49 TP50 
STRUCTURE 659 STRUCTURE 660 

Modern A-Horizon 4.90 4.49 4.61 3.96 

Prehistoric 
A-Horizon 3.57 4.06 3.50* 3.80 

Bedrock 3.00 3.86 3.21 3.53 

TABLE SHOWING RELATIVE ELEVATIONS OF BUILDING AREAS 
(* indicates a figure has been estimated) 
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Possible Evidence for a Termination Ritual: Three Kilometers 

South 

Excavations were done in this area because it coincided 

with the third kilometer south interval of the 

"radial-stadial" sampling design. Three excavations were 

dug into enormous platform Platform 690 Group, 

approximately 74 meters in diameter. The platform 

supported four superstructures of the elongated "range 

structure" type oriented approximately to the cardinal 

directions. The western side of the platform, and the 

westernmost superstructure had been damaged by bulldozing. 

The three intact structures were tested. 

The largest structure was located on the east side of the 

platform in structure 685 and was tested with Testpit 56. 

Testpit 57 was placed in the southern Structure 689, and 

Testpit 58 was dug in the northern Structure 686. 

Originally all three pits were planned as one by one's, but 

TP56 encountered a burial that I thought might offer 

special information about the group, so I extended this 

excavation to encompass the whole inhumation. The skeleton 

was in poor condition and no information was gained by the 

additional excavation area. 

The only intact buried A-Horizon that could be dated was 

found in Testpit 57, placing the earliest demonstrable 
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occupation of the area at the Late Prec1assic. The sascab 

encountered at the base of Testpit 58 was apparently 

exposed during this period, since it contained Chicanel 

sherds. Testpits 56 and 57 both encountered a 10-20 

centimeter lens of sterile marl deposited directly on the 

prehistoric A-Horizon, suggesting an early nonplatform 

occupation. Above this marl layer we found that a second 

marl layer was deposited below the structure investigated 

by in Testpit 56. A burial was included in this second marl 

layer. Above these marl layers in both Testpits we 

encountered a reformed A-Horizon, 25-28 centimeters deep, 

indicating a period of abandonment. This A-Horizon 

contained a mix of Chicanel and Early Classic pottery. 

Of interest in this context are the two Late Preclassic 

caches discovered about 220 meters northeast of this 

unnumbered platform group. The period of abandonment of 

the platform group corresponds to the period of deposition 

of these caches. It is possible that the caches were 

created for the occasion of the abandonment, which 

apparently continued into the Early Classic. 

The situation encountered in Testpit 58 was unusual. 

Although 58 encountered no buried A-Horizon and no evidence 

for a period of abandonment in the Preclassic, its 

stratigraphy does not contradict the sequence reconstructed 

from data from the other two excavations. The soft sascab 
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at the base of TP 58 was exposed in the Preclassic, since 

it contained Chicanel sherds. An Early Classic plaster 

floor was placed directly on this levelled sascab. 

Testpits 57 and 58 encountered Early Classic structures 

and floors above the reformed A-Horizon. The floor in TP 

58 was resurfaced at least twice, suggesting extended 

occupation. TP 56 also revealed four episodes of Late 

Classic construction and reconstruction. Testpits 56 and 

,58 gave evidence of Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic 

structures; the one encountered in TP56 included a Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic burial below four successive 

Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic building episodes. From 

all this evidence of perpetual construction and 

remodelling, it is likely that this platform was occupied 

almost continuously from the Late Preclassic period, except 

during a single extended period of abandonment after the 

initial settlement. 
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Mound and Nonmound structures: Two Kilometers West 

Although most groups excavat~d at Nohmul gave evidence of 

both platform and non-platform based buildings, the 

nonplatform structures were usually located under visible 

structures and did not necessarily date to periods when the 

immediate area also included platform-based structures. In 

the north sector of Nohmul, where the most extensive 

nonplatform settlement was discovered, the nonplatform 

structures appear to be clustered in a particular area, 

apart from platform-based constructions. The group 

investigated at two kilometers west included platform and 

nonplatform based structures dating to the Terminal Classic 

period. 

Five testpits were dug to investigate the occupation 

history of the area around Platform 772. TP38 was dug into 

structure 774 and TP35 was dug into structure 773, both 

situated directly on Platform 772. TP37 was dug directly 

into the eastern side of the platform itself. TP36 was dug 

to test nearby Platform 777, about 20 meters north of 772, 

and the closest visible structure to the platform. TP34 

was dug to investigate a slight natural rise about 25 

meters southwest of Platform 772, which proved to support a 

nonplatform floor •. 

The buried A-Horizon below Platform 777 encountered in 
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Testpit 36 indicates that the general vicinity was occupied 

as early as the Late Preclassic. Very small amounts of 

Early Classic pottery were found in Testpits 38 and 35 

below Platform 772, and all pits included some Late Classic 

material. Testpits 34 and 37 discovered areas of bedrock 

that had been exposed and accumulated sherds during the 

Late to Terminal Classic transition. Similarly, TP 38 

revealed mined bedrock with evidence of some type of 

structure built directly on its surface. Unfortunately 

this deposit lacked diagnostic ceramics, but was probably 

Preclassic like most bedrock features at Nohmul. Despite 

these findings, the bulk of the architecture remaining in 

this area was constructed in the Terminal Classic. 

TP 34 uncovered a Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic rock 

pile, perhaps a hearth or the corner of a simple building 

resting directly on bedrock. Many instances of bedrock 

modification are associated with Preclassic materials, but 

this is obviously not always the case. A Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic midden accumulated above this 

rock pile and the natural A-Horizon reformed. A Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic marl surface was laid directly in 

this A-Horizon, and later elevated with a layer of marl 

fill (this was probably surfaced with plaster, but the 

plaster is now gone). 

Rapid accumulation of soils in this area, such as the 
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buried A-Horizon above the Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic midden in TP34, is not surprising, since the 

area is between two aguadas. Only the aguada located 

northwest of the area is on the map; the other is located 

about the same distance to the southwest, near Platform 

778. All strata excavated in this area were extremely wet 

and the vicinity is probably inundated from time to time. 

Remaining architecture in this group was constructed in 

the Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic. structures 773 and 

774 exhibit at least three remodelling episodes each, and 

excavations encountered two burials. This suggests the 

area was occupied intermittently before and continuously 

throughout the Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic. 
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The Port Mound Neighborhood: Three Kilometers West 

This area is located approximately 500 meters inland (due 

east) from the "port mound" excavated in 1975 by pring and 

Hammond. Their excavations dated the bulk of the port 

mound architecture to the Terminal Late Preclassic and 

Early Classic periods with a rich Protoclassic component. 

Pring and Hammond state that the use of the platform 

"continued into the Terminal Classic" (1985:528), but do 

not give the ceramic dates for their stratigraphic 

sequence. Consequently, it is not possible to tell whether 

the mound was continuously in use, or was simply reoccupied 

in the Terminal Classic, as is often the case at Nohmul. 

Excavations were done in this area because it coincided 

with the three kilometer west interval called for by the 

"radial stadial" sampling strategy, and because I wanted to 

be sure the west side of the site was as continuously 

occupied as the rest of the site. An alternative 

possibility was that during some periods the population 

clustered at the river's edge was spatially separate from 

the nucleus of Nohmul. This might suggest the existence of 

an independent community around the "port mound". 

The prehistoric structures in the area are a set of four 

closely configured immense platform groups with a 

scattering of small separate structures. Three excavations 
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were dug in large platforms: Testpit 39 was dug into 

structure 481 on Platform 479; Testpit 41 tested a large 

structure on an unnumbered platform located in the north 

center of the group; and Testpit 42 was placed in structure 

476 on Platform 477. TP40 was placed in small ancillary 

structure 484, which is shown incorrectly on the map as 

rectangle. It should have been drawn as a smaller low 

square platform. 

The earliest occupation evidence recovered at this 

interval came from the buried A-Horizon below Platform 479 

discovered by Testpit 39. This stratum contained a mixed 

deposit that included some Dzuluinicob-Mamom (Middle 

Preclassic) material, as well as Late Preclassic and Late 

Classic. Late Preclassic sherds were found in fill layers 

in all four excavations suggesting an extensive use of the 

area during this period. Below structure 476, Testpit 42 

encountered a sherd lined Colmotz-Chicanel (Late 

Preclassic) hearth set into cleared bedrock. Above this 

were several Terminal Preclassic midden layers interspersed 

with plaster floors. (This hearth has a similar 

construction to that described by Pring [Wilk et al. 

1975J, although Pring's hearth was on a platform.) 

Both structures 485 and 476 contained mixed 

Freshwater-Floral Park (Protoclassic) and Holpatin-Tzakol 

(Early Classic) components. structure 476 appears to have 
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had at least three sequential floors constructed during 

this period (assuming that the Protoclassic and the Early 

Classic overlap at Nohmul). It is likely that structure 
I 

481 and the unnumbered structure near Platform 483 also had 

construction layers from this period, but most of the 

ceramics from the excavations of these buildings were 

poorly preserved and undatable. 

All excavations revealed Zonauil or Noh Ukum-Tepeu (Late 

Classic) construction phases; structure 481 showed two 

construction layers from this era. structure 481 also hnd 

two Tecep (Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic) period 

construction phases, while TP41 encountered three or four 

layers of rebuilding from this time. Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic pottery was present in the modern 

A-Horizon above all four buildings tested. This suggests 

that all had an occupation at this period, since the 

structures are all to tall to have later sherds displaced 

on to them by natural processes. 
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Surface Distributions Test: One and One Half Kilometers South 

Excavations at this interval were outside the original 

research design of the settlement pattern project, but were 

part of a cooperative effort between two segments of the 

Nohmul Project. In the 1986 season, Arthur Joyce joined 

the Nohmul Project to develop a systematic surface sampling 

design for the project. His intent was to test the 

relationship between surface artifacts and subsurface 

features. 

After making extensive surface collections and posthole 

testing several parts of the site, Joyce located an area he 

felt was promising for subsurface testing at 1.5 kilometers 

south. To help test his hypothesis that surface density 

was an indication of the presence of subsurface features, I 

put the resources of the Settlement Pattern Project at his 

disposal and six testpits were dug in the nonmound areas he 

selected: TP 66, TP 69, TP 70, TP 71, and TP 72. In the 

area where TP 69 was placed, Joyce had located what he 

believed to be daub on the ground surface. This material 

resembled that described in the summary of TP's 52 and 25, 

so I was skeptical of its cultural origin, but there was no 

way to demonstrate conclusively whether the material was 

cultural without digging. 

These testpits did not yield much information about 



Nohmul's culture history. None of the pits encountered 

subsurface cultural features and the three pits that had 

any diagnostic ceramics had Colmotz-Chicanel (Late 

Preclassic) and Tepeu 1 and 2 (Late Classic) or Tecep 

(Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic) sherds: exactly the 

same as found on the surface. 
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These excavations did, however, provide some interesting 

insights into local natural site formation processes. The 

"daub-like" substance in TP 69 did turn out to be related 

to a deeply buried burnt root. TP 70 provided a very 

dramatic example of the process of "slicken-sides" 

(McDonald 1978), which can mix natural as well as cultural 

deposits that are not stabilized by limestone or plaster. 

Presumably this process accounts for the fact that most of 

the artifacts found in these pits were located in the top 

of the natural sascab layer above bedrock, rather than near 

the surface. In numerous other excavations, artifacts were 

found in the sascab layer, or even in the surface of 

bedrock if it was soft, with no evidence that these natural 

layers had ever been exposed. 

Excavations 73 and 74 were actually only shovel tests 

about 50 centimeters square and dug just to the first layer 

below the modern A-Horizon. These were placed in the 

platforms nearest the nonplatform tests at the 1.5 

kilometer south interval to date the occupation of the 
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immediate area. At least they were intended to do so. TP 

73 determined that structures 710, 713, and 716 are 

situated on a natural outcrop rather than a platform; no 

datable sherds were recovered. TP 74 was more successful. 

This test was placed in Platform 506 and struck a dense 

Preclassic midden containing Bladen, Dzuluinicob-Mamom 

(Middle Preclassic), and (predominantly) Colmotz-Chicanel 

(Late Preclassic) sherds. 
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The Early Classic Neighborhood: One Kilometer Northwest 

The excavations in this area were all within 200 meters 

of structure 277 that was damaged in 1940 and completely 

destroyed in 1977. Destruction of the building produced the 

spectacular collection of Protoclassic vessels reported by 

Anderson and Cook (1944). Immediately southeast of 

structure 277, across the Douglas-San Pablo road, a second 

smaller structure was destroyed in 1982 and a large surface 

collection of destroyed Protoclassic vessels was recovered 

from the area by members of the Nohmul project. 

These findings led Hammond (p.c.) to suspect that this 

sector of the site might have been heavily occupied in 

early periods. In order to investigate this possibility 

further, six test pits were dug; one in structure 286 in 

the center of Platform 279, and five in Platform 940. 

Platform 279 is extremely large and was the basal platform 

for Structure 277 as well as at least six other enormous 

range structures that were still reasonably intact in 1983. 

These structures were continuously looted during the Nohmul 

Project and in 1986 the looters trenches yielded massive 

surface collections from the Lopez-Mamom (Middle 

Preclassic) Period onward. This description of structures 

and excavations may be more easily followed if the reader 

refers to the accompanying areal map of this part of the 
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site. 

In 1983, Testpit 8 was dug into the small structure 286 

in the very center of the huge plazuela group still extant 

on the east side of Platform 279, in order to get a 

complete construction sequence of the plazuela and to test 

the hypothesis that such structures are family burial 

shrines. 286 did turn out to be a Holpatin-Tzakol (Early 

Classic) platform, which may be contemporary with 

Freshwater-Floral Park (Protoclassic) at Nohmul. It also 

contained at least two burials, suggesting that it may have 

been a burial shrine, especially since one of the burials 

was Holpatin-Tzakol (Early Classic) and the other was Tepeu 

1 or 2 (Late Classic), indicating a very long use of the 

structure. Since the excavation was only one meter square, 

I am assuming that other burials existed in the fill of the 

building that were not encountered. Besides the Late 

Classic burial, there was evidence of use of the platform 

in the Tecep (Terminal Classic/Early postclassic) Period. 

By the final season of excavations, when I returned to 

this part of the site for further investigation, Platform 

279 was so badly looted that I decided to move my testing 

across the street to Platform 940. 940 appears to be a 

single enormous platform with six structures spread widely 

around its edges. The structures on Platform 940 are much 

smaller and less impressive than those of Platform 279, but 
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they may have actually had some architectural connection 

before the Douglas- San Pablo road was constructed between 

them. 

The five excavations I did on Platform 940 showed that 

the Platfonn area had been occupied as early as the Bladen 

period, when a deep excavation into bedrock was made and 

used for creating hearths and later to hold a Preclassic 

snail shell midden. Pomacea flagellata is a l'arge edible 

land snail reported from several Maya sites including 

Piedras Negras (Coe 1959), Pulltrouser (Covich 1983), 

Cuello (Miksicek n.d.), Barton Ramie (Willeyet. al. 

1965), and probably used prehistorically for food and 

possibly to make lime for plaster (Andrews 1969, Pohl 1986, 

Miksicek n.d .. ). 

Three of the total six excavations on Platforms 279 and 

940 revealed evidence of mined or modified bedrock, which 

is usually a component of Preclassic occupation at Nohmul. 

TP 64 demonstrated that the western edge of Platform 940 

was constructed in the Colmotz-Chicanel (Late Preclassic) 

era. TP's 63, 64, 67, and 68 (all on Platform 940) showed 

that what appeared to be an enormous continuous platform 

was, in fact, a series of smaller fill levels that were 

apparently added at different times. Although there was 

some evidence of occupation from all periods known from 

Nohmul on both platforms (except Xnoha Swasey), Platform 
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278 was mostly built and occupied in Holpatin-Tzakol (Early 

Classic), while 940 was extensively used in both the 

Cocos-Chicanel (Late preclassic), and then again later in 

the Tepeu Period (Late Classic), continuing into the Tecep 

(Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic) era. 

Like structure 286 on Platform 279 (TP 8), structure 933 

on Platform 940 (TP 65) is a small building in the center 

of a massive platform flanked by large range structures. 

Although it did not contain a complete burial, it did have 

an unusual cache of a jadeite pendant, a redware bowl and a 

small quantity of unidentifiable bone. This seems to 

support the hypothesis of a special function for such 

structures throughout the history of the site located at 

the end of this section. 
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The Ridged Field Neighborhood: Three to Four Kilometers North 

The structures at this interval are bounded on three 

sides by swamp. Small fingers' of bajo jut out east/west to 

a point just south of Excavation 61, and several hundred 

meters west to east to Platform Group 248. The land is 

bisected north/south by the San victor Road; lower ground 

with visible mounds is west of the road, and an extensive 

area of "invisible settlement" lies on the higher ground 

east of the road. Excavations 9, 10, 11, 12, and 51 tested 

visible mounds, 43, 44, 45, 46, 61, 62, 75, and 76 tested 

nonmound areas. 

Excavations in this area were expanded in 1986, and were 

not confined to the kilometer interval restriction of the 

research design because they define an "edge" of the 

settlement along the northern swamp and because of their 

unusual nature. Several nonplatform structures were 

located in this "neighborhood", and, since such structures 

are generally poorly known, I decided to investigate them 

further. The first nonplatform features were uncovered in 

1985 (TP's 43, 44, 45, and 46), and further investigation 

of these features was the major reason for my return to the 

field in 1986. Excavations in this area were intended to 

address four issues. I wanted to find out first whether 

nonp1atform features differed consistently from platform 
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features in either date or function. Then I wanted to 

determine whether nonplatform houses might be an indication 

of the relative status of thei~ inhabitants. Third, I 

hoped that nonplatform occupations would tend to be single 

phase occupations and provide associated middens that would 

help define various aspects of cultural pattern that are 

obscured in mixed deposits. Finally, I wanted to find out 

if excavating in nonplatform areas would produce novel 

data, that is, evidence of activities not usually produced 

by platform associated excavations. 

Most excavations in this group (both mound and nonmound) 

included Chicanel artifacts on buried A-Horizons or in 

recycled fill layers, but no actual Preclassic architecture 

was found. Most structures had Early Classic material, and 

several had architectural components from this era. All 

excavations had Late Classic components, except 9 and 75, 

both of which had unidentifiable Classic Period sherds, so 

they may have had Late Classic occupations. Tecep 

(Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic) also appeared in most 

excavations (several designations were actually given as 

"Noh Ukum-Tepeu" [Late Classic] 2r "Tecep" [Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic]). So the area was intensively 

occupied from Colmotz-Chicanel (Late Preclassic) to Tecep 

(Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic), and apparently 

without any significant decrease in the Early Classic. 
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In general, the constructions uncovered do seem to be a 

response to the elevation of the ground. Buildings on 

lower areas to the west are on platforms, those to the east 

in better drained areas are not. structure 682, the only 

platform-based building to the east of the San Victor Road 

at this interval, is actually in the edge of the bajo. The 

secondary Structure 682 is over one meter tall and is 

placed on low Platform 684. The tallest point of this 

structure is still lower than the absolute elevation of the 

nonplatform structures uncovered in TP 45 and TP 61. 

Nevertheless, excavation in several parts of the site 

(cf. the discussion of excavations 47, 48, 49 and 50 at 

three kilometers northeast) has shown that natural 

elevations were sometimes ignored in siting houses. The 

features at this interval vary from 3.75 to 5.53 in 

absolute elevation. Excavation TP 62, only about twenty 

meters from TP 61, revealed a high point in bedrock below a 

higher ground surface than that below the initial 

structures in TP 61. The earliest floors found in 

excavations TP 9 and TP 11 (both Early Classic) west of the 

road, and in excavations TP 43 and TP 44 to the east, are 

the lowest in this sector. The features in excavations 43 

and 44 do not have later architecture above them and, along 

with TP 46 and TP 75, are the most equivocal, since they 

have almost no associated artifacts. This may be due to 
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the function of the prehistoric structures, the economic 

status of their occupants, the length of their occupation, 

or to inundation that disassociated all surface artifacts. 

The nonplatform floor below structure 249 is the lowest 

structure known from this interval; it was built on the 

ground surface in the lower western area. Clay floors, 

like those discovered in TP 46 have been reported from 

other Maya sites including Barton Ramie (Willey et ale 

1965:162, 166) and Altar de Sacrificios (Smith 1972:271). 

In all, eight of the thirteen excavations at this 

interval disclosed nonp1atform floors built directly in a 

leveled A-Horizon; four of these were below later 

platforms. Excavation 61 revealed at least three and 

possibly four nonplatform surfaces below what may have been 

a final low platform, resulting in part from the buildup of 

earlier material. Artifacts associated with nonplatform 

features indicate that these were in use during the same 

time periods as the platform based structures: that is, 

continuously from the Colmotz-Chicanel (Late Preclassic) 

Period to the Tecep (Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic) 

Period. 

Some novel components were encountered in the nonplatform 

excavations. At least three hearths (not unknown, but not 

as common as might be expected in Lowland excavations 

[Pyburn n.d.]) were found in association with nonplatform 
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structures, partly because these excavations were larger 

than those dug into platforms at this interval, and had 

extramural components. Most of the nonplatform excavations 

were larger than one meter square testpits, because it was 

important to attempt to identify the function of the 

features they disclosed. The problem (as well as the 

fascination) with nonplatform structures, is that, since 

very few have ever been excavated and reported', they are 

difficult to interpret. Frequently, as with the shell 

deposit uncovered in TP 43, I was sure I was the only 

person who had ever excavated such a feature. I was able 

to identify something about its size, and to ascertain that 

it probably was cultural, or at least culturally modified, 

but I still do not know its use. It could have served as 

anything from a residential platform (if it was surfaced 

with plaster, since we found that the shells in the sides 

and base of trenches would cut bare feet and legs) to some 

type of agricultural feature. Alternatively, this may have 

been a stockpile of shell held in reserve for other uses, 

including lime for corn processing or making plaster, or 

subfloor fill for house platforms. 

As a result of finding these novel features, my attempt 

to do functional assessments ,of nonplatform structures by 

exposing wide areas had mixed results. Associated burials 

and hearths made some nonplatform structures easy to 
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identify as houses, but several, e.g., TP 43, had almost no 

associated artifacts, making functional assessments 

impossible. Absence of diagnostic artifacts also made the 

possibility of single phase occupations moot. TP 45, 

however, did turn out to be a single phase occupation with 

an associated midden; TP 61 turned out to be a multiple 

phase occupation with an extremely complex and mixed 

stratigraphic record (see discussion of TP 61). 

In general, nonplatform structures were occupied during 

the same periods as platform structures at Nohmul, although 

perhaps a bit more continuously through the middle of the 

Classic period, when occupation seems to falloff in other 

parts of the site. Some of these features seemed to have 

functions different from those of platform or "visible" 

features (e.g., the feature in TP 43). The nonplatform 

excavations produced a larger number of hearths than 

platform excavations, in part because these were the only 

Nohmul excavations that included extramural areas, and in 

part because these extramural areas included primary 

middens. The inhabitants of Nohmul apparently cooked 

outside, at least on some occasions, and made hearths in 

middens. 

The issue of relative status was not resolved by these 

excavations, since the function of so many could not be 

determined. The mixed middens in TP 61 contained obsidian, 
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some polychromes, and a Tepeu (Late Classic) burial with 

bone earflares and a small redware bowl. The floor in TP 

44 was similar in style to those found in TP 61 and was 

completely uncovered in 1986. ~lmost no artifacts were 

associated with it. It is impossible to tell whether this 

represents a difference in the status of the occupants or . 

the function of the building. These findings will be 

discussed further in the context of the rest of the 

settlement data presented in Chapters Four and Five. 
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Conclusion 

The 76 excavations of the Nohmul Settlement Pattern 

Project tested 15 separate areas at kilometer intervals 

from site center. Chapter Three has presented a 

descriptive account of the data collected at each 

interval. Small-scale studies of the influence of 

microtopography, excavation placement, and excavation size 

were described in conjunction with general descriptions of 

the excavations and explanation for the choice of each 

locus. These tests led to several important conclusions. 

Excavations larger than 1m x 1m do not significantly add 

chronological information. Excavations dug through mounds 

offer better chronological information than those placed in 

middens. Placing excavations on the highest point in an 

area is not a guarantee of locating cultural activity. The 

use of natural elevations as building sites may have been a 

general trend, but was not a rule. 

Besides the particular problems investigated in each 

group, the excavations were designed to address general 

issues of the growth and development of Nohmul as a whole. 

The discussion of site-wide patterns begins in Chapter 

Four. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: TIME/SPACE DISTRIBUTIONS 

Excavation Distribution 

Instead of stratifying the Nohmul settlement sample 

according to variations in Nohmul's surface features, I 

stratified it according to types of variation that might be 

expected in the settlement of a complex society. As 

reviewed in Chapter One, a basic vocabulary for describing 

the settlement distributions found in complex societies has 

been provided by cultural geographers. I predicted that 

settlement density, arrangement, and form should vary 

across space and time as a result of both cultural 

influences and features of the natural landscape. To test 

this hypothesis, I placed excavations in clusters at one, 

two and three kilometers from site center (+/- 250 meters) 

at cardinal points, and at site boundaries where they are 

determined by natural features to the north (bajos) and 

west (the Hondo River). Both mound and nonmound areas were 

tested. Excavation ended arbitrarily at approximately 

three kilometers south, where Nohmul's settlement blends 

with the settlement of the smaller center of San Luis, and 

at 2.4 kilometers east, where settlement diminishes and is 

disturbed by modern occupation. 
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As described in Chapter TWo, the excavation of major 

structures in the central area was done by Hammond (in 

1984, Hammond et al. 1985, Hammond et al. 1987). 

Housemounds in the central kilometer area will be treated 

in a project directed by Dirk van Tuerenhout of Tulane 

University in 1989. A transect of occupation extending from 

the bajo north of Nohmul to the center of San victor was 

mapped and test excavated in 1985 by Laura Levi. 

Specific placement of the testpits was used to seek 

variation in settlement density and form, and was 

determined by posthole testing and judgment. The 

postholing was used to locate middens and nonplatform 

occupation. Judgment was used to determine the state of 

preservation of the features and include topographic 

variety in the sample, e.g., high spots, low spots, small 

mounds, large mounds, flat areas. 

In most cases more than one structure within a single 

mound group was tested to sample possible variation within 

what appear superficially to be discrete units of 

settlement. If the group was first constructed in the 

Preclassic and reoccupied in the Terminal Classic/Early 

Post Classic, it is useful to know whether the 

configuration changed. The five excavations on Platform 

940, for example, show variation in the periods and 

construction techniques of the different structures of a 
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single platform. The fourteen excavations at the one 

kilometer south interval, on the other hand, sample a wide 

variety of structures in a'large area of dense occupation, 

mostly with only one or two testpits per platform group. 

These buildings show as much consistency in date and type 

of occupation as the structures that share Platform 940. 

A few of the excavations used to test specific 

culture-historical and methodological problems' do not 

conform to the kilometer intervals. Excavations in 

Platform 940 were done to test Hammond's hypothesis that it 

had an important Prec1assic component. Excavations 66, 69, 

70, 71, and 72 were dug to test Joyce's hypothesis (see 

Chapter Three for a complete discussion of these findings, 

and Appendix A for excavation summaries) that dense surface 

concentrations indicated subsurface features. Excavations 

to test Hammond's hypothesis were done at 1.5 kilometers 

northwest of site center, and excavations to test Joyce's 

hypothesis were done at about 1.7 kilometers south. Both 

sets of tests proved to be important. Hammond's hypothesis 

was supported and some of the earliest material found by 

the settlement project was located in excavation TP 64 on 

Platform 940. Joyce's hypothesis was strongly disconfirmed 

and future excavations may take advantage of this 

information. This increased sample of nonmound areas also 

helped confirm the "clustering" of nonmound preserved 
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features at Nohmul by providing data from a vacant area 

topographically comparable to the nonmound area around TP 

61. (All individual excavation summaries and section 

drawings are presented in numerical order in Appendix A.) 

The testpit data, including exact distances from site 

center, are summarized in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. If the site 

area outside the central kilometer is divided into three 

concentric parts with rings drawn at 1, 1.5 and 2.5 

kilometers (see Figures 4.3 and 4.12), the testpits are 

distributed fairly evenly between parts with 25 in the 

first interval between 1 and 1.5 kilometers, 25 in the 

second between 1.5 and 2.5, and 26 in the third between 2.5 

kilometers and the swamp edge, or the arbitrary boundaries 

to the south and east (see Figure 4.12 and site Map, 

Appendix C). Although the area of ground included is larger 

at each interval and the number of visible structures 

diminishes, it is important to bear two aspects of the 

research design in mind. First, the site map was under 

construction while the settlement excavations were being 

done, so stratification based on percentages of visible 

features was not possible, even if it had been deemed 

desirable. Second, and more important, the goal of the 

study was not just to test the archaeological features of 

the settlement, but to test an hypothesis about the living 

community that created the archaeological features. More 
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individual pits per site area were excavated in the area 

with the densest visible settlement (the central 

kilometer), more area was uncovered in the area with the 

least visible settlement (the outer kilometer). Table 4.3 

shows the number of the platform group, the kilometer 

interval where it lies, the number of excavations dug to 

test it, and the sizes of the excavations. Table 4.7 shows 

the distribution of testpits and the dates they provided by 

exact distance. Table 4.8 shows the same data organized by 

even 100 meter intervals. 

Most excavations in the central settlement kilometer 

(beginning one kilometer out from site center) were 

clustered at the first kilometer interval; exceptions are 

Testpits 8 and 66 that were part of the testing programs 

required by Joyce and Hammond. Similarly, the original 

excavations were all within 250 meters of the second 

kilometer radius, but the bulk of the tests for Joyce and 

Hammond only fall within this range if the range is 

expanded to include the area between 1.5 and 2.5 

kilometers. The outer kilometer includes everything from 

the 2.5 radius to the edge of the site on the north, west 

and northeast, and to the edge of the map in the south. 

The average distance from site center of excavations in 

each interval is given in Table 4.5A. 

Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of Nohmul's 700 mapped 
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mounds at intervals from site center. The counts were 

derived by counting each structure separately, regardless 

of whether it shares a platform with other structures. 

Nonmound floors without visible mounds above them are not 

included in these counts. Blank areas to the north, west 

and northeast are swamp and river edges; some areas in the 

northwest, and the blank areas in the south are unsurveyed 

(See site Map, Appendix C). 

Data from testpits can be partially augmented by dates 

gathered in posthole tests and from surface collections. 

Surface collections with many diagnostic sherds are from 

looters' trenches, since in situ collections have mostly 

been burnt in cane fires past the point of recognition. 

Lithic material is not included in the surface collection 

data. Postholes do uncover chronologically diagnostic 

material about 25-30% of the time, but it is not possible 

to structure the sample so that 30% of each area tested is 

diagnostic, and the range of information provided is very 

limited. All that is known from a posthole is that 

ceramics with certain dates are present between ground 

surface and about 50cm below the ground surface within the 

small circumference of the hole (about 35cm in diameter). 

In general, these data follow the patterns suggested by the 

testpits and are presented as part of .the analysis. The 

posthole and surface collection data are combined and 
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presented in Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.13. The postholes are 

numbered 1 through 287, the surface collections 288-386. 

Postholes include sherd counts, since these were screened 

and the artifacts collected. Surface collection potsherds 

are not counted, since the Nohmul Project research design 

(under which these collections were made) directed the 

survey crew to collect 100 diagnostic sherds when 

possible. No attempt was made to acquire a complete 

sample; since most of the collections come from looters 

trenches, their origin is mixed and their quantity is not 

meaningful. The tables also show the total postholes per 

interval or quadrant. They also give the percentage of the 

row total that individual quantities represent to normalize 

the effect of the uneven distribution of surface units (my 

term for postholes plus surface collections) with 

diagnostic ceramics. 

The site was divided into north, south, east, and west 

quadrants by drawing a giant "X" across site center (the 

highest point of the central acropolis), with arms at a 45 

degree angle to the site grid (see Figures 4.1 and 4.11). 

The most serious problem with the settlement sample is the 

underrepresentation of the eastern quadrant. This is a 

result of the fact that the modern villages of San Pablo 

and San Jose and their adjacent fields have destroyed and 

covered many of the structures in this part of Nohmul. 
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Cane harvests during the four seasons of settlement work 

were never located at the second kilometer interval east of 

site center in areas free of modern settlement. Three 

excavations were placed in and near a damaged group at one 

kilometer east, and two more were dug in a nonmound area at 

three kilometers east. Otherwise, the prehistoric features 

at kilometer intervals were inaccessible. Posthole and 

surface collections improve the picture of the eastern 

sector only slightly. It is possible that, contrary to my 

original perception (Pyburn 1987), settlement does diminish 

sharply in this direction, since reconnaissance near the 

three kilometer east interval located few mounds. However, 

it is not possible to be sure whether this situation is a 

result of modern disturbance or an indication of a 

prehistoric pattern, since the area shows signs of 

disturbance by heavy machinery. 

Fifty-one of the seventy-six excavations were dug into 

visible mounds (or the immediate vicinity), while 25 were 

placed in areas without visible cultural features. The 

excavations located a total of 160 separate occupation 

floors. (The variable "floor" includes plaster and packed 

marl surfaces, and bedrock surfaces that contained 

hearths. It is assumed that even if the area of the hearth 

was not an occupation area, the hearth does evidence a 

nearby occupation area, separate from and preceding floors 
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stratigraphically "above" bedrock.) The sample discussed 

here also refers to 281 postholes and 99 surface 

collections combined into a sample of 386 surface units. 

The data under discussion in this and subsequent chapters 

are presented in a set of tables at the end of this 

Chapter. As discussed at length in Chapter Two, there is 

an important difference between statistical significance 

and cultural significance. Because the Nohmul. data set 

makes no claim to constitute a representative sample, it 

cannot claim a correlation between statistical significance 

and cultural patterns. On the other hand, patterns 

represented by too small a sample to show statistical 

significance may still have important cultural correlates. 

Therefore, minor variations in data will be discussed here 

alongside distributions that display statistical 

significance, without giving special weight to statistical 

trends. Whenever the sample permitted, Chi Square 

significance tests were performed, however, and these are 

presented on the tables themselves. 

Part I: Artifact Distributions: Chronological Summary 

The first question is how the different periods of 

Nohmul's occupation were represented at each interval and 
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in each quadrant. Table 4.2 shows counts of the number of 

floors discovered in each excavation and the date of each 

floor. In table 4A.1 are summary counts of the total 

number of periods represented in each excavation, each of 

which is not represented by an individual floor, as well as 

an enumeration of these dates for each excavation. 

The Preclassic 

The earliest evidence for occupation at Nohmul comes from 

the early part of the Middle Preclassic Period (1000 - 750 

B.C.). Data from this period come from Platforms 131, 940 

and 506, all located between 1.6 and 1.9 kilometers from 

Nohmul's central acropolis. These platforms are north, 

northwest, and south of site center, so no early "area" was 

located (Figure 4.4). In two of these excavations, Testpits 

1 (Platform 131) and 64 (Platform 940), the Early 

Preclassic material was found in association with bedrock 

hearths, and in all three cases the Early material was 

mixed with Middle and Late Preclassic pottery. Excavation 

74 was only a shovel test into the surface of a Platform 

506, so the nature of this unusual deposit cannot be 

evaluated. 

Manufacture and use of the Zact'an Xe ceramic style 

(designated by the Nohmul ceramic analyst, Laura 

Kosakowsky) probably predates the construction of the 
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central acropolis by at least 1000 years. Only small 

redeposited quantities of Early Middle Preclassic pottery 

were found in the central area (Hammond et al. 1988), 

suggesting that the point designated as site center by the 

Late Preclassic acropolis may not have been the center of 

anything during the Early Middle Preclassic. One posthole 

and one surface collection at three kilometers west of site 

center and two surface collections at slightly under one 

kilometer northeast contained Early Middle Preclassic 

material (see Figure 4.4). 

Middle Preclassic (Dzuluinicob Mamom 750-300 B.C.) 

pottery is more common, occurring in twelve of the 

seventy-six excavations, twelve surface collections, and 

one posthole (Figures 4.5). Five of the testpit occurrences 

are within the central kilometer of the settlement 

excavations, five are in the second interval, and two are 

over two and one half kilometers from Nohmul's Late 

Preclassic site center. In all but one of the twelve 

excavations (Testpit 30), the Middle Preclassic pottery 

occurs with Late Preclassic pottery, suggesting a 

continuity of occupation. Ten surface collections were 

from within the central kilometer radius (1 - 1.5 kro) and 

two were from the outer kilometer (>2.5 km). The posthole 

was dug at three kilometers north. 

Fifty-one of the seventy-six excavations contained Late 
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Preclassic (Colmotz and Cancanilla Chicanel BC 300 to AD 

300) pottery. Kosakowsky (p.c.) has initiated faceting 

Chicanel at Nohmul into Colmotz: 300 BC to 250 AD, and 

Cancanilla: 250 to 300 AD. Cancanilla was identified in 

twelve lots from six testpits (32, 33, 42, 51, 56, and 64), 

all of which also contain Colmotz. The discussion of 

Nohmul's Preclassic distributions include both the Colmotz 

and the Cancanilla lots, because there is such a small 

quantity, the faceting is incomplete, and the descriptions 

are unpublished. However, Cancanilla distributions will be 

discussed separately for comparison with the 

chronologically overlapping Freshwater-Floral Park 

Protoclassic lots. 

The fifty-one excavations containing Late Preclassic 

ceramics were scattered over the site, with twenty-two in 

the north, nineteen in the south, eight in the west and two 

in the east (which is underrepresented, see Table 4.10). 

This uneven distribution can be somewhat normalized by 

calculating each quantity as a percentage of the total 

samples in each quadrant. Normalizing these figures to 

neutralize the effect of the uneven distribution shows a 

southern concentration, with an almost equal concentration 

in the north. Combined, the absolute counts of postholes 

and surface collections show a greater concentration in the 

north, with forty-five in that sector as compared to 
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fourteen in the south, twenty-one in the west, and nine in 

the east (Table 4.4B shows this difference to be 

significant at the P=.05). This distribution is relatively 

even when the counts are normalized as a percent of the 

total sample units (surface collections plus postholes) per 

quadrant. 

The interval distribution of Chicanel in testpits is 

irregular, with nineteen in the central kilometer, twelve 

in the second, and twenty in the third (see Figure 4.6). 

This could be an artifact of sample size, but the same 

pattern of a drop in the central kilometer is indicated by 

the posthole and surface collection data (Table 4.1) and 

compares with data from later periods. (The contrast of 

patterns will be discussed in the concluding section of 

this chapter.) 

Normalizing the data from surface units by calculating 

the percent of the total collections represented at 

kilometer intervals should keep the differential spread of 

the collections from obscuring a pattern. However, 

refiguring does not change the picture of Chicanel interval 

spread much, confirming that the slightly larger 

concentration is away from site center (Table 4.1). 

Of the 160 separate floors identified in the seventy-six 

excavations, fourteen were dated to the Late Preclassic 
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(Table 4.6C shows the distribution to be significant at P = 
.01). Although this is a very small total, if the floors 

are separated by interval, they follow the pattern 

suggested by the posthole/surface collection data and the 

general occurrences of Late Prec1assic in the testpits. 

The data are probably not strong enough to support an 

argument that settlement density was actually lowest at the 

second kilometer radius during this period; it seems likely 

that settlement was evenly spread over the site and not 

concentrated around the center. This has interesting 

implications for the Preclassic function of the central 

acropolis, since almost all of its massive structures were 

constructed during this period. 

Ten instances of Late Prec1assic ceramics came from 

nonmound excavations, but only one of these, TP 59, 

included a Late Prec1assic living surface. This excavation 

encountered a ground surface cache containing five 

Co1motz-Chicane1 cauldrons and is a highly unusual 

configuration. The other fourteen Late Preclassic floors 

were inside later mounded constructions. Ten of these, if 

they had been left without benefit of subsequent mounds and 

not destroyed, would have been nonp1atform "invisible" 

structures, six were actually bedrock surfaces indicated 

either by hearths or by plaster layers deposited directly 

on bedrock. 
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At Barton Ramie, the shortage of Preclassic structures in 

comparison to the abundance of ceramics from early periods 

suggested to Willey (et al. 1965) that Preclassic 

structures were not adequately represented in his sample. 

He thought perhaps the earliest structures had been ground 

surface dwellings. At Nohmul, the same pattern exists of 

few Preclassic structures or floors, but abundant Chicanel 

ceramics. The known Late Preclassic features are not just 

"on" the ground, but frequently "in" the ground, in 

bedrock. 

I do not interpret this to indicate a kind of 

"troglodyte" existence for Preclassic inhabitants. Bedrock 

usage was apparently fairly common, since twenty-eight 

instances of bedrock modification were uncovered in the 76 

excavations, but these protected features were probably 

differentially preserved (in cases where bedrock 

modification was evident, but not associated with a hearth, 

it was assumed to be mining for construction materials and 

not counted as a living surface). Most likely, the 

majority of ephemeral ground surface structures have been 

eroded away or recycled into the fill of other buildings, 

whereas abandoned structures that stood on preexisting 

platforms were simply reused in situ. 

Remodeling abandoned buildings probably meant that 

interior floors had eroded away and that earlier and later 
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deposits became mixed, making it impossible for the 

archaeologist to determine the earliest construction date 

of the building. For example, a house builder might locate 

an abandoned platform and level its surface by knocking 

down what remained of the eroding superstructure and 

covering it with a layer of midden fill from nearby more 

recently occupied areas. This would create one of the 

typical Maya mixed structural fill layers that commonly 

includes bits of building stone, plaster and pottery from 

several periods. 

In sum, no centralization is evident in any phase of the 

Preclassic, despite the fact that the monumental 

architecture of the central acropolis was built at the end 

of the Late Preclassic. This leads me to suspect that the 

population distribution probably changed over the 2000 

years included in the Preclassic and may have been 

nucleated by the end of the Late Preclassic. This kind of 

change would be obscured by the length of the period. The 

clustering suggested at the inner and outer kilometer 

intervals may not reflect a contemporaneous distribution. 

Populations do seem to be somewhat concentrated in a 

north/south line in the Preclassic. 

Very few intact Preclassic 'living surfaces were found and 

a high percentage of these were on the ground surface or in 

bedrock. When viewed in conjunction with the fact that the 
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period is extremely well represented by redeposited 

ceramics, this strongly suggests that Preclassic floors 

have rarely been preserved. They appear to have been 

predominantly ground-surface constructions, so were 

probably vulnerable to destruction by natural processes and 

recycling. 

The Protoclassic 

Twenty-one or less than one third of the Nohmul 

excavations contain Protoclassic pottery, with eleven (50%) 

of these occurring in the north quadrant, eight in the 

south, two in the west and none in the east (Figure 4.7). 

Normalizing these counts still shows a slight northern 

concentration. Fifteen postholes and surface collections 

contained Protoclassic, with eleven in the north and four 

in the west quadrant; normalized surface units shows a 

similar concentration in the north (see Figure 4.2). A 

concentration north of site center conforms with what would 

be expected, since structure 277, which yielded the 

Protoclassic material reported by Anderson and Cook (1940), 

is in this area. It is surprising that neither TP 8, that 

was dug into a structure that shared a platform with 

structure 277, nor any of the excavations in nearby 

Platform 940 yielded Protoclassic pottery. 

Testpits indicate a decrease in density between the inner 
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(1km = 52%) and outer (3km = 38%) intervals, with a drop to 

9.5% at the two kilometer interval (Table 4.5). 60% of 

Protoclassic material located by postholes and surface 
I, 

collections is located in the 1nner kilometer, but this is 

probably due to surface collections made available by the 

looting of large buildings near the site center and the 

uneven distribution of the collections. The sample is too 

small to make normalizing it worth while. 

Only four floors (excavations 14, 21, and 42) could be 

securely dated to this period, two were in the groups 

excavated at one kilometer south, and the other two were 

both in TP 42 at three kilometers west (Table 4.6C excludes 

protoclassic from the Chi Square calculation due to 

insufficient sample size). As in the Preclassic, these 

data are too few to support elaborate explanatory schemes. 

However, they do suggest a general spread of population 

over the site area, with, perhaps, a concentration in the 

north within a kilometer of the 277 Group. Since the 

floors are significantly outnumbered by the instances of 

Protoclassic in recycled fill layers, it is possible that 

the Protoclassic is less well preserved and represented in 

the Nohmul sample than later periods. 

If the floor at the base of TP 14 is a Protoclassic 

floor, and I am inclined to doubt that it is, then it would 

have been invisible, since it has no platform. It was 
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dated as Protoclassic, since there is Freshwater-Floral 

Park material in the layer above it, mixed with Chicanel. 

(The floor itself and the layer below it are sterile.) It 
.' 

was given the later date as a conservative estimate. The 

other three Protoclassic floors were built above Preclassic 

structures, and would have been visible even without later 

architecture above them. 

The Nohmul Protoclassic has been described to overlap 

chronologically with Terminal or Cancanilla Chicanel (Laura 

Kosakowsky p.c.); both date to 250-300 AD. However, in the 

six excavations where it has been identified, Cancanilla 

only occurs in the same lots with Protoclassic material 

twice. Both are instances of mixed fill layers, and the TP 

42 stratigraphy is interesting in this regard. The 

construction begins with clean Colmotz layers, then layers 

containing a mix of Colmotz and Cancanilla are deposited. 

The next two layers of subfloor fill contain Cancanilla 

mixed with Freshwater-Floral Park (Protoclassic) and are 

surfaced by a plaster floor that contains only Freshwater. 

In subsequent layers, Freshwater is mixed with Early 

Classic and later styles. The implication of this sequence 

is that Freshwater is a separate phase that occurs at the 

end of Cancanilla. 

An alternative might be that Protoclassic material at 

Nohmul had a culturally restricted usage. This would 
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account for the fact that, although contemporary, 

Freshwater and Cancanilla rarely occur together in the same 

lots in the settlement. Where they do, (two cases) it may 

be that fill from different site areas was mixed, as in the 

case of TP 42, the Protoclassic "use" of the building came 

after its Cancanilla "use". This would also explain the 

fact that excavations near the locus of the spectacular 

Protoclassic finds of Platform 277 failed to discover any 

similar material. This might also explain why, although 

the central acropolis at Nohmul is itself a Cancanilla 

period construction (obsidian hydration date: AD 300, 

Hammond et al. 1988), a relatively small proportion of 

Freshwater-Floral Park (Protoclassic) material has been 

discovered in the central precinct. 

In sum, the small amount of Protoclassic data available 

suggests a slight concentration in the north sector and a 

bimodal distribution between inner and outer kilometer 

intervals. Freshwater is fairly well represented for such 

a brief period, but very few living surfaces were found 

from this date. This may simply result from use of most of 

the larger buildings (with which Protoclassic pottery is 

usually associated) for longer than the 50 year period. 

Alternatively, Protoclassic floors may be differentially 

preserved or underrepresented in the Nohmul sample. A 

final possibility is that Protoclassic ceramics had a 
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special function at Nohmul and were used only under 

particular circumstances, causing them to have a very 

limited distribution. The fact that the Protoclassic has 

been argued to last much longer and to have a different 

cultural significance at other sites (cf. Barton Ramie, 

Willey et ale 1965, Altar de Sacrificios, Adams 1971) does 

not alter the possibility of a restricted usage or shorter 

chronological span at Nohmul. 

The Early Classic 

Holpatin-Tzakol (300-650 AD) ceramics were present in 29 

or 38% of the 76 excavations (Figure 4.8). Quadrant 

distributions (Table 4.10) show a distinct clustering in 

the north, with or without normalization. Surface units 

(Table 4.2) suggest clustering in the east, but the 

quantities (a total of 17) are too small to be conclusive. 

The concentration of Early Classic material decreases 

from 11 to 6 (17%) from the first to the second kilometer, 

then increases to 12 (41%), reflecting the same pattern of 

decreased settlement in the central kilometer that is 

present in the data from the Pre- and Protoclassic (Figure 

4.9). The seventeen surface units with Early Classic data 

are mostly centralized with sixteen in the central 

kilometer, one in the second, and none in the outer 

interval (Figure 4.1). 
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Only 15 floors (9% of the total floors found, Table 4.11) 

were identified as Early Classic, the same number as 

attributed to the Late Preclassic. These were concentrated 

in the northern quadrant, but evenly spread through the 

kilometer intervals. Five of these floors were built 

directly on the ancient A-Horizon and would have been 

invisible without later construction. 

Only four of the 25 nonmound excavations contained Early 

Classic pottery, and one of these (TP 32) was a refuse pit 

that contained no evidence of structures, but was near at 

least one visible Early Classic structure (TP 33). The 

Early Classic deposit in TP 76 is mostly determined by the 

presence of a Monkey Falls striated jar found in situ in a 

hearth. The hearth was cut into a chronologically unmixed 

Late Classic layer, suggesting that the Monkey Falls type 

has a later occurrence at Nohmul than at Barton Ramie where 

it was originally identified (Kosakowsky, p.c.). This 

conclusion is supported by the occurrence of a second 

Monkey Falls striated jar, also placed in a cut that 

penetrated a purely Late Classic Floor in TP 45. However, 

Early Classic does occur in some quantities in later TP 45 

excavation lots. This amounts to a positive identification 

of Early Classic nonmound occupation in the area, since no 

mounded structures are near enough to provide garbage. 

Early Classic also occurs in TP 61, and is probably the 
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date of the original ground surface occupation of the TP 61 

area. So, the existence of Early Classic nonplatform 

occupation is secure, even though the quantities from the 

present sample are too small to make confident judgments 

about the extent of an "invisible" Early Classic population 

in Northern Belize. It is possible that a larger sample of 

nonmound structures would diminish the apparent abruptness 

of the Early Classic population drop in Northern Belize. 

It is certain that four, or 14% of the instances of Early 

Classic would not have been uncovered at Nohmul if nonmound 

occupation had not been sampled. One third of the Early 

Classic floors were ground surface constructions; this is a 

higher percentage of invisible floors than was found for 

any other period except the Late Preclassic, in which 66% 

of the floors were "invisible". 

In sum, the small quantity of Early Classic data suggests 

the same bimodal distribution and clustering in the north 

sector as identified in earlier periods. The low number of 

Early Classic floors may be the result of actual population 

decline, sample bias, use of a large percentage on nonmound 

ephemeral housing during this period, or any combination of 

these three factors. 

The Late Classic 

Santana-Tepeu I and 2 at Nohmul will be Santana-Zonauil 
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and Santana-Noh Ukum, respectively, but are currently 

subsumed as Late Classic with the combined date of AD 

650-800. Thirty-three, or 43% of the Nohmul testpits 

contained Late Classic pottery (Figure 4.9). The density of 

occupation debris is greatest in the west sector, with a 

secondary concentration in the north quadrant, reversing 

the trend shown in earlier periods Table 4.10). Normalized 

surface unit data (Table 4.2) follow this pattern by 

showing a secondary concentration in the west, but suggest 

a shift in the primary concentration from the north to the 

eastern quadrant. This is doubtful, since so few 

collections are available from this area. 

Ceramic densities increase steadily with distance from 

site center, starting at eight (24%) in the first interval, 

and going through eleven (33%) at the second to fourteen 

(42%) instances at the outer distance (Table 4.9). This 

gradual increase is different from the patterns seen in 

other periods, when occupation does not show clear trends 

and may have been more even. Absolute counts of surface 

units indicate a much greater concentration of Late Classic 

in the innermost kilometer. Normalizing these figures by 

calculating them as percentages of the total surface units 

at each interval does not ch~nge this pattern (see Figure 

4.1). So, although only 18% of the surface units contained 

Late Classic ceramics, the density shows a drop in the 
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center and a rise in the outer kilometer, paralleling the 

pattern indicated in earlier periods. 

Thirty-four or 21% of the 160 floors in the Nohmul 

settlement sample date to the Late Classic. These are 

concentrated in the north sector and the outer kilometer, 

with a drop in the second kilometer interval. 

Recalculating these distributions as a percentage of the 

total floors for each interval enhances this pattern, 

showing 27% in the first kilometer, 15% in the second, and 

35% in the outer kilometer. Normalized quadrant figures 

show Late Classic floors to be evenly distributed, with a 

low point in the south, which follows the distribution of 

data in surface units. six of these Late Classic floors 

were nonplatform surfaces. One of these was located at the 

three kilometer interval in the west quadrant, the other 

four were in the north sector; one at two kilometers north, 

the other three at three kilometers north. These latter 

three were the only nonmound tests that produced 

recognizable Late Classic data. 

Although twenty-one of the thirty-three excavations 

containing Late Classic ceramics also contained Early 

Classic, only three of the Late Classic floors occur with 

earlier floors. 

Early Classic. 

In all three cases the earlier floors are 

This suggests that although Late Classic 

houses were built in the vicinity of Early Classic 



structures, there was a relatively small degree of 

reoccupation of the same platforms. However, the 

thirty-four Late Classic floors occur in only sixteen 

different testpits. Six excavations had a single Late 

Classic floor, ten had two or more. This suggests that 

reoccupation and remodeling of the same platform or 

occupation area were frequent within the period. 
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In sum, Late Classic occupation seems to shift from 

clustering in the north sector to increased density in the 

west. Excavations at kilometer intervals show a steady 

increase in population density moving out from the site 

center toward the periphery, also unlike earlier periods. 

However, surface units and floors show the same bimodal 

distribution as earlier occupations. The lack of 

consistent reoccupation of Early Classic buildings by Late 

Classic people suggests that many Early Classic structures 

may have been recycled into the fill of Late Classic 

buildings or left exposed to erode away in the tropical 

atmosphere. 

The Terminal Classic 

Forty-four (59%) of the testpits produced Tecep (Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic: AD 800-100) ceramics (Figure 

4.10). It should be noted that twelve of the excavations 

that did not contain Terminal Classic, contained no 
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diagnostic material whatever, other than unknown Classic. 

If the percent of Terminal Classic is calculated without 

these twelve pits, the percentage increases to 69%. 

(Similar increases would occur for earlier periods if the 

twelve excavations were dropped. However, as most of these 

are in nonmou~d areas and several contain floors, I 

preferred not to exclude them from calculations.) Clearly, 

evidence from this period is most common at Nohmu1, as 

would be expected, since it is the most recent. All five 

excavations in the east quadrant yielded Terminal 

Classic/Early Postc1assic pottery, but the sample is so 

small it is probably not correct to assume a 100% Terminal 

Classic occupation in this sector (Table 4.10). However, 

normalized surface unit data (Table 4.2) also show a 

concentration in the east quadrant. Surface unit 

concentrations in the south and west (normalized, see 

per"centages, Table 4.2) are similar, but there is a notable 

drop in the north. This apparent decrease is probably 

meaningful, since the north sector is well represented in 

the sample, even though the testpit data show a more even 

distribution. 

The radial distributions of ceramic types (Table 4.9) 

show the same evenness as the distributions in earlier 

periods, with a lesser drop in the second kilometer than is 

present in all periods but the Late Classic. Surface units 



percentages are about even between the first and second 

intervals, but drop by 14% in the third (Table 4.1). 
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Table 4.11 shows the distribution of floors. Sixty-nine 

or 43% of the floors date to this period. Unlike the Late 

Classic data, which show a steady increase in numbers of 

floors moving outward from site center, the Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic floors rise moderately from the 

first to the second interval, and then decrease by almost 

50% from the second to the third kilometer interval. As 

noted, the data from testpits are evenly spread over the 

intervals, but the dates provided by surface units support 

the density decrease at the third kilometer suggested by 

the floor counts. By quadrant, the floors are very evenly 

distributed. 

Seventeen or about one fourth of the Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic floors were ground surface 

constructions. Although only 8 excavations (mound and 

nonmound) contained both Late and Terminal Classic floors, 

thirty-six excavations contained both Late and Terminal 

Classic ceramics. In all but four instances Late Classic 

floors without Terminal Classic floors above did have 

Terminal Classic pottery above the last remaining floor, 

meaning that the final Terminal Classic occupation floor(s) 

had eroded away. The implication of this is that Terminal 

Classic inhabitants were living in roughly the same areas 
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as their Late Classic forebears, occupying the same 

platforms when they were available, but more frequently 

occupying new areas without building new platforms. Since 

Terminal Classic structures consistently reoccupy Late 

Classic structures, in fact, it is the surface leveling of 

earlier constructions that creates many platforms, the 

increase in ground surface constructions may indicate an 

actual population increase. only three Late Classic floors 

were found to be built over floors from earlier periods; 

seventeen Terminal Classic floors were built over earlier 

floors. This issue is discussed more fully in Chapter 

Five. 

This increase over the Late Classic percentage is 

interesting in light of two excavations in the north 

sector: TP 45 and TP 61. Both encountered nonmound 

occupations that spanned both the Early and the Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic. The area around TP 45 was 

apparently in use during the Terminal Classic, since 

pottery from this period is abundant above the Late Classic 

floor, and a Terminal Classic burial was placed in a hole 

dug through the Late Classic house floors. However, the 

house itself does not appear to have been occupied in the 

Terminal Classic, since its associated midden is 

exclusively from the Late Classic. TP 61, on the other 

hand, exposed a series of nonplatform floors from several 
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periods superimposed in a single area. The final Terminal 

Classic occupation of this spot was above both Early and 

Late Classic occupation layers, and had accumulated some 

height from the buildup of earlier floors and cultural 

debris, although it is still not visible from the ground 

surface and I w.ould not call it a platform. 

Another possible indication of population increase in the 

Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic may be in the 

superposition of Terminal Classic floors. sixteen of the 

testpits with Terminal Classic floors had more than one 

Terminal Classic floor. In fact, five excavations had two 

Terminal Classic floors, three had three, seven had four, 

and one had five. This much reoccupation within a 200 year 

period may indicate a shortage of new building spots, due 

either to a change in the system of land tenure, a change 

in the social or economic relations between generations, or 

both (see Chapter Five). Alternatively, it might indicate 

increased affluence. 

Thirty-one of the forty-four testpits with Terminal 

Classic pottery also contained Late Preclassic pottery. 

This is partly due to the simple fact that Chicanel and 

Tecep are the most well represented types in the settlement 

sample. It is also possible -that since there are more 

Terminal Classic structures, they are likely to incorporate 

more early material by incorporating a larger overall 
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volume of fill. (This could explain the shortage of intact 

Preclassic house floors, since the earlier a building was 

built, the more likely it is to have been reused.) A final 

possibility is suggested by a comparison of the percentages 

of invisible floors from the Early, Late, and Terminal 

Classic. Of the three periods, ground surface occupations 

were most common in the Early Classic, and least common in 

the Late Classic. This pattern may represent an increase 

in the preference for platform based houses over time 

obscured by sheer population increase in the Terminal 

Classic. 

One explanation for such a change in preference has been 

suggested by Miksicek (p.c.), who links evidence of changes 

in sea level with a rise in the surface of ground water 

that may have affected the raised field system in 

Pulltrouser Swamp. Such a change could have resulted in an 

increased area of standing water in bajos and increased 

drainage problems. Emphasis on the occupation of high 

spots in local topography may fluctuate with ground water 

changes. For example, TP 45 uncovered a Late Classic 

nonplatform house at an elevation of 5.51. There is no 

Terminal Classic floor above the Late Classic building. 

The Terminal Classic Floor in nearby excavation TP 61 is 

close to 40 centimeters higher, partly from taking 

advantage of the higher elevation provided by debris from 



earlier occupations. 

In sum, Terminal Classic occupation seems to shift 

emphasis to the poorly sampled eastern quadrant, with a , 
distinct drop from earlier periods in occupation of the 

north sector. Pottery from this period is evenly spread 

over the two inner kilometer intervals, but appears to 
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decrease at the outer kilometer. This may be related to 

the fact that nonplatform occupation is concentrated in the 

outer kilometer during this period. These ground surface 

structures are difficult to locate and do not produce 

surface scatters as platform structures do. The degree of 

reoccupation of Late Classic and Terminal Classic buildings 

in the Terminal Classic implies population increase. 

Part II: Artifact Distribution: Summary by site Area 

The amount of data needed to measure the range of 

variation in any aspect of the material culture of a 

complex society is enormous. Clearly, the sample discussed 

here, as with most settlement samples, is very small. 

still, this study has shown types of variation in 

prehistoric Maya population concentrations and in 

settlement form that are outside the domain of many 

settlement studies, by focusing on occupational variables 
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most studies ignore. When data of more than one type seem 

to point in the same direction, some tentative 

generalizations about Nohmul's prehistoric community are 

possible. 

Quadrants 

The settlement data were divided into quadrants to 

determine whether settlement around the ceremonial precinct 

was even, and, if not, how settlement might be affected by 

outlying features such as the communities of San Luis and 

San Victor, the Hondo River, and the northern bajos. If, 

for example, relations with San Luis were not friendly, 

settlement in the south sector might be expected to be 

thin. Or, if Nohmul's economy was focused on river 

traffic, the western sector might be heavily occupied. 

Nohmul's mounded features that have been mapped are not 

evenly spread over the territory of the site, but are 

concentrated in five areas. Figure 4.2 shows the location 

of the areas with large concentrations of features. 

Clusters have been outlined to suggest groupings. (The 

central kilometer has not been included in the groupings on 

the map, since it was not included in the Nohmul Settlement 

Pattern Project.) Although this is clearly an 

interpretation, the data do suggest neighborhoods. This 

point is emphasized in Figure 4.11, which presents the 
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average number of mounds in each quadrant. The greatest 

density is in the north, with an average of ten, while the 

west and south each have eight, and the east seven. But 
.. 

did this type of sectoring exist in all periods and for 

nonplatform structures? 

The Nohmul data set is imperfect for answering this 

question for two reasons. First, differential preservation 

of remains is not controllable. Some features, like 

Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic house floors and Late 

Preclassic limestone block platforms are better preserved 

than Preclassic ground surface floors or Late Classic 

extramural hearths, and are overrepresented in the sample. 

Second, the eastern quadrant is especially underrepresented 

due to the modern occupations of San Jose and San Pablo. 

still, with these serious qualifications, it is possible to 

see some interesting patterns in these data. 

The north sector has the greatest or second greatest 

concentration in all periods, except as shown by Terminal 

Classic concentrations in surface units (see Table 4.2), 

which are concentrated in the east and west. Since these 

collections pertain to the last occupation of the site, 

they could indicate the areas least densely occupied, where 

midden material was not carted off or covered by the last 

phase of architecture. The average number of floors per 

testpit is greatest in the west (Table 4.5B), but this is 
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undoubtedly due to the concentration of nonmound occupation 

in the north sector in which three excavations had only one 

occupation surface. No single ground surface floors were 

located in the west, so none were tested. Similarly, the 

south sector sample includes the unsuccessful results of 

six nonmound tests in areas with surface concentrations. 

Adjusting for the single floor excavations in the north and 

the floorless pits in the south, the north sector also has 

the greatest number of floors per testpit, suggesting that 

this area was the most continuously occupied throughout 

Nohmul's history. 

According to both surface units and testpits, Late 

Preclassic, protoclassic, and Early Classic are all most 

abundant in the north, and have secondary concentrations 

south of site center. This linear pattern takes on a more 

westerly emphasis in the Late Classic, which continues in 

the Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic (ignoring the 

eastern concentrations suggested by the unreliable surface 

unit sample from this area). The highest elevations are in 

the south (and, perhaps, the east), which indicates that 

preferred occupation sites were not determined solely by 

elevation, a finding echoed by several group excavations 

(e.g., compare TP 49 with TP 50, see Chapter Three). 

Since these early occupations are present all the way to 

the edge of the bajos in the north, they may indicate a 
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strong positive relationship with the site of San victor. 

In fact, Late Preclassic artifacts are as widespread as 

Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic artifacts in all 

quadrants (though less abundant). Surface collections from 

looters' trenches in the San Luis site center (Leah Minc, 

p.c.) and test excavations of the settlement of San victor 

(Laura J. Levi p.c.) indicate that these sites were 

occupied as early as Nohmul. As will be discussed in the 

next section, this implies that relations between the three 

settlements were at least friendly, if not dominated by 

Nohmul. 

The western sector has by far the lowest elevation on the 

site, especially since all excavations (which are the loci 

of the elevation readings averaged to get the figures in 

Table 4.5B) in this sector were placed in visible mounds. 

Coupled with the fact that excavations in the west were 

deeper than those in other sectors (meaning that depth to 

bedrock is greater), this finding suggests several 

possibilities about ground surface features. First, 

nonplatform occupation may not have been found in postholes 

in this sector because they are too deeply buried. 

Alternatively, the low ground surface may be subject to 

flooding that either prevented ground surface building in 

this quadrant, or prevented low non-masonry structures from 

being preserved. Ground surface floors and bedrock hearths 
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do occur in this sector, but were found only under later 

platforms. Poh1 and Bloom (in press) have suggested the 

possibility of dramatic changes in river level in the Late 

Classic. This would explain the lack of intact unprotected 

nonp1atform floors on Nohmu1's riverine west side, but 

would not explain the increased occupation of the west 

sector during this period. 

Increased occupation of the lower western sector in later 

periods might mean either a greater overall population 

being pushed into less desirable (low and damp) house 

sites, or a greater emphasis on the river, either from 

trade or from riverine resources. These latter include not 

only fish, but also agricultural fields that are located on 

the Mexican side of the Hondo. The river may also have 

served as a conduit for agricultural produce from Nohmu1's 

northern ridged field areas, that border on the swamp, and 

produce from Albion Island, where raised fields are 

abundant (Poh1 and Bloom in press, siemens 1982). Since the 

ridged fields at Albion Island are thought to have been in 

use very early (Pu1eston 1977, Bloom et a1. 1983), it 

would be extremely interesting to know if population on the 

island drops during the period when Nohmu1's settlement 

increases to the west. Unfortunately, the significance of 

many of these intrasite distributions will only become 

clear in the light of data from neighboring sites. 
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Kilometer Intervals 

The settlement data were collected at intervals from site 

center to see if proximity to cultural features (the 
I 

central acropolis and the neighboring sites of San victor 

and San Luis), or to topographic features known to have 

cultural significance (the Hondo, the northern bajo 

containing visible relic fields, the north-south trending 

ridge running the length of most of Nohmul through the 

central area» affected the density or character of the 

settlement. The seventy-six excavations of the settlement 

project are much too small a sample of Nohmul's settlement 

to provide conclusive answers to these questions, but they 

do suggest several interesting patterns. Some of these 

findings relate to the characteristics of settlements 

discussed in Chapter One. 

Beginning with the proposition that the settlements of 

complex societies are often characterized by neighborhoods 

or districts that vary in the density, distribution, and 

form of the structures they contain, I hypothesized that 

Nohmul would show evidence of such enclaves. Then I 

developed a technique for locating neighborhoods at 

Nohmul. I also assumed that distance from Nohmul's central 

acropolis would show changes in the occupational structure, 

although not necessarily in obvious indications of 

settlement density such as visible mounds. Finally, it 
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seemed likely that Nohmul's outlying features, the river, 

neighboring sites and ridged field areas, might have a 

"centrifugal" influence on Nohmul's settlement, resulting 

in outlying settlement enclaves. 

A glance at the site map (or the mound counts presented 

in Figure 4.1) shows that Nohmul's visible settlement falls 

off steadily as one travels away from site center. Data 

depicted in Figure 4.13 also suggest "corridors" of 

occupation that lead directly to the areas with important 

outlying features. These denser areas of settlement 

conform to some extent with the higher elevations of 

Nohmul's natural north-south ridge, especially in the 

north, where the line of mounds that extends from site 

center to the edge of the northern bajo at 500 to 1000 

meters west of site datum is not parallel with the river 

but extends in the direction of the central precinct of San 

victor. Platforms may be preferentially situated on the 

ridge for elevation; they are almost certainly 

differentially preserved due to better drainage and less 

likely to be covered by alluviation. As discussed in 

Chapter Three, elevation is not a sure predictor of the 

presence of structures (see Table 3.2), but enhances 

visibility. A similar corridor without corresponding 

natural elevation extends to the river on the west and 

(probably) to San Luis, although the latter area is less 
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completely mapped. The mound counts north of about two 

kilometers from site center are complete, since this area 

is surrounded on three sides by bajo. 

Another way of displaying the unevenness of mound 

distributions at Nohmul is presented in Figure 4.12, which 

presents the average number of mounds at each kilometer 

interval. A clearly nucleated pattern is indicated by the 

average of seventeen per 250,000 meters square in the 

central kilometer, which drops to eleven at the second 

interval and 6 in the outermost area. If the outer 

kilometer is broken down by quadrant, there is clear 

sectoring in the north, with an average of nine structures 

per mapped square, while the south and west have seven and 

six respectively. The underrepresented east has only 

slightly more than one mound per square at this interval. 

The shaded areas on Figure 4.2 are areas where 

nonplatform tests encountered ground surface features. 

Nonplatform floors discovered under later construction are 

not indicated, so this map shows how features that are 

completely invisible above ground today are spatially 

related to visible structures. This map alone suggests a 

reason for the fact that nonmound areas are not located by 

mound oriented research designs; they may be preserved on 

the edges of the site, in areas with few or no nearby 

mounds. 
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What the site map does not show is whether the degree of 

nucleation indicated by mounds was constant over time. The 

settlement data indicate that it was not. On looking at 

the settlement data presented in these figures, Hammond 

noted (p.c.) that the lack of monumental architecture in 

the site's center between about AD 400 and 800 may actually 

indicate periods when Nohmul was not a population center, 

but an area with scattered clusters of occupation. The 

third column in Table 4.5A gives the average number of 

periods per testpit per kilometer interval. These figures 

summarize a situation mentioned at the start of this 

chapter: that the occupation density of several periods, as 

indicated by both surface units and testpits, drops in the 

second kilometer interval and then rises again in the 

third. In all but the most poorly represented periods, the 

ceramic type counts in the third kilometer rise to a 

density similar to or higher than is shown for the interior 

kilometer, suggesting a bimodal distribution. This 

suggests exactly the type of centrifugal settlement 

expected by the third hypothesis, perhaps related to the 

outlying areas of economic importance to Nohmul, or to 

"multiple nuclei". 

However, this generalization is made on the basis of 

counts of the presence or absence of chronologically 

diagnostic types of pottery. When absolute counts of 
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sherds per posthole are tabulated (Table 4.12), a similar 

drop in the second kilometer is apparent, but the counts 

show a much greater density in the central kilometer that 

is suggestive of more nucleation. Several reasons for this 

conflicting information are possible. 

First, as has been pointed out succinctly by many 

authors, beginning with J.O. Brew (1940), pots are not 

people, nor can they be taken to stand directly for the 

presence of people. Even if percentages of sherds 

correspond to percentages of people, these percentages need 

not be constant for all periods. For example, the Maya at 

Nohmu1 may have used more gourds and baskets in some 

periods than in others. Furthermore, if it were possible 

to date plainwares, many of these percentages might be 

reversed. We know that the percentages of decorated wares 

versus plainwares shifted over time and space, that is, no 

polychromes occur in the Preclassic and few in the Terminal 

Classic/Early postclassic, while the ratio of plainwares to 

polychromes appears to be higher in the middens of 

nonplatform houses than in the fill layers of platforms. 

The important point here is that differences in the 

distribution and density of plainwares may have 

chronological as well as functional or social 

significance. The mounds of undiagnostic potsherds present 

in Maya sites may show occupation in areas or during 
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periods when decorated ceramics, but not people, were 

scarce. It is probably incorrect to assume that all the 

inhabitants of Nohmul had equal access to (and need for) 

ceramics, much less access to the decorated types that are 

chronologically diagnostic. 

Settlement nucleation refers not only to a centralized 

population, but probably to the centralization of social 

and political power. As argued in Chapter One, social and 

political power may be symbolized in the use of space. 

Even in the intensely nucleated and centralized city of 

Teotihuacan, the largest, most sumptuous structures, and 

presumably the most thinly occupied since they contain 

larger and fewer rooms (Millon et ale 1973), are in the 

center of the site, and positioned in relation to open 

areas along the "Street of the Dead" so that their 

dominance is proclaimed. Similarly, Maya sites center on 

huge buildinge sitting in conspicuously large empty 

spaces. Even if these central places were filled with 

markets or pageants, the structural arrangement still 

indicates a centralization of power. 

The other side of this picture of nucleated power is the 

existence of dispersed lower status housing, either 

clustered around the dwellings of higher status individuals 

or on the outskirts of town. Visible structures in Maya 

sites (including Nohmul) do not necessarily become smaller 
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and less impressive as the distance increases between them 

and their site's center, and this has caused some 

discussion of the political and social links between the 

inhabitants of large p1azue1a groups and the local rulers. 

Several authors (Adams and smith 1981, Haviland 1981, 

Marcus 1983b) have argued that the spread of larger 

structures the presence of multiple clusters of structures 

throughout a site corresponds to the spread of social and 

political power in kinship groups. 

Another way to approach this issue would be to look 

carefully in areas where visible occupation stops near 

platform groups and site edges. Nonp1atform houses 

clustered around the edges of larger groups suggest a 

different type of social organization than that implied by 

such housing clustered in separate neighborhoods, or on the 

edges of the visible settlement. The latter, presumably, 

is the inverse correlate of centralized power, while the 

former would be expected to occur where economic and 

political status were primarily available through kin 

ties. Preindustrial cities probably included wide ranges 

of variation in these respects. As Giddens notes, 

"Although Sjoberg is justified in pointing to overall 

similarities that distinguish traditional cities from 

modern urbanism, there is no doubt he exaggerates their 

uniformity" (1987:37). 
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When the loci of invisible floors at different periods, 

including those buried by later buildings, are plotted in 

relation to site center and to platform-based floors of the 

same date, some interesting patterns emerge. (Figure 4.3 

shows the distribution of excavation~ in relation to 

visible features and site center; neither the size nor the 

number of excavations is indicated by the shaded areas. 

This information is provided in Table 4.3) The Early and 

Middle Preclassic are shown on Figures 4.4 and 4.5. The 

numbers represent the number of instances of Early and 

Middle Preclassic located in each 250,000 meter square area 

that were found by testpit excavations. As already noted 

in Chapter Four, instances of these dates show no 

particular clustering, although the map suggests a rather 

linear north/south distribution. The numbers are too small 

to suggest actual nucleation or sectoring. (No ground 

surface floors were dated to either of these earliest 

periods.) The fact that the site center was probably the 

most continuously occupied, area throughout the habitation 

of the site may have resulted in better preservation for 

earlier features buried by later buildings. 

Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of Late Preclassic, 

with stippled areas indicating the locations of nonplatform 

floors. Late Preclassic floors are more widely spread over 

the site than finds from earlier periods: and ground 
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surface floors are interspersed, rather than clustered in a 

particular area of the site. Unfortunately, the Late 

Preclassic is so long it is not possible to tell whether 

increased sectoring and nucleation occurred toward the end 

of the period. As already noted, this seems likely, since 

the central acropolis was constructed at the end of the 

Late Preclassic. 

The distribution of Early Classic floors shown in Figure 

4.7 shows a linear distribution and suggests some sectoring 

in the north, as already discussed. The six instances of 

Protoclassic found at just under one kilometer south of 

site center give a vague hint of nucleation, but the total 

counts are too small to support any conclusions. No ground 

surface floors of this date were located. 

The distribution of Late Classic finds (Figure 4.8) shows 

a linear pattern similar to that of the Protoclassic, but 

more pronounced. There is a concentration in the north, 

also resembling the Protoclassic. This pattern is notably 

different from the widespread distribution of the Late 

Preclassic, and shows no real indication of nucleation. 

Ground surface floors seem to echo the linear pattern of 

the mounded features. 

Figure 4.9 shows a strong Late Classic pattern of 

sectoring in the north, and no real nucleation. The Late 
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Classic seems slightly more wide-spread than the Early 

Classic. The figures examined earlier showed a greater 

density in the site center by adding together all instances 

located at the same interval. When the excavations are 

shown by interval and quadrant, the distributions look 

somewhat more even with slightly greater concentrations 

away from site center. Interestingly, all nonplatform 

floors dating to the Late Classic are located over two 

kilometers out from site center, near the outer edges of 

the site. 

The Terminal Classic data presented in Figure 4.10 still 

show some clustering in the north, but are widespread over 

the site. The locations of the Terminal Classic floors are 

roughly the same as the loci of the Late Classic and 

(perhaps even more) similar to the Late Preclassic 

distributions, but suggest a degree of nucleation. This 

contrasts with the distribution of Protoclassic and 

(especially) Early Classic finds, which show more sectoring 

and little nucleation. Invisible floors dating to this 

period are clearly located toward the edges of the site, in 

contrast to those of the Preclassic and Early Classic, 

which show a more general spread. 

Although it is too soon to make claims about either the 

general occurrence or the function of Maya nonplatform 

structures, it should be noted that, in addition to the 
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dated nonmound floors, Nohmu1 floors associated with either 

no pottery, or none that was diagnostic, were all located 

on the edges of the site, to the north and east. It is not 

possible to tell whether these structures had a special 

nonresidential function or were the houses of lower status 

workers. They are located near fields, so they may be 

field houses used only seasonally, or the year round homes 

of laborers. 

One key problem in interpreting the distribution and 

density of ceramic types in both mound and nonmound areas 

is that the periods of time they represent are not of equal 

length. The Late Prec1assic spans 550 years (AD 300-250) 

during the Co1motz Phase, and 50 more if Cancani11a is not 

separated out. The Early Classic, on the other hand, only 

lasts 250 years (AD 300-550). This means that Early Classic 

ceramics represent 45% of the time span represented by 

Co1motz-chicane1, and 42% of Colmotz and Cancani11a 

together. Obviously, a drop in ceramic quantities from the 

Prec1assic to the Early Classic could result from the 

shorter Early Classic time span. 

A simple correction for this can be tested by calculating 

42% of the occurrences of Late Prec1assic pottery, and 

comparing that figure to the .Ear1y Classic counts. By this 

method, the 51 instances of Late Prec1assic in testpits 

become 21, the same number of instances as recovered for 
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the 50 year Protoc1assic period, and fewer than the 29 

instances of Early Classic and the 33 from the Late 

Classic. Reduced by 58%, the Late Prec1assic is 

represented by only 6 floors, less than half those dated to 

the Early Classic, and less than one fifth of those dated 

to the Late Classic. These figures alone suggest a steady 

rise rather than the population decline or "hiatus" that 

has been suggested for Nohmu1 and other Northern Belizean 

sites during the Classic Period (Hammond 1981:163-4). The 

lack of monumental architecture at Nohmu1 and other 

northern Belizean sites constructed during the Early 

Classic may correlate with population decline, or with 

sociopolitical changes in the region. 

Because the Late Prec1assic period is so long, it may 

well incorporate changes in residence patterns that are 

undetectable. For example, since the construction of the 

central acropolis at Nohmu1 dates to the Late Prec1assic, 

it would be logical if settlement was denser around site 

center during this period. The bimodal distribution of 

Late Prec1assic pottery shown in Table 4.9A may actually 

record a change from settlement connected to out1yers like 

the agricultural fields in the north or the river on the 

west, to an emphasis on the site center toward the end of 

the 550 year period. 

other factors affecting relative estimates of population 
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density amount to changes in visibility due to variation in 

cultural behavior. As already noted, 33% of the 

(admittedly few) floors dated to the Early Classic qualify 

as "invisible", Le., without ~ater platforms above them, 

and would not have been mounds, and, perhaps, would not 

have been preserved. If the Late Preclassic floors are 

decreased by 58%, this is the largest percentage of 

invisible floors from any period. The numbers involved are 

too small to argue for percentages, but do suggest that 

more testing in nonmound areas at Nohmul and elsewhere in 

Northern Belize might result in a larger percentage of 

Early Classic house floors. I will return to this issue in 

my discussion of population estimates in Chapter Five. 

The eastern settlement area is badly damaged and poorly 

known, as already discussed. This is particularly 

unfortunate, since there is some reason to suspect that the 

2.5 kilometer east interval does actually represent the 

eastern site edge. The two easternmost excavations, TP 25 

and TP 52, were placed near the edge of a small bajo 

resembling the bajo near excavation TP 61. The eastern 

excavations located ground surface marl floors similar in 

elevation to those discovered in the north sector (the 

eastern elevations were lower, but the eastern floors were 

less deeply buried than those in the north sector). If, as 

I suspect, these floors do indicate the eastern edge of 
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Nohmul, they provide further evidence of the effect of 

distance from site center on occupation form. They also 

suggest "neighborhoods" or districts of occupation types. 

Figure 5.1 shows that average elevation falls steadily as 

one moves away from site center, while the average depth of 

the excavation is greatest in the third kilometer. This is 

especially interesting since the third kilometer includes 

several shallow excavations into nonplatform floors that 

were located in well drained areas. The implication of 

this is that the elevation of buildings in the site center 

is partly a matter of topography and partly due to 

culture. In general, structures toward the center of 

Nohmul (but still outside the center by a kilometer) are 

taller. This suggests nucleation of a kind of 

architecture; another indication of possible neighborhoods 

or districts of occupation. That it is not simply the 

result of the central structures being more frequently 

reoccupied and rebuilt is indicated in Figure 10.1, which 

shows both the absolute count and the percent of floors per 

interval actually decreases moving toward site center. 

In general, variation in the settlement features of 

Nohmul correlates with distance from site center and, to 

some extent, site quadrant, and the density of settlement 

in different intervals and quadrants apparently changed 

over time. Evidence supports the existence of 
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"neighborhoods", nucleation of larger structures and 

population, and centrifugal factors affecting settlement 

placement. Although the sample size of the Nohmul 

settlement is too small for these findings to be considered 

conclusive, it is sufficient to SUbstantiate the claim that 

such factors should be addressed in the sampling design for 

a Maya settlement. In the final chapter, a reconstruction 

of Nohmul's demographic patterns will be considered in the 

light of these findings. 
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Table 4.1 General Excavation Data and Dates 

He-
ters 
Dist. Bed- To-
to rock No. tal 

Excav. Site Cm. Hin- Bur- Per-
No. Ctr. Depth ing ia1s iod,., EP HP LP FW EC LC TC UC 
------ -----

1 1933 402 + 0 5 + + + + + + 
2 1897 60 + 0 5 + + + + + 
3 1896 230 + 0 4 + + + + + 
4 1906 172 0 6 + + + + + + + 
5 1933 45 0 2 + + 
6 1962 134 + 0 2 + + + 
7 1939 204 0 3 + + + + 
8 1333 225 + 2 3 + + + + + 
9 3202 93 0 3 + + + + 

10 3138 220 0 4 + + + + + 
11 3129 201 0 5 + + + + + + 
12 3328 197 + 0 4 + + + + 
13 1186 150 + 0 4 + + + + + 
14 1186 170 1 4 + + + + + + 
15 1150 140 0 4 + + + + + 
16 1221 42 0 1 + 
17 1246 110 0 2 + + 
18 993 120 5 2 + + 
19 999 111 0 3 + + + + 
20 1122 87 0 2 + + + + 
21 1131 190 0 2 + + + + 
22 1115 315 + 0 5 + + + + + 
23 1168 150 0 2 + + + + 
24 1161 137 + 0 5 + + + + + + 
25 2352 40 0 1 oj-

26 987 165 + 0 2 + + 
27 1049 70 0 1 + 
28 1023 31 0 1 + 
29 1046 100 + 0 2 + + 
30 1051 158 0 3 + + + + 
31 982 210 + 0 4 + + + + + 
32 955 212 + 0 5 + + + + + + 
33 983 192 0 4 + + + + + 
34 2036 95 + 0 1 + + 
35 1983 176 0 4 + + + + 
36 1988 158 1 3 + + + 
37 1955 175 + 0 1 + + 
38 1980 239 + 1 2 + + + 
39 2966 260 + 1 3 + + + + 
40 2994 137 0 5 + + + + + + 
41 3073 187 0 3 + + + 
42 3044 204 + 0 4 + + + + + 
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Table 4.1 General Excavation Data and Dates (continued) 

Dist. Bed- To-
to rock tal 

Excav. Site Hin- Bur- Per-
No. Ctr. Depth ing ia)s iods EP HP LP FW EC LC TC UC 
------ -----

43 3591 155 + 0 1 + 
44 3576 100 0 1 + 
45 3126 79 2 3 + + + 1 
46 3204 113 0 2 + + 
47 3107 270 + 0 4 + + + + + 
48 3077 258 + 1 3 + + + + 
49 3069 177 + 0 1 + + 
50 3115 85 0 2 + + + 
51 3731 215 0 4 + + + + + 
52 2359 85 + 0 1 + 
53 1036 170 + 1 2 + + + 
54 1060 110 0 3 + + + + 
55 1134 40 0 1 + + 
56 2873 352 2 4 + + + + + 
57 2899 235 0 3 + + + + 
58 2859 275 + 0 4 + + + + 
59 2689 72 0 2 + + + 
60 2683 140 0 2 + 
61 3024 135 1 6 + + + + + + + 
62 3046 40 0 1 + 
63 1604 143 + 0 3 + + + + 
64 1636 265 + 0 2 + + + + + 
65 1647 115 1 2 + + + 
66 1454 65 0 
67 1625 72 0 2 + + + 
68 1610 35 0 1 + + 
69 1735 90 0 
70 1717 70 0 1 + 
71 1675 120 0 2 + + 
72 1763 87 0 1 + 
73 1851 40 0 
74 1575 35 0 3 + + + 
75 3085 70 + 0 1 + 
76 3010 90 0 3 + + + + + 
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Table 4.2 Excavation Data and Floor Dates 

Hnd. Invi- Km. 
He- or sible Int- FLOOR DATES 

TP. Floor tars Non- Floor ar- -----------------
No. Count Elev. Hnd. Count val I PC FW EC LC TC UC # GP# 

----- ----- ----- - ---
1 5 20.08 + 1 2 2 3 4 131 
2 1 17.74 + .1 2 1 4 131 
3 8 18.43 + 1 2 1 2 5 4 131 
4 8 18.25 + 1 2 2 2 4 4 131 
5 0 17.48 0 2 0 0 
6 2 19.06 + 1 2 2 0 136 
7 2 18.93 + 1 2 1 1 0 131 
8 4 19.73 + 0 1 1 1 2 6 279 
9 2 4.74 + 1 3 1 1 0 250 

10 5 5.37 + 0 3 1 1 ':> 2 248 .... 
11 5 5.05 + 1 3 1 3 1 2 248 
12 2 3.99 + 0 3 1 1 5 263 
13 0 18.04 + 0 1 1 303 
14 5 19.07 + 1 1 1 1 3 1 303 
15 0 20.79 + 0 1 1 317 
16 0 16.27 0 1 0 0 
17 1 18.25 + 0 1 1 2 327 
18 4 18.04 + 0 1 4 3 306 
19 1 11.24 + 0 1 1 3 306 
20 a 14.06 + a 1 2 313 
21 2 11.86 + a 1 1 1 0 319 
22 4 10.74 + 0 1 4 2 313 
23 2 10.54 + 0 1 2 6 320 
24 3 10.42 + a 1 3 6 320 
25 1 3.44 1 2 1 0 0 
26 2 8.41 + 0 1 2 ~ 306 .... 
27 a 9.92 0 1 0 0 
28 0 8.67 0 1 0 0 
29 1 18.93 + 1 1 1 2 556 
30 2 19.66 + 0 1 2 2 556 
31 3 17.97 + 0 1 3 3 561 
32 0 17.36 0 1 0 0 
33 3 17.23 + 0 1 1 2 3 561 
34 2 4.54 + 2 2 2 0 0 
35 4 4.25 + 1 2 4 2 772 
36 1 4.55 + 0 2 1 0 777 
37 1 5.16 + 0 2 1 2 772 
38 5 5.10 + 1, 2 1 4 2 772 
39 4 5.96 + 1 3 4 2 479 
40 2 3.99 + 0 3 1 1 0 485 
41 5 5.07 + 0 3 1 4 5 542 
42 7 5.66 + 2 3 4 2 1 3 475 
43 1 3.87 1 3 1 0 0 
44 1 3.90 1 3 1 0 0 
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Table 4.2 Excavation Data and Floor Dates (continued) 

Hnd. Invi- Km. 
He- or sible Int- FLOOR DATES 

TP. Floor ters Non- Floor er- -----------------
No. Count Elev. Mnd. Count val PC FW EC LC TC UC $t GPn 

----- -- -- --
45 1 5.53 1 3 1 0 0 
46 2 4.96 2 3 2 0 0 
47 4 4.90 + 0 3 1 3 1 659 
48 1 4.49 1 3 1 0 0 
49 2 4.61 + 0 3 1 1 0 660 
50 0 3.96 0 3 0 0 
51 2 4.84 + 1 3 1 1 2 684 
52 1 3.38 1 2 1 0 0 
53 4 16.65 + 0 1 4 1 995 
54 3 17.09 + 0 1 3 1 994 
55 0 15.30 0 1 0 0 
56 7 19.11 + 0 3 1 2 4 4 890 
57 2 18.81 + 1 3 1 1 4 890 
58 4 18.00 + 1 3 1 3 4 690 
59 1 18.86 1 3 1 1 676 
60 1 18.83 + 0 3 1 1 676 
61 5 5.91 5 3 1 4 0 0 
62 0 5.41 0 3 0 0 
63 1 + 0 2 1 8 940 
64 2 12.02 + 1 2 2 8 940 
65 4 + 0 2 3 1 8 940 
66 0 17.73 0 1 0 0 
67 0 + 0 2 8 940 
68 0 11.51 + 0 2 8 940 
69 0 17.50 0 2 0 0 
70 0 17.50 0 2 0 0 
71 0 17.00 0 2 0 0 
72 0 17.70 0 2 0 0 
73 0 18.00 0 2 0 0 
74 0 17.81 + 0 2 2 506 
75 1 5.26 1 3 1 0 0 
76 1 5.39 2 3 1 0 0 
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Table 4.3 Platform Numbers, Sizes 

Me-
ters 
Dist. Km. No. 
to Int- Mnds. Meters 

Excav. Site er- Quad- in Gp. Excav. 
No. Ctr. val rant Gp. No. Size 
----- ------

1 1933 2 N 4 131 4 
2 1897 2 N 4 131 4 
3 1896 2 N 4 131 4 
4 1906 2 N 4 131 4 
5 1933 2 N 0 0 4 
6 1962 2 N 0 136 4 
7 1939 2 N 7 131 2 
8 1333 1 N 6 279 1 
9 3202 3 N 0 250 1 

10 3138 3 N 2 248 1 
11 3129 3 N 2 248 1 
12 3328 3 N 5 263 1 
13 1186 1 S 0 303 1 
14 1186 1 S 1 303 1 
15 1150 1 S 1 317 1 
16 1221 1 S 0 0 1 
17 1246 1 S 2 327 1 
18 993 1 S 3 306 1 
19 999 1 S 1 306 1 
20 1122 1 S 2 313 1 
21 1131 1 S 0 319 1 
22 1115 1 S 2 313 1 
23 1168 1 S 6 320 1 
24 1161 1 S 6 320 1 
25 2352 2 E 0 0 1.2 
26 987 1 S 3 306 1 
27 1049 1 S 0 0 2 
28 1023 1 N 0 0 1 
29 1046 1 N 2 556 1 
30 1051 1 N 2 556 1 
31 982 1 N 3 561 1 
32 955 1 N 0 0 1 
33 983 1 N 3 561 1 
34 2036 2 \II 0 0 1 
35 1983 2 W 2 772 1 
36 1988 2 \II 0 777 1 
37 1955 2 \II 2 772 1 
38 1980 2 \II 2 772 1 
39 2966 3 \II 2 479 1 
40 2994 3 \II 0 485 1 
41 3073 3 \II 5 542 1 
42 3044 3 \II 3 475 1 
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Table 4.3 Platform Numbers, Sizes (continued) 

Dist. Km. No. 
to Int- Hnds. Meters 

Excav. Site er- Quad- in' Gp. Excav. 
No. Ctr. val rant Gp. No. Size 

------
43 3591 3 N 0 0 10 
44 3576 3 N 0 0 4.7 
45 3126 3 N 0 0 8.5 
46 3204 3 N 0 0 1 
47 3107 3 N 1 659 1 
48 3077 3 N 0 0 1 
49 3069 3 N 0 660 1 
50 3115 3 N 0 0 1 
51 3731 3 N 2 684 1 
52 2359 2 E 0 0 1 
53 1036 1 E 1 995 1 
54 1060 1 E 1 994 1 
55 1134 1 E 0 0 2 
56 2873 3 S 4 690 2 
57 2899 3 S 4 690 1 
58 2859 3 S 4 690 1 
59 2689 3 S 0 676 2 
60 2683 3 S 1 676 1.8 
61 3024 3 N 0 0 28 
62 3046 3 N 0 0 1 
63 1604 2 W 8 940 1 
64 1636 2 W 8 940 1. 75 
65 1647 2 W 8 940 1 
66 1454 1 S 0 0 1 
67 1625 2 W 8 940 1 
68 1610 2 \II B 940 1 
69 1735 2 S 0 0 1 
70 1717 2 S 0 0 1 
71 1675 2 S 0 0 1 
72 1763 2 S 0 0 1 
73 1851 2 S 0 0 .5 
74 1575 2 S 2 506 .5 
75 3085 3 N 0 0 1.2 
76 3010 3 N 0 0 1. 25 



Table 4.4 Surface Units (Postholes and Surface 
Collections) 

Table 4.4A Surface unit Counts by Date and Interval % 
%Row %Row %Row %Row %Row %Row %Row Tot.Tot. 

EP Tot. HP Tot. LP Tot. FW Tot. EC Tot. LC Tot. TC Tot. SU SU 

Km 1 3 . 1 10 4 60 23 9 4 16 6 51 24 124 48 256 66 
A 
In 2 0 0 0 0 6 15 0 0 1 3 4 10 20 50 40 10 
tar 
val 3 1 1 3 3 23 26 6 7 0 0 16 18 32 36 90 23 

ALL 4 1 13 3 89 23 15 4 17 4 71 18 176 46 386 100 
Chi Squart:- For Late Preclassic. Late Classic. and Tendllsi Cl;:ts~ic. 

X = 4.35, DF = 4, P = .360 

Table 4.4B Surface unit Counts by Date and Quadrant 
X 

~Row XRow %Row %Row %Row %Row %Row Tot.Tot. 
EP Tot. HP Tot. LP Tot. FW Tot. EC Tot. LC Tot. TC Tot. SU SU 

E 0 0 2 8 9 36 0 0 5 20 11 44 20 80 25 7 
~uad-

rant N 2 1 5 3 45 23 11 6 5 3 31 16 60 30 197 51 

.' 0 0 1 1 14 17 0 0 2 3 8 10 44 54 81 21 .:> 

W .) '") 5 6 21 25 4 5 5 6 21 25 52 63 83 22 .. Lo 

ALL 4 1 13 3 89 23 15 4 17 4 71 18 176 46 386 100 

(~h i ~;'.I'JarE: Fur L~ll",' f' t"L:c-13~;s j,~, E:Jlly CICJ";~·;j, , 1. a t. I.;" \' 1 :3 ~.; s i ': , 
alld T,?nlJirul ('la::;:;i,·, X - 1 to. F,rJ , 1'1" . '3. I' . \.I~. . 

r.) 

U1 
0 
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Table 4.5 Testpit Data Averages 

Table 4.5A Testpit Interval Averages 

Avg. Avg. 
Meter No. 
Dist. Invi- Avg. Eleva- No. No. to sible No. tion Depth Per. Mnds. Ctr. Floors Floors ----- ------ ------Kilometer 1 15.36 139 2.7 1.8 1111 0.1 1.B 

Interval 2 13.16 131 2.3 2.8 1862 0.5 l.9 

3 7.55 168 3.0 1.3 3101 0.9 2.6 

ALL 11. 92 146 2.7 2.0 2039 0.5 2.1 

Table 4.5B Quadrant Interval Averages 

Avg. Avg. 
Meter No. 
Dist. Invi- Avg. 

Eleva- No. No. to sible No. 
tion Depth Per. Hnds. Ctr. Floors Floors 
----- ----- ------ ------

E 11.17 89 1.6 0.4 1588 0.4 1.8 

Quadrant N 10.70 157 3.1 1.6 2432 0.8 2.4 

S 15.94 136 2.3 1.6 1596 0.2 1.5 

W 6.16 162 2.6 4.0 2153 0.6 ') ~ 

.L.. I 

ALL 11. 92 146 2.7 2.0 2039 0.5 2.1 
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Table 4.6 Floor Distributions 

Table 4.6A Floor Distributions by Interval 

Invisible ~ All ,;; 
Floors Total Floors Total 

--------- ------ -----
Kilometer 1 2 5 44 28 

Interval 2 13 34 48 30 

3 23 61 68 43 

ALL 38 100 160 100 
Chi Square For Invisible/Visible Floors 
X = 4.35, OF = 4, P = .36C . 

Table 4.6B Floor Distributions by Quadrant 

Invisible % All % 
Floors Total Floors Total 

--------- ----- ------ -----
E 2 5 9 6 

Quadrant N 24 63 74 46 

S 4 11 39 24 

\II 8 21 38 24 

ALL 38 100 160 100 

Table 4.6C Floor Distributions by Date 

LP FW EC LC TC ALL 

Invisible Floors 9 0 6 8 15 38 

Visible Floors 5 4 10 28 52 1'")'" L. L. 

% Invisible 64 0 37 22 "" ...... 24 

Chi Square For Floors Excluding Freshwater 
X = 11.34. OF = 3, P = .01 
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Table 4.7 Pottery Types by Exact Distance of Excavation 
from Site Center 

Heter 
Dist. 
to 
Site Excav. 
Ctr. No. EP HP LP FW EC LC TC UC 

-----
955 32 + + + + + + 
982 31 + + + + + 
983 33 + + + + + 
987 26 + + 
993 18 + + 
999 19 + + + + 

1023 28 + 
1036 53 + + + 
1046 29 + + 
1049 27 + 
1051 30 + + + + 
1060 54 + + + + 
1115 22 + + + + + 
1122 20 + + + + 
1131 21 + + + + 
1134 55 + + 
1150 15 + + + + + 
1161 24 + + + + + + 
1168 23 + + + + 
1186 13 + + + + + 
1186 14 + + + + + + 
1221 16 + 
1246 17 + + 
1333 8 + + + + + 
1454 66 
1575 74 + + + 
1604 63 + + + + 
1610 68 + + 
1625 67 + + + 
1636 64 + + + + + 
1647 65 + + + 
1675 71 + + 
1717 70 + 
1735 69 
1763 72 + 
1851 73 
1896 3 + + + + + 
1897 2 + + + + + 
1906 4 + + + + + + + 
1933 1 + + + + + + 
1933 5 + + 
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Table 4.7 Pottery Types by Exact Distance of Excavation 
from Site center (continued) 

Dist. 
to 
Site Excav. I 

Ctr. No. EP MP LP FW EC LC TC UC 
-----

1939 7 + + + + 
1955 37 + + 
1962 6 + + + 
1980 38 + + + 

1983 35 + + + + 
1988 36 + + + 
2036 34 + + 

2352 25 + 

2359 52 + 

2683 60 + 
2689 59 + + + 

2859 58 + + + + 
2873 56 + + + + + 

2899 57 + + + + 
2966 39 + + + + 
2994 40 + + + + + + 

3010 76 + + + + + 

3024 61 + + + + + + + 
3044 42 + + + + + 

3046 62 + 

3069 49 + + 
3073 41 + + + 

3077 48 + + + + 

3085 75 + 
3107 47 + + + + + 

3115 50 + + + 

3126 45 + + + + 

3129 11 + + + + + + 

3138 10 + + + + + 
3202 9 + + + + 
3204 46 + + 
3328 12 + + + + 
3576 44 + 
3591 43 + 
3731 51 + + + + -;-
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Table 4.8 Pottery Types by 100 Meter Intervals* 

EP MP LP FW EC LC TC IIf"' 
u'-

D 900 TO 0 1 6 4 4 2 3 4 
I 1000 TO 0 1 2 0 2 2 4 .:1 
S 1100 TO 0 3 9 5 4 3 8 9 
T 1200 TO 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
A 1300 TO 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
N 1400 TO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C 1500 TO 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
E 1600 TO 1 1 2 0 2 4 3 6 

1700 TO a 0 0 0 a 0 0 r, ... 
T 1800 TO a 0 2 1 1 2 2 2 
0 1900 TO 1 3 7 1 3 5 7 7 

2000 TO 0 0 0 a 0 a 1 1 
S 2100 TO 
I 2200 TO 
T 2300 TO a a 0 0 0 a 0 r, 

"-

E 2400 TO 
2500 TO 

C 2600 TO 0 0 2 0 0 a 1 1 
E 2700 TO 
N 2800 TO 0 a 3 1 3 1 3 2 
T 2900 TO 0 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 
E 3000 TO 0 1 5 3 2 5 4 8 
R 3100 TO 0 a 4 2 3 4 5 t: 

oJ 

3200 TO 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 :2 
3300 TO 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 
3400 TO 
3500 TO 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 r, ... 
3600 TO 
3700 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 
ALL 3 12 51 21 29 33 44 62 

* Instances shown as "+11 in Table 7 are added together here. 



Table 4.9 Testpit Date Distributions by Kilometer 
Interval 

Table 4.9A Testpit Dates by Kilometer Interval 

TOTAL 
EP HP LP FW EC LC TC UC EXCAV. 

Kila- 1 0 5 19 11 11 8 15 19 25 
meter 

2 3 5 12 2 6 11 13 20 25 
Inter-
val 3 0 2 20 8 12 14 16 23 26 

ALL 3 12 51 21 29 33 44 62 76 

Chi Square Far Late Preclassic, Early Classic, Late Classic, 
and Terminal Classic x Distance, X = 2.69, DF = 6, P = .[;4 

Table 4.9B Testpit Date Percentages by Kilometer Interval 

EP HP LP FW EC LC TC UC TOTAL 

Kila- 1 0% 42% 37% 
meter 

52% 38% 24% 34% 31% 33% 

2 100% 42% 24% 10% 21% 33% 30% 32% 33% Inte:r-
val 3 0% 17% 39% 38% 41% 42% 36% 37% 33% 

ALL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
!IJ 
U1 
0'1 



Table 4.10 Testpit Date Distributions by Quadrant 

Table 4.10A Testpit Dates by Quadrant 

~ X X X X X X X Total 
EP TOT HP TOT LP TOT FW TOT EC TOT LC TOT TC TOT UC TOT Excav. 

Quad- E 0 0 0 0 2 40 0 0 1 20 1 20 2 40 5 100 5 

rant N 1 3 6 19 22 71 11 36 16 52 19 61 16 52 29 94 31 

S 1 4 4 15 19 73 8 31 8 31 4 15 15 48 16 62 26 

W 1 7 2 14 8 57 2 14 4 29 9 64 11 77 12 86 14 

ALL 3 4 12 16 51 67 21 28 29 38 33 43 44 58 62 82 76 

* A percent of the total count for each quadrant is provided, 
because the distribution of excavations by quadrant is uneven. 

Table 4.10B Testpit Date Percentages by Quadrant 

X 
~ % % X X X ~ X Total 

EP HP LP FW EC LC TC UC Excav. 
-----

Quad- E 0 0 4 0 3 3 5 8 7 

rant N 33 50 43 52 55 58 36 47 41 

S 33 33 37 38 28 12 34 26 34 

W 33 17 16 10 14 27 35 19 18 
I\J 
U1 

ALL 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 -..] 



Table 4.11 Floor Date Distributions 

Table 4.11A All Floors by Date and Kilometer Interval 
Total %Total 

PC %TOT FW ~TOT EC %TOT LC %TOT TC %TOT Floors Floors 
------ ------

Kilo- 1 2 5 2 5 4 9 12 27 22 50 44 28 
meter 

2 B 13 0 0 5 10 7 15 28 58 48 30 
[nter-
val 3 7 8 2 3 6 9 15 35 19 28 68 42 

ALL 15 9 4 3 15 9 34 21 69 43 160 100 

Table 4.11B All Floors by Date and Quadrant 

Total ~Total 

PC r.TOT FW %TOT EC %TOT LC %TOT TC %TOT Floors Floors 
------ ------

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 33 4 44 9 6 
~uad-
rant 2 4 5 0 0 9 12 18 24 30 41- 74 46 

3 4 10 2 5 5 13 6 15 19 49 39 24 

4 '1 18 2 5 1 3 7 29 16 42 38 24 

ALL 15 9 4 3 15 9 34 21 l:.i9 43 160 100 
l\) 

111 
00 
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Table 4.12 Posthole Sherd Totals 

Table 4.12A Total Posthole Sherds Per Kilometer Interval 

% % 
Total Total Total Total 
Sherds Sherds Postholes Postholes 
------ ------ --------- ---------

1 1396 57 256 66 
Kilometer 
Interval 2 443 18 40 10 

3 624 25 90 23 

ALL 2463 100 386 100 

Table 4.12A Total Posthole Sherds Per Quadrant 

% % 
Total Total Total Total 
Sherds Sherds Postholes Postholes 
------ ------ --------- ---------

E 35 1.4 25 7 

N 1533 62 197 51 
Quadrant 

S 416 17 81 21 

\II 479 19 83 22 

ALL 2463 100 386 100 
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Table 4.13 Postholes and Surface Collections 

Km. 
Int-

Excav. Pot. er- Quad-
No. Tot. val rant EP HP LP FW EC LC TC i..T UC 

-----
1 15 1 N + + 
2 26 1 N + 
3 5 1 N + 
4 4 2 N + 
5 15 2 N + + 
6 5 1 N + 
7 14 1 N + 
8 3 1 N + 
9 3 1 N + + 

10 29 1 N + + + 
11 3 1 N + 
12 12 1 N + + 
13 27 2 N + + + 
14 19 1 N + + 
15 10 1 N + 
16 14 1 N + 
17 3 1 N + 
18 23 1 N + + 
19 1 1 N + 
20 7 1 N + + 
21 7 1 N + + 
22 3 1 N + 
23 11 1 N + + 
24 1 1 S + 
25 7 1 S + 
26 2 1 S + + 
27 2 1 S + 
28 6 1 S + + 
29 19 1 S + + 
30 3 1 S + + 
31 8 1 S + + 
32 1 1 S + 
33 21 1 S + + 
34 1 1 S + 
35 3 1 S + + + 
36 6 1 S + + 
37 4 1 S + 
38 4 1 S + 
39 23 1 S + + + 
40 3 1 S + + 
41 4 1 S + + 
42 6 1 S + + 
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Table 4.13 Postholes and Surface Collections (continued) 

Km. 
Int-

Excav. Pot. er- Quad-
~o. Tot. val rant EP MP ILP FW EC LC TC LT UC 

-----
43 11 1 S + 
44 1 1 S + 
45 15 1 S + + + 
46 14 1 S + 
47 2 1 S + 
48 26 1 S + + + 
49 29 1 S + + 
50 7 1 S + 
51 14 1 S + 
52 5 1 S + 
53 5 1 S + + 
54 2 1 S + 
55 5 1 S + + 
56 10 1 S + + + 
57 3 1 S + 
58 10 1 S + + T 
59 9 1 S + 60 1 1 S + Eil 1 1 5 + 62 3 1 S + 
63 6 1 S + + 
64 ·3 1 S + 
65 4 1 S + 
66 2 1 S + 
67 2 1 S + 
68 0 1 S + 
69 1 1 S + 
70 9 1 S + 
71 7 1 S + 
72 5 1 S + 
73 2 1 S + 
74 2 1 S + 
75 5 1 S + + 
76 12 1 S + + 
77 7 1 S 
78 3 1 S + 
79 7 1 S + 
80 4 1 S + 
81 4 1 S + 
82 3 1 S + + 
83 4 1 S + 
84 3 1 S + 
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Table 4.13 Postholes and Surface Collections (continued) 

Km. 
Int-

Excav. Pot. er- Quad-
No. Tot. val rant EP MP LP FW EC LC TC LT UC 

I -----
85 1 1 S :I- + 
86 4 1 S + 
87 2 1 S + + 
88 3 1 S + 
89 6 1 S + + + 
90 1 1 S + 
91 3 1 S + 
92 4 1 S + 
93 9 1 N + + 
94 7 1 N + 
95 13 1 N + + 
96 34 1 N + + + 
97 14 1 N + + + 
98 9 1 N + 
99 5 1 N + 

100 10 1 N + + 
101 12 1 N + + + 
102 4 1 N + 
103 1 1 N + 
104 4 1 N + + 
105 2 1 N + 
106 3 1 N + + + 
107 2 1 N + 
108 11 1 N + + + 
109 3 1 N + 
110 1 1 N + 
111 11 1 N + + 
112 0 1 N + 
113 25 1 N + + 
114 6 1 N + + + 
115 10 1 N + + + 
116 7 1 N + + + 
117 6 1 N + + 
118 14 1 N + + 
119 4 1 N + + 
120 26 1 N + 
121 3 1 N + 
122 24 1 N + + + 
123 11 1 N + + 
124 31 1 N + + + 
125 17 1 N + 
126 9 1 N + 
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Table 4.13 Postholes and Surface Collections (continued) 

Km. 
Int-

Excav. Pot. er- Quad-
No. Tot. val rant EP HP LP FW EC LC TC LT UC 

-----
127 9 1 N + + + 
128 11 1 N + 
129 8 1 N + 
130 20 1 N + + + 
131 3 1 N + 
132 1 1 N + 
133 9 1 N + 
134 6 1 N + + 
135 1 1 N + 
136 3 1 N + 
137 14 1 N + + 
138 12 1 N + + 
139 12 1 N + 
140 5 1 N + + 
141 14 1 N + + 
142 5 1 N + + + 
143 2 1 N + + 
144 7 1 N + + + 
145 17 1 N + + + 
146 8 1 N + + 
147 9 1 N + + 
148 4 1 N + 
149 6 1 N + 
150 2 1 N + 
151 4 1 N + 
152 5 1 N + 
153 7 1 N + + 
154 4 1 N + 
155 8 1 N + + 
156 10 1 N + + 
157 2 1 N + + 
158 3 1 N + + 
159 4 1 N + 
160 1 1 N + 
161 1 1 N + 
162 1 1 N + 
163 4 1 N + + + 
164 4 1 N + 
165 5 1 N + 
166 8 1 N + 
167 3 1 N + 
168 13 1 N + + 
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Table 4.13 Postholes and Surface Collections (continued) 

Int .. 
Excav. Pot. er- Quad-

No. Tot. val rant EP HP LP FW EC LC TC LT UC 
-----

169 9 1 N + 
170 4 1 N + 
171 6 1 N + + 
172 2 1 N + 
173 7 1 N + + 
174 6 1 N + 
175 5 1 N + + 
176 2 1 N + 
177 12 1 N + 
178 15 1 N + + 
179 9 1 N + + 
180 7 1 N + 
181 25 1 N + + 
182 30 3 W + + + 
183 11 3 \II + 
184 15 3 \II + + + 
185 4 3 \II + 
186 8 3 W + + 
187 4 3 \II + 
188 4 3 \II + 
189 6 3 \II + + 
190 0 3 W + + + 
191 3 3 N + + 
192 9 3 N + 
193 3 N + 
194 3 N + 
195 7 3 N + 
196 3 N + + 
197 3 N + + 
198 3 N + + 
199 3 N + + 
200 3 N + 
201 3 N + 
202 3 N + + 
203 6 3 N + + 
204 1 3 N + 
205 3 N + 
206 5 3 N + 
207 3 N + 
208 3 N + + 
209 3 N + + 
210 3 N + + 
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Table 4.13 Postholes and Surface Collections (continued) 

KIl. 
Int-

Excav. Pot. er- Quad-
No. Tot. val rant EP HP LP FW EC LC TC LT UC 

-----
211 3 N + 
212 3 N + 
213 11 3 N + 
214 4 3 N + + 
215 10 3 N + + 
216 13 3 N + + 
217 15 3 N + 
218 31 3 N + + + 
219 9 3 N + + 
220 7 3 N + + 
221 5 3 N + + 
222 8 3 N + + 
223 18 3 N + + 
224 2 3 N + 
225 4 3 N + + 228 6 3 N + 
227 10 3 N + 228 10 3 N + + + 229 11 3 N + + + 230 12 3 N + + + 
231 4 3 N + 
232 4 3 N + 
233 3 3 N + 
234 5 3 N + + 
235 4 3 N + 
236 3 3 N + 
237 1 3 N + + 
238 7 3 N + + 
239 11 3 N + 
240 33 3 N + 
241 2 3 N + 
242 17 3 N + + 
243 7 3 N + 
244 22 3 N + 
245 1 3 N + 
246 1 3 N + 
247 33 3 N + 
248 40 3 N + 
249 37 3 N + + + 
250 50 3 N + 
251 33 3 N + + + 
252 7 3 N + + 
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Table 4.13 Postholes and Surface Collections (continued) 

Km. 
Int-

Excav. Pot. er- Quad-
No. Tot. val rant EP MP LP FW EC LC TC LT UC 

-----
253 35 1 E + + 
254 12 2 W + 
255 17 2 W + + 
256 5 2 W + 
257 16 2 W + 
258 29 2 W + + + 
259 32 2 W + 
260 15 2 W + + + 
261 15 2 W + + 
261 44 2 W + + + 
263 5 2 W + 
264 17 2 W + + 
265 4 2 W + 
266 2 2 W + 
267 3 2 W + 
268 6 2 W + 
269 12 2 W + 
270 4 2 W + 
271 4 2 W + + + 
272 2 2 W + 
273 6 2 W + 
274 4 2 W + 
275 9 2 W + 
276 15 2 W + + 
277 3 2 W + 
278 8 2 W + + 
279 47 2 W + + 
280 3 2 W + 
281 11 2 W + + 
281 5 2 W + + 
283 3 2 W + 
284 15 2 W + + 
285 3 2 W + + 
286 3 2 W + 
287 18 2 W + + + 
288 1 N + 
289 1 W + + + 
290 1 S + + 
291 1 E + + 
292 1 E + 
293 1 E + 
294 1 E + + 
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Table 4.13 Postholes and Surface Collections (continued) 

Km. 
Int-

Excav. Pot. er- Quad-
No. Tot. val rant EP tiP L~ FW EC LC TC LT UC 

-----
295 1 E + + 
296 1 N + + 
297 1 N + + + 
298 1 N + 
299 1 N + + 
300 1 N + 
301 1 N + + + + + 
302 2 W + + 
303 3 W + 
304 3 W + 
305 3 W + 
306 3 W + + + 
307 3 W + + 
308 1 S + + 
309 3 W + + 
310 3 W + + 
311 3 W + + 
312 3 W + 
313 3 W + + + 
314 3 W + + 
315 3 W + + 
316 3 W + + 
317 3 W + + 
318 1 W + 
319 2 W + + 
320 3 W + + 
321 3 W + 
322 3 W + + 
323 1 E + + 
324 3 W + + 
325 1 S + + + 
326 1 S + + + 
327 1 S + + 
328 3 W + + 
329 1 N + 
330 1 N + + 
331 1 N + + 
332 1 S + + 
333 1 N + + 
334 2 S + + 
335 1 S + + 
336 1 E + + + + 
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Table 4.13 Postholes and Surface Collections (continued) 

KID. 
Int-

Excav. Pot. er- Quad-
No. Tot. val rant EP MP LP F\II EC LC TC LT UC 

-----
337 1 E + + 
338 1 E + + + + 
339 1 W + + + 
340 1 \II + + + 
341 1 \II + + + 
342 1 W + + 
343 1 W + + 
344 1 \II + 
345 1 W + 
346 1 E + + 
347 1 E + 
348 1 W + + + 
349 1 E + + + 
350 1 E + + 
351 1 E + 
352 1 E + + + 
353 1 E + 
354 1 E + + 
355 1 E + + 
356 1 E + 
357 1 E + + 
358 1 E + + 
359 1 N + 
360 1 E + 
361 1 N + + + 
362 1 N + + + 
363 1 N + 
364 1 E + 
365 1 E + + + 
366 1 N + 
367 1 N + + + 
368 1 S + + + 
369 1 S + + 
370 1 S + + + 
371 1 S + + 
372 1 W + + 
373 1 W + + + 
374 1 W + + + 
375 1 N + + + + + + 
376 1 \II + + + 
377 1 W + + + + + 
378 1 N + + 
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Table 4.13 Postholes and Surface Collections (continued) 

Km. 
Int-

Excav. Pot. er- Quad-
No. Tot. val rant EP MP LP FW EC LC TC LT UC 

-----
379 1 W + + + + 
380 1 N + 
381 1 W + + 
382 1 N + 
383 1 W + + 
384 1 N + 
385 1 W + 
386 1 N + 



Figure 4.1 Mound count Distributions 
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Figure 4.2 Mound sectors 
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Figure 4.3 Excavation Distribution* 

*Shaded areas indicate areas sampled, not sample sizes. 
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Figure 4.4 Zact'an Xe Distribution (1000 - 750 Be) Early 
Preclassic* 

*Each number is a count of excavations containing Early 
Preclassic in each 250,000 square meter area. 
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Figure 4.5 Dzuluinicob Distribution (750 - 300 Be) Middle 
Preclassic* 

*Each number is a count of excavations containing Middle 
Preclassic in each 250,000 square meter area. 
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Figure 4.6 Colmotz and Cancanilla Distribution (300 BC -
AD 300) Late Preclassic* 

*Each number is a count of excavations containing Late 
Preclassic in each 250,000 square meter area . 
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Figure 4.7 Freshwater Distribution (AD 250 - 300) 
Protoclassic* 

*Each number is a count of excavations containing 
Protoclassic in each 250,000 square meter area. 
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Figure 4.8 Holpatin Distribution (AD 300 - 650) Early 
Classic* 
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*Each number is a count of excavations containing Early 
Classic in each 250,000 square meter area. 
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Figure 4.9 Zonauil and Noh Ukum Distribution (AD 650 
800) Late Classic* 

*Each number is a count of excavations containing Late 
Classic in each 250,000 square meter area. 
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Figure 4.10 Tecep Distribution (AD 800 - 1000) Terminal 
Classic/Early Post Classic* 

*Each number is a count of excavations containing 
Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic in each 250,000 square 
meter area. 
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Figure 4.11 Average Number of Mounds Per Quadrant 
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Figure 4.12 Average Number of Mounds Per Kilometer 
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Figure 4.13 Average Number of Mounds Per Square Kilometer 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

POPULATION DENSITY AND STRUCTURE 

"As is so often the case in archaeology, a 

straightforward calculation will inevitably be wrong, while 

a calculation more sensitive to the realities of human 

behavior and the archaeological record will be 

controversial." Gair Tourtellot, Jeremy Sabloff, and 

Michael P. Smyth (n.d.) 

Part I: Problems with Population Estimates 

The set of figures presented at the end of Chapter Four 

showing the distribution of mound and nonmound structures 

(Figures 4.4 - 4.10) suggests not only the existence of 

sectoring and nucleation, but also changes in the patterns 

of settlement distribution over time. The general 

conclusion that can be drawn from this is that mounds 

visible today do not necessarily reflect the distribution 

of settlement during periods prior to the final occupation 

of the site. So, a test of visible mounds may provide a 

97% sample of Terminal Classic structures, but a much 

smaller sample of the Early Classic structures actually 

present in the settlement, if the tests do not happen to 

hit the Early Classic "neighborhood". The result of this 
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will be an underestimate of the Early Classic presence at a 

site. This situation will be exacerbated if, as at Nohmul, 

a significant portion of Early Classic floors are 

nonplatform floors. conversely, a test of 30% of the 

visible mounds may well produce a 30% Late Preclassic 

sample, since the Late Preclassic is evenly spread over the 

site and not clustered like the Early Classic. This does 

not mean that the Late Prec1assic had a population density 

equal to that of the Terminal Classic, when all mounds were 

occupied, but that, over a much longer period of time, the 

Late Prec1assic population had a similar distribution to 

that of the Terminal Classic. Widespread distribution is 

not the same as density, and population clustering is not 

equivalent to population decline. 

One more point concerning population visibility must be 

considered. This is the issue of excavation placement in 

mounds versus excavation placement in middens. Table 3.1 

in Chapter Three shows the result of tests conducted at 

Nohmu1 to determine which type of excavation provided the 

most complete chronological information. As already 

discussed in Chapter Three, mound excavations provided more 

identifiable sherds, more single phase deposits and more 

chronological periods per excavation. 

These results contradict the findings of Fry (1969) at 

Tika1. Fry's conclusions were based on the same small 
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sample as that taken from Nohmul (three excavations in 

mounds versus three excavations in middens), so either one 

of us could be working with a biased sample. However, 

several logical arguments sugg~st the pattern detected at 

Nohmul is correct and may explain the conflicting findings 

of other excavators. First, since the garbage in fill 

layers is probably collected from around the structure it 

fills, it should include a wider range of occupations than 

that of the structure itself. While this is confusing for 

dating particular structures, it is advantageous to 

settlement analysis which only needs to reconstruct the 

occupation sequence of the general area. 

Culbert et ale -- (n.d.) suggest that the fill used in 

large structures may have been brought in from distant 

areas at Tikal. Where this is the case, it poses a problem 

for the use of structural fill to reconstruct local 

sequences. However, this does not seem to be true at 

Nohmul, where the amount of garbage in fill layers appears 

to be directly proportional to the density of occupation in 

the area. A similar situation was noted at the adjoining 

site of San victor (Laura Levi, p.c.). This may be due to 

the fact that local deposits of fossil shell in Northern 

Belize provided an alternative fill material in areas where 

.garbage was scarce, making it unnecessary to haul garbage 

long distances. 
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The key to conflict between my findings and those of Fry 

may be in the identification of actual middens. In 

general, if a deposit of cultural debris contains mixed 

periods, it is not what I would call a midden, since 

middens presumably correspond to the final occupation of 

the structure or structures with which they are spatially 

associated. It does not seem likely that the inhabitants 

of elite residences let garbage build-up on or near their 

house platforms over periods of hundreds of years, while 

their platforms were being rebuilt. Besides the unpleasant 

smell and attraction for vermin and scavengers, garbage was 

probably in enough demand for construction that it was 

likely to get used. 

The lack of direct association between garbage and 

housing was underscored by Joyce's findings at Nohmul (see 

Chapter Three), which showed conclusively that piles of 

surface garbage did not correlate with the existence of 

residential features. Hayden and Cannon (1983) have shown 

that even in small modern highland villages, garbage is not 

allowed to build up indefinitely near homes, but is sorted 

and material without recycling potential is hauled away at 

regular intervals. Most prehistoric garbage from heavily 

populated areas was probably either used in construction or 

hauled away fairly quickly. 

As discussed in Chapter Three, middens near platforms are 
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difficult to recognize as such, since they may be below 

fallen wall stones and are almost invariably mixed with 

eroding platform fill. Any artifact concentrations located 

on the sides of platforms at Nohmul are mixed with platform 

fill and so contain a ceramic sequence similar to mound 

pits. It is unlikely that a midden near a range structure 

would normally contain a 2500 year trash buildup that had 

remained in situ for the whole period. 

If this is correct, then these' "middens" are not really 

middens at all, despite the fact that they often contain 

what appears to be a broad spectrum of garbage, including 

sherds, broken chipped stone or groundstone tools, lithic 

debitage, animal bone, and plant remains (Miksicek n.d.). 

Instead, the deposits most authors refer to as middens are 

accumUlations of debris from eroding platforms and some 

types of garbage formed by a combination of natural and 

cultural formation processes that need not accurately 

represent the occupation sequence of a particular site 

area. This would explain why the "midden" excavations at 

Nohmul were less successful than the mound excavations, in 

that middens do not produce as many periods of occupation 

as mounds. Midden material at Nohmul (and probably at most 

tropical lowland sites) that has been exposed for hundreds 

(or thousands) of years, is not usually chronologically 

diagnostic, since it has been severely eroded Pyburn and 
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Levi (1988). Platform fill is pro'tected from erosion by 

stone walls and plaster floors, as demonstrated by the 

midden - mound comparisons in Chapter Three, Table 3.1. I 

suspect that most pottery that is over 500 years old and 

retains its surface decoration was protected as platform 

fill for much of the time since its original deposition. 

If most midden material is from platform fill, then 

nonplatform occupations may be under-represented by 

excavations into midden deposits. This is especially true 

if garbage is not allowed to accumUlate; nonplatform houses 

would be recognizable only as floors, or in the fill layers 

of nearby platforms that recycled their neighbors' 

garbage. The same would be true for garbage accumUlation 

left exposed; the remaining ceramics would be 

unidentifiable. Several nonplatform floors at Nohmul were 

associated with only small quantities of unrecognizable 

potsherds and a few lithics (e.g., TP 43, TP 44, TP 46, TP 

75) • 

Besides missing nonplatform occupation, mound-associated 

midden excavations are likely to miss some periods, 

especially earlier ones. Culbert et al. (n.d.) note a 

"slightly lower frequency" of Preclassic and Early Classic 

'sherds in excavations with fewer deposits. Since, at least 

at Nohmul, midden excavations were separable into fewer 

discrete stratigraphic deposits, these periods will be 
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under-represented by midden excavations. 

The import of this argument is that midden excavations 

under-represent some periods of occupation, not of 

particular structures, but of the areas around the 

structures. So, for example, the abrupt nucleation of 

population Fry (1969) found around Tikal in the Early 

Classic might appear more gradual with data from mound 

excavations, since most middens from the start of the 

period may have been recycled into fill. Similarly, Ford 

(1986:61, n.d.:6), digging middens, found a dramatic 

decrease in Early Classic density in her Tikal-Yaxha 

transect, while Rice (1978:44), digging mounds in a 

transect between Yaxha and Sacnab, found a significant 

population increase in the Early Classic. 

What this means for Nohmul is that midden excavations 

would under-represent periods like the Early Classic that 

have a significant nonmound component, or that are deeply 

buried under later architecture and whose middens were 

recycled long before the site was abandoned. Culbert et 

al. argue that the representativeness of Fry's midden 

tests in the Tikal periphery is supported by the fact that 

the population curve calculated from these data is exactly 

·the same as the population curve produced by mound 

excavations in the central area of Tikal. Data on 

sectoring and nucleation at Nohmul might be used to argue 
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that midden excavations actually flatten variation between 

the center and the periphery, by excluding nonmound 

occupation and under-representing early occupation in 

general. At Nohmul, the population growth curve was 

probably not the same in the center of the site as in the 

periphery, but Nohmul is undoubtedly a different type of 

settlement than Tikal. 

Part II:The Population Formula 

Demographic reconstructions of prehistoric communities 

are problematic. Where preservation is excellent, samples 

large and settlements small, skeletal remains can be used 

with some success (cf. Hinkes 1984). Estimating the 

population size of an enormous unbounded community with 

poor preservation, such as Nohmul and other settlements in 

the Maya Lowlands, requires several layers of deductive 

reasoning. 

Chapter Four summarized distributions of structures and 

ceramic dates at the site of Nohmul, suggesting some 

generalizations about settlement density and change, 

without actually discussing population counts. Mayanists 

(see Culbert and Rice n.d.) use a standard set of 

procedures to turn mound counts into population estimates. 
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These procedures may be more or less elaborated depending, 

in part, on how much is known about a particular site, but 

they always include four operations: 

1. A percentage is added to the mound count for features 

that were missed either because they were outside the 

surveyor were hidden by alluviation or vegetation. 

2. A percentage is subtracted for the inclusion of 

features that were not houses and so do not represent 

population increments. 

3. The total is divided by the number of chronological 

periods and/or generations spanned by the 

occupation. 

4. The total is multiplied by a standard figure for the 

number of occupants per dwelling. 

The percentage of increase for missed features is a site 

specific calculation. At Copan, for example, Webster and 

Freter (n.d.), calculate different percentages for 

different site areas and different types of features. They 

argue that some less favorable occupation areas had lower 

populations, while larger feature types are less likely to 

be missed. other studies add few (Tourtellot n.d.) or no 

missed features (Culbert et al n.d.). Any decision about 

this dilemma (including those made below) involves 
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arbitrary assumptions about settlement variation, assuming 

that variation in the percentage of missed features is 

either nonexistent or is a result of visible variation in 

archaeological features and environment and can be 

estimated on the basis of visible features. variation 

resulting from cultural patterning, such as the nucleation 

or sectoring of particular types of features, would be 

diluted by applying generalized assumptions about missed 

features to whole sites or to whole environmental zones, or 

to whole groups of surface features. 

count reductions for nonresidential structures at 

different sites range from 16% (Haviland 1970) to 10% 

(Webster and Freter, n.d.). These are also site-specific, 

but are usually calculated at a flat rate for whole sites, 

and for all periods. Again, this practice nullifies the 

effect of cultural variation, since specialized 

manufacturing areas, or markets, or families with extra 

rooms might be in particular site areas. Webster and 

Freter (n.d.) do vary their correction factors according 

to structure type, but their structure types are based on a 

mound typology, and they simply argue that the bigger the 

platform, the more nonresidential structures it will 

contain. This would underestimate population variation 

mirrored in variations in room counts. They elect not to 

delete any single mounds from their central core area, 
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assuming that these would necessarily be residential. One 

might also expect the reverse, i.e., a higher percentage of 

nonresidential structures such as shrines located in the 

core area. 

Compensating for the total number of generations or 

periods represented is an attempt to adjust for two 

problems. First, periods determined by ceramic chronology 

are often not of equal length. For example, the Late 

Preclassic period at Nohmul is twice as long as the Early 

Classic. The second issue is that even when ceramic 

chronologies can be used to identify smaller increments of 

time, the increments still span several generations and it 

is not possible to tell what percentage of structures 

dating to a particular phase were occupied at the same 

time. For example, two structures dating to the 50 year 

long Cancanilla Chicanel Period may have been inhabited at 

the same time by neighboring families, or sequentially by 

the same family living 25 years in each. 

Decisions about how·to treat these issues vary, but are 

made on a site-wide basis. So, for example, at both Seibal 

(Tourtellot n.d.) and sayil, Tourtellot (et al. n.d.) 

argues for "gross contemporaneity" of structures dating to 

.a particular ceramic phase, as well as contemporaneity of 

occupation at the generational level. Webster and Freter 

(n.d.), on the other hand, subtract 45% of their structure 
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estimate to account for the inclusion of structures from 

earlier phases and 20% to account for non-contemporaneity 

of structures within the Late Classic to estimate the Late 

Classic population of Copan. 

These generalized estimates have a "flattening" affect on 

both intra- and intersite population variation. If, for 

example, the 550 year long Colmotz Chicanel period at 

Nohmul involves a movement of population into the site 

center (or vice versa), a population estimate based on the 

contemporaneous occupation of all Chicanel structures will 

be too large. Or, if some chronological periods or 

segments of the population in a given period are 

characterized by more residential mobility than others, 

population estimates will be inflated if each move involves 

a platform, and under-represented if ephemeral housing is 

used. 

Family size estimates are based on ethnographic analogy, 

and may involve simple structure counts multiplied by a 

standard figure such as that proposed for Chan Kom by 

Redfield and Rojas (1934) (Culbert et al. n.d., Smith 

1972, Tourtellot n.d., Wilk and Wilhite n.d.), or the floor 

area estimates devised by Naroll (1962). These may be 

applied to whole platforms (cf. Hammond 1975) or to 

individual rooms. Usually they are extended to all 

structures in a site or even a region (Culbert et al., 
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Haviland 1970, Tourtellot n.d., Tourtellot et al. n.d., 

Webster and Freter n.d.). If sectoring or nucleation of a 

population were reflected in variation in family size or 

variation in the number of persons per room, this type of 

assumption would nullify such variation. 

Most Maya archaeologists argue that this set of 

generalized estimates is acceptable if the same technique 

is used for all sites, because the result will be accurate 

relative figures. Even if we don't know the absolute 

population size for Tikal, for example, we will know 

whether it was more densely occupied than Copan, and 

whether its density changed over time. But Lowland sites 

were not isolated polities or independent primate centers; 

if we accept that they were interdependent politically and 

economically, we should expect variations in density not 

only between sites but within sites that may change over 

time. Generalized estimates will cause communities with 

more internal variation to look smaller or larger than they 

really were, depending on how they were excavated. If, for 

example, people crowd into the centers of communities 

(population nucleation) during periods of external threat, 

or move out near fields (population dispersal) as a result 

of lowered agricultural productivity, or decide that only 

families with special privileges (regardless of family 

size) should be allowed to have platforms larger than 25 



meters across, what does the density of extant 

archaeological features tell us about Maya population 

density? 

These demographic formulae amount to a kind of complex 

typological key. By manipulating data according to the 

prescribed set of variables, each site can be assigned a 
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number placing it in a hierarchy of sites intended to give 

some idea of the relative political or economic prominence 

of different prehistoric Maya communities. Skinner has 

argued that such urban typologies are not meaningful, 

because the specifics of urbanism are extremely variable. 

The fact is that the constructed-types approach 
assumes a coincidence in covariation among key 
variables that seldom obtains in the real world. 
In my view, a more productive approach to 
understanding phenomena within any domain is to 
ask what covaries with what. To what extent does 
a particular function vary with scale? How do 
morphological features change along with the 
different types of urban functions? If we could 
ascertain which empirical and analytical features 
of urban phenomena in China varied together in 
time and space, we would be in a better position 
to say something about cause and effect, about 
the direction of change, and about systemic 
relationships within the domain of Chinese 
cities. We would find, furthermore, that many 
propositions concerning covariation that hold for 
Chinese cities would also hold, or on first 
principles ought to hold, for analytically or 
geographically more inclusive urban domains. 
(Skinner 1977:5) 

The perspective here has been that outlining the 

covariation of settlement variables at Lowland Maya sites 

is an important key to understanding the functioning and 
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growth of prehistoric Maya communities. Applied to Maya 

settlement patterns, Skinner's point is that hidden 

features, special function buildings, population structure 

(e.g., nucleation, sectoring, ~ispersal), and family size 

are not random "noise" factors in a system that can be 

understood if they are held constant. It is variation in 

these factors, both within and between communities, that 

defines the character of a community. By regularizing all 

these types of variation, we are creating another imaginary 

culture: undifferentiated, egalitarian, "little 

communities". 

Some of these issues may have to remain imponderables. 

Bronson (1987), who did the nonplatform excavations at 

Tikal (n.d.), believes that some questions are too complex 

to tackle with archaeological data, because too many 

intangibles of culture leave no trace in the archaeological 

record. Nevertheless, oversimplification is not the 

answer. Issues like the possibility that the number of 

people living in a house may vary independently of the 

number of rooms might be addressed with measurements of 

quantities of refuse, or numbers of contemporary hearths. 

Bearing in mind these SUbstantial limitations, data from 

Nohmul may be used to estimate the populations of different 

periods with the standard population formula used by 

Mayanists. This exercise is worthwhile, because the Nohmul 
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data begin to address some types of demographic variation 

hitherto ignored by Mayanists. While the sample collected 

from Nohmul is undoubtedly biased, settlement data from 

other sites are equally skewed. None take the possible 

effects of sectoring or nucleation or nonplatform 

structures (except for Sanders 1960 and wilk and Wilhite 

n.d.) on sampling into account either in research design 

or analysis. But Nohmul data also show that visible 

features do not encompass the complete range of variation 

in structure type, and that the placement of excavations 

will affect the chronological range estimated for 

individual structures, as well as the population density 

estimated for the site. consequently, the Nohmul 

population estimates will be made both without and (when 

possible) with invisible features, to show the possible 

effect of nonplatform dwellings on more standard population 

estimates. 

The population estimates represent the 22 square 

kilometer mapped area and an additional unmapped kilometer 

near raised field areas where nonmound occupation is 

likely. As noted earlier, Nohmul's settlement probably 

covered as much as 35 square kilometers. If the unmapped 

(excluding the square kilometer of estimated nonmound 

occupation density) areas had population densities 

equivalent to those estimated for mapped areas, each 
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estimate should be increased by 52%. However, since most of 

the unmapped areas are at a distance from site center and 

at intervals where density fluctuates, such a blanket 

increase is questionable. The reader is asker to bear in 

mind that the following estimates pertain to approximately 

63% of the total site area and, perhaps, a similar portion 

of Nohmul's total population. 

Most excavators report some amount of nonplatform 

occupation (Bronson n.d., Cliff 1982, Harrison p.c., smith 

1972, Tourtellot 1983, Webster and Freter n.d., Willey et 

al. 1965), so it is not necessary to defend the position 

that nonplatform structures exist outside Nohmul or outside 

northern Belize. It has been suggested that nonplatform 

structures are less common at Tikal (Culbert et al. n.d.) 

and other central Peten sites (e.g., Copan, Webster and 

Freter n.d.) than in northern Belize, but this has not 

been demonstrated. Excavations by Bronson (n.d.) in the 

central precinct of Tikal encountered numerous nonplatform 

structures. Other excavators have been unable to locate 

what they considered to be significant numbers of 

nonplatform structures (Tourtellot 1983, Webster and Freter 

n.d., willey et al. 1965), but the Nohmul data suggest 

that such evidence may be localized in untested site 

areas. Areas at a distance from site center and without 

visible mounds usually fall outside the research design of 
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a settlement project. Nonplatform floors found below later 

platforms are sometimes not noted as such, and have not 

been used to suggest that a complete count of such floors 
, 

(if they were all preserved and all located) would affect 

the reconstruction of a community's population structure or 

density. 

Part III:Population Estimates for Nohmul 

The Early and Middle Preclassic Community 

During the Early and Middle Preclassic there were people 

living in the area of Nohmul, but whether their settlement 

was centered on the area of Nohmul's eventual central 

acropolis remains unknown. That they were not isolated 

from other Maya is clear from the strong resemblance 

between the Middle Preclassic pottery of Nohmul and that of 

the Central Pet en (Culbert p.c.). Raised field dates from 

nearby Albion Island (Pohl and Bloom n.d., Puleston 1977) 

suggest intensive agriculture may already have been 

underway in the area. Population estimates are impossible 

for this period, because the sample is too small (three 

excavations with Early Preclassic plus twelve with Middle 

Preclassic), includes no floors and may have no relation to 

the site area defined by mounds built hundreds of years 
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later. However, since the Early and Middle Preclassic 

together represent a very long period (over 1500 years) it 

is likely that the population living in the Nohmul site 

area during this time was small. For Cuello, a 

predominantly Preclassic site about 30 kilometers from 

Nohmul, population has been estimated as rising from a 

total of 179-224 persons in the Early Middle Preclassic to 

263-325 in the Late Middle Preclassic (Wilk and wilhite 

n.d.). 

The Late Preclassic Community 

The Late Preclassic appears more accessible. 67% of the 

76 excavations yielded Late Preclassic material, although 

only 9% of the intact floors were from this date. The 

first step in figuring population density according to the 

standard model is to add a percentage for missed 

structures. In the case of the Late Preclassic, this means 

adding a percentage of structures that are not beneath 

tested visible mounds and not preserved or located in 

tested nonmound areas. This is an extremely difficult 

estimate to make, since the Nohmul sample cannot claim to 

be statistically representative. 

The obvious way to approach such an estimate would be to 

compare the findings of mound excavations with those of 

nonmound excavations, and estimate the percentage of missed 
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structures on the basis of the nonmound findings. 

Unfortunately, this would give false results for two 

reasons. First, no nonmound excavation encountered an 

intact Preclassic feature, which means that only one 

feature (in TP 59) from the Preclassic survived without the 

protection of later architecture. This situation is 

underscored by the fact that only 15 floors were found 

dating to this period, a very small percentage when 

considered in the light of the fact that 67% of the 

excavations contained Chicanel refuse (even the Terminal 

Classic was only represented in 59). 

The second reason that a simple comparison of the mound 

and nonmound excavations will not work is that the pottery 

provided by excavations through mounds dates not only the 

occupations of the mounds themselves, but also the 

surrounding area. Midden fill layers collected from areas 

nearby to rebuild platforms may represent nonmound as well 

as mound occupations, even though ultimately deposited in 

mounds. Although the study of sectoring at Nohmul suggests 

that nonmound occupation in later periods was localized on 

the edges of the site, this was not the case in the Late 

Preclassic, as indicated by Chapter Four, Figure 4.6. 

Ultimately, it is not possible to know what percentage of 

Late Preclassic structures has been destroyed, but 

minimally it is likely that almost all nonmound features 
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unprotected by later architecture will be represented in 

the sample only in recycled fill layers. Those at any 

distance from platform structures (where their refuse might 

be recycled) and those without large quantities of durable 

garbage (i.e., pottery and lithics) will be excluded. 

To summarize, Preclassic nonplatform features are either 

preserved underneath later mounds, recycled in mound fill, 

or are completely gone. The small percentage of preserved 

Preclassic floors in comparison to the high rate of 

incidence of Chicanel refuse in excavations, and the high 

ratio of nonplatform floors to platform floors found in the 

settlement excavations suggest that a large proportion 

would be missing from both my sample and a mound-based 

sample. 

Although the small number of preserved Preclassic floors 

suggests that few structures from this period have survived 

·the subsequent occupation span of the site, the Late 

Preclassic spans 600 years; almost twice as long as the 

Early Classic, four times as long as the Late Classic, and 

three times as long as the period of the Terminal Classic. 

And, unlike some later periods, the Late Preclassic shows 

little nucleation or sectoring. In short, there are 

reasons to believe that distribution of Late Preclassic 

ceramics over-represents the size of the population at any 

particular point in time during the period. 
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Unfortunately, all the ways of rectifying the 

under-represented architecture with the over-represented 

pottery involve arbitrary decisions. One possibility is 

that the population of Nohmu1 grew and nucleated around the 

new central acropolis during the Late Prec1assic. This is 

the pattern that Cliff (1982) has identified at Cerros. 

Alternatively, the population may have changed from an even 

spread to being been strongly bimodal, since the ridged 

fields to the north may have been in use and strong ceramic 

ties with the Peten (suggested by the virtual replication 

of Central Lowland pottery types at Nohmu1) may have been 

maintained by river traffic. Both these factors could have 

pulled settlement out to the bajos and the river on the 

site periphery at the same time it was being pulled toward 

the acropolis by markets and urban advantages. Dividing 

the population evenly between periods of equal length will 

not resolve this problem, since population would not have 

been equal throughout the Late Prec1assic in either case. 

However, a minimal population can be made based on mound 

counts alone. 78% of the mound excavations contain 

Prec1assic evidence, which translates to a Prec1assic date 

for 546 of Nohmu1's 700 mapped structures, if the sample is 

considered "random." Skipping the first step in the 

equation, since it is not possible to estimate the number 

of Chicanel structures missed, step 2 requires subtraction 
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of a number of structures not having a domestic function. 

I am estimating population on the basis of the structures 

themselves, so it makes no difference that datable fill 

layers are all from domestic middens. Since I have little 

direct knowledge of the function of platform structures at 

Nohmul, I will use a standardized figure of 16% often used 

elsewhere (cf. Culbert et al., n.d., Haviland 1970). 

Subtracting 87 (16% of 546) from 546 leaves a total of 459 

occupied dwellings in the mapped area. 

The decision to equalize periods to regular intervals is 

based on assumptions about the uselife of thatch-roofed 

housing and the frequency of reoccupation of building 

plots. Culbert suggests a 25 year span for Maya pole and 

thatch structures (1982:21), while wilk (1982), on the 

basis of his Kekchi research, suggests houses were moved 

about every 10 years. Both argue for a very high degree of 

occupational redundancy, since people moving frequently 

within a circumscribed area will reoccupy old house sites. 

Haviland (1970) makes a similar argument for Tikal, noting 

excavation evidence for houses being rebuilt several times 

on the same spot. The same situation existed at Nohmul 

(see Chapter Four). 

There is no easy solution for the problem posed by the 

long time span of the Chicanel Period. If the period is 

subdivided into regular periods of 100 years, the number of 
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dwellings must be divided by six, resulting in a total of 

77 dwellings per hundred year period. Multiplication by a 

standard family size of 5.6 (the most common choice) 

produces the absurdly small population estimate of 431 for 

the Late Preclassic at Nohmul. This figure is certainly 

too small for the population at the end of the period, 

since it would not provide enough people to build the 

massive architecture of the central acropolis and also feed 

themselves. The value of the equalized calculation is that 

it underscores the likelihood that the Late Preclassic 

population was growing. Unfortunately, this figure 

probably does not correspond to Nohmul's population size at 

any particular time, since it is so artificially 

"regularized" . 

• 78 X 700 = 546 (percent of mounds in use) 
.16 X 546 = 87 (percent of mounds not used as dwellings) 
546 - 87 = 459 (number of mounds used as dwellings) 

459/6 = 77 (number of mounds occupied/100 years) 
77 X 5.6 = 431 (total population estimate) 

One way to estimate the rate of population growth during 

the Late Preclassic would be to assume that the population 

density and structure at the end of the Preclassic was 

reasonably close to that at the beginning of the Early 

Classic. This assumption would provide a target population 

size for the end of the Preclassic from which to 

extrapolate to earlier periods. The possibility is 

supported by the fact that the small number of Protoclassic 
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occurrences (Chapter Four, Figure 4.7), which probably 

overlap with the end of the Late Preclassic, show a pattern 

similar to that of the Early Classic, and because there is 
I 

no reason to believe that the beginning of the Early 

Classic was marked by drastic population changes. 

There are two reasons why this approach is not 

worthwhile. First, the population during the Early Classic 

shows the same problematic characteristics as that of the 

Preclassic, i.e., a large percentage of the population was 

living in nonplatform ephemeral housing interspersed with 

platform structures. Consequently, it is impossible to 

estimate the number of destroyed or unrepresented 

structures, although it is possible to manipulate the 

figures from this 350 year period to indicate population 

rise, decline, or stability. These estimates require 

assumptions about population structure that determine our 

picture of Maya prehistory. What the Nohmul data on 

sectoring, nucleation and nonplatform occupation have shown 

is that such procedures assume population characteristics 

that it is still crucial to test. Generally speaking, 

Nohmul data support a significant population increase in 

the Late Preclassic over that of earlier periods. They do 

not support population decline in the Early Classic, but 

suggest a decline in visibility. 

since there is no correct way to equalize the population 
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of periods when the population size was undoubtedly 

changing, this step will be omitted from all following 

calculations. This will result in the appearance of a 

decline in population in the Early Classic, which I do not 

believe is accurate, but which estimates a Late Preclassic 

population of 2570, which is much too small but is within 

reason for the mapped area. (This is the estimate provided 

by the foregoing procedure, but omitting the step dividing 

the Late Preclassic into 100 year periods.) The estimate 

would be 3906, if 52% were added for the unmapped area. 

I am not presenting estimates for the Protoclassic for 

several reasons. First of all, the period is poorly 

defined at Nohmul and appears to overlap with both the Late 

Preclassic and the Early Classic (Laura Kosakowsky, p.c.). 

Second, the period is estimated to be so short at Nohmul 

(see Chapter Four) that the likelihood of sampling bias (in 

comparison to longer periods) is enormous. Finally, I 

suspect that the Floral Park assemblage at Nohmul is not an 

ordinary domestic assemblage but has a specialized 

function. My reasons for this include the extremely 

localized pattern of its distribution in the settlement 

(echoing Pring 1977), the lack of Protoclassic nonplatform 

floors, the fact that the bulk of the Protoclassic material 

found at Nohmul came from elaborate burial assemblages 

(Anderson and Cook 1944) and its almost invariable 
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occurrence with ceramics of other types (i.e., other phases 

with which it probably overlapped chronologically while 

serving a specialized function). I am not arguing that the 

Freshwater Protoclassic complex had a specialized function 

everywhere it occurs, but only suggesting that the function 

of ceramic styles may have been different in different 

places. 

The Early Classic Community 

The minimum Early Classic population estimate is also 

based on mound excavations alone. A total of 26, or 51% of 

the mound excavations yielded Early Classic pottery. 51% 

of Nohmul's 700 mounds amounts to 357 Early Classic 

structures, less 16% leaves 300 dwellings. Multiplied by a 

family size of 5.6 estimates a minimum Early Classic 

population of 1680 . 

. 51 X 700 = 357 (percent of mounds in use) 

.16 X 357 = 57 (percent of mounds not used as dwellings) 
357 - 57 = 300 (number of mounds used as dwellings) 

300 X 5.6 = 1680 (total population estimate) 

The apparent decline of 890 people from the Preclassic is 

easily explained by the hypervisibilty of the earlier 

period and (as mentioned in Chapter Four, also see Figure 

4.8) the fact that the Early Classic has the highest 

percentage of nonplatform dwellings of any period. An 

additional 52% would raise this total to 2554. 
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The Late Classic Community 

The first period for which it is possible to offer a 

relatively accurate population estimate for Nohmul is the 

Late Classic. The period is relatively short (AD 600-750). 

Nonplatform occupations appear to be sectored and therefore 

separable from the platform structures, and are well 

preserved without mound protection, while show~ng a high 

degree of correlation with the locations of later 

structures (see Chapter Four, Figure 4.9). 

Twenty seven platform excavations, 53% of the total 

platform excavations, contained Late Classic pottery. 

Following the standard procedure provides a Late Classic 

population estimate very close to the Early Classic 

estimate, except for the shorter time period involved: 

.53 X 700 

.16 X 371 
371 - 59 

312 X 5.6 

= 
= 
= 
= 

371 
59 

312 
1747 

(percent of mounds in use) 
(percent of mounds not used as dwellings) 
(number of mounds used as dwellings) 
(total population estimate) 

six (24%) of the 25 nonmound excavations produced Late 

Classic pottery (TP 32, TP 45, TP 48, TP 61, TP 75, TP 76) i 

four of these had intact features. Although the nonmound 

sample is not random, and suggests sectoring of nonplatform 

dwellings on the northern site edges, these data imply that 

Late Classic population counts based on mound counts alone 

could underestimate the population density in some areas of 
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the site. 

It is possible to use information on sectoring to provide 

a rough estimate of the quantity of nonplatform features 

during the Late and Terminal Classic. Testing in several 

site areas suggested that nonplatforrn occupation during 

these periods is clustered in well drained areas between 

the visible structures and the edge of wetlands, some of 

which clearly contain prehistoric fields. One area in 

particular was intensively tested in an attempt to locate 

all nonplatforrn structures. Data from this area can be 

used to extrapolate densities for other comparable areas. 

The nonmound area between 3200 and 3400 meters north, and 

between 0 to 300 meters east of the central acropolis datum 

was intensively posthole tested to locate nonplatform 

features (see site Map, APPENDIX C). This is an area where 

nonplatforrn structures seem to be clustered. Four Late 

Classic floors (TP 45, TP 61, TP 75, TP, 76) and a possible 

fifth (TP 46) were found in this 60,000 square meter area. 

These structures are large enough (some are 15 meters 

across) that it is possible to be reasonably sure all those 

in the tested area were located. 

Three other tested areas of the site have clusters of 

nonmound features. None of these areas was as intensively 

tested, but all contained more than one nonmound feature 
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and all were located in well drained areas between the edge 

of the site and an area of bajo (see site Map, APPENDIX C) . 

I estimate that there are at least ten other areas of 

comparable size and with simil~r characteristics along the 

northeast edge of the site, following the area of bajo that 

eventually becomes Pulltrouser swamp. I suspect at least 

another ten on the west side of the site in well drained 

areas near the bajos and drained fields near Douglas 

Village, and further south near the port mound area. If 

these estimated twenty "suitable" areas were occupied as 

densely as the area tested, 80 to 100 dwellings would be 

added to the calculation of Late Classic population. This 

amounts to a minimum increase of 448 persons, an additional 

26% of the population estimated on the basis of mounds 

alone. 

20 X 4/5 = 80/100 (number of nonmound dwellings) 
80/100 X 5.6 = 448/560 (total nonmound inhabitants) 

since all the ground surface structures with any 

identifiable artifacts had clearly domestic assemblages, I 

am inclined to add the minimal total of 448 persons to the 

population estimate, without subtracting for structures 

that do not represent households. This gives an estimate 

of 2195 inhabitants for Nohmul during the Late Classic. 

1747 + 448 = 2195 (mound plus minimum nonmound inhabitants) 
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An additional 52% for the unmapped area would raise this 

total to 3336. 

The Terminal Cla~sic Community 

Thirty seven, or 73% of the 51 mound excavations, 

contained Terminal Classic pottery. However, the only 

mound excavations that did not contain either Terminal 

Classic or Unknown Classic were the unusual Chicanel cache 

found in TP 59, and in TP 75, which was a shovel test and 

not a complete excavation. Pottery from the upper layers 

of an excavation at Nohmul has almost frequently been 

burned past recognition in cane fires. This means that the 

last occupation period of a structure is likely to be hard 

to recognize unless it was reoccupied and has more than one 

construction layer from the last period of use. Because 

the sample shows such a high degree of reoccupation of 

earlier structures in the Terminal Classic (see Chapter 

Four), very close to all of the visible structures were 

probably in use. Subtracting TP 59 and 75 gives a 97% use 

rate, which equals 682 Terminal Classic structures. 16% 

(109) of 682 subtracted from 682 to delete nonresidential 

structures leaves 573 dwellings. Multiplying the total 

number of dwellings by 5.6 gives an estimated Terminal 

Classic mound occupation of 3209. 
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.97 X 700 = 682 (percent of mounds in use) 
.16 X 682 = 109 (percent of mounds not used as dwellings) 
682 - 109 = 573 (percent of mounds used as dwellings) 
573 X 5.6 = 3209 (total mound population estimate) 

The same intensively tested 60,000 square meter area on 

the northern edge of the site that contained at least four 

Late Classic nonplatform floors, also contained six 

Terminal Classic ground surface floors (see Figure 4.10). 

Assuming that these 20 potential nonplatform sites were 

occupied in the Terminal Classic would produce a 

nonplatform structure estimate of 120 for the Terminal 

Classic. This would add an additional 672 people to the 

total estimate for the Terminal Classic. However, three of 

the six nonplatform floors found in the intensively tested 

area were overlapping and so cannot be contemporary. If 

the number of Terminal Classic nonplatform floors is 

estimated as three (the largest possible number of 

contemporary structures), the population estimate is only 

increased by 360. This may be an underestimate, however, 

because the three juxtaposed floors found in TP 61 may 

represent an unusual situation, since all other nonplatform 

structures seem to have a single component. Nevertheless, 

I estimate the Terminal Classic population minimum as 

falling within a range of 3569 to 3881. An additional 52% 

(unmapped area) would bring the upper total to 5899. 

All these estimates are minima. All underestimate the 

amount of invisible occupation, since not all these 
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structures will leave evidence even from the latest 

periods. Another source of error is in the standardized 

subtraction of 16% of the structures as nonresidential. I 

believe this percentage is probably only applicable to some 

portions of the site, at any particular time. Finally, the 

family size estimates are probably too low to be used as an 

"average" figure. The structures at Nohmul vary widely in 

size and undoubtedly in the number of people they housed. 

Ethnohistoric information (Hellmuth 1977, Scholes and Roys 

1968, Stone 1932) suggests that the Maya in some areas were 

living in multiple family houses at the time of the 

conquest, with as many as 25 (Hellmuth 1977:438) 

individuals living in a single residence. This many people 

could not possibly fit into the individual structures on 

some platforms, but others were certainly large enough for 

such groups. Several nonplatform houses were quite large, 

the Terminal Classic structures in excavation TP 61 were 20 

meters in diameter. Estimates of the number of occupants 

per structure based on refuse density and platform size 

could easily triple the population estimate for any 

period. 

In this chapter, I have tried to show that variation in 

communi ty strul';ture will skew the results of the standard 

techniques archaeologists use for estimating prehistoric 

Maya population size. The Nohmul data on nonmound 
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occupation indicate that the sectoring of certain types of 

dwelling can have a significant affect on population 

estimates. At complex sites, even small methodological 

issues such as the placement df test excavations in mounds 

or middens can profoundly affect the representativeness of 

a sample. Modern perspectives from cultural geographers 

suggest that outlining areas of variation in population 

density and structure will be fruitful for demographic 

estimates and an improved understanding of Maya 

civilization. 
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CHAPTER SIX: SETTLEMENT PATTERNS AT NOHMUL 

Part I: Project Summary: Research Design and Goal 

The goal of the Nohmul Settlement Pattern Project was to 

outline the population structure of Nohmul's prehistoric 

community and to identify changes in that structure over 

time. Most Maya settlement archaeologists have noted that 

changes may have occurred over time in the configurations 

of the communities they describe. However, none have 

collected data to specifically address such structural 

changes. Maya archaeologists estimate periods of 

population increase or decline, but have not determined how 

changes in community structure might affect the basis for 

these estimates. 

The methodology of the Nohmul Settlement Pattern Project 

was developed to recover a range of variation in the types 

of archaeological feature present in the settlement area of 

a lowland Maya site. Settlement pattern studies are 

usually based on the untested assumption that the 

boundaries of the target pop~lation are defined by the 

presence of mounds. These studies have uncovered a 

relatively small range of variety in structural types, 

which is probably not representative of the actual variety 
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of structural forms created by a prehistoric Maya community 

during a period of thousands of years. 

The difficulty in attempting to outline variation in 

community structure over time and space with archaeological 

data is that communities such as Nohmul and other Lowland 

population centers endured a very long time and covered a 

very wide space. When reconnaissance is limited by time 

and money, as archaeological reconnaissance always is, the 

investigator must choose between a statistically valid 

sample of visible features, and a sample with unknown 

boundaries, which cannot be statistically valid. In order 

to question the cultural significance of an archaeological 

sample of "visible mounds", I sacrificed statistical 

significance at Nohmul. Consequently, I am now in a 

position to argue that a statistical sample of mounds is 

only that, and not a statistical sample of a culturally 

bounded population. 

A "purposive sample" of settlement data was collected 

from Nohmul to investigate stratified deposits for 

chronological control, to explore unusual structures to 

better understand how these fit into the range of 

settlement features, and ensure variety in the types of 

structures excavated. In general, limited resources were 

focused on areas with the promise of high information 

content, that is, areas with superior preservation. 
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Appropriate justification for electing a purposive sampling 

design is discussed by Asch (1975) and Morris (1975), and 

above, in Chapter Two. 

The Nohmul sampling design addressed two questions in 

particular: 

1. What is the relation of visible mounds to the 
constellation of archaeological settlement features? 

2. What is the relation of archaeological sett·lement 
features to a prehistoric Maya community? 

Tourtellot (1983) has already shown that mound shapes 

often do not correspond to the shape or use of the 

prehistoric structures in and on the mounds. The first 

goal of the Nohmul settlement project was to investigate 

whether visible mounds did indeed represent the range of 

archaeological features, by comparing nonmound or 

"invisible" features with mounded features. Previous 

research at Nohmul already described (Hammond et al. 1974, 

1975, wilk et al. 1975) suggested that nonmound structures 

existed at Nohmul. since probability sampling is not a 

tool for "searching" for particular types of data, the 

Nohmul purposive sample was recovered by means of several 

types of judgmental searching techniques, including 

postholing, surface concentration testing, and topographic 

evaluation. 

The second purpose of the sampling program, to address 
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the relationship between the archaeological remains and the 

prehistoric community, was tested by seeking some 

settlement configurations common to some degree to most 

complex societies. These configurations have been 

described by urban geographers (Chapter One), and the 

geographers' vocabulary has been employed in this thesis to 

facilitate comparisons. I reiterate that I am not 

attempting to identify a "type" of settlement at Nohmul or 

to determine whether Nohmul was a "true city," since both 

these questions must be addressed with data from more than 

a single site treated in isolation. The settlement 

characteristics identified by geographers are useful for 

tracing changes in community pattern that bear on 

demographic reconstructions. 

The general program was to seek archaeological variation 

along lines consistent with the existence of an urbanized 

settlement, rather than consistent with the existence of a 

modern Maya village, or with a model of prehistoric 

variation based on visible mound types. The most 

straightforward characteristic of urban centers is 

centralization, although, as already noted, this is not 

strictly a function of the population density of the 

central precinct. Centralization may be viewed as a 

relative concept, tempered in an urban settlement by 

sectoring and centrifugal forces. 
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The strategy of the Nohmul settlement pattern project was 

to sample cultural features at kilometer intervals from 

site center, as a test of how occupation density and form 

was affected by distance from site center and proximity to 

outlying features such as raised field areas, the Hondo 

River, and the sites of San Luis and San victor. 

Excavations clustered at kilometer intervals were placed in 

all four site quadrants, to look for evidence of possible 

sectoring of the community structure. Some testpits led to 

larger areal excavation of selected features. Posthole 

testing and surface collections were used to search for 

nonplatform features and to augment the excavation sample. 

The Nohmul Settlement Pattern Project excavated a total 

of 76 testpits and 984 postholes. Forty-three pits tested 

visible mounds, uncovering 60 square meters of 

architecture. Twelve one meter square pits were dug on the 

outside edges of platforms in areas where postholes 

revealed sherd concentrations. Twenty-one separate 

excavations were placed in areas without surface 

indications. These excavations uncovered an area of 107 

square meters. (See APPENDIX A for excavation summaries.) 

The success of these strategies is evaluated below. 
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Part II: Population structure at Nohmul 

Excavations at Nohmul bring into question standard wisdom 

about the relation of surface indications to subsurface 

features at Maya archaeological sites. Assumptions about 

these relationships are usually the basis for the rationale 

used in deciding where to place excavations and what areas 

to map. These assumptions seem to result from a sort of 

"rough-and-ready" logic generated by the realities of 

tropical fieldwork, buttressed by apparently successful 

reconnaissance based on these assumptions, but no actual 

testing of competing hypotheses. 

Excavation Placement: Natural Elevations, Mounds, Middens, 

Nonp1atforrn structures 

Numerous authors have stated that Maya structures are 

built on natural ridges. While some structures were 

certainly built on higher natural elevations, it is not 

true that all Maya structures were built on natural ridges, 

or even that the highest spot in the landscape was always 

used. Several excavations at Nohmu1 showed that lower 

areas were sometimes artificially built-up, while nearby 

higher elevations remained uninhabited, at least by 

structures that left traces. This situation was 
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encountered during excavation of the 131 Group at two 

kilometers north of site center, and in testing Platforms 

159 and 660 at three kilometers northeast. Thus, the 

Nohmul Settlement Pattern Project demonstrates that a 

research design focused on higher natural elevations will 

miss features built in low areas, and may end up excavating 

only one "type" of feature, since it is possible that the 

prehistoric Maya reserved natural elevations for special 

functions or special statuses of people. 

Similarly, as discussed at length in Chapter Five, the 

decision to excavate in mounds or in associated middens may 

have a major impact on the "representativeness" of the 

artifact sample acquired from excavation. Several authors 

(Culbert et al. n.d., Fry 1969, Puleston 1973) have argued 

that artifact concentrations located on platform edges and 

on the prehistoric ground surface near platforms are 

middens (garbage accumulated during the use of the 

structure) and provide an acceptable source of information 

on platform function and date (although Culbert et al. 

note that some periods may be underrepresented). 

Nohmul findings do not support this position. Actual 

midden deposits that were exposed to natural processes for 

many years before gradual burial are too badly deteriorated 

to provide artifacts useful for either chronological or 

functional analysis. Artifacts that were rapidly buried in 
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structural fill received some degree of protection and 

provide a wider range of recognizable types than midden 

deposits. This is graphically illustrated in Table 3.1, 

which shows the relative productivity of mound and midden 

tests made at Nohmul. 

More importantly for midden analysis is the possibility 

that the tested artifact concentrations are not actually 

middens, but are made up of some primary midden material 

mixed with redeposited midden material eroding out of 

platform fill. This would account for the fact that 

middens frequently contain garbage dating to much longer 

spans of time than can be convincingly attributed to midden 

accumUlations. considering the extremely clean indoor 

habits of the prehistoric Maya, as well as pertinent 

ethnoarchaeological material (Hayden and Cannon 1983), it 

seems unlikely that the inhabitants of large range 

structures living in close proximity to their neighbors 

would allow garbage to build-up in their back yards for 

hundreds of years, especially when such garbage was in 

demand for building fill. 

If the artifact concentrations excavated as in situ 

middens are not middens at all, but mixed midden and 

midden-fill material, then some periods of occupation 

(especially earlier periods) will be under-represented in 

tests that regard such deposits as in situ middens. 
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Culbert et al. (n.d.) note that this may be true to a small 

degree in the Tikal excavations, and it might explain the 

contrasting results of excavators digging in similar areas, 

but with different choices of excavation placement (Ford 

1986, Rice 1978). (These points are presented in detail in 

Chapter Five.) 

In general terms, midden excavations are most likely to 

under-represent early periods during which occupation was 

somewhat clustered instead of widespread over the entire 

settlement. Occupation phases that have a significant 

nonmound component or that are deeply buried under later 

architecture and whose middens were recycled long before 

the later platforms (visible mounds) were inhabited will 

also be under-sampled. Nonmound occupations may not offer 

attractive reoccupation sites, since they do not have 

platforms inviting reuse. Middens associated with 

nonplatform houses may be recycled into fill, but only if 

they are not yet buried and are located near an area where 

a later platform is to be built. 

At Nohmul, and probably at many other sites, midden 

excavations would underestimate the relative extent of 

Early Classic occupation, but overestimate the relative 

size of Late Preclassic occupation. The Late Preclassic is 

widespread over the Nohmul settlement area and, although 

deeply buried under later occupation debris in some areas 
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and poorly represented by intact housefloors, most of 

Nohmul's monumental architecture was originally built at 

the end of the Preclassic. These enormous Chicanel 

platforms and structures were reoccupied in later periods 

and refurbished or recycled into new structures. Erosion 

of large Preclassic platforms provides a continuous source 

of "midden" material along platform sides and bases. Late 

Preclassic occupation was also widespread over the site 

area, so that almost any later building was near recyclable 

debris from a Late Preclassic occupation. 

The Early Classic, on the other hand, was less widespread 

and not a period of intensive construction of monumental 

architecture. As in the Preclassic, a significant 

proportion of Early Classic occupation seems to have been 

located on the ground surface, without benefit of 

platforms. Without the construction of large buildings, 

midden fill from this period is scarce and little 

occupation debris received erosion protection from later 

platforms. Very seldom does Early Classic fill erode out 

of a platform to create or add to a midden. Localized 

deposits also mean that only later structures built near 

Early Classic areas would recycle Early Classic debris, and 

only excavations in these particular areas would locate 

Early Classic evidence. Localized occupation may actually 

represent a concentrated population and does not 
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necessarily indicate a smaller population. population 

concentration into smaller areas may even correspond to 

population growth. A representative sample of Early 

Classic material would require emphasis on deep platform 

excavations and well preserved nonmound habitation areas. 

Another methodological question concerning excavation 

placement addressed at Nohmul was whether nonmound 

structures actually represent a type of occupation 

different from that represented by platform-based 

structures. If platform-based structures actually 

encompass the entire range of functionally and socially 

distinct building types, then nonplatform occupations only 

indicate additional population, not different social 

groups, different eras, or different building functions 

that must be included in a holistic picture of community 

structure. Excavations in platforms will give the same 

range of information as excavations placed in ground 

surface structures. 

Conclusive proof in the form of functional analysis of 

artifacts associated with mound and nonmound features at 

Nohmul is not available. However, other lines of reasoning 

have interesting implications. First, some nonplatform 

occupations have almost no associated artifacts 

whatsoever. This suggests there is some distinction 

between platform and nonplatform construction, either 
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functional or social. Second, the location of nonplatform 

structures in relation to platforms and the site center 

seems to change over time (see Chapter Five for a complete 

outline of these pattern chang'es). This also suggests that 

nonplatform structures may represent a different sector of 

Maya social structure, or at least a different category of 

building. 

Population Distribution: Neighborhoods 

The visible settlement features at Nohmul are not spread 

evenly over the site, but are clustered in five areas, as 

indicated by Figure 4.2. These areas suggest 

"neighborhoods" of occupation. Figure 4.11 presents the 

average number of mounds in each quadrant and shows a 

similarly uneven distribution. These groupings 

notwithstanding, Figure 4.1 shows that Nohmul's visible 

settlement also decreases steadily with greater distance 

from site center, although corridors of denser occupation 

(corresponding in part to the "neighb~rhoods" shown in 

Figure 4.2) lead directly to areas with important outlying 

features, such as the Hondo river, neighboring sites, and 

raised field areas. 

Nonmound features, or "invisible occupation", show a 

different type of clustering. Figure 4.2 shows that 

neighborhoods of strictly nonplatform structures (those 



having no later structure built above them) occur in the 

outer kilometer of the site. These are the only areas 

where I located prehistoric floors with almost no 

associated artifacts. 
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Analyses of settlement densities at different periods 

presented in Chapter Four showed that the Nohmul settlement 

had a slightly bimodal distribution in several periods, 

with denser population in the kilometers nearest and 

furthest from site center. This pattern may be 

underdeveloped, since it is quite possible that the extant 

nonp1atforrn floors actually represent only a small 

proportion of a much denser but extremely ephemeral sector 

of the population. However, the existing data alone give 

tentative support to Drennan's (1988) hypothesis of the 

centrifugal influence of intensive raised field agriculture 

on an otherwise nucleated community. 

Several authors have attempted to define the nature of 

these types of Maya architectural groupings. Marcus 

(1983b) discusses Maya housing clusters as multiple nuclei 

in an urban context and raises some important questions 

about their social significance, i.e., do these groupings 

serve specialized functions, as the nuclei in industrial 

cities do, or does each replicate the social hierarchy and 

functions of all others? 
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Fash (1983) has developed a similar position on this 

issue. In his study of residence groupings in the Copan 

pocket, Fash employs the concept of aldea or neighborhood 

developed from evidence Wisdom (1940) collected among the 

Chorti: 

Each aldea occupies a single geographical area, 
and it considers all the land and resources 
within that area as its own. The land is made up 
of house sites, milpa and garden land, orchards, 
unused milpa land which mayor may not be lying 
fallow at any given time, and land which is too 
rough or rocky to be used for any purpose except 
grazing. (Wisdom 1940, as quoted in Fash, 
1983:268) 

These small groups are mainly in-marrying so most 

inhabitants of an aldea are related as either affines, 

consanguines or both. Fash believes these groupings may 

correspond to intermarrying lineages; in cases where the 

lineages include royalty, they may be nucleated into the 

center of the community too closely spaced to include their 

own milpas. 

This reconstruction follows Marcus's (1983b) idea of 

multiple nuclei, in that it suggests complete replication 

of the means of production and all social categories in 

each aldea. Center-dwellers would presumably be craft 

specialists, have access to the fruits of other people's 

labor, or have to walk very long distances. Fash follows 

Willey (1981:397) in his characterization of the Copanecos 

as failing to achieve complete urbanization. 
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This is not the picture presented by Nohmul. The 700 

mapped visible structures alone lie within an area bounded 

by bajos, raised fields, and o,ther sites that is probably 

not large enough to include a small milpa for every family, 

even in outlying areas. (I suspect the same for several of 

Fash's aldeas, but do not have information on the carrying 

capacity of the type of agricultural system proposed for 

the Copanecos.) At Nohmul, at least, it is fairly certain 

that many agriculturalists were involved in the ridged 

field systems located at the edges of the site, not with 

milpas scattered through the settlement area. 

As already noted, I think topography had an inconsistent 

influence on settlement at Nohmul. Occupation occurred in 

low areas, sometime culturally built-up and visible today, 

sometimes not. sometimes higher elevations were left 

unoccupied. Due to alluviation in low areas and 

differential preservation and visibility of sites on 

ridges, it is not possible to tell how much apparently 

ridge-related clustering is the result of cultural choice 

as opposed to natural formation processes. The Nohmul 

Settlement Pattern Project data do trace movement of 

population clusters over time and, obviously, the natural 

topography did not move to promote these changes. 

If the northern sector grouping is not simply a result of 

clustering at higher elevations, any of Nohmul's 
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"neighborhoods" could correspond to Fash's aldeas, since at 

present I have no data to argue that they were functionally 

specialized or correspond to socially distinct strata. 

However, the clustered nonplatform occupation suggests a 

different interpretation. If isolation from platform-based 

structures, paucity of material goods, and location near 

agricultural fields are indications of social differences, 

then the nonmound occupation of the Late and Terminal 

Classic periods may represent a type of neighborhood in 

which all social strata are not replicated. In some 

periods, neighborhoods at Nohmul may not each form a 

complete social microcosm as described by Fash for the 

Copaneco aldeas. The Nohmul data are sketchy on this point 

and only sufficient to suggest this as a fruitful line for 

future inquiry. 

Change over Time 

The fact that not all Nohmul's "neighborhoods" seem to 

have been densely occupied at any time before the Terminal 

Classic suggests that the loci of population aggregates 

changed over time within the site itself. The Early and 

Middle Preclassic periods are sparsely represented, and 

settlement gives no indication of clustering; at least no 

clusters of early occupation were found. Population in the 

Late Preclassic does seem to be clustered on a roughly 

north-south line through site center (slightly denser north 



of site center), but there is still no clear evidence of 

nucleation around site center. I have argued (Chapter 

Four) that the very long timespan of the Late Preclassic 

Period (550 years) may obscure a trend toward nucleation 

that is suggested by the massive monumental architecture 

built in Nohmul's site center during this period. 
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Although only a small amount of Protoclassic material was 

recovered, the period is well represented, considering that 

it lasted only fifty years. Because Protoclassic material 

is sparse, it is difficult to tell whether its usage was 

actually culturally restricted, as suggested by Pring 

(1977), or only brief. Since the Nohmul Freshwater-Floral 

Park (Protoclassic) ceramic complex may overlap 

chronologically with the Terminal Preclassic at Nohmul, it 

is possible that the Freshwater pottery at Nohmul was 

associated with some special group or function. 

The Early Classic Period is also represented in a small 

number of excavations, although its timespan (350 years) is 

much longer than that of the Protoclassic. The extant data 

suggest a mildly bimodal distribution and clustering in the 

north sector (see Table 4.9 and Figure 4.8). The low floor 

count for this period may be the result of actual 

population decline, sample bias, emphasis on ephemeral 

occupation during the period, or a combination of these 

factors. 
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The Late Classic population apparently shifts from the 

clustering in the north sector evident in preceding 

periods, to clustering in the west. Excavations also 

suggest a greater density of occupation along the outer 

edges of the site. The westerly shift may be related to 

environmental changes, since the west sector is the lowest 

and wettest area of the site. Alternatively, the shift 

might reflect increased emphasis on uses of the river for 

transport or export, or may simply indicate a population 

increase resulting in more use of less desirable settlement 

areas. 

The Terminal Classic seems to shift occupation emphasis 

to the poorly sampled eastern quadrant, with an actual drop 

in density in the north sector. This could be related to 

changes in relations with San Victor, to changes in the 

agricultural strategy employed in the raised fields, or to 

changes in the land tenure system; the possible 

explanations are innumerable. Density is greatest in the 

kilometer closest to site center, and at this time the site 

shows the clearest indication of nucleation. A high 

percentage of Terminal Classic structures reoccupy earlier 

platforms, suggesting population increase. 

The progression shown in Chapter 4 in Figures 4.4 - 4.10 

from the Prec1assic to the Terminal Classic discussed in 

Chapter Four show changes in the loci of nonp1atform 
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occupation over time. As noted, most nonplatform 

occupation is in outlying areas near raised fields, but 

this distribution develops and intensifies over time. It 

is possible that the earliest occupation at any date in new 

area is nonplatform, in which case this pattern could 

simply represent periods of population growth in which new 

houses were built on the boundaries of the site. This is 

probably not the case, however, since many of the earliest 

occupations known from particular areas (such as the 131 

Group) were built on large single phase platforms. 

Furthermore, all periods are represented in nonmound areas 

on the northern site edge and in mound excavations to the 

south. 

concomitant with these changes in clustering and 

nucleation, population estimates based on the relative 

abundance of ceramics in excavations and surface units 

recovered from each period suggest a steady population 

increase. The figures calculated with the standard 

population formula used by Mayanists (see Chapter Five) 

show an absolute population size of 1680 in the Early 

Classic increasing to 3881 in the Terminal Classic, which 

suggests that during the period of occupation, Nohmul's 

population more than doubled. (I omitted the Preclassic 

estimate since the length of the period makes this figure 

problematic.) 
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These figures are too small. An unknown but possibly 

sizeable proportion of Nohmul's inhabitants left no 

archaeological indications that can be readily translated 

into population figures. Not all prehistoric house floors 

can be expected to be as obvious as those discovered in TP 

61 or TP 45. TP 46, for example, disclosed what was 

probably a dirt occupation surface associated with few 

artifacts and with very ambiguous stratigraphy. Such 

subtle features would not even be recognizable in posthole 

tests. Some ground surface floors, such as TP 61, were 

associated with artifacts which appear to have been 

deposited after abandonment. This suggests that garbage 

from neighboring houses was collected in abandoned 

buildings, even though no evidence of immediate neighbors 

of a later date was recognized in intensive posthole 

testing. This hints at nearby housing that is now 

completely gone. 

Family size does not always remain constant under 

conditions of population growth or decline. Economic, 

political and social conditions influence whether larger 

families will be housed in more or larger buildings (Wilk 

1983), and these considerations may have variable results 

within a single community. Ethnohistorica1ly based 

estimates of family size go as'high as 25 people per 

household (Hellmuth 1977), instead of the standard 5.6. A 
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wide range in coresidential family size probably existed 

within a single settlement and average size surely changed 

over time. 

Besides the estimates based on mound counts used by 

Mayanists, there are several other types of population 

estimate that would result in very different figures for 

Nohmul. Redman's (1978) population estimates for Warka, 

for example, are based on the size of the area covered by a 

settlement multiplied by a standard population density 

derived from modern population densities. Assuming a 

similarly dense population for Nohmul would produce a 

population estimate of about 25,000. If Nohmul is assumed 

to have been as dense as the modern population of nearby 

Orange Walk Town, its population would be closer to 10,000. 

Unfortunately this type of estimate assumes population 

density based on area covered and ethnographic analogy with 

modern communities. These are the variables that most 

settlement analysts want to reconstruct. 

Site catchment analyses have been attempted at other 

sites in Mesoamerica (cf.Rossmann 1976, Sanders 1976). 

These depend on estimates of the food producing potential 

of an area and a technological system. Unfortunately, it 

is not possible to be sure how much land was being 

exploited at a particular time for use at a particular Maya 

site. For example, were the raised fields north of Nohmul 
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shared with San Victor? Was the settlement on Albion 

Island producing a surplus for Nohmul? Was Northern Belize 

a source of river transported sUbsistence goods for the 

Central Peten? Furthermore, the productivity of Maya 

agriculture, especially raised field agriculture, is 

controversial (Siemens 1982:220). Nevertheless, Denevan's 

(1982:190) minimal population estimate for the whole of 

Northern Belize based on the carrying capacity of the 

raised field systems alone of is 36,500. Additional types 

of agriculture and the use additional fields in Quintana 

Roo would significantly enlarge this figure (Siemens 

1982:220). If over 36,000 people were living in Northern 

Belize, it is difficult to believe that Nohmul, the largest 

settlement, contained less than 4000 people at its 

maximum. 

Neither of these two methods of population estimation is 

more reliable than the standard Mayanist housemound counts, 

but it would be difficult to sUbstantiate a claim that they 

were less reliable. The important point is that the two 

techniques just described suggest much larger population 

figures for Nohmul than those developed in Chapter Five. 

Therefore, the Nohmul estimates presented above should be 

considered an absolute minimum. 



Part III: contribution of the Research Design and the 

Findings 
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Returning to the two questions reiterated at the start of 

this chapter, the Nohmul data may be used to provide some 

preliminary answers. First, there is no simple correlation 

between visible mounds and the constellation of 

archaeological settlement features. Nonplatform structures 

have different characteristics and, at times, a different 

distribution from mounded features. 

Features not visible from the modern ground surface are 

abundant at Nohmul, and are noted at most other sites, even 

when no nonmound reconnaissance strategy is employed and 

despite the fact that they are likely to be ephemeral. 

Furthermore, since ground surface occupations exist in the 

Maya Lowlands today, it is clear that there is no 

ecological barrier to such housing. There is no logical 

reason to reject their existence in the past; in fact, it 

is more logical to assume that a type of structure for 

which we have prehistoric, historic, and modern evidence 

was actually common in the past. At this point, the burden 

of proof must be on excavators who claim to have discovered 

a site where no ground surface features exist, since this 
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situation seems to be without ethnographic or 

archaeological parallel. Otherwise, the presence of 

nonplatform features at Maya sites must be assumed and 

accounted for in the research design of any settlement 

analysis. It is essential that research strategies 

developed for the Lowland Maya region be responsive to the 

realities of site formation processes in a tropical 

environment. 

Second, Nohmul's archaeological settlement features do 

reflect some aspects of the prehistoric Maya community. 

According to the analysis presented here, they may outline 

the existence of nucleation, neighborhoods, and centrifugal 

forces affecting population distribution. These patterns 

are convincing because they can be shown to change and 

develop over time. Perhaps the most important contribution 

of the Nohmul Settlement Pattern Project has been to 

demonstrate the possibility of tracing changes in 

settlement distribution as a source of information on 

community pattern and demographic change. Population was 

not evenly distributed over the whole settlement of Nohmul 

at any given time and its distribution was not constant 

over time. Neighborhoods or population aggregates changed 

during the life of the community, and the changes in the 

distribution of nonplatform features suggest a possible 

change in the nature of these aggregates. 



Part IV: Implications for Population Estimates at other 

Sites 

until the matter has been more thoroughly 
studied, we incline to presume that the apparent 
difference lies in varying degrees of 
thoroughness of observation (and, of course, 
preservation) of the humble vestiges of domestic 
dwelling units in the different areas, or, 
perhaps, in different manners of interpreting the 
material on hand. (Andrews IV, on the population 
density of Dzibilchaltun, 1965:38) 
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As already noted, the existence of nonmound features has 

been documented at many other sites in the Maya Lowlands. 

What is distinctive about the Nohmul study is the attempt 

to define the range of variation present in structural 

types, rather than acquiring a random sample of 

predetermined types (the usual approach), or a random 

sample of all nonmound areas. A brief survey of several of 

these studies, although far from eXhaustive, will serve to 

illustrate the implications of the Nohmul study for other 

areas. 

Usually, nonmound occupation is reported to exist under 

later structures without any particular significance being 

attached. At both Mirador (Matheny 1980) and Altun Ha 

(Pendergast 1982), plastered bedrock is noted in the 

context of excavation descriptions, but not discussed 
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further. Similarly, Thomas's (1981) text and drawings of 

excavations at Becan display floors built directly on the 

buried A-Horizon or on very thin layers of subfloor fill, 

but the potential impact of this on his population 

estimates is not discussed. He struggles with the same 

issues of Preclassic over-representation encountered at 

Nohmul, caused by the extreme length of the Late Preclassic 

and resulting in the appearance of a population decline in 

the Early Classic. Several of his ground surface floors 

date to the Early Classic, but he does not suggest that 

these occupations might be under-represented in his mound 

sample. Since of his excavations are not to bedrock, deep 

features may have been excluded from his sample in some 

cases. 

At Altar de sacrificios, smith (1972) notes 

ground-surface occupations, but he dates them all to Xe 

(Early Middle Preclassic). Willey (1973) also notes the 

existence of these structures at Altar, and remarks on the 

coincidental location of these Xe floors with later Middle 

Preclassic floors. Wilk and Wilhite (n.d.) note the same 

situation at Cuello and suggest that preservation of early 

floors may be contingent on protection provided by later 

construction. Similarly, I suspect that at Nohmul later 

floors were not always placed over earlier floors, but that 

only floors under later construction were being preserved 
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from the earliest periods, and only those under mounds were 

being found in mound-biased excavation samples. 

At the beginning of the Barton Ramie report Willey states 
I 

" ..• as it is not certain that all Maya domestic structures 

were built on such mounds, it is quite possible that 

important settlement evidence has been passed over in many 

instances" (et a1. 1965:12) • When flat tests uncovered no 

floors, he concluded that most Barton Ramie structures had 

been on platforms, though excavations through platforms hit 

occasional ground-surface floors (cf. Willey et a1. 

1965:16, and profiles pp.43, 167, 190, 201, 236, and 266 

for possible evidence of ground surface or very low floors; 

the site map does not clarify the situation). Heavy 

a11uviation in the area of Willey's flat tests could 

indicate a lack of preservation in the areas tested, the 

unsuitability of the six particular areas tested, or the 

unsuitability for ground-surface occupation of the entire 

site for ground surface dwellings. The latter position 

seems least likely, since ground surface floors were found, 

notably below later protective structures that left visible 

mounds. In his summary of distributions by chronological 

period, Willey first notes that in 15 of the 18 instances 

of Jenney Creek (Early Middle Prec1assic), the house sites 

were probably placed directly on the ground surface, but 

does not discuss the possibility of bias in his mound 
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sample. 

Despite data collected by Cliff (1982) on the existence 

of ground-surface constructions in the central precinct of 

Cerros, Scarborough (1986) did a mound sample of the 

settlement area. Ground-surface structures were found at 

Seiba1, but Tourte11ot (1983) argued that these should not 

be allowed to influence population estimates until (n.d.:8) 

"sampling design, identification of form, function, date, 

contemporaneity, status, areal distribution and quantity" 

could be assessed. Bronson (n.d.) found numerous "vacant 

terrain" structures, but his findings did not influence 

Haviland's (1970) Late Classic population estimates since 

Haviland concluded few invisible features dated to the Late 

Classic (Culbert p.c.). 

It is difficult to generalize about what effect a careful 

consideration of nonmound structures would have on the 

conclusions of these authors, since quantification is still 

beyond the reach of most projects. Searching for features 

in flat areas seems very expensive when one considers that 

there are far more visible structures than can be excavated 

before they are destroyed by looters and modern land use. 

As the Nohmul data suggest, the habitation of nonp1atform 

structures probably varied from place to place and from 

time to time. Nevertheless, it is this type of variation 

that may ultimately explain (or dissolve) some of the 
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riddles of the perpetually mysterious Maya. 

The most likely contribution nonmound studies may make to 

a general picture of Maya population estimates is a 

reevaluation of the Early Classic. Several studies either 

document (e.g., Thomas 1981) or discuss (Bronson n.d., the 

Nohmul study, wilk and Wilhite n.d.) the presence of 

ground surface structures during this period. These 

studies suggest that Early Classic population ~s 

underrepresented in mound samples. Bronson's statement is 

the strongest, 

On a Tikal-wide distribution map, if one could be 
prepared, the earlier and later periods would 
appear as islands (and a few Late Classic 
Continents) in an Early Classic sea. (Bronson 
n.d.:110) 

If this assessment is correct at key sites like Tikal, as 

it seems to be at peripheral Nohmul, then the sharp 

population increase documented at most sites for the Late 

Classic may have been more gradual, and included an 

increased emphasis on platform occupation in the central 

areas of sites. The Late Classic may simply be the first 

period at many sites during which every central area within 

three kilometers of the site center) occupation became a 

reoccupation, since all suitable sites had been recently 

used or were in use. The Nohmul data set underscores the 

importance of distinguishing between chronological periods 

at a particular site when attempting to reconstruct 
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demographic variables. 

other implications will probably be most important on a 

smaller scale. Local fluctuations in population size, 

density and placement may help outline extra-site 

relationships. For example, the decrease in Early Classic 

visibility at Nohmul is apparently not shared by the nearby 

site on Albion Island (Lewenstein and Dahlin n.d.), which 

has an obtrusive Early Classic component. The possibility 

of a relationship between the two sites seems worthy of 

investigation. 

Part V: Directions for Future Research 

The conclusion of the Nohmul Settlement Pattern Project 

is a new set of questions about prehistoric Maya community 

development and demographic change. The possibility of 

changes in the nature of population clusters suggested by 

tracing variation in the distribution of mound and nonmound 

features over time needs sUbstantiation from other sites. 

How do changes in the ratio of mound to nonmound occupation 

at Nohmul compare to the changes at larger sites, such as 

Tikal and Mirador, or to changes at nearby sites, such as 

San Victor, San Luis, or Albion Island? How does the 

location of nonplatform structures change in relation to 



platform structures and site center at large distant or 

smaller and nearby sites? 
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Perhaps the most intriguing finding of the Nohmul 

Settlement Pattern Project is that nonmound occupation may 

be significantly different from that represented by 

structures visible above ground. Although it is not 

possible to interpret the meaning of these differences, the 

possibility that different forms of occupation may 

correspond to social divisions and may indicate changes in 

these divisions over time is worth further investigation. 

It has been the underlying theme of this thesis that 

changes in the relations between settlement variables, 

rather than sitewide generalizations, hold the greatest 

promise for an understanding of prehistoric Maya community 

patterns. 

The Nohmul Settlement Pattern Project has shown that some 

long-standing questions about the ancient Maya may be 

answered with improved field methods and research designs. 

Implementing the methods discussed in this dissertation 

would be a small step toward "demystifying" the Maya. At 

least new research designs may 'help us begin to separate 

the confusion inadvertently created by investigators from 

the real mysteries of the past. 
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APPENDIX A: EXCAVATION SUMMARIES 
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Testpit 1 

1983 

Coordinates:S -2142 / W 318 

Distance from site center: 1933 

Elevation NW 20.08, SE 20.16 

One section Drawing 

Two by two meter pit excavated in the northernmost 

structure of the 131 Platform Group to determine its 

occupation history (especially in comparison to that of 

nearby Platform 137 that was excavated in 1974) and as a 

test of the results of different sizes of test pits. 

Excavation was to bedrock, 402 cm below the modern ground 

surface. 

1 0-32cm: Humus; black soil with white marl chunks, 1 - 2cm 

in diameter, a few larger stones toward bottom of layer 

of soil begins to get lighter. ceramics from this layer 

included Terminal Classic, some possible Late Classic, 

and some unidentified Classic. 

2 32-84cm: Rubble tumble; large shaped stones lying 

stepwise across excavation suggesting wall fall. Some of 

these stones were burnt and, along with some smaller 

rocks are in a matrix of topsoil mixed with marl and a 
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mixture of Chicane1, Late Classic, Terminal Classic and, 

unknown Classic pottery. 

3 78-96cm: Plaster floor; layer of burnt plaster on south 

side of wall 6 and extension 4; probably the surface of 

the platform exterior to the structure during its last 

period of use. No artifacts. 

4 12-54cm: Wall addition; a course of shaped stones set in 

mortar north of (inside) wall 6 and above floor 5. 

5 54-80cm: Plaster floor; layer of plaster and marl fill 

interior to the structure, that was damaged when 5 was 

added above it, i.e. a small trench was cut into the 

surface of 5, presumably to help "set" the stones of 4. 

Sherds found in the fill of 5 were Classic. 

6 28-76cm: Wall; two courses of cut stone blocks set on 

floor 7 and abutted by floor 3. The blocks seem to have 

been set in a soft gray mortar (like th~t of 4). There 

was an indentation in the upper course suggesting a 

posthole, but too badly preserved to be conclusive. Such 

a post would be consistent with reconstructions of 

Terminal Classic buildings elsewhere (see Hammond et a1. 

1984). The possible Early Classic pottery found in 

association with this wall suggest it was filled with 

midden materials from an earlier occupation. 
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7 84-l00cm: Plaster floor; layer of burnt plaster, likely 

the original floor of the structure, extending below wall 

6, replastered with 5, cut by addition 5, and associated 

with Classic period sherds. I 

8 10C-128cm: Fill; a layer of hard white marl subfloor fill 

below floor 7 and north of (inside) wall 14. No 

artifacts. 

9 94-l02cm: Midden fill; black soil with a concentration of 

artifacts dating to the Early and Late Classic periods. 

This is not a primary midden since it is associated with 

a Terminal Classic structure; it has been recycled as a 

layer of platform fill. 

10 10~-206cm: Fill; ste)'ile layers of white and yellow marl 

deposited as platform fill north of wall 14 beneath the 

interior of the structure. 

11 8S-l36cm: Fill; hard gray and loose yellow marl fill 

with some rubble and Classic period sherds. This layer 

was deposited south of wall 14 to raise the surface of 

the exterior Platform 131 south of the structure. 

12 135-144cm: Surface; dark gray soil mixed with marl 

chunks, an eroded surface from the second phase of 

platform 131 construction during which its original level 

was increased 
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13 l44-2l6cm: Fill; mixed layers of gray and yellow marl 

with black soil and Terminal Classic pottery immediately 

below surface 12. This material was laid above surface 15 

during the Terminal Classic to increase the height of the 

exterior platform of the 131 group. 

14 lOO-246cm: Wall; construction of large cut limestone 

blocks laid in six courses and filled with l,imestone 

rubble and loose white and yellow marl, some black soil, 

and associated with Terminal Classic, Late Classic, 

Chicanel and unknown Classic sherds. 

15 216-220cm: Floor; Thin layer of yellowish marl, probably 

the original surface of platform 131 at the time of its 

construction; certainly the surface from which retaining 

wall 14 was constructed. This layer contained no 

diagnostics, but its association with 14 and its position 

above 23 date it securely to the Terminal Classic 

period. 

16 220-230cm: Fill; subfloor levelling layer of marl and 

topsoil below 15. 

17 216-230cm: Wall footing; line of stones offset at the 

base of wall 14, presumably for structural S\\' >port while 

14 remained a free-standing wall, associated with Classic 

and Chicanel sherds, but, nevertheless, dating to the 

Terminal Classic. 
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18 228-236cm: Slump; after excavation 21 was filled with 

20, soil from the outside edges of the excavatjon either 

fell or was washed or tracked above the layers of fill 

20. 18 is actually part of 22, although its redeposition 

above 20 represents a separate event from the deposition 

of 22 or the excavation of 20 into 22. It contains the 

same mix of pottery types as ~2. 

19 236-246cm: Slump: same as 10 but originating from 23. 

20 246-288cm: Fill: layers of loose sandy white and yellow 

marl with Classic period sherds. This marl was used to 

fill trench 21 to provide stability and improved drainage 

to the structure. 

21 246-288cm: cut: foundation trench below the structure. 

22 210-264cm: Buried A-horizon/midden; a naturally formed 

soil layer north of 20 containing lots of charcoal with a 

dense mix of Terminal Classic, Late Classic, and Chicanel 

sherds; probably the same as layer 23, Lut separated 

across the entire excavation by 20, and necessarily 

numbered separately. 

23 230-272cm: Buried A-horizon/midden; same matrix as 22, 

but located south of 20 and having only unknown Classic 

period ceramic associations. 

24 272-300cm: Buried A-horizon/midden; a naturally 
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deposited soil layer similar to 22 and 23, but situated 

below both and containing predominantly Chicanel pottery, 

with some Mamom and possibly some Late Classic sherds. 

25 300-306cm: Buried A-horizon/midden; a naturally 

deposited soil layer similar to 24, 22 and 23, but 

situated below them and containing only Chicanel 

pottery. 

26 306-364cm: Midden; very compacted gray brown soil 

containing Chicanel pottery, small stones and snails. 

27 352-358cm: Surface: layer of soft t~ brittle white marl 

above snail midden 28 probably formed accidentally as 

people walked over 28 and 31 to use 29 and tracked soft 

white marl from the ~xposed surface of 31 on to the black 

matrix of 28. Associated with Chicanel sherds. 

28 358-402cm: Snail midden: deposit of densely packed snail 

shells in a matrix of black and brown soil mixed with 

some burnt rocks and Mamom and Chicanel sherds. 

29 296-352cm: Hearth; a layer of large Chicanel, Mamom, and 

Bladen sherds lining a rounded bedrock cut and containing 

quantities of charcoal, ash, and burned stones. 

30 295-402cm: Bedrock trench cut; a deep trench cut into 

bedrock, possibly for mining limestone and sascab, but 

used for cooking and as a midden deposit. 
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31 402cm: Bedrock; whjte limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

In the Late Prec1assic, a pit 30 was mined into bedrock 

31 and filled with a midden 28 of snail shells and cooking 

debris. A Chicane1 sherd-1ined hearth 29 was built into 

bedrock, and during its use 27 formed from displacement of 

the exposed soft surface of the limestone bedrock above and 

around the hearth. 27 may actually have been an 

intentional cap above 28, but the purpose of such a cap 

would be obscure. 

26 is another layer of Chicanel snail midden, probably 

mixed with cooking debr.is from 29 and other nearby cooking 

areas. 25 is a natural A-horizon reformed above 30 and its 

contents in the Late Preclassic. 24, 23 and 22 are 

successive deposits of black sticky soil that probably 

represent the reformation of A-horizons after periods of 

flooding. 2'- is Preclassic with possibly ~ome Late 

Classic. 22 and 23 are probably the same layer, from the 

surface of which trench 21 was cut, but were separated by 

20 in the excavation and consequently had to be numbered 

separately. 23 contained only unknown Classic material, 

but 22 yielded a mix of Terminal and Late Classic and 

Chicanel. 

21 was cut into 22/23 and filled with 20. Contrary to the 
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description published by Hammond et al (1985), 20 is soft 

and loose yellow marl fill, not "hard-packed". This fill 

material would provide good drainage for the superstructure 

(especially if loosely packed), and also stability, since, 

although soft, marl is still stable and not "fluid" like 

the black clay of 22/23 and 25 and other natural A-horizons 

in northern Belize. 

Above 20, layers 18 and 19 were deposited, either as a 

result of exposure of the surface of 20 during a rain prior 

to the construction of the superstructure, or simply due to 

slumping of the walls of cut 21 during construction of wall 

14. A stone footing 17 was laid at the base of the 

construction of wall 14. 14 actually consists of a fitted 

cut stone wall, behind which marl, stones and midden were 

piled. The construction fill contains a mix from all 

periods except the Early Classic, dating it to the Terminal 

Classic period. 10, 9, and a were dumped behind (south of) 

14, and surfaced with 7 to create a second platform level 

for the base of a structure with low limestone walls (4, 6) 

and probably a thatch superstructure. 

The surface of A-horizon 23 was leveled with the deposit 

of 16 and plastered with 15 to create the original platform 

surface of the 131 group. Presumably, 15 corresponds to 3 

uncovered in excavation 2, although 3 is less securely 

dated and not above a fill lay~r. 3 and 15 have about the 
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same absolute elevat~.Lon. 

13 is a fill layer from some construction period later in 

the Terminal Classic in which the platform around 14 was 
I 

raised. This new level was surfaced with 12. A third 

period of remodeling occurred with the deposition of fill 

layer 11, surfaced with 3. 

Atop the platform created by 14 a low-walled structure 6 

was built, plastered with 7, and replastered with 5, then 

remodelled with the addition of a new interior wall 4. 

Eventually the building was abandoned and tumbled down 2, 

and topsoil 1 reformed over the top. 
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Testpit 1: West Section 

20cm 
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Testpit 1: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 2 

1983 

Coordinates:S -2105.5 / W 314 , 

Distance from site Center: 1897 

Elevation NW 18.43; SE 18.34 

One section Drawing 

Two by two meter pit located in center of Platform 131 to 

determine the nature of the plaza construction and make a 

comparison between information gained from pits dug into 

mounds, behind mounds, and into platforms. Excavation was 

to bedrock at 60 cm bs. 

1 0-16cm: Humus, dry black compact soil flecked with marl. 

Notably less rocky than humus layer of housemound 

excavation Tl on same platform. Ceramic artifacts 

included a mixture of Terminal Classic, Late Classic, and 

Chicanel. 

4 l6-36cm: Tumble; layer of gray-brown stony soil with some 

marl chunks and the same mixture of ceramic types as 1. 

3 36-40cm: Plaster floor; a small group of marl chunks in 

southeast corner of excavation associated with some 

Chicanel and some unknown Classic sherds. 
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5 40-60cm: Buried A-horizon; leveled layer of black sticky 

clay containing Chicanel, Protoclassic, and Early Classic 

pottery. 

2 20-60cm: structure; group of eroded marl lumps above a 

better preserved cut limestone block appearing in 

northeast corner of excavation; no artifacts. 

6 60cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

The height of bedrock in this pit in comparison to the 

height of the surrounding land surface at the base of the 

platform (and the height of bedrock beneath TP1) suggests 

that the prehistoric builders of the platform took 

advantage of a slight natural rise which they enlarged as a 

base for the 131 Group. At the spot of TP2, structure 2 

was placed on bedrock some time in or after the Early 

Classic, as indicated by the ceramics from the associated 

A-Horizon 5. 2 was probably placed in a shallow pit cut 

through 5 to the surface of 6, but since the cut was not 

observed in the field, no cut number has been assigned. 

Plaster floor 3 is of ambiguous date, but was probably 

associated with the use of 2. It was likely also associated 

with use of the structure immediately north on the same 

platform, but the final surfacing of the platform was not 

preserved in the area of this excavation. 4 is a layer of 
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tumble from the collapse of the secondary platform below 

the nearby structure, which has a construction date 

matching the Terminal Classic material in this layer. 1 is 

topsoil and contains the same mix of pottery types as most 

topsoil at the site of Nohmul. 

The eroded remains of the structure labeled 2 and 

associated with Early Classic ceramics leave open the 

question of whether the structure was in use during the 

final occupation of the platform during the Terminal 

Classic. The presence of the structure is not visible 

above ground today and was barely discernible in section. 

Building materials may have been robbed from this building 

for later constructions (Terminal Classic lots from other 

structures in the 131 group have some Early Classic 

material mixed in) or the structure may have functioned as 

a shrine and been conserved and unused during later 

occupations of the platform, as seems to have been the case 

with the conserved structure on nearby Platform 137 

(excavated in 1974). 
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Testpit 2: East Section, Harris Matrix 

1 

4 

5 

6 

20clr. 
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Testpit 3 

1983 

Coordinates: S -2105/ W314 

Distance from Site Center: 1897 

Elevation 18.43NW, 18.34 SE 

One section Drawing 

Two by two meter pit located in the southernmost 

structure of Platform 131 to reconstruct the occupation 

sequence of the group and investigate the function of the 

structures on the platform. Excavation was to bedrock, 230 

cm bs. 

1 0-24cm: Humus; dry black compact soil flecked with white 

marl, Terminal Classic artifacts. 

2 24-74cm: Tumble; yellow and white powdery marl mixed with 

loose brown soil and small stones, and containing 

Chicanel and Terminal Classic pottery, probably eroded 

plaster and structural fill washed downhill from the last 

superstructure. 

3 50-62cm: step; layer of yellowish-white compacted marl 

restricted to north area of trench sloping west; unknown 

Classic ceramics. 



4 62-66cm: Floori white plaster re-surface of 5 sloping 

west at about 30 degrees. 

5 66-72cm: Floori white plaster surface above 6 sloping 

west at about 30 degrees. 
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6 72-76cm: Subfloor filIi soft white marl sloping west at 

about 30 degrees. 

7 76-80cm: FilIi gray stony marl fill under 6, Late Classic 

pottery. 

8 68-71cm: Floori white plaster surface covers entire 

exposure of excavation, sloping west with Terminal 

Classic pottery in association. 

9 16/88-80/92cm: Fill; thick white marl sloping west at 

about 30 degrees, Late Classic ceramics. 

28 10-170cm: Wall; Three courses of shaped fitted limestone 

blocks with Late and Terminal Classic ceramics 

associated. 

10 166-212cm: FilIi white and gray marl and limestone 

blocks. 

11 166-212cm: Cut; foundation trench below the structure. 

12 60/96-100/152cm: FilIi very soft gravelly gray and white 

marl midden with a mix of Terminal Chicanel, Early 



Classic, Late Classic, Terminal Classic sherds. 

13 102-ll0cm: Floor; hard smooth white plaster. 

14 110-118cm: structure; line of small (5-10 cm) rocks 

associated with 13; Late Classic, Terminal Classic 

pottery. 
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15 110-118cm: Floor; yellow marl, plaster surface absent; 

Late Classic, Terminal Classic pottery. 

16 119-136cm: Fill; gray and brown soil with small stones 

and Terminal Classic, Late Classic, and Chicanel 

ceramics. 

17 l20-136cm: Sloped surface; original surface above and 

abutting 18, sloping south and east, most plaster is 

missing, 17 is mostly subfloor fill containing unknown 

Classic sherds. 

18 137-l65cm: Fill; yellow marl, small rocks, and Early 

Classic pottery. 

19 136-154cm: Fill; yellow marl with Early Classic 

ceramics. 

20 l54-l85cm: Fill; brownish-gray loamy soil with much 

charcoal and Early Classic sherds. 

21 110-130cm: Posthole; small round hole (18cm in diameter) 
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cut into wall 23 (north edge). 

22 IIO-135cm: Posthole; small round hole (25cm in diameter) 

cut into wall 23, south edge. 

23 IIO-188cm: Wall; slightly curving line of large blocks 

(some cut) five courses deep running across excavation 

from east to west; Early Classic sherds. 

24 170-215cm: Cut; foundation trench below the structure. 

25 140-180cm: Fill; layer of yellow marl and limestone 

blocks mixed with Early Classic pottery. 

26 192-230cm: Buried A-horizon; brownish-black sticky clay 

with Chicanel and Early Classic pottery. 

27 230cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

28 220-230cm: Bedrock structure; curved line of unshaped 

limestone rocks. Each about 20-30cm in diameter. 

DISCUSSION 

Bedrock 27 was cleared and a curving line of stones 28 

was placed on it, perhaps as the base of a structural 

wall. The feature was abandoned (probably in the 

Preclassic) and the A-Horizon 26 had reformed above by the 

end of the Early Classic Period. This A-horizon 26 was 

leveled and raised with the addition of 25 in or after the 
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Early Classic. Then a trench 24 was cut into 25. Wall 23 

was set in fill 20 in trench 24. Fill layer 19 was laid 

behind (south) of 23 and surfaced with floor 17. The later 

addition of layer 18, still in the Early Classic, raised 

the height of the platform outside (north of) the 

structure. 

In the Terminal Classic, the area north of the structure 

was leveled with 16, then plastered with 15 and eventually 

replastered with 13. Later in the same era, foundation 

trench 11 was dug to bedrock, cutting through surface 15 

and fill layers 16, 17 and 25, probably for stability and 

drainage and filled with 10. Above this, massive wall 28 

was constructed, at first free standing to the north, then 

filled with layers 12 and 9 and surfaced and resurfaced 

with plaster and subfloor fill layers 7, 6, 5, 4, and 8. 8 

was apparently resurfaced at least three times, always at a 

30 degree angle sloping northwest. 3 is a very thick layer 

of hard-packed white marl of unknown use. Since 3 would 

have been at the "front" (facing the interior of the 

platform) entrance of the superstructure, Susan Cohen (the 

excavator) interpreted it as a step. 2 is the layer of 

tumble from the eroded architecture of the structure and 1 

is the modern A-horizon. 
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Testpit 3: West section 

1 
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Testpit 3: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 4 

1983 

Coordinates:S -2115.9/ W 305 

Distance from Site Center: 1906 

Elevation 18.25 NW, 18.15 SE 

One section Drawing 

Two by two meter pit located in southeast structure of 

Platform 131 to investigate the sequence of occupation of 

structures on the platform. Excavation was to bedrock, 172 

cm bs. 

1 0-5cm: Humus, dry black compact soil flecked with white 

marl. No diagnostic artifacts. 

2 5-46cm: Tumble; large limestone blocks of wall collapse. 

3 5-46cm: Tumble; rubble from structure collapse, Late 

Classic ceramics. 

4 46-64cm: Tumble; continuation of 3, gray gravelly soil 

with some larger stones and Terminal Classic ceramics. 

5 46cm: Burning; red and gray area on the surface of 6. 

6 46-54cm: Floor; thick layer of white plaster, Chicanel, 



Early Classic, Terminal Classic ceramics. 

7 54-72cm: Fill; rocks, marl and dirt with Late Classic 

pottery. 

8 50-64cm: Wall; cut limestone blocks. 

9 64-72cm: Fill; rubble with marl and rocks and Terminal 

Classic ceramics. 
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10 72cm: Burning; red and gray and yellow on surface of 11. 

11 72-75cm: Floor; thick plaster lens. 

12 75-87cm: Subfloor fill; white marl mixed with midden: 

some Chicanel sherds, mostly Terminal Classic. 

13 90-100cm: Fill; mix of dark brown soil and marl with 

some Chicanel, more Early Classic, possible Late Classic, 

and (mostly) Terminal Classic pottery. 

14 88-100cm: Fill; large stones, yellow marl, and brown 

soil with some eroded ceramics dating Late Preclassic. 

15 88-l02cm: Fill; loose dark yellow marl. 

16 102-130cm: Fill; large stones, soil and marl with Early 

Classic pottery. 

17 96cm: Rodent burrow; circular hole filled with dark 

soil, Chicanel and Terminal Classic sherds were in the 
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18 96cm: Posthole; marl and soil bearing Chicanel and 

Protoclassic ceramics. 

19 96cm: Posthole; marl and soil with no pottery. 

20 9 6cm: Posthole; 'marl and soil; no pottery. 

21 96cm: Posthole; marl and soil bearing Chicanel 

ceramics. 
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22 96cm: Posthole; marl and soil bearing Classic pottery. 

23 96cm: Posthole; marl and soil without associated 

sherds. 

24 96-101cm: Floor; eroded plastered floor remnant. 

25 104-134cm: Fill; light gray soil with large limestone 

rocks and some eroded Chicanel sherds. 

26 110-135cm: Wall; line of shaped limestone blocks two 

courses tall with Chicanel and Early Classic pottery 

between the stones. 

27 135-155cm: Fill; layer of stones in soil and marl 

matrix. 

28 135-155cm: Cut; foundation trench below 26, cut into 31 

and filled with 27. 
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29 101-128cm: Fill; small limestone rocks mixed with marl 

and Chicanel, Late Classic, Protoclassic, Early Classic, 

sherds. 

30 136-146cm: Posthole; marl and soil without associated 

sherds. 

31 136-l52cm: Buried A-horizon; black sticky clayey soil 

with Mamom, Chicanel, Protoclassic, Early Classic mixed 

into its surface. 

32 152-172cm: Eroded bedrock; seemed and cracking white 

limestone with some unidentified Classic sherds pressed 

into its surface. 

33 l72cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Sherds ground into the surface 32 of Bedrock 33 suggest 

that it may have been exposed sometime during the Classic 

period. Alternatively, the sherds might have entered this 

layer as a result of natural processes if soil mixing due 

mainly to plant growth and animal activity. 31 did appear 

to be a naturally formed A-horizon. 30 was a small (about 

10 em in diameter) shallow hole dug into the surface of 31 

which may be a posthole from an Early Classic ground 

surface occupation similar to the ground surface structure 

located further north at Nohmul. Unfortunately this 
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diagnosis is not secure since no other features were found 

at this level in the small excavation. 

29 was deposited sometime in or after the Early Classic 

period, perhaps as the foundation layer for a structure 

that is no longer preserved above. sometime in or after 

the Late Classic, a foundation trench 28 was dug through 29 

into 31, and filled with 27. Wall 26 was set with the 

addition of 25 and the whole feature was probably surfaced 

with 24. 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, all appeared to be 

postholes cut into floor 24. Although they are too close 

together to pertain to a single structure, they probably 

represent several remodellings of that Early Classic 

building. 24 was disturbed by rodents that brought much 

later Terminal Classic pottery to the depth of layer 24 

inside their burrow 17. 

14, 15, 12, and 13 are all fill layers dumped above 24 in 

preparation for floor 11, which undoubtedly dates to the 

Terminal Classic. 11 was resurfaced with 9 then remodeled 

with the construction of wall 8, filled with 7 and surfaced 

with 6, also in the Terminal Classic period. After 

abandonment, the superstructure tumbled creating 2, 3, 6, 

and 4, and the modern A-horizon 1 was formed. 
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Testpit 4: West section 

33 
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Testpit 4: Harris Matrix 



Testpit 5 

1983 

Coordinates:S -2152.5/ W 250.5 

Distance from Site center: 1933 

Elevation NW 17.48, SE 17.39 

No Drawing 

Two by two meter pit located in natural rise east of 

platform 131 to check for hidden occupation. Excavation 

was to bedrock 45 cm bs. 
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1 0-20cm: Humus, dry black compact soil flecked with white 

marl; eroded Classic and Chicanel artifacts. 

2 20-45cm: lighter gray soil with marl flecks continuing; 

no artifacts. 

3 45cm: Bedrock; uneven limestone surface with gray soil 

inclusions. 

DISCUSSION 

The excavation hit bedrock 3 and the modern A-horizon 1 

with 2 transitional layer between the two. The marl flecks 

in 2 might suggest a midden, but no artifacts were 

associated. Artifacts in 1 were probably deposited by 
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natural processes from nearby occupations. 
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Testpit 5: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 6 

19S3 

Coordinates: S -2169.2/ W 327.S 

Distance from site Center: 1962 

Elevation NW 19.06, SE 19.1S 

One section Drawing 

Two by two meter pit located in structure 136 immediately 

north of Platform 131 to determine the occupational 

sequence of the area of the 131 group .. Excavation was to 

bedrock 134cm bs. 

1 0-lScm: Humus, dry gray-black compact soil with medium 

sized (10-20cm) white marl rocks and eroded Classic 

artifacts. 

2 lS-36cm: Rubble; large limestone blocks up to 24 cm long 

in dark gray soil; no artifacts. 

3 32-5Scm: Overburden; concentration of pebbles and soil. 

5 5S-93cm: OVerburden; continuation of 3 with Early 

Classic, Late Classic and Terminal Classic pottery. 

4 36-10Scm: Wall; crudely fitted limestone blocks about 

eight courses deep set in a gray marl matrix containing 
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Late and Early Classic ceramics. 

7 108-130cm: Fill; densely packed yellow marl with eroded 

Classic sherds. 

8 124-132cm: structure: small white rocks and pebbles mixed 

in dark brown soil and white marl with eroded Classic 

sherds. 

9 124-132cm: Surface; uneven layer of packed yellowish 

marl. 

6 119-134cm: Buried A-horizon; black sticky clay, no 

artifacts. 

10 134cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Sometime in or after the Late Classic, bedrock 10 was 

cleared and used for some unknown activity, of which only 

some marl 9, probably once part of a surface, and some 

small stones 6 remain. Above this, still in the Late 

Classic or later, a fill layer 7 was deposited. Above 

this, a low but massive platform of almost solid limestone 

4 (the stone fill now much deteriorated) was erected. 

Layers 5 and 3 are overburden deposited in the Terminal 

Classic showing that, although the structure may have 

originally been built in the Late Classic, it was not 
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covered by soil (i.e. probably in use) in the Terminal 

Classic. 2 is rubble from a tumbled superstructure, 1 is 

the modern A-horizon. 
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Testpit 6: North section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 7 

1983 

Coordinates: S -2147.4/ W 318.4 

Distance from site Center: 1939 

Elevation NW 18.93, SE 19.52 

One section Drawing 

One by two meter pit located on north edge of platform 

131 north of TP1. pit was dug to get a better understanding 

of the construction sequence of the platform and its 

superstructure. Excavation to bedrock, 204 cm bs. 

1 0-4cm: Humus, dry black compact soil flecked with white 

marl. Terminal Classic artifacts. 

2 4-16cm: Building tumble; large limestone blocks in gray 

soil with Terminal Classic pottery. 

3 16-44cm: Platform tumble; slightly darker soil with more 

artifacts and smaller limestone rocks mixed with Terminal 

Classic and some Chicanel pottery. 

5 44-76cm: Midden; dark soil with charcoal, burnt rocks and 

Terminal Classic sherds. 

13 76-88cm: Building tumble; gray marl with some limestone 



rocks. 

12 88-114cm: Platform slump; buff colored rocky soil. 

11 114-124cm: Wall fill; yellow marl and rocks with 

Terminal Classic and Chicanel ceramics. 

4 124-144cm: Wall; large (30 cm long) limestone blocks, 

crudely shaped. 

7 144-150cm: Fill; yellow marl with Terminal Classic and 

Chicanel ceramics. 

14 114-150cm: Cut; foundation trench below wall 04. 

8 150-162cm: Fill; loose gray marl. 
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6 162-186cm: Buried A-horizon; black sticky clay with some 

Mamom, and more abundant Chicanel and Terminal Classic 

pottery. 

9 186-204cm: Eroded bedrock; mix of light gray soil, black 

sticky and white limestone chunks. 

10 204cm: Bedrock; white hard limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

A layer of fill 8 was laid down above A-horizon 6 

sometime in the Early Classic or later. This layer may 

have been surfaced with plaster, but if so, the plaster is 
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gone. This layer was cut by foundation trench 14 in the 

Terminal Classic and filled with yellow marl 7. Above this 

the Platform 131 retaining wall 4/11 was constructed. 

The surface of the platform slumped 12 over the top of 

4/11, and later some structural debris 13 also slumped 

during use of the platform. 5 includes some A-horizon 

formed in the period during which Platform 131 was occupied 

along with an accumulation of Terminal Classic trash, 
u 

probably a primary midden. 

After abandonment, the platform eroded 3, as did the 

superstructure 2, before the ground surface stabilized and 

the A-horizon 1 reformed above the rubble. 
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Testpit 7: East section 
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Testpit 7: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 8 

1983 

Coordinates: S -1251 / W 85i 

Distance from site center: 1333 

Elevation: SE 19.74/NW 1973 

One Section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in structure 286 in center 

of platform 276. 276 is a very large platform group, and 

extensive surface collections were made from looters' 

trenches dug into the platform and its structures. The 

size and location of the structure tested in this 

excavation suggest it may have been a shrine. It was 

chosen for excavation since a shrine might reflect the 

entire occupation sequence of the platform group, its 

location suggesting it was part of the plan of the original 

construction, but not removed in subsequent periods. 

Excavation to bedrock, 225 cm bs. 

1 0-12cm: Humus; light gray soil, disturbed by looters 

trench about 2 meters away; eroded Classic pottery. 

2 12-27cm: Erosion layer; tan loose soil with 2-4cm marl 

inclusions, eroded Classic pottery. 
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3 27-30cm: Floor; densely packed white marl; eroded Classic 

(Late?) pottery. 

4 30-33cm: Subfloor midden-fill; Late Classic and Chicanel 

sherds and pebbles in yellow and gray marl matrix. 

5 33-45cm: Fill; possible Terminal Classic and Late Classic 

mixed with Chicane I sherds in a yellow marl matrix. 

6 50-55cm: Burial cap; soft chalky marl with large hard 

rock inclusions and eroded Classic pottery. 

8 36-92cm: Burial fill; Loose tan soil with eroded Late 

Classic (probably) pottery and red powdery inclusions, 

most likely hematite paint. Distribution of the red 

powder suggests that the body was painted, not the 

bones. 

7 50-90cm: Burial; human bone, body orientation 280 degrees 

magnetic north, head east. 

9 36-92cm; Burial cut; from 10 through 11 to surface of 12. 

10 35-44cm: Fill; Compact tan marl with eroded Classic 

pottery. 

11 44-92cm; Fill; large cut marl blocks in 10, eroded 

Classic pottery. 

12 90-95cm: Floor: soft gray dirt with chunks of white marl 
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becoming pale gray (with yellow) with depth, marl chunks 

becoming larger, eroded Classic pottery. 

14 121-175cm: Burial fill; loose tan marl with Early 

Classic ceramics. 

16 165-172cm: Crypt; cut, crudely shaped and roughly placed 

limestone blocks above burial. 

17 180cm: Burial; small quantity of human bone. 

18 110-187: Burial cut; from 23, through 13 and 14 to the 

top of 15. 

21 35-42cm: Midden fill; brown soil with artifacts. 

22 97-107cm: Subf100r fill; yellow marl. 

13 110-121cm: Floor; pale yellow compact marl with traces 

of gray and charcoal, and chunks of white and dark yellow 

marl and occasional small stones. No cultural material. 

19 121-175cm: Platform fill; loose tan marl with Early 

Classic ceramics. 

15 175-226cm: Fill; loosely packed gray marl with chunks of 

white and yellow and some charcoal; Early Classic and 

possibly Protoc1assic sherds. 

23 185-226cm: Cut into bedrock. 
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20 185/226cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Sometime in or before the Early Classic a pit 23 was dug 

into bedrock 20 and subsequently covered by 20. 15 appears 

to be a fill layer laid directly on bedrock 20 in the Early 

Classic. The technique of building massive superstructures 

by first removing at least some of the A-horizon down to 

bedrock is known from other parts of Nohmul dating to 

several periods. The Early Classic date for the 

construction and occupation of the 276 group is 

sUbstantiated by ceramic collections from extensive 

looters' trenches in other parts of the enormous 276 

platform group. The spectacular Protoclassic finds made by 

Anderson and Cook (1940) in the ill-fated Structure 277, 

which was also built on Platform 276. These finds led 

Hammond to speculate that the area 1-2 km northwest of site 

center might be the location of Nohmul's densest 

Protoclassic occupation. (See excavations 62-65 for 

further data from this area of Nohmul.) 

Above 15, 19 is also an Early Classic fill layer, 

surfaced with plaster floor 13. This would have probably 

been the original platform surface. 22 is a layer of 

typical subfloor fill, deposited to level and raise the 

surface of 13, before replastering. Either its plaster 



surface is gone or it was cut by the excavation 18 for 

burial 17 before 22 was surfaced. The burial fill 14 

around the bones 17 and the stones of the rather 

disarranged crypt 16 are also Early Classic in date. 
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After the burial was filled, the area was resurfaced with 

12, dated only as Classic by the eroded associated 

pottery. Layers 10 and 11 are a combination of some extant 

construction, building tumble, and rubble fill. As with 

12, these layers bear only eroded Classic sherds. 10 may 

actually have been a surface or a subsurface fill, and 21 

may represent an era of brief abandonment, since this layer 

contains more clay and humus than is usual for structural 

fill layers. 

During the Late Classic period or later, 9 was excavated 

for burial 7 and filled with 8 bearing Late Classic 

ceramics. The surface of this feature was levelled in the 

Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic or later with the 

deposition of 5, further levelled with 4 and surfaced with 

3. After abandonment, some structural erosion caused the 

accumulation of 2. When the erosional patterns stabilized, 

the A-horizon 1 reformed. 

The two burials discovered :by the small excavation 

suggest that the structure may indeed have been, as Hammond 

suggested, a family shrine. The repeated use of the shrine 



over such a long period suggests some cosmological 

significance for the structure, as well as continuity of 

usage for the structure, further supporting its 

interpretation as a shrine. 
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Testpit 8: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 9 

1983 

Coordinates: S -3375 / W 625 

Distance from Site center: 3202 

Elevation: SE 4.70/SW 4.74 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in isolated Structure 250 in 

the north sector. Hammond suggested that an isolated 

platform supporting the remains of a single superstructure 

may be a Preclassic pattern. A test 'was made to date the 

structure. Excavation was to bedrock, 93 cm bs. 

I 0-16cm: Humus; black sticky soil with some stones and 

eroded Classic pottery. 

2 16-52cm: Fill; fine gray compact soil with marl 

inclusions and eroded Classic and Chicanel pottery. 

3 52-58cm: Floor; densely packed yellow and white marl with 

traces of gray; eroded Classic and Chicanel pottery. 

4 58-66cm: Buried A-horizon; black sticky soil with chunks 

of marl and eroded Classic and Chicanel pottery. 

5 66-93cm: Eroded bedrock; sticky gray sandy marl with 
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Chicanel, Early Classic and Protoclassic ceramics. 

6 93cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Above bedrock 6 was a layer of soft marl 5 containing 

Chicanel, Early Classic and Protoclassic ceramics. Despite 

the presence of cultural material, this was no~ identified 

as a cultural layer due to the lack of supporting evidence 

(i.e. no floor or other modification) and to the presence 

of an intact A-horizon. The pottery probably entered 5 

from 4 due to bioturbation. 4 is a buried A-horizon 

containing Chicanel and unknown Classic period sherds. 

4 was levelled sometime in the Classic (probably Early) 

and a plaster floor 3 was built on top. 2 appears to be a 

layer of fill pertaining to a later construction, but no 

trace of a building was found in TP9. After abandonment, 

the A-horizon 1 reformed. 
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Testpit 9: North section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 10 

1983 

Coordinates:S -3292.5 / W 700 

Distance from site center: 3138 

Elevation: SE 5.37/SW 5.37 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located on north side of Platform 

248 in center of structure 248. Excavation was intended to 

date the structures on this platform since a platform 

containing only two superficially identical structures is 

relatively unusual at Nohmul, and we thought the 

configuration might be specific to a particular time 

period. Digging continued to bedrock, 220 cm bs. 

1 15-115cm: Rodent burrow; humus filled cavity running 

through most levels of excavation and containing Terminal 

Classic pottery. 

2 0-10cm: Humus; rocky dark gray soil. 

310-45cm: Tumble; large stones in a light gray matrix with 

eroded Late Classic sherds~ 

4 25-40cm: Tumble; 12cm in diameter burnt rock. 



5 45cm: Burnt spot on floor. 

6 45-50cm: Floor; eroded plaster surface with Classic 

period ceramics. 

7 50-80cm: Fill; rubbly, pebbly tan soil. 

8 80-85cm: Floor; eroded plaster surface without ceramic 

associations. 

9 85-100cm: Fill; yellow and gray stony marl. 

10 100-115cm: Floor; white plaster surface. 
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11 110-124cm: Subfloor fill; dark gray soil with white marl 

chunks. 

12 124-134cm: Fill; soft white marl. 

13 134-154cm: Fill; blackish soil with chunks of white marl 

and possible Early and Late Classic sherds. 

14 105-165cm: Wall; line of crudely shaped stones running 

from northeastern corner of excavation to southwestern 

corner, set in white chalky matrix. 

15 134-150cm: Foundation trench; cut into surface 16 to set 

wall 14. 

16 152-182cm: Fill; gray brown marl and soil mix. 

17 182-220cm: Fill; compact tan soil matrix with dense 
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concentration of fossilized marine shell. 

18 170-220cm: Foundation trench; cut through 19 to 20. 

19 170-220cm: Buried A-horizon; black sticky soil with 
I 

Early Classic and some Chicanel pottery. 

20 220cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Sometime in the Early Classic or later, a trench was dug 

through the A-horizon 19 to bedrock 20 and filled with 

friable marine shell 17, probably mined from a natural 

outcrop of limestone containing fossil shell. An identical 

cultural deposit was found in foundation trench 23 

discovered in testpit 11 in adjacent structure 249. Natural 

fossil bearing deposits exist within a few kilometers of 

this part of Nohmul (Henry Truebe, personal 

communication). Above this, fill layer 16 was deposited. 

13 may represent a layer that accumulated after abandonment 

in the Late Classic. Later foundation trench 15 was dug to 

set platform wall 14. Perhaps the builders of this wall 14 

mistook 16 for natural sascab. 

11 and 12 were dumped inside the wall and surfaced with 

10, which was later raised with 9 and resurfaced with 8. By 

this time the successive surfaces had no relation to wall 

14, which had become a core wall. 8, in turn, was raised 
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with 7 and resurfaced with 6. 

The ultimate Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic 

superstructure was burned, as evidenced by the burnt rock 4 

and the burnt plaster spot 5 in tumble layer 3. 2 is the 

modern A-horizon which formed after abandonment and after 

gravity was satisfied with 3. 1 was an extended family 

dwelling for rodents that enormously complicated the 

execution and interpretation of this excavation. 
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Testpit 10: North Section 

l(icn. 
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Testpit 10: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 11 

1983 

Coordinates: S -3277.5 / W 725 

Distance from site Center: 3129 

Elevation: SE 5.05/SW 5.05 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located on south side of Platform 

248 in structure 249. Excavation was intended to date the 

structures on this platform since a platform like this one 

containing only two structures is relatively unusual at 

Nohmul, and we thought the configuration might be specific 

to a particular time period. Digging continued to bedrock, 

201cm bs. 

1 0-13cm: Humus; rocky dark gray soil with Late Classic 

pottery. 

2 13-65cm: Fill; large stones in a light gray matrix with 

Terminal Classic, Early Classic, and Chicanel sherds. 

3 65-95cm: Fill; light gray soil with many small stones and 

Late Classic, Early Classic, and Chicanel sherds. 

4 95-103cm: Platform surface; hard white marl with Early 

Classic sherds. 



5 95-103cm: Fill/floor; white marl. 

6 103-120cm: Fill/recycled plaster floor; eroded marl/ 

plaster chunk. 

7 95-120cm: Cut; trench into 7, function unknown 

(dedicatory cache at foot of wall 8?). 
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8 10-96cm: Wall; six courses of large cut limestone blocks 

with pebbly gray compact fill and Early and Late Classic 

ceramics. 

9 85-100cm: Wall footing; concentration of rocks in light 

gray marl. 

10 95-100cm: Floor; gray plaster surface. 

11 lOO-106cm: Subfloor fill; compact yellow marl. 

12 106-162cm: Fill; gray brown sand with dense 

concentration of fossil shell. 

13 106-162cm: Foundation trench; cut through 14, 15, 16, 

and 17 into 18, beginning of 8 wall construction. 

14 92-126cm: A-horizon/abandonment; layer of black sticky 

soil with Early Classic pottery. 

15 120-131cm: Surface; layer of yellow marl and yellow marl 

blocks. 



16 131-144cm: Buried A-horizon; black sticky soil with 

Early Classic and Protoclassic sherds. 
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17 144-155cm: A-B transition; sticky gray clay with white 

marl chunks and Early Classic ceramics. 

18 155-201cm: Eroded bedrock; mottled gray clay. 

19 201cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

The sequence 19-18-17-16 is typical of natural A-horizon 

formation in very wet areas of Nohmu1. A thick layer of 

soft sticky marl 18 lies above bedrock 19, perhaps actually 

a layer of dissolved bedrock. Between J.8 and 16, the soil 

becomes gradually lighter and includes sherds from the 

earliest occupation of the immediate area (Early Classic, 

in this case) that have entered a natural deposit through 

bioturbation, and the alternate wet swelling and dry 

cracking of seasonally inundated soils. 

16, the original ground surface below Platform 249, 

contained Early and Protoc1assic sherds, providing a 

terminus post ~ for the construction of 15. 16 was 

probably levelled before 15 was laid directly on its 

surface. The function of 15 is unknown as a result of the 

small exposure of TP 11, but it appears to have been a low 

building that was abandoned for some time during the Early 
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Classic allowing the A-Horizon 14 to build-up above it. 14 

may be a fill layer made of redeposited A-horizon, but this 

seems doubtful given the unstable water-retaining nature of 

such soils in this area. More likely, 14 is a water-lain 

deposit resulting from flooding of the swampy raised field 

area that is within 20 meters of structure 249 today. In 

fact, during much of the excavation of 248 and 249, it was 

necessary to use wooden planks to get onto the platform 

over water that stood 20-30 cm deep at the base of Platform 

248. 

Foundation trench 13 has no associated ceramics in its 

fill 12, but was built to stabilize wall 8, so probably 

dates to the Late Classic as does 8. 12 is composed of 

fossil shell from nearby natural deposits. Similar shell 

deposits were found in foundation trenches and below floors 

of other structures in wet areas of Nohrnul, but are usually 

dated Terminal Classic. The trench 13 seems to have been 

leveled with subfloor fill 11 and capped with a plaster 

floor 10 before 8 was built. Presumably 10 and 11 are part 

of a floor that extended outside wall 8 (i.e. outside the 

excavation perimeter). 9 is a footing at the base of wal18 

that may have originally connected to floor 4. 

cut 7, the purpose of which might be clearer if TP 11 was 

larger, was filled with a recycled remnant of a plaster 

floor 6, and a layer of white marl, and surfaced with 
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plaster floor 4. 4 may represent the occupation surface at 

the time of construction of 8, despite the fact it is 

associated with Early Classic sherds. 3 is a layer of 

mixed fill containing Late and Early Classic and Chicanel 

sherds and was probably deposited to elevate the platform 

surface south of 8. ·2 is structural tumble from the last 

occupation of the building before abandonment, which was 

Terminal Classic or later judging by the associated 

ceramics. 1, the modern A-horizon, is not the black sticky 

soil common over most of Nohmul, because the improved 

drainage afforded by the platform has impeded its 

formation. 
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Testpit 11: East section 
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Testpit 11: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 12 

1983 

Coordinates:S -3460 / W 815.5 

Distance from site center: 3328 

Elevation: SE 3.99 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in west edge of Platform 263 

in western side of north sector. Excavation was done to 

estimate occupation sequence of this platform, since it is 

near an area of Prehistoric raised fields. In fact, the 

platform, which is very large, is almost in the swamp. 

Excavation was to bedrock, 197 cm bs. 

1 0-26cm: Humus; black sticky soil with Late and Early 

Classic pottery. 

2 26-61cm: Overburden; rocky gray marl with Terminal 

Classic pottery. 

3 26-61cm: Rubble; gray marl with Late and Early Classic 

and Chicanel pottery. 

4 61-134cm: Fill; dark gray clay with small stones and 

shells and Terminal Classic ceramics. 
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6 110-124cm: Fill; more compact dark gray clay mixed with 

white marl with some charcoal and Early and Late Classic 

ceramics. 

5 l24-l30cm: Fill; dark gray clay with lots of charcoal and 

burnt rocks, and Early and Late Classic ceramics. 

7 l15-l34cm: Eroded block?; soft white marl marbled with 

gray. 

8 l34-l97cm: Shells; deposit of fossil shells above 

bedrock; sterile. 

9 197cm: Bedrock; sterile gray marl with some shells. 

DISCUSSION 

Above bedrock 9 was a deposit of fossil shell 8. It was 

not possible to be sure that the shell deposit 8 below 

Platform 263 was cultural, because the shell layer 

contained no artifacts and blended with the natural sascab 

layer 9 below it. However, artifacts and shell do migrate 

downward into natural layers at Nohmul, and there are at 

least three other clear cases of the use of shell for 

foundation trenches at the site. 

7 may be a partially dissolved limestone block (the soil 

in this area is very wet). 5 is a the fill layer on which 

Platform 263 was built; 6 may be the remains of a plaster 
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floor associated with the first occupation of the 

platform. Associated ceramics date the original occupation 

to the Late Classic. 

4 was deposited in the Terminal Classic/Early Post 

Classic, presumably to elevate and enlarge Platform 263. 3 

is a layer of platform slump, 2 is tumble from the collapse 

of the final superstructure after abandonment in the 

Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic. 1, the modern 

A-horizon, is formed partly from material tumbled from 

inside the platform that was originally deposited before 

the Terminal Classic superstructure, and later re-exposed 

by erosion. The last two layers formed are consequently 

reversed, 1 containing earlier Late and Early Classic 

ceramics. 
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Testpit 12: Harris Matrix 



Testpit 13 

1984 

Coordinates:S 901.81 / W 318.98 

Distance from Site center: 1186 

Elevation 18.04 

One Section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located on southeast edge of 

Platform 303 at place where sherd density suggested 

possible platform-associated midden. Excavation to 

bedrock, 150 cm below the modern ground surface. 
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1 0-14cm: Humus, dry black compact soil flecked with white 

marl. Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic artifacts. 

2 15-66cm: Structure tumble; similar to 1 in color but with 

larger limestone rocks (up to 5 cm) and large number of 

ceramics dating to the Terminal Classic/Early Post 

Classic mixed with a few Chicanel sherds. 

3 67-95cm: Eroded platform fill; dense-packed dark brown 

clay mixed with larger grained looser soil, gravel and 

some rocks. No diagnostic artifacts. 

4 96-130cm: Buried A-Horizon; grayish-brown sticky clay 

with large well-preserved sherds and some lithic debris; 
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sherds were Late Preclassic with one piece of 

Protoclassic and one piece of Middle Preclassic. Lithic 

material included chalcedony,and "Colha" banded chert in 

the form of debitage and a broken "ax". 

5 103cm: Bedrock~ soft uneven limestone surface with some 

sherds in its upper layer dating to Late Preclassic and 

Protoclassic. 

6 130-150cm: Cut in limestone in southeast portion of pit, 

cut not entirely exposed, but squarish corner suggests it 

was not a natural feature. 

DISCUSSION 

Bedrock 5 was mined (cut 6) for sascab sometime prior to 

the Chicanel/Freshwater deposit of 4. Several Nohmul 

excavations disclosed similarly altered bedrock, usually 

below Chicanel or Mamo-Chic middens. 4 probably included 

some primary midden dumped on the exposed bedrock as the 

A-Horizon reformed; this is supported by the presence of 

sherds ground into the surface of bedrock. The condition 

of the sherds in 4, which were well preserved, suggests the 

midden was covered rapidly by protective soil. The 

presence of numerous lithics in the deposit may indicate 

that the artifacts were "unselected", i.e. fill deposits 

at Nohmul often appear to have fewer lithics than primary 

middens, and refuse dumps near living quarters probably do 
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not include indiscriminate lithic disposal (Hayden and 

Cannon 1984). The surface of 4 was probably the ground 

surface during occupation of Platform 303; this is 

corroborated by the dark "sticky" matrix of the deposit 

typical of buried A-Horizons in the region (Darch 1983), 

and by the nature of the 3 layer above interpreted as 

rubble tumble from Platform 303. That layer 2 was also 

slumped platform fill from 303 is suggested by the 

chronological mixture and condition of its ceramics. This 

slump may come from a later period of construction on 303 

during the Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic (see TP 14 

for further details of the construction sequence of 303). 1 

is the modern A-Horizon currently planted in cane and much 

disturbed by burning. 
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Testpit 13: North Section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 14 

1984 

Coordinates:S898.43jW330.63 

Distance from Site center: 1186 

Elevation 19.07 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit excavated on top of Platform 303 due 

west of the superstructure. Locus was selected for 

comparative data with pit 13 on southeast edge of same 

platform to address issue of relative value of 

chronological data from the two contexts. Excavation was 

to bedrock, about 170 cm bs. 

I 0-15cm: Humus; dark gray soil with some Terminal Classic 

sherds. 

2 l6-40cm: Rubble; lighter gray humus with limestone 

pebbles and some larger limestone rocks containing Late 

Classic pottery. 

3 40-45cm: Floor; layer of white pebbles, probably subfloor 

fill, though no plaster remained. Layer contained 

mixture of Chicanel (Late Preclassic) and Terminal 

Classic artifacts. 
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4 45-56cm: Fill; loose gray soil containing no diagnostic 

ceramics. 

5 57-59cm: Floor; small patch of plaster remaining in 

northeast corner of pit and containing no artifacts. 

6 59-65cm: Fill; layer of yellow marl subfloor fill 

containing no artifacts. 

7 66-74cm: Platform; Layer of yellow and white cut 

limestone blocks with somewhat eroded surface merging 

with layer 6 above. Cut stones were set in a tan matrix 

which yielded a mixture of Terminal Classic and Chicanel 

ceramics. 

8 65-69cm: Plaster patch; layer of white plaster, probably 

originally part of 5 but caved in above the fill of cut 

19. 

9 69-76cm: Floor; layer of gray eroded plaster, probably 

originally laid contiguous to layer 6 as a patch over 

fill 23, and later replastered with 8; yielded 

Late/Terminal Classic sherds mixed with Chicanel. 

10 75-94cm: Fill; loose gray dirt containing Chicanel and 

Classic period sherds. 

11 95-106cm: Fill; white marl fill without artifacts. 

12 107-139cm: Fill; yellow marl with Chicanel ceramics. 
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13 140-144cm: Abandonment layer; dark gray clay lens with 

no artifacts, possibly a natural deposit accumulating 

after abandonment of 14. 

14 145-149cm: Floor; yellowish broken-up plaster yielding 

Chicane1 ceramics. 

15 150-168cm bs: Fill; loose gray fill with mixed Chicane1 

Freshwater and Early Classic ceramics. 

16 169-173cm: White plaster floor, no artifacts. 

17 174-182cm: Buried A-Horizon; layer of leveled black 

sticky clay without artifacts; probably the leveled 

A-horizon upon which the various phases of platform 303 

were built. 

18 182cm: Bedrock: very hard pinkish limestone. 

19 65-150cm: Burial cut from layer 7 through 10, 11, 12, 

13, 14,and 15. Burial pit was 45 cm wide and extended 

across the eastern side of the excavation from the north 

wall 90cm south. Since the cut originates from the top 

of 7, a layer containing a mixture of Terminal Classic 

and Chicane1 ceramics, the burial must date to the 

Terminal Classic or later. 

20 125-145cm: Bones of burial in cut 19; long bones were 

very poorly preserved and skull was not within the 
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boundaries of the testpit. 

21 128-143cm: Crypt; large oblong limestone rock placed at 

base of burial along east central edge of burial cut; 

rock was about 10cm in diameter and its length was 

bisected by the north section wall. 

22 130-140cm: Crypt; two roundish limestone rocks (5 X 8cm 

and 10 X 15cm in diameter respectively) placed along the 

west edge of the burial cut, probably part of a crypt 

with 21. 

23 65-150cm: Fill; yellowish brown loose marl burial matrix 

containing Chicanel ceramics suggesting that the burial 

fill was mined from a midden that was much older than the 

burial itself. 

24 66cm: Posthole; circular cut into soft limestone blocks 

of 7. 

25 66cm: Posthole; circular cut into soft limestone blocks 

of 6,about l8cm west of 15. Exact depth of neither cut 

could be determined even with sectioning. The two 

postholes are so close together that they may not have 

been exactly contemporary, and one may represent a 

"remodelling" episode. 

26 66cm: Fill of 24, tannish soil containing Terminal 

Classic sherds. 
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27 66cm: Fill of 25, tannish soil with no artifacts; two 

small flat, oblong stones (about 5cm X 2cm X 3cm) were 

placed along the edges of this posthole, one on the 

northwest edge and one on the southeast edge, suggesting 

that the post in this hole was "chinked". 

28 66-74cm: Mortar; fill between blocks of platform. 

DISCUSSION 

The A-horizon 17 above bedrock 18 was leveled and a 

plaster floor 16 was laid directly on it. The technique of 

plastering directly over a natural soil horizon is known 

from several areas of Nohmul and was practiced in several 

periods. Although no artifacts are associated directly 

with 16, it necessarily precedes layer 15 above, which 

contained a mix of Chicanel and Freshwater (or Early 

Classic) sherds. As noted in the discussion of TP 13, 

bedrock modifications are frequently associated with 

Preclassic deposits at Nohmul. Whether or not ground 

surface occupation tends to be chronologically intermediate 

between the Preclassic and Terminal Classic, these findings 

do suggest the the existence of a range of occupational 

types from bedrock to ground surface to elevated platforms 

(see discussions to TP 43, TP 44, TP 45, TP 46, TP 61, and 

TP 76 for further examples of non-mound occupation. See TP 

1, TP 3, TP 42, TP 48, and wilk 1974-75 for further 
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examples of bedrock modification). since floor 16 was 

placed above a very high natural bedrock outcrop, (compare 

with bedrock elevation immediately southeast (at base of TP 
I 

13) drainage may not have presented the problem that called 

for platforms in some lower areas. 

Above 16, fill layer 15 was deposited sometime in or 

after the Freshwater period and surfaced with floor 14. The 

clay lens 13 above this second floor (14) indicates a 

period of abandonment prior to the deposition of three fill 

layers: 12, 11, 10 which contained Chicanel, no artifacts 

and Chicanel mixed with Classic period sherds 

respectively. Above these fill layers a Late/ Terminal 

Classic cut stone pavement 7 was laid that still contained 

some recycled Chicanel material. The preceding fill layers 

may actually date to the construction of this pavement 

since they support it and give no indication of having been 

otherwise surfaced. 

since the burial cut 19 began from the surface of layer 

7, it must post-date this Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic deposit, even though it contains only Chicanel 

sherds. Although the burial contained no formal crypt, 

several stones, contexts 21 and 22, were laid around the 

outside edges of the pit at the base of the cut. No grave 

goods were recovered and the partial skeleton 20, was 

extremely poorly preserved. Some long bone fragments were 



conserved; the individual was an adult, and was oriented 

north/south. 
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Above the burial and the layer of limestone blocks from 

which it originated was 6, a sterile layer of yellow marl 

fill surfaced with plaster floor 5. Two postholes were cut 

into fill layer 6, and probably originated from floor 5, 

but 5 was in too poor condition to make it possible to tell 

whether the floor had been damaged by having been cut, or 

from subsidence of the fill layers 26 and 27, in the 

postholes. 9 does represent a segment of 5 that broke 

through above the burial fill 23, probably as a result of 

compaction of the burial matrix as the body deteriorated. 

The break seems to have been replastered to no avail (the 

fill still continued to subside) with patch 8. Above this 

broken floor was another fill layer 4 below Terminal 

Classic floor 3 (again, mixed with recycled Chicane I 

sherds). This flooring probably was the platform surface 

during its last occupation. Rubble tumble 2 from the 

higher construction layers of structure 303 to the west of 

the test pit lies over floor 3 and immediately below 1, the 

modern A-Horizon. 
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Testpit 14: North section 
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Testpit 14: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 15 

1984 

Coordinates:S877.92/W268.92 

Distance from site center: 1150 

Elevation 20.79 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located on south edge of isolated 

Platform 317 at place where sherd density in posthole tests 

suggested possible platform-associated midden. Excavation 

revealed that the sherds in the upper layers were probably 

from construction fill of the building platform, e.g. 

recycled midden material not directly associated with 

utilization of structure 317. Excavation stopped 50cm below 

the surface of bedrock, 190cm bs. 

1 0-30/50cm: Humus, dark brown loose soil with limestone 

rocks and pebbles; one Mamom (Middle Preclassic) sherd. 

2 30/50-70om: structure Tumble; similar matrix to 1 with 

large limestone blocks (some cut and shaped) fallen at 

odd angles. Terminal Classic sherds were present in this 

layer of rubble tumble from the collapsing structure 

above. 



3 70-97cm: Fill; loose gray soil with large limestone 

blocks and Terminal Classic pottery. 
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4 97-127cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky soil with some 

clay and a high silt content which yielded a mixture of 

Chicanel, Early Classic a.nd Terminal Classic sherds. 

This layer probably is the original ground surface upon 

which structure 317 was built. 

5 127-190cm: Sascab; layer 4 grades gradually into sterile 

gray and then to white sascab. Excavation was continued 

to sterile white to make certain this was all naturally 

deposited. 

DISCUSSION 

Unlike Structure 303 nearby, 317 may have been first 

constructed in the Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic, 

since Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic sherds appear in 

the buried A-Horizon 4 upon which 317 was built. 

Alternatively, TP 15 may simply not have hit deposits 

dating to the earliest phase of Structure 317, since the 

pit did not penetrate the structure itself. Even if 

deposit 3 is an in situ fill layer, it could be a platform 

extension rather than the original construction. TP 14 

went through Structure 303 and uncovered early deposits 

protected by later construction. TP 13, about as close to 

Platform 303 as TP 15 is to 317, did yield early ceramic 



materials in its lower levels even though they were not 

protected by later construction. However, the lighter 

color of the Chicanel bearing layers in TP 13 makes it 
I 

difficult to be sure that any of them represent a buried 

undisturbed A-horizon. Bedrock modifications in TP 13 
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suggest upper layers may have been disturbed and mixed even 

though they do not contain mixed ceramic dates. 

Above the A-horizon 4, 3 is probably slumped platform 

fill from 317 and 2 is rubble tumble from the collapse of 

the structure itself. These two layers are rather mixed, 

as the section indicates and as would be expected in the 

natural process of the erosion of the structure. Both 

yielded exclusively Terminal Classic pottery that dates at 

least the later construction phase of the building. Modern 

topsoil, 1, formed after the stabilization of the eroding 

structure. 
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Testpit 15: North Section 
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Testpit 15: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 16 

1984 

Coordinates: S955.28/W249.74 

Distance from site Center: l22lm 

Elevation 16.27 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in area that appeared to be 

a low mound but turned out to be a natural slope. The 

excavation was about three meters east of a natural modern 

drainage channel. The pit was excavated to 50 cm below the 

modern ground surface, eight cm into bedrock. 

I 0-40cm: Humus, sticky, plastic, dark brown silt mixed 

with some clay and some loam. A sparse concentration of 

white marl flecks and limestone pebbles occurred evenly 

at about 25 cm bs. This type of marl concentration is 

commonly associated with middens and in this case did 

contain some very poorly preserved sherds, probably 

dating to the Late Classic. Either a shallow ground 

surface midden subject to weathering and redeposition by 

sheetwashing could account for the presence of this 

eroded material. 
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2 40-48cm: Soft white sterile bedrock. 

DISCUSSION 

I 

Cultural material in this pit could correspond to a Late 

Classic non-mound occupation of the type much better 

documented in Nohmul's north sector (see T45, T46, T61). 

Pure Late Classic deposits are unusual in architectural 

contexts at Nohmul, they are usually mixed with earlier and 

later material. Some exceptions to this generalization 

occur in non-platform deposits, e.g. T61. 
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Testpit 16: North section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 17 

1984 

Coordinates:s956.38/W346.00 

Distance from site Center: 12.46 

Elevation 18.25 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit placed on the east central edge of 

the Platform 327 northeast of structure 329 in an attempt 

to date the construction and occupation of that building. 

Excavation continued 115 cm below the modern ground 

surface, 5 cm into bedrock. 

1 0-43cm: Humus; black silt with some clay; yielded 

Chicanel (Late Prec1assic) and some Freshwater 

(Protoc1assic) artifacts. 

2 44-81cm: Platform wall; three courses of shaped limestone 

blocks; probably the retaining wall of the platform 

supporting structures 328 and 329 on Platform 327. 

3 44-81cm bs: Tumble; layer of light brownish-gray dry soil 

mixed with white marl chunks; rubble tumble from erosion 

of structure 327 which fell down over the outside (east) 

of low platform wall 2; yielded Chicane1 sherds. 
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4 43-81cm bs: Platform fill; yellowish gray marl piled 

"behind" (west of) platform wall 2; no ceramics present. 

5 81-110 cm bs: Black sticky silt and clay typical of 

buried A-horizons in the region and likely the original 

ground surface upon which the Platform 327 was built; 

small poorly preserved non-diagnostic ceramics. 

6 110cm bs: Bedrock; soft white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Test pit 17 revealed no particular elevation of the 

underlying bedrock below Platform 327, so whether it took 

advantage of a natural elevation as did nearby Platform 303 

and several other platforms at Nohmu1, is unknown. The 

A-horizon 5 may have been leveled in preparation for the 

construction of platform wall 2 and consequent fill 4 

during or after the Freshwater or Protoclassic period. If 

the associated ceramics do indeed date the construction of 

327, it may have been contemporary with Platform 303. 

No trace of plaster floor remained above the wall 2 and 

platform fill 4. The Chicanel sherds in the rubble tumble 

layer 3 suggest that the superstructure on the platform was 

also constructed in the Late Preclassic. Unlike 303, the 

327 test yielded no evidence for Late/Terminal Classic 

occupation. This may mean that we hit only the lowest (and 
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earliest) course of construction. Alternatively, Hammond 

has suggested that some sacred Preclassic structures were 

treated as shrines and not reoccupied in later periods. 

The size, elevation and complex configuration of the 

structures on Platform 327 suggest it may have had some 

special function. 
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Testpit 17: West Section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 1B 

19B4 

Coordinates:S710.47/W2B4.69 

Distance from site Center: 993m 

Elevation 1B.04 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit dug into top center of structure 307 

to reconstruct the occupation sequence of that building. 

At least five burials were encountered, but the burial cuts 

could not be followed adequately because the testpit was 

too small, the cultural material was seriously disturbed by 

rodents, and the pit was vandalized during excavation. I 

decided that the amount of information to be gained by 

excavating the pit completely to sterile was outweighed by 

the amount of information lost by disarticulating five or 

more burials that each fell partly inside and mostly 

outside the testpit provenience. A large scale excavation 

is needed to reconstruct the burial sequence in structure 

307 and a broad areal excavation of this kind of feature 

was outside my research design. Reluctantly, I laid 

plastic over the e~~osed surfaces at 140cm bs to mark the 

extent of our work for future excavators and backfilled the 



excavation. An areal exposure of at least five square 

meters is recommended for an adequate assessment of the 

depositional history of this structure. 
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1 0-15cm: Humus, black sticky topsoil containing Terminal 

Classic sherds. 

2 16-61cm: Tumble; large limestone blocks in a matrix of 

grayish brown loose soil; probably collapsed material 

from structure 307. yielded Terminal Classic and one 

piece of Chicanel. 

3 55-61cm: Hearth; small lens of burnt rocks directly above 

floor 4; possible post-abandonment hearth but appearance 

is inconclusive. No associated artifacts. 

4 65/70-85/90cm: Floor; sloping, badly damaged lens of 

white plaster; no associated artifacts. 

5 65/75-85/90cm: Subfloor fill; compact marl and small 

rocks; probably fill layer for 4. A gravelly sherd laden 

subfloor fill is common at Nohmul in Terminal Classic 

contexts (cf. testpits 1 - 7); Terminal Classic sherds 

were present in layer 5. 

6 58-66cm: Floor; small lens of plaster contiguous to 

layers 4 and 5, interpreted as remains of a patch above 

cut 12. No artifacts. 
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7 67-72cm: Subfloor fill; this layer is the same as 5, but 

has slumped beneath plaster patch 6, perhaps the episode 

8 

that required the patch occurred as a result of 

subsidence of the contents of cut 12. 

58-75cm: Fill; lens of white cobbles and dense Terminal 

Classic sherds contiguous with patch 6 and fill 7. 

Interpreted as a separate attempt to patch the floor 

which in this area is above at least three burials and 

undoubtedly subject to slumping. 

9 57-63cm: Floor; another small plaster lens corresponding 

to one of the levels of flooring already described but 

not contiguous with any; situated directly above and 

inside the edge of cut 12. 

10 53-58cm bs: Floor; white plaster lens; no associated 

artifacts. 

11 58-65cm: Floor; white plaster lens immediately below 10; 

both 10 and 11 rest on a continuation of Te~~inal Classic 

fill layer 5, and likely represent plastering and 

patching episodes. 

12 60-95cm: Cut originating from the top of layer 5; It 

partially follows the cut of 14 which may be an earlier 

or a contemporary pit. 

13 60-95cm: Fill of cut 12; gray-brown soil with pebbles 
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and cobbles, flecked with yellow marl and charcoal and 

bits of bone. Layer contained mixed Chicane1 and Late/ 

Terminal Classic sherds. 

14 ?-120cm: pit cut with origin point interrupted by pit 

cut 12. 14 is probably the earlier cut. 

15 95-120cm: Fill; dense, hard-packed, dark brown, slightly 

sticky soil; fill of cut 14. Like 13, 15 yielded Chicane1 

and Terminal Classic sherds and bone fragments. The bone 

in 15, which included a jaguar tooth, was below disturbed 

crypt 24 set at the base of the cut. The matrix that was 

vaguely circumscribed by the stones was indistinguishable 

from the fill of the cut, so it was not numbered 

separately. 

16 76-81cm: Patch; small lens of white plaster placed over 

cut 17. It is contiguous with the surface of layer 19 and 

appears to have slumped into the pit cut; no artifacts. 

17 71-140cm: pit cut originating from the surface of 5, 

predating cuts 12 and 14 which are dug into it (see west 

section drawing). 

18 71-140cm: Fill; similar to that of 14 above, but with a 

subtly distinct texture: contained Terminal Classic 

ceramics. 

19 71-140cm: Fill layer, yellowish soil with Terminal 
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Classic ceramics. 

22 7l-ll8cm: Burial fill; thick layer and matrix into which 

the aforementioned pits were cut. The layer was of soft 

grayish marl with flecks of charcoal. No artifacts were 

in this layer, but human long bones found at its base 

suggest it may have been the fill of yet another burial 

cut with a perimeter outside the testpit. Alternatively, 

the deceased may simply have been laid down below a 

construction layer (see T56 for an example of this type 

of inhumation). 

20 l18-l40cm: Burial; deepest layer exposed; soft dark gray 

soil containing three small skulls, probably those of 

children. Skulls may have been placed prior to building 

construction or deposited in a pit whose cut was 

obliterated by later pits and vandalism of the south 

section wall during excavation. One skull was 

vandalized, the other two were covered in situ with 

plastic and reburied. Layer yielded Chicanel sherds. 

21 87-l2lcm: pit cut originating from layer 19 (see east 

section drawing) . 

22 87-l28cm: Fill of cut 21; powdery, pebbly white marl 

mottled with gray; contained bone fragments, which were 

vandalized, and a single Early Classic sherd. 
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23 80-95cm: Crypt top~ cut limestone block above fill 15. 

24 95-120cm: Crypt bottom~ cut limestone blocks of crypt at 

base of cut 14, below 15. 

DISCUSSION 

Interpretation of the stratigraphy of mound 307 must be 

tentative for reasons already described. A layer of fill 

19 containing human bone, but without ceramic associations, 

was placed above Chicanel deposit 20, which also contained 

human bones. pit 21 was cut from the top of layer 19 and 

filled with 22 sometime in or after the Early Classic 

Period. Pit 17 was also cut from layer 19 penetrated fill 

layer 22, and was filled with 18 in or after the Terminal 

Classic Period. The pit fill surface 18 was replastered 

with 16. Above this floor 16, 5 was built and surfaced 4 in 

the Terminal Classic or later. Two pits, 12 filled with 

13, and 14 filled with 15 12 and 14, were dug through this 

floor 4 or from the fill 5 below it~ both pits contained 

Chicanel sherds mixed with Terminal Classic sherds. The 

floor 4 was patched and replastered several times (6, 7, 8, 

9, 10, and 11), probably due to the compaction of the 

burial contents below. A small fire was built above the 

floor leaving a lens of burnt stones 3 that may be the 

remains of a crude hearth. Architectural tumble 2 from the 

erosion of the superstructure accumulated above the 
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abandoned floor and topsoil 1 reformed above the rubble. 
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Testpit 18: West section 
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Testpit 18: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 19 

1984 

Coordinates: S710.98/W303.48 

Distance from site center: 999m 

Elevation: 11.24m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit excavated on the southern edge of 

Platform 333 between Platform Group 307 and Platform Group 

333. Posthole testing suggested a midden at this locus. 

Excavation to surface of bedrock, 111 cm below the modern 

ground surface. 

1 0-10cm: Humus, dark brown sticky topsoil; Late/ Terminal 

Classic sherds. Severe disturbance due to deep plowing 

for cane. 

2 11-55cm: Dark brown soil, more compact than 1 and less 

disturbed by plowing and root action; Chicanel (Late 

Preclassic), Early Classic, and Freshwater (Protoclassic) 

ceramic associations. 

3 56-ll1cm: Black sticky silty clay marks this layer as a 

buried A-horizon, upon which the platform was built; 

Chicanel and undetermined Classic period sherds were 
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found in it. 

4 111cm: Dry, veined, eroded bedrock, eroded classic period 

sherds were ground into its upper layer. , 

DISCUSSION 

The only layer of interest in T19 is 2, resting above the 

buried A-horizon 3 and below the modern ground surface 1. 2 

is of interest since it may either be a midden or a fill 

layer. The somewhat larger average size of sherds from 2 

than those from 3 suggests a primary deposit, i.e. a 

midden, but the depth of layer 2 suggests an intentional 

fill layer, rather than a casual exposed dump site. Also, 

proximity to imposing structures with more than a domestic 

function makes a large deep trash accumulation seem 

unlikely in this this area. Accepting 2 as a fill layer, a 

platform was built during the Early Classic (or later) over 

a Chicanel (or later) occupied land surface. The area was 

reoccupied in the Late/Terminal Classic. This sequence is 

supported by the results of excavation T1S dug into 

structure 307. If this part of the platform had a plaster 

surface, as it probably did, it has been destroyed by deep 

plowing. 
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Testpit 19: North section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 20 

1984 

Coordinates:s873.85/W147.l0 

Distance from site Center: l122m 

Elevation: l4.06m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit excavated on the west side of 

Platform 315 in an area where posthole testing suggested a 

midden. Excavation stopped slightly below the surface of 

bedrock, 66-90 cm below the modern ground surface. 

1 O-lOcm: Humus; dark brown modern A-horizon layer; 

Terminal Classic sherds. 

2 ll-45cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky clay flecked with 

white marl (as are most middens), the ground surface upon 

which Platform 315 was built. yielded mixed Chicanel and 

Late/Terminal Classic ceramics, some lithics and some 

burnt rock. 

3 46-65cm: Very black stic]cy clay, denser than 2, fewer 

marl flecks, fewer sherds, sherds unidentifiable. 

4 lllcm: Dry, black veined, eroded bedrock. 
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DISCUSSION 

All the ceramics from this pit were in very bad condition 

and probably represent recycled trash from eroding platform 

fill or sheetwashed midden material. The few sherds in 3 

and 2 might simply be A-horizon accumUlations from the 

occupational periods of Platform 315, since they date to 

the same periods. 1 is simply the formation of a new 

A-horizon from 2 mixed by plowing with platform slump and 

tumble from Structure 316. 
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Testpit 20: North Section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 21 

1984 

Coordinates: S 816.58 / W 399.85 

Distance from site Center: 1131m 

Elevation 11.86m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit dug into small mound of structure 

310 north of Platform Group 303. Goal was to date this 

small structure which seemed to be alone on a small 

platform not spatially associated with other platforms. 

Excavation was to bedrock at 215cm below the modern ground 

surface. 

1 0-10cm: Brown humus, disturbed by roots and plowing; 

Late/Terminal Classic sherds. 

2 10-50cm: Platform fill; Loose dry gray soil with 

limestone pebbles and cobbles suggesting rubble ; layer 

contained no artifacts. 

3 50-77cm: Fill; loose dry gray marl; Terminal Classic 

sherds. 

4 77-104cm: Platform base; cut and set limestone blocks 

with rubbly, pebbly limestone fill between the blocks; 



mixed Chicane1 (Late Prec1assic) and Late/Terminal 

Classic sherds. 

5 104-108cm: Eroded white plaster surface; Late and 

possibly Terminal Classic sherds. 

6 108-121cm: Course of cut limestone blocks. 
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7 121-202cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky clay with very 

small and eroded Chicane1, And Early or Late Classic • 

sherds This was likely the original ground surface upon 

which structure 310 was built. 

8 104-108cm: White limestone bedrock. 

9 Rodent burrow affecting layers 1, 2, and 3. 

DISCUSSION 

Structure 310 was built sometime in or after the Terminal 

Chicane1/ Freshwater Period. A layer of cut stone 6 was 

placed on the leveled A-horizon 7 and eventually plastered 

5. Somewhat later, another layer of cut blocks 4 and 

several layers of platform fill (2 and 3) were added to 

build up a small platform by the Terminal Classic. It is 

interesting to note that the cut and set limestone blocks 

are definitely part of the platform construction, a part of 

the fill itself rather than just a foundation or retaining 

wall filled with marl or midden. This labor-intensive 
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platform construction technique also occurs in structure 

136, investigated by Testpit 6, and in the site center; the 

function of the non-central small structures with cut block 

bases is enigmatic. 
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Testpit 21: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 22 

1984 

Coordinates: S 868.32 / W 131.19 

Distance from site Center: 1115m 

Elevation 10.74m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit excavated on the north center front 

of mound 316 of platform group 315 to determine the 

occupation sequence of the structure. Excavation was 

continued into a pit mined into bedrock that went to a 

depth of 315cm bs. 

1 75-85cm: Rodent burrow with mixed contexts; Chicanel and 

Late Classic ceramics 

2 0-10cm: Humus, thin layer of dark brown to black soil 

with frequent rocks and root disturbance; Terminal 

Classic sherds. 

3 10-25cm: Light gray-brown humus with small white marl 

chunks (2-5cm in diameter), some root disturbance; 

Late/Terminal Classic sherds. 

4 25-70cm: Gray soil, darker than 2, with white marl flecks 
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and one fairly well cut limestone block in the south area 

of the testpit. This large block was associated with 

some small burnt rocks. Probably architectural tumble; 

Mixed Terminal Classic and Chicanel sherds. 

5 70-160cm: Fill of upper pit; very loose gray powdery soil 

containing mostly Chicanel, with some Late/Terminal 

Classic ceramics. 

6 50-166cm: Cut of upper pit; excavated through several 

layers of earlier construction. 

7 70/72-72/94cm: Badly eroded plaster floor with patchy 

preservation and severe bioturbation and a concatenation 

of snails around it: Late Classic ceramic associations. 

8 94-98cm: Eroded floor fill; layer of white plaster 

Chicanel and Late/Terminal Classic pottery, shell and 

rocks. 

9 98-105cm: Fill/Abandonment; a layer of loose brown soil 

containing Late Classic ceramics. 

10 105-l08cm: Floor; lens of crumbly white plaster, badly 

eroded. 

11 108-l30/l33cm: Fill; very loose light gray soil; 

Chicanel, Late Classic ceramic associations. 

12 l30/133-113/l35cm: Floor; layer of white hard-packed 
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marl with Chicanel and Late Classic sherds. 

13 113/135-140cm: Subfloor fill; medium brown soil with a 

dense mixture of sherds: Mamom, Chicane I , Late/Terminal 
I 

Classic, Terminal Classic. 

14 140-173cm: Fill; loose brown soil with small sherds of 

Mamom, Chicanel, Late Classic, Terminal Classic. 

15 160/173-192cm: Buried A-horizon; dark gray compact soil 

with Chicanel ceramics. 

16 192-214/260cm: Cap of first pit; white compact marl with 

Chicanel pottery. 

17 214/260-286cm: Fill; loose gray-brown soil with Mamom, 

Chicanel, and Freshwater ceramics. 

18 286-296cm: Floor; lens of hard gray burnt marl. 

19 286-296cm: Wall fall; compact gray gravelly dirt with 

marl chunks. 

20 296-304cm: Fill; natural deposit of light brown sandy 

soil. 

21 210-315cm: Cut of first pit; deep excavation into 

bedrock. 

22 304-315cm: Fill; Lens of very light gray ashy material 

with Chicanel pottery. 
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23 305-315cm: Fill; very compact gravelly gray matrix with 

Chicanel and Early or Late Classic sherds, charcoal, and 

bone associated. 

24 210/315cm: Bedrock; friable white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Sometime in or after the Late Preclassic (but not later 

than the Early Classic) a pit 23 was dug into bedrock 24. 

During successive periods up to the Early Classic (assuming 

23 is correctly identified as Early Classic), the pit was 

filled in with layers of garbage (22, 21, 17) silt (20), 

limestone rubble fallen from the sides of the pit (19, 18), 

and capped with a layer of marl 16. The A-horizon 15 

through which this pit was cut slumped down above the cap 

16 and then was covered by later construction in or before 

the Terminal Classic. This construction began with two 

fill layers, 13 and 14, that were surfaced first with 12, 

then resurfaced with 10 (11). Although 13 and 14 contained 

Terminal Classic sherds in the laboratory, it seems likely 

that this material is the result of mixing with later 

material in the fill layer 4. I suspect that the 

abandonment (9) and subsequent remodelling episode 

represented by layers 7 and 8 occurred in the Late 

Classic. Above 9, another layer of fill 8 was deposited, 

presumably to remodel the structure and raise the floor 
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(which may have sunk above cut 21). 8 was surfaced with 7, 

both deposits are associated with Late Classic and earlier 

materials. 

Above surface 10, a layer of loose brown soil 9 suggests 

a natural accumulation, but was definitely levelled may 

have been deposited intentionally as subfloor fill below 

subfloor fill layer 8 and plaster surface 7. These layers 

continue to have primarily Late Classic associations; the 

Late/Terminal Classic material identified in 8 probably 

came from the rodent burrow 1 that plows through this badly 

damaged layer. 

Through 7 a second, later pit 6 was dug, penetrating 

layers 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 to the surface of 

16. Since A horizon 15 had slumped above cap 16, the 

excavators probably thought they had hit bedrock when the 

white hard surface of 16 appeared below the dark A-horizon 

soil of 15. 6 was filled in the Terminal Classic with 

layers of garbage 5 and 4. Layer 3 is largely humus, but 

contains some structural tumble. Layer 2 is the modern 

A-horizon. 

As mentioned, 1 is a rodent burrow that disturbs several 

layers, especially 7 and 8. In fact, the animal in this 

burrow may account for some of the mixing in deeper layers, 

since he refused to vacate his den and rebuilt it every 
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night after we went home. In the process of den 

reconstruction, he undoubtedly knocked Terminal Classic 

material into the excavation. Although we tried to keep 

the floor of the testpit clean, this became exceedingly 

complicated as the hole became very deep and a scaffolding 

was constructed for safety. 
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Testpit 23 

1985 

Coordinates: S 766.59 / W 584.68 

Distance from site Center: 1168m 

Elevation 10.54 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in structure 324 on north 

edge of platform 320 to investigate date and construction 

sequence of occupation of this area. Excavation continued 

to bedrock 150 cm below the modern ground surface. 

1 0-12cm : Humus, black compact soil containing Terminal 

Classic sherds. 

2 12-52cm: Disturbed surface; light gray clayey loam, mix 

of subfloor fill and humus due to deep plowing. Layer 

contained Late/Terminal Classic ceramics. 

3 30/50-32/52cm: Plaster floor; surface of enlarged 

platform, Terminal Classic sherds associated. 

4 30/50-145cm: Fill; soft gray silt between wall 14 and 

structural addition 13: Chicanel, Classic and Terminal 

Classic ceramic associations. 
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5 30/50-97: Platform wall fill; soil into which stones of 

13 are set; Terminal Classic sherds. 

6 30/50-97cm: Platform wall; cut limestone blocks placed 

near pre-existing wall 14 to enlarge platform. 

7 45-141cm: Platform wall fill; soil into which stones of 

14 are set, Early Classic sherds. 

8 132-145cm: Platform wall; cut limestone blocks. 

9 97-l47cm: Midden fill; yellow marl matrix with many Early 

Classic and Late/Terminal Classic artifacts. 

10 l29-142cm: Limestone block; large limestone block, 

probably from earlier architecture in the area recycled 

as platform fill. 

11 l45-168cm: Buried A-horizon; black sticky soil with 

Late/Terminal Classic ceramic associations. 

12 145-150cm: Eroded bedrock; lumpy, brittle, porous 

limestone. 

13 150cm: Bedrock; hard gray surface. 

DISCUSSION 

Sometime in or after the Late/Terminal Classic period a 

platform was constructed on A-horizon 11. A limestone block 

10, robbed from an earlier building, and a layer of 
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recycled midden 9 were laid down over exposed bedrock 13 

and A-horizon 11. Bedrock may have been exposed 

intentionally before the deposition of the platform fill to 

facilitate drainage and stabilize the superstructure (see 

TPl for another example of this technique), unfortunately, 

evidence for excavation through the A-horizon is unclear. 

The original platform wall 8 was laid down in several 

courses; 8 is made of large shaped limestone blocks. The 

fill 7 of wall 8 dates its construction to the Early 

Classic or later, but the buried A-horizon dates the 

construction to in or after the Late/Terminal Classic 

period. 

At some later period during the Terminal Classic a second 

wall 6 was built adjacent to wall 8. Wall 6 was also built 

of cut limestone blocks and had Terminal Classic sherds in 

its fill 5. A fill layer 4, containing a mixture of 

Chicanel (Late preclassic), unidentified Classic and 

Terminal Classic ceramics was deposited between the two 

abutting buildings to create a single platform. This 

platform was then surfaced with plaster floor 3 (also with 

Terminal Classic inclusions). 2 may represent a later 

construction event, since it does not include limestone 

rubble from building tumble, but looks more like a marl 

fill layer. If it was a later raising and surfacing of the 

platform, its plaster surface has been plowed away. 2 



contained Late/Terminal Classic ceramics, the modern 

A-horizon 1 contained only Terminal Classic. 
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Testpit 23: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 24 

1985 

Coordinates: S 763.47 / W 576.13 

Distance from site Center: 1161m 

Elevation '10.42 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located on southeast edge of 

platform 320 in area where surface sherd density suggested 

a midden. Purpose was to compare architectural with midden 

excavations for data output. Excavation was to bedrock, 

137cm below the modern ground surface. 

1 0-10cm: Humusi black sticky clay with Terminal Classic 

sherds. 

2 10-22cm: Platform filIi light brownish-gray soil laid 

"behind" (west) of platform wall 2, contains 

Late/Terminal Classic ceramics. The original surface of 

this layer has been plowed away. 

3 10-37cm: Overburden: dark brownish-gray soil deposited 

"outside" (east) of platform wall 2 with a mixture 

Chicanel and Terminal Classic sherds. This layer is the 

result of platform slump, deep-plowing disturbance, and 



reformation of the A-horizon. 

4 22-27cm: Plaster floor; remnant of a plaster surface 

above 6. 
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5 22-45cm: Fill; loose gray marl and rubble platform fill. 

6 10-40cm: Platform wall; line of cut limestone blocks 

running north-south across east side of excavation. 

Largest block uncovered was 50 by 35 by 30 cm. Fill 

between the blocks contained Terminal Classic and Early 

Classic ceramics. 

7 38-70cm: Fill; loose dark gray soil bearing Late/Terminal 

Classic sherds. 

8 43-68cm: Platform wall; cut stone blocks set below 2, 

containing a mixture of Chicanel, Early Classic, Late 

Classic, Terminal Classic ceramics. 

9 68-70cm: Plaster floor; surface remnant protected by 10. 

10 70-73cm: Subfloor fill. 

11 75-130cm: Pit fill: loose dark soil containing 

Freshwater and Early Classic or Late Classic ceramics. 

12 103-128cm: Rock; unshaped flat stone placed "on end" at 

the base of cut 13. 

13 75-130cm: Pit cut; prehistoric cut through original 
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A-horizon 8 into bedrock 12; possible foundation trench 

for an earlier structure. 

14 78-103cm: A-horizon; black sticky soil of natural , 
conformation containing Late/Terminal Classic pottery. 

15 103-137cm: Eroded bedrock; soft wet gray marl with some 

Chicanel, Late Classic, and possible Early Classic sherds 

pressed into its surface from the layer above. 

16 137cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Above the ancient A-horizon 10 which blends into the 

eroding bedrock of 15, a Terminal Classic structure was 

built. The construction was begun with a stabilizing 

foundation trench 13 filled with porous soil 11 and 

surfaced with 10/9. Above the plaster surface 9, a 

limestone wall 8 was constructed, probably a structural 

wall, but perhaps the base of a platform. 

Later in the same ceramic period, the platform surfaced 

by 9 was enlarged to the west with the addition of a fill 

layer 7 outside the edge of wall 8 and over its surface. A 

second course of wall stones 6 was laid above 7 and rubble 

fill laid on the west side of the new retaining wall 6. 7 

was surfaced with plaster 6, and then later filled at least 

up to the level of the top of 6 and probably resurfaced. 
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This platform may have been taller than it is today, with 

the construction materials being robbed prehistorically. 
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Testpit 24: North section 
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Testpit 24: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 25 

1985 

Coordinates: S -S49.77 / W -2282.89 

Distance from site Center: 2352m 

Elevation: 3.44 

One section Drawing 

Test trench .6 meters wide by 2 meters long dug S.2 

meters northeast of TP51 to further investigate an 

extensive shell and sherd surface scatter. Surface scatter 

in this area included some reddish lumps of burnt soil with 

plant fiber inclusions, which we suspected were daub. 

Excavation continued into bedrock 40 cm below the modern 

ground surface. 

1 0-15cm: Humus, dry black compact soil with white marl 

flecks, lithics, and shell. Ceramic artifacts were 

poorly preserved and all unknown. 

2 0-10/20cm: Surface; powdery white discontinuous lens with 

.lots of shell, probably disturbed by plowing; unknown 

Classic period sherds. 

3 lS-27cm: Surface; continuation of 2, but shell deposit is 

yellow. 
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4 lO-30cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky soil with shells, 

similar to 1 but below 2 and 3. Much disturbed by plowing 

and animals; may actually be rodent burrows. 

5 80cm: Bedrock; tan and yellow limestone with shells. 

DISCUSSION 

Bedrock 5 in this area contains abundant fossil shell. 

The layer made up of 2 and 3 appears to be a surface made 

of this shell deposited directly on A-Horizon 4 and partly 

covered after abandonment by modern humus layer 1. As in 

TP52, this feature is so shallow and not on a protective 

platform, it has been badly disturbed by plowing, and has 

mingled with the modern A-Horizon 1. None of the sherds 

recovered was more chronologically diagnostic than simply 

"Classic", meaning not Preclassic or Postclassic. Other 

shell deposits are associated with Terminal Classic 

construction (see TP 12, TP 47). 
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Testpit 25: South Section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 26 

1985 

Coordinates: S 704.17 / W 284.24 

Distance from site Center: 987m 

Elevation 8.41m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located on edge of Platform 307 in 

area where posthole testing suggested the presence of a 

platform related midden. Excavation was to bedrock, 

130/165cm below the modern ground surface. 

1 0-10cm: Humus, dry black compact soil flecked with white 

marl. No diagnostic artifacts. 

2 10-40cm: Rubble; architectural tumble of limestone rocks 

and some shaped blocks; no artifacts. 

3 40-52cm: Fill; probable layer of construction fill 

deposited to resurface and raise platform 306, although 

the surface of the platform created by this layer is 

missing. The layer contained Terminal Classic sherds. 

4 50-55cm: Plaster floor; eroded patches of white plaster 

no artifacts. 



5 52-110cm: Fill; dark gray soil with some limestone 

pebbles and rocks, but no artifacts. 
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6 110-130/160cm: Ancient A-horizon: black sticky clay with 

a mix of Chicanel and Terminal Classic ceramics. 

7 130/160cm: Cut in bedrock; shallow sloping trench. 

8 130cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Bedrock 8 was mined 7 or at least disturbed at any time 

before the Terminal Classic period and the ancient 

A-horizon 6 gradually reformed above the pit. A deep layer 

of marl fill 5 was deposited over 6 in or after the 

Terminal Classic period and surfaced with plaster 4 to 

create Platform 306. Later, 306 was resurfaced and enlarged 

with the deposition of 3. After abandonment, the surface of 

3 eroded away and the architecture 2 standing on 306 

tumbled down over 3. The A-horizon 1 reformed above the 

rubble. 

The apparent midden tested here turned out to be eroded 

platform fill. 
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Testpit 26: West section 
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Testpit 26: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 27 

1985 

Coordinates: S 737.5 / W 375.03 

Distance from site Center: 1049m 

Elevation 9.92 

One section Drawing 

One by two meter pit located on west edge of linear 

feature running south from near the site center of Nohmul. 

This feature was believed to be a sacbe. Excavation was to 

bedrock, 40-70cm below the modern ground surface. 

1 0-20/30cm: Humus; hard black compact soil with limestone 

inclusions, Terminal Classic pottery. 

2 20/30-38/70cm: Eroded bedrock; hard brittle chunks of 

limestone penetrated by root and animal disturbance and 

some Terminal classic sherds. 

3 38/70cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

The linear appearance and narrowness of this feature 

(3-4m wide) along with apparent placement connecting site 

center with southern areas of the site convinced us it was 



a sacbe. Excavation, however, showed it to be a natural 

limestone ridge. 
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Testpit 28 

1985 

Coordinates: S -1259.10 / W -66.19 

Distance from site Center: 1023m 

Elevation: 17.41m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit in area that posthole testing 

identified as a midden associated with Platform 1281. 

Excavation stopped at bedrock 31 cm bs. 

1 0-30cm bs: Humus, sticky, plastic, dark brown very 

compact silt with powdery yellow and white marl flecks 

and pebbles. Much root disturbance and many Late to 

Terminal Classic sherds. 
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2 31cm: Hard uneven white bedrock with soil veins running 

through surface. 

DISCUSSION 

1 is a primary midden accumulated along with the 

development of the natural A-horizon sometime during or 

after the Late/Terminal Classic Period. 
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Testpit 28: North section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 29 

1985 

Coordinates: S -1283.32 / W -20.87 

Distance from site Center: 1046m 

Elevation: 18.93 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located south of of the 

superstructure on Platform 1281 at place where surface 

artifacts suggested possible structure-associated midden. 

Excavation to bedrock, 100 cm bs. 

1 0-12cm: Humus, burnt topsoil overlying layer of brown 

sticky soil flecked with white marl and many undiagnostic 

sherds and lithics. 

2 12-43cm: Same matrix as 1 but with larger marl and eroded 

powdery marl; Terminal Classic ceramics associated. 

3 38-53cm: Layer of gravelly hard-packed soil with flecks 

of white plaster with Chicanel Sherds. 

4 53/86cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

5 38-86cm: Channel-shaped cut in bedrock running northwest 

to southeast. 



6 43-71cm: Light gray hard-packed soil with larger rocks 

and Terminal Classic ceramics. 

7 71-86cm: Layer of hard-packed soil in base of trench 5 

with mixture of Terminal Classic and Chicanel sherds. 

8 43-53cm: Tumble; large eroded limestone rocks. 

DISCUSSION 
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Structure 1281 was situated to take advantage of a 

natural elevation of the land surface. A layer of fill 3 

was placed above exposed bedrock 4 in the Chicanel period. 

Bedrock does not appear to have been leveled but must have 

been either naturally of culturally exposed prior to 3, 

since 3 is not a natural a-horizon. In the Terminal 

Classic trench 5 was cut through 3 into 4. The trench was 

filled with 7, which appears to have been naturally 

deposited by water draining into the pit from the higher 

elevation of the mound immediately north of the area of the 

testpit. 6, the layer of fill above 7, may have been 

intentionally deposited, since it contains some large rocks 

that are packed together. 8 is probable tumble from the 

structure on the platform north and above the area of TP29. 

2 is overburden from this same structure and appears to 

contain some pieces of displaced plaster also eroded from 

above. 1 is the modern a-horizon that has been burned 

repeatedly by cane fires. Consequently, the ceramics it 
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contains are not identifiable. 
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Testpit 29: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 30 

1985 

Coordinates: S -1288.20 / W -11.89 

Distance from Site Center: 1051m 

Elevation: 19.66m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in north edge of Structure 

1281. Excavation was intended to date and interpret the 

function of a small isolated building with possible 

relation to nearby platforms 561, 562, and 1305. Excavation 

was to bedrock, 158cm bs. 

1 0-10cm: Humus; burnt light brown gravelly soil with many 

small rocks; contained unidentified Classic Period 

ceramics. 

2 10-20/105cm: Tumble; mottled brown soil with limestone 

blocks and tumbled stones; Late Classic, Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic and unknown Classic sherds. 

3 20-50cm: Large cut white limestone blocks with marl fill 

containing Late Classic ceramics. 

4 50-70cm: Layer of white marl rocks, some burnt, set in 
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light brown soil bearing Late Classic and unknown Classic 

sherds. 

5 70-74cm: Floor; eroded plaster surface. 

6 72-96cm: Layer of loose dark gray fill. 

7 72-96cm: Trench cut into edge of platform. 

8 74-80cm: Layer of black sticky soil with flecks of white 

marl. 

9 80-85cm: Floor; very eroded plaster surface. 

10 85-120cm: Cut limestone blocks set in gray fill. 

11 120-150cm: Buried A-horizon; black sticky clay bearing a 

mixture of Middle Preclassic, Early Classic, and Late 

Classic sherds. 

12 105cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

The A-horizon 11 formed above bedrock 12 and the general 

area was occupied in the Middle Preclassic and in the Early 

Classic, since ceramics from these periods occur in 11. The 

A-horizon was covered by a layer of platform fill sometime 

in the Late Classic. This platform was surfaced with 9 and 

then abandoned for a period in which an A-horizon 8 began 

to reform. The edge of this abandoned platform was cleared 
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away with cut 7 probably for remodelling which began with 

the deposition of 6 which enlarged the platform and was 

surfaced with plaster floor 5. 3 and 4 are two upper tiers 

of platform construction dating to the Late Classic. 

Occupation of the platform continued into the 

Terminal-Early Postclassi~, since this later material is 

contained in the rubble tumble layer 2 that eroded from the 

ultimate superstructure of the building. 1 is the natural 

A-horizon, reformed above the stabilized platform. 
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Testpit 30: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 31 

1985 

Coordinates: S -1205 / W -175.32 

Distance from site Center: 982m 

Elevation: 17.97m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located one km north of site center 

in east edge of Platform 562. Excavation was intended to 

outline the occupation sequence of this platform and was 

located on outer edge of mound in an attempt to uncover a 

midden. Excavation was to bedrock 2l0cm below the modern 

ground surface. 

1 60-70cm: Rodent holes. 

2 0-5cm: Humus; dry gravelly soil below thin burnt layer, 

has deep plow scars, Chicanel and unknown Classic 

ceramics. 

3 5-22/56cm: Overburden; loose beige soil with chunks of 

white marl; unknown Classic sherds. 

4 22-52cm: Fill; powdery white marl; Early and Late Classic 

pottery. 



5 52-66cm: Floor; layer of hard-packed white marl; Early 

Classic ceramics. 
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6 63-82cm: Subfloor fill; Gray and white gravelly soil with 

Early and Late Classic sherds. 

7 82-90/102cm: Fill; soft powdery yellow marl with Late 

Classic pottery. 

19 97-162cm: Platform wall; Large cut marl blocks set in 

yellow and gray marl with Chicanel, Early and Late 

Classic sherds. 

8 85-97cm: structure; large stones set in light gray marl 

bearing Late Classic pottery. 

10 105-118cm: Abandonment or fill; layer of dark soil with 

charcoal, Late Classic ceramics, and white marl flecks. 

9 102-105cm: Floor; hard packed yellow and white gravelly 

marl with Early and Late Classic sherds. 

11 118-120cm: Floor; hard-packed grayish white marl with 

Early and Late Classic pottery. 

12 120-155cm: Midden fill; gray soil with charcoal, white 

marl flecks and Freshwater, Early and Late Classic 

ceramics. 

13 155-160cm: Wall footing; grayish-white compacted "hump" 
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of soil following along the edge of wall 19 and bearing 

Freshwater, Early and Late Classic sherds. 

18 130-160cm: Platform fill; mottled yellow, gray and white 
I 

marl with Chicanel, Early and Late Classic sherds. 

14 147-161cm: Midden fill; loose gray soil with Early and 

Late Classic sherds. 

15 161-193cm: Fill; yellowish-brown soil with flecks of 

white marl, charcoal, and Early and Late Classic 

pottery. 

16 193-205cm: Midden fill; yellowish gray soil with Early 

Classic pottery. 

17 205cm:P Bedrock: hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Bedrock 17 was cleaned and leveled and covered with a 

fill layer 16 taken from an Early Classic midden. Above 

this a second fill layer 15 was deposited containing a mix 

of Early and Late Classic middens. A platform retaining 

wall 19 was constructed during the Late Classic on top of 

layer 15, and a layer of midden 14 was deposited nearby. 

13 is either an accumulation of debris at the base of 

exposed wall 19, or a small buttress meant to stabilize the 

structure during construction. 
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The retaining wall 19 was filled with l4. On the outside 

of the wall a layer of fill l2 was deposited and surfaced 

with II in the Late Classic, presumably to create an 

exterior platform. Above this a layer of dark soil 10 

accumulated or was intentionally deposited, also in the 

Late Classic. 10 may be an abandonment layer since dark 

sticky soil is rarely used as structural fill. lO may, 

however be a construction layer, since it is surfaced with 

floor 9, and levels out a surface extending from the top of 

wall 19. 

8 is a ruined Late Classic structure built on top of the 

platform created by 19. It was covered with fill layers 6 

and 7 that were surfaced with thick floor 5. 4 is a fill 

layer supporting a level of construction that is now gone. 

3 is overburden from a slumped superstructure. 2 is the 

modern A-horizon. None of these layers yielded ceramics 

from after the Late Classic. 
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Testpit 31: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 32 

1984 

Coordinates: S -11S8.46 / W -262.57 

Distance from Site Center: 95Sm 

Elevation: l7.36m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located on small isolated mound 

southeast of platform 31. Excavation to determine 

occupation sequence of apparent structure with possible 

relationship with Platform 31. Digging stopped at bedrock 

212 cm bs. 

1 0-7cm: Humus, black burned soil of modern cane field. 

Sherds mixed: Chicanel and unknown Classic. 

2 8-l0/1Scm: sticky gray soil with some light gray patches 

and some small white marl flecks; sherds mixed: Mamom, 

Chicanel, Freshwater, Early Classic, Late Classic. 

3 lO/lS-50/70cm: Light gray sticky clay with flecks of 

white and yellow marl; sherds present were Mamom, 

Chicanel and possibly Early Classic. 

4 lO/72-70-90cm: White sticky clay, concentrated in north 
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area of pit; thins to a narrow lens in southwest and 

southeast, sherds concentrated in top 10 cm: Chicanel and 

unknown classic. 

5 85-l70cm: Black sticky clay lens with marl flecks and 

Chicanel and unknown Classic sherds. 

6 97-l07cm: Black sticky clay with flecks of white marl, 

obsidian flake, and some sherds, possibly Early Classic. 

7 190-l27cm: Alternating thin lenses of black and white 

clays in southeast corner of pit; Chicanel, possible 

Terminal Chicanel, and possible Early Classic sherds, 

otherwise sterile. 

8 85-l70cm: Gray clay mottled with black sticky, pebble 

sized marl inclusions and some sherds: Chicanel and 

others too eroded to identify. 

9 l55-2l2cm: Very black clay: Chicanel and Terminal 

Chicanel sherds or Early Classic. 

10 73/212cm: possible "cut" in bedrock 11. 

11 73/2l8cm: Bedrock; soft wet white marl, mined and 

affected by geological process of "slickensides" (see 

below); surface contained Mamom and Chicanel sherds. 

12 l27-l58cm: Chunk of soft white marl, sterile. 
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13 148/172-195cm: Loose gray marl, sterile. 

DISCUSSION 

Stratigraphy of this excavation was complicated by a 

geological process called "slickensides" that commonly 

disturbs the clay deposits in northern Belize (see McDonald 

1978). Due to drying and rewetting of soils the clays crack 

and swell causing a type of pedoturbation called 

"heaving". The result is a very confusing mix of 

archaeological and geological strata. 

The probable sequence of events outlined by this test pit 

is as follows: bedrock 11 was mined 10 during the Chicanel 

period, either to produce marl for construction or to 

create a pit (or both). The pit was filled in rapidly to 

the surface of bedrock with layers 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, and 13, 

and the A-horizon 6 had reformed over the bedrock and the 

pit by the Early Classic period. The nature of 4 is 

unknown, but it may have been a fill layer that was 

partially robbed out and then replaced by another fill 

layer 3. If this area was built up to support a structure, 

no trace of it was found in this excavation. 2 is an 

A-horizon, and 1 is simply the extremely damaged upper 

layer of this same A-horizon. 
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Testpit 32: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 33 

1985 

Coordinates: S -1205.55 / W -182.32 

Distance from site Center: 983m 

Elevation: 17.23 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in area of post-hole located 

sherd concentration, thought to be midden for structure 

562. Excavation continued to bedrock 192 cm below the 

modern ground surface. 

1 0-22cm: Humus, brownish-gray soil with root disturbance 

and flecks of white marl, undiagnostic sherds. 

2 22-42cm: Tumble; soft dark tan soil, easy to screen, 

chert and Early Classic and Late Classic sherds. 

3 42-50cm: Floor fill; large limestone block set in 

gravelly marl with Chicanel, Late Classic or Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic pottery. 

4 50-53cm: Midden fill; yellow marl with many sherds: 

Chicanel and possibly Late Classic. 

5 53-68cm: Floor; thin white soft plaster lens; Late 



Classic or Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic 

associations. 

6 68-92cm: Fill; dark gray layer with Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic and unknown sherds. 
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7 52-92cm: cut; trench cut from surface of 8 through 9 to 

the surface of 10. 

8 52-75cm: Wall; one course of cut set limestone blocks set 

in gray fill bearing and undiagnostic sherds. 

9 75-88cm: Floor; grayish-white plaster containing Chicanel 

and possibly Early Classic pottery. 

10 88-93cm: Midden fill; lumpy yellow and gray marl with 

abundant Chicanel and Early Classic artifacts. 

11 93-147cm: Platform base; yellow marl streaked with gray 

containing large shaped limestone blocks and Early 

Classic artifacts. 

12 147-177cm: Fill; grayish yellow marl; Terminal Chicanel 

and Floral Park pottery. 

13 177-192cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky clay with 

Chicane1, Terminal Chicanel, and possible Floral Park 

ceramics associated. 

14 192cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 
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DISCUSSION 

Above bedrock 14 and an ordinary A-Horizon 13, a 30 

centimeter deep layer of midden fill 12 was deposited 

sometime in or after the Protoc1assic period. Above this a 

platform 11 was built in the Early Classic of cut limestone 

blocks and marl fill. The fill 12 and the platform 11 

appear to be part of the same construction event, and they 

may be, since the Protoc1assic ceramics in 12 might have 

been collected during the Early Classic or the use of these 

Protoc1assic types may overlap with the Early Classic 

styles at Nohmu1. 

Above 11, a thin layer of subf100r fill 10 (at Nohmu1 

this is typically a layer of yellow marl with much recycled 

garbage) was surfaced with thick plaster floor 9. A low 

wall 8 consisting of only one course of cut limestone 

blocks was set on 9; 8 may have been edge of a secondary 

platform. 

Sometime in the Terminal Classic/Early Postc1assic 

period, Structure 562 was remodeled and reused. A trench 7 

was dug into the surface of 8, through 9 to the surface of 

10, then refilled with midden material 6 and resurfaced 

with a thick layer of plaster 5. Above this, a layer of 

midden fill 4 was probably surfaced with plaster but the 

plaster is gone. 3 midden fill containing large limestone 
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blocks, probably robbed or reused from nearby earlier 

construction and used, in this case, to further elevate the 

surface of the platform below structure 562. The 

superstructure tumbled 2 after' abandonment and humus 1 

reformed over the structure. 
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Testpit 33: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 34 

1985 

Coordinates: S -120.29 / W 2020.09 

Distance from site center: 2036m 

Elevation: 4.54 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located on isolated mound near cane 

road, two kilometers west of site center, to ascertain 

nature of what appeared to be a low structure spatially 

associated with platform group 772. Excavation continued 

25cm into bedrock, 95cm bs. 

1 0-9/15cm: Humus, hard, black, clayey, sticky soil with a 

few poorly preserved Terminal Classic/Early Post classic 

sherds. 

2 10/16-13/20cm: Gray sticky marl-flecked soil with few 

badly eroded sherds dating to some part of the Classic. 

3 14/2l-30cm: Thin lens of sterile white sticky marl, only 

in northwest and southwest parts of pit; yielded Terminal 

Classic/Early Post Classic Sherds. 

4 31-55cm: Black sticky clay, no artifacts. 
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5 56-70cm: Black sticky soil, but with dense Late/ Terminal 

Classic or Early Post Classic sherds and marl flecks, 

especially in southwest corner. 

6 60-70cm: Circular feature of large limestone rocks in 

southwest portion of pit, stones appear to interlock, see 

plan. Terminal Classic sherds associated. 

7 70cm: Bedrock; white sticky clay with some Late/ Terminal 

Classic sherds mashed into surface. 

DISCUSSION 

Bedrock 7 was cleared of topsoil and a pile of limestone 

rocks 6 was piled on top of it, for an unknown reason 

during the Terminal Classici Early Postclassic. A layer of 

soil 5 with a dense Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic 

midden content accumulated above this feature later in the 

same time period. 4 probably corresponds to a period of 

abandonment of the immediate area, since it looks like an 

ordinary A-horizon and is sterile. The period need not 

have been very long, even though deposit is 20-25cm deep, 

since the area seems to be affected by water-caused erosion 

and heavy alluvial deposits. It is lower than much 

surrounding land and near two aguadas. The soil was wet 

throughout our excavations. 

3 is a marl surface of the type identified as 
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non-platform based occupation in the north sector of the 

site. Although in this case 3 rests above earlier cultural 

activity from the same phase, there is no reason to suggest 

that it was in any way related to the features below it, 

since a sterile layer intervenes. The 3 structure, 

assuming that this was not an extramural floor, was 

probably located to take advantage of what appeared to be a 

small natural rise, which, in fact, was partly the result 

of a build-up of cultural debris. 2 is probably a Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic fill layer with some recycled 

midden, but whatever it supported is gone; 1 is the modern 

A-horizon. 
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Testpit 35 

1985 

Coordinates: S -156.78 / W 1968.88 

Distance from site Center: 1983m 

Elevation 4.25m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit dug into center of mound 2 

kilometers east of site center in structure 773. Grouping 

includes TP34, TP35, TP36, TP37, and TP38. Pit was placed 

to get chronological information about the group. 

Excavation was to bedrock, 176 centimeters below the modern 

ground surface. 

1 a-8cm: Humus; light brown loose soil with Late Classic 

sherds. 

2 8-24cm: Light brown soil with rocks and Chicane1" and 

unidentified sherds. 

3 24-65cm: Tumble; light gray soil containing burnt rocks, 

large stones and tipped blocks, and a mixture of Chicane1 

and Terminal Classic/Early Postc1assic pottery 

associations. 
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4 65-90cm: Destroyed surface; light gray soil containing 

many burnt pebbles, rocks, and large stones that may have 

been the remains of plaster, charcoal and Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic pottery associations. 

5 80-93cm: Hearth fill; layer of burnt rocks. 

6 80-93cm: Hearth; burnt saucer-shaped impression in 

plaster floor 7 filled with burnt rocks 5. 

7 78-90cm: Floor; pocked white plaster surface. 

8 90-130cm: Midden fill; gray soil with marl flecks and 

charcoal and much midden material: Chicanel, Early 

Classic, Late Classic, and Terminal Classic /Early 

Postclassic pottery. 

9 130-140cm: Floor; hard-packed marl or plaster in base of 

cut 10, presumable a type of floor or pit lining. 

10 78-140cm: pit cut; hole excavated from 11 through 12 and 

13 to the surface of 16. 

11 90-130cm: Floor; hard white plaster over deep layer of 

hard-packed white marl and limestone cobbles; surface 

shows evidence of burning. Associated sherds were 

unidentifiable. 

12 93-100cm: Fill; gray hard-packed matrix with pebbles and 

cobbles; Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic sherds. 



13 100-115cm: structure; layer of cobbles with Early 

Classic, Late Classic, and Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic sherds. 

14 115-120cm: Fill or surface; layer of gray marl with 

Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic pottery. 

15 100-120cm: Cut; shallow pit in surface of 16. 
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16 100-164cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky soil with 

flecks of white marl and many Early Classic, Late 

Classic, and Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic sherds. 

17 164-176cm: Sascab; soft gray soil with Late Classic and 

Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic ceramics in its upper 

surface. 

18 176cm: Bedrock; pinkish limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Ceramics probably entered the sascab 17 above bedrock 18 

by natural processes; the dampness of deep layers in this 

area suggests that "slickensides" may be occurring. 

Sometime in the and Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic 

period, a midden laden A-Horizon 16 was trenched 15 for the 

construction of some sort of structure (14). From 

excavation TP35, all we know about this construction is 

that it included a cobble layer 13 and probably a marl 
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filled foundation trench 14. 

Above this structure, fill layer 12 was laid and surfaced 

with a thick layer of white marl and plaster 11. A hole was 

then dug through 11 and 12 to the surface of 13, and a 

hard-packed white marl floor was constructed in the pit, 

presumably to protect the pit's contents from moisture or 

pests. The pit was filled with midden 8 and the whole 

structure was resurfaced with plaster 7. The surface 7 

followed an indentation in the surface of 11. This shallow 

plastered hole 6 was lined with stones 5 and used for 

burning, probably cooking. 

In a final remodeling episode, 7 and 6 were filled and 

plastered with 4. After abandonment, the superstructure 

tumbled forming 2 and 3, and the modern A-Horizon 1 

reformed. 
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Testpit 35: Harris Matrix 



Testpit 36 

1985 

Coordinates: S -236.24 / W 1975.45 

Distance from site Center: 1988m 

Elevation: 4.55m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit excavated in the center of Mound 

777, an individual structure on its own platform located 

about 10 meters north of Platform 772. Excavation was to 

bedrock, 158cm below the modern ground surface. 

1 0-4cm bs: Humus, dry black compact soil flecked with 

white marl. Layer contained Chicanel and Terminal 

Classic artifacts. 

2 4-52cm: Tumble; large rocks and smaller cobbles in a 

brown matrix containing Chicanel and Terminal Classic 

pottery. 

3 52-63cm: Plaster floor; thick, eroded, crumbly pinkish 

plaster surface. 

4 63-100cm: Fill; white marl, sterile. 

5 100-119cm: Fill; tannish pink sterile marl. 

533 
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6 ll9-l58cm: Buried A-horizon; thick black sticky soil with 

some unidentified bone fragments, and a mix of Chicanel 

and Terminal Classic pottery. 

7 l58cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

A burial (human?) may have been placed on the ground 

surface 6 (above bedrock 7) immediately prior to the 

construction of Platform 772 in the Late/Terminal Classic. 

(Similar practices are suggested elsewhere on site, e.g. 

see testpit 53.) The A-horizon 6 was partially leveled with 

fill layer 5 (this may have served as a protective layer 

above the burial since it is unusual for an ordinary fill 

layer to be of sterile pinkish marl), and then raised with 

fill layer 4. 4 was surfaced with plaster floor 3. After 

abandonment, the architecture supported by the platform 

tumbled down over 3 forming 2, and the A-horizon 1 

reformed. 
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Testpit 36: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 37 

1985 

Coordinates: S -181.67 / W 1942.02 

Distance from site center: 1955m 

Elevation: 5.16 

One Section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in unnumbered mound on 

northeast side of Platform 772 approximately two kilometers 

west of site center. Excavation was intended to outline 

construction sequence of the platform group and was dug to 

the surface of bedrock, 175cm below the modern ground 

surface. 

1 0-24cm: Humus; gray sticky soil with root disturbance. 

Some sherds, but no diagnostic artifacts. 

2 25-27cm: Floor; white powdery marl lens of uneven 

thickness, few Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic 

sherds. 

328-58cm: Midden fill; dark gray clayey material with many 

artifacts (sherds, charcoal, chert) and small cobbles and 

flecks of white marl. Sherds are Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic. 
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4 59-75cm: Midden fill; lighter gray clay with many 

artifacts and larger marl cobbles than in 3. Sherds date 

Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic. 

5 76-145cm: Fill; dark gray sticky (wetter than above) clay 

with many artifacts, still Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic. 

6 146-175cm: Sascab; light gray wet marl grading to white 

with few small non-diagnostic sherds in the upper 

surface; bedrock. 

7 175cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

The fact that sascab 6 had some small sherds ground in to 

its surface suggests that it was exposed prior to the 

deposition of midden-fill layer 5. 5 is not dark enough to 

be a natural A-horizon. 4 and 4 are both subsequent 

midden-fill layers, probably deposited rapidly in preparing 

the platform which is surfaced with floor 2. 1 is the 

modern A-horizon. 
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Testpit 37: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 38 

1985 

Coordinates: S -180.78/ W 1966.64 

Distance from site Center: 1980m 

Elevation: 4.25 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter excavation placed in unnumbered mound on 

west side of Platform 772 approximately two kilometers west 

of Nohmul's central precinct. Excavation was intended to 

outline construction sequence of the platform group; it was 

dug into the surface of bedrock, 240cm below the modern 

ground surface. 

1 0-10cm: Humus; gray hard-packed soil with root 

disturbance and few Late Classic or Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic sherds. 

2 10-35cm: Overburden; gray rocky soil eroded from 

collapsed superstructure, unknown ceramics. 

3 35-87cm: Tumble; large rocks and Cocos-Chicanel (Late 

Preclassic) pottery. 

4 87-126cm: Fill, gray and white marl with a small amount 
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of Nuevo-Tzakol (Early Classic) pottery mixed with Rancho 

(Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic). 

5 l03-l27cm: Crypt and fill; white limestone slabs, 

originally fitted at edges to form stone box, crypt only 

entered excavation on northern edge. End of stone crypt 

and skull was removed, feline canine found in burial 

matrix with Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic) 

sherds. 

6 127-132cm: Floor; gray and white packed marl with Late 

Classic or Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic ceramics. 

7 122-130cm: Fill; compact brown soil containing Terminal 

Classic/Early Post Classic sherds. 

8 130-165cm: Fill; gray and white mottled soil; Rancho 

(Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic) ceramics. 

9 150-165cm: structure; large cut and set limestone blocks 

and smaller yellow stones with Rancho (Terminal 

Classic/Early Post Classic) pottery. 

10 165-170cm: Floor; plaster with some Rancho (Terminal 

Classic/Early Post Classic) sherds and charcoal on 

surface. 

11 l70-180cm: Fill; white marl and small stones with Rancho 

(Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic) and possibly some 
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Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) pottery. 

12 152-188cm: Floor; hard white and yellow packed plaster 

or marl. 

13 180-195cm: Midden; gravelly tan clay with rocks and many 

Cocos-Chicanel (Late Preclassic), Nuevo-Tzakol (Early 

Classic) or Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic), 

and Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic) sherds. 

13 180-195cm: Midden fill; large rocks and Santana-Tepeu 

(Late Classic) or Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Post 

Classic) sherds in gray matrix with charcoal. 

14 195-240cm: Buried A-Horizon; dark brown soil with flecks 

of white marl and some charcoal; Cocos-Chicanel (Late 

Preclassic), Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Post 

Classic), and a small amount of either Nuevo-Tzakol 

(Early Classic) or Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) pottery. 

16 175-185cm: structure; line of rocks. 

17 200-240c,: Cut; trench dug into sascab 18. 

18 200-240cm: Sascab; very wet. 

19 240 cm: Bedrock; limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

The area of this excavation was occupied as early as the 
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Cocos-Chicane1 (Late Prec1assic) Period, but no 

construction was encountered that dated to earlier than the 

Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic Period. In some period 

the A-Horizon was removed and a trench 17 was dug through 

the sascab 19 to the surface of bedrock 19. A line of 

unshaped stones, 15-20 cm in diameter were placed directly 

on bedrock, perhaps as the base of a structural wall 

similar to the one discovered at the base of Testpit 3. The 

TP 3 structure dated to the Late Prec1assic Period, and the 

feature at the base of TP38 may have a similar date, since 

Cocos-Chicane1 (Late prec1assic) sherds were mixed into 

layer 15 that was above both 16 and 18. 15 may actually be 

a partly reformed A-Horizon, since it was dark brown 

(unlike most fill layers). Natural or cultural 

redeposition might account for the mixture of ceramics 

occurring in 15. 

Above 15, two layers 13 and 14 of Rancho (Terminal 

Classic/Early Post Classic) fill were deposited and 

surfaced with plaster floor 12. Another fill layer 11 was 

created and surfaced with plaster floor 10. A structure of 

some sort was constructed on 10 as indicated in this 

excavation by the line of cut and fitted limestone blocks 

9. Two lmore fill layers 7 and 8 were deposited above 

structure 9 and floor 10, and surfaced with yet another 

plaster floor 6. 
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A stone-slab crypt 5 was built in this floor 6 and 

covered with fill layer 4. 4 may have been surfaced; if so 

all traces of plaster are gone. 3 is a layer of structural 

tumble from an eroded superstructure outRide the scope of 

the excavation. Layers 1 and 2 are humus layers, 2 has a 

somewhat higher content of architectural debris from the 

eroding superstructure. At least four, and perhaps as many 

as seven construction episodes were uncovered by this pit, 

all except the first structure definitely occurred in the 

Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic) Period of 

occupation at Nohmul. 
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Testpit 38: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 39 

1985 

Coordinates: S 1104.41 / W 2633.12 

Distance from site Center: 2966m 

Elevation: 5.96m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in structure 481 on Platform 

479. Excavation was intended to outline occupation sequence 

of this area west of site center. Excavation was to 

bedrock, 260cm below the modern ground surface. 

1 O-lOcm: Humus, loose dry black soil with gravelly white 

marl near surface. Late Classic ceramics. 

2 11-50/60cm: Rubble tumble; medium gray soil with white 

limestone cobbles and larger rocks. Eroded Classic 

sherds. 

3 51-65cm: Rubble tumble; line of fallen architectural 

stones. 

4 62-65cm: Root disturbance; dark soil in northeast corner 

of the pit. Roots probably followed original platform 

surface, so, although 4 occurred sometime after 2 and 
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probably 1, it corresponds to the missing plaster surface 

above 5, and is placed in the Harris Matrix accordingly. 

5 51/61-75cm: Fill; light gray soil with pebbles and rocks; 

Late Classic sherds. 

6 76-82cm: Fill; gray-brown soil with small stones and 

badly eroded Late Classic sherds. 

7 80-83cm: Patch in 10; small circle of plaster over 10. 

8 80-83cm: Plaster floor and fill. 

9 84-115cm: Eroded plaster floor and subfloor fill; hard 

white plaster surface with evidence of burning and dense 

packed marl and limestone fill - no artifacts. 

10 115-120/135cm: Subfloor fill (plaster surface missing?) ; 

light gray soil with pebbles and a few rocks and some 

Classic period sherds. This layer appears to "level-out" 

the surface of the crypt below it. 

11 121/136-160cm: Crypt and burial fill: This layer 

includes the disarranged pile of partially shaped 

limestone blocks and unshaped rocks (covering the human 

bone of 12) and the soil matrix around the bones, under 

the stones. The soil matrix contained Classic period 

sherds. 

12 136-160cm: Burial; badly preserved human long bones 



resting on surface 13, below crypt and fill 11. 

13 121-160cm: Platform extension fill; sterile gray soil 

with some darker soil inclusions. 
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14 121-160cm: Platform edge; line of stones running 

north-south through center of testpit. White hard matrix 

into which the stones are set suggests mortar. The 

stones of the second course of 14 are shaped on their 

west face, abutting fill layer 13. The matrix contained 

Classic period sherds. 

15 161-210cm: Fill; gray soil mixed with white marl, 

compact, no artifacts. 

16 210-214cm: possible surface; a thin sterile lens of 

light soil that may have been deposited to "level-off" 17 

below. 

17 210-260/280cm: Buried A-horizon; dark brown soil with 

charcoal sherds of Mamom, Chicanel and Late Classic 

dates. 

18 260-280cm: Cut in bedrock; small trench in bedrock, may 

indicate quarrying. 

19 260cm: Bedrock; hard white surface. 

DISCUSSION 
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It is not possible to tell whether 18 was cut into 

bedrock 19 by humans or was the result of natural 

processes. Quarrying is known from other parts of the 

site, and it is reasonable that stone would be quarried 

near the construction site if possible. 17 had the 

earmarks of a natural A-horizon, although it may have been 

redeposited after quarrying, which would help account for 

the ceramic mixing and its slightly lighter color than most 

A-horizons (presumably it would be mixed with some quarry 

debris as it was redeposited). The Late Classic sherds in 

17 date the construction of Platform 479 to that period or 

later. 

16 was probably a surface, but may have been deposited to 

"level-out" the surface of 17 in preparation for building. 

15 was a layer of platform fill that may have been plaster 

surfaced at one time. 14 is a stone platform construction 

that was set on top of 15. Platform 14 appears to have been 

widened with the addition of a series of fill layers along 

its west edge, beginning with 13. 14 is not likely to have 

been intended as a retaining wall for this fill from the 

time of its original construction, since they are faced on 

the side abutting the fill. A body was placed on the 

surface of 13 and covered wi t.h a crypt of partly shaped 

stones. Sherds from the matrix of the burial are only 

datable to the Classic period. 
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10 is another fill layer, appearing to "level-out" the 

surface of 11, and may originally have been surfaced with 

plaster. Again, associated ceramics date it only to the 

Classic. 9 was a plaster surface and a thick layer of 

sterile fill. 7 and 8 were patches in floor 9. 6 was a 

fill layer deposited in preparation for another 

reflooring. Although its plaster surface is gone, the 

surface is indicated by the presence of root disturbance 4 

that appeared to follow such a surface. Layers 3, 2, and 1 

contain rubble tumble from fallen architecture in a matrix 

of reforming A-horizon containing some unknown Classic and 

some Late Classic ceramics. 
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Testpit 39: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 40 

1985 

Coordinates: S 952.35 / W 2735.60 

Distance from site center: 2994m 

Elevation: 3.99m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located 3 km west of site center in 

structure 485. Excavation was intended to date and 

interpret the function of a small isolate (alone on a small 

platform 50-60m from the nearest structure). Excavation 

was to bedrock, 137cm bs. 

1 0-10cm: Humus, dry black compact soil with white marl and 

cobble inclusions; Chicanel, Late Classic, and Terminal 

Classic ceramics. 

2 10-30cm: Fill/tumble; gray matrix with large limestone 

rocks and large sherds: Early Classic, Late Classic, 

Terminal Classic. 

3 30-46cm: Fill; sticky gray clay with many small stones 

and small Late and Terminal Classic sherds. 

4 46-57cm: Fill; gray matrix with marl flecks, fewer rocks 
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and fewer smaller sherds: Late and Terminal Classic. 

- 5 58-65cm: Fill/floor; white marl lens; artifacts unknown 

Classic. 

7 66-80cm: Fill; gray soil similar to 4, but with Chicanel, 

Freshwater and Early Classic sherds. 

6 66-80cm: Retaining wall; line of cut stones running 

east-west across the south half of the excavation. 

8 8l-ll2cm: Buried A-horizon; black sticky clay containing 

Freshwater ceramics. 

9 l13-l37cm: Eroded bedrock; tan sticky clay grading in 

color to white. 

10 l37cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

A retaining wall 6 was built on leveled A-horizon 8 and 

fill 7 was dumped behind (north) of the wall to build a low 

platform in the Freshwater or Early Classic period. The 

platform was surfaced 5, probably during its original 

construction. Layers 4, 3 and 2 represent architectural 

tumble mixed with platform fill from later Terminal 

Classic/Early Post Classic construction phases that are now 

obliterated by deep plowing. 1 is the modern A-horizon. 
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Testpit 40: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 41 

1985 

Coordinates: S 1001.57 / W 2800.12 

Distance from site center: 3073m 

Elevation: 5.07m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in Platform 485 located 

between structure 485 and and structure 482, in a heavily 

occupied area three kilometers west of site center. 

Excavation continued to bedrock, l87cm below the modern 

ground surface. 

1 O-lOcm: Humus/tumble; light dry gravelly soil with 

Terminal Classic pottery. 

2 10-50cm: Platform wall and overburden; large stones (cut 

and uncut) in a white marl matrix mixed with topsoil 

bearing Late/Terminal Classic ceramics. 

3 10-50cm: Platform fill; packed white marl, unidentifiable 

sherds. 

4 50-75cm: pit fill; dark brown soil with small stones and 

no artifacts. (Cut was not numbered separately, since 

this may simply have been a separate dump load in the 



platform fill, although the configuration of the 

different colored soil resembles a pit in section.) 
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5 50-72cm: Base of platform wall and fill; large limestone 

blocks (as 2) in white-flecked gray marl fill. 

6 72-100cm: Fill; fine, sterile, tan, sandy soil. 

7 90-118cm: Floor and fill; uneven white marl surface 

flecked with gray; Unknown Classic pottery. 

8 118-139cm: Fill; large limestone rocks and cobbles with 

unknown Classic sherds. 

9 118-138cm: Buried A-horizon; black sticky clay containing 

Chicanel, Late/Terminal Classic ceramics. 

10 138-142cm: Fill; very soft white mottled marl; sterile. 

19 138-1S2cm: Fill; large limestone rocks and cobbles with 

unknown Classic sherds. 

18 142-1S0cm: Fill/A-horizon; black sticky soil. 

11 lS0-lS7cm: Fill/surface; gray sticky marl bearing 

unknown ceramics. 

12 lS7-1S9cm: Plaster; whitish-beige sticky clay material. 

13 159-162cm: Fill (subfloor); hard-packed tan fine

grained marl. 
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14 162-167cm: Second A-horizon (abandonment?); black sticky 

sterile soil. 

15 167-185cm: Fill (surface eroded away?); white marl with 
I 

medium-sized limestone rocks. 

16 185-187cm: Ancient A-horizon (leveled); black sticky 

sterile soil. 

17 187cm: Bedrock; sascab grading to hard white limestone. 

20 118-157cm: pit dug through 9, 10 and 18 to the surface 

of 11 and 12. 

DISCUSSION 

The ancient A-horizon 16 was leveled in preparation for 

the construction of a low platform begun with fill layer 15 

and probably surfaced with plaster, but this surface is now 

gone. The structure was abandoned and a thin layer of 

topsoil 14 formed over the top. Later, a shallow fill 

layer 13 was deposited and plastered with 12, then 

resurfaced with 11 and abandoned, allowing 18 to reform 

above. Once more the area was surfaced, this time with 

soft white marl 10, and then abandoned for a considerable 

time, judging by the depth of A-horizon 9. This is the 

first deposition with datable artifacts; they date it to 

the Late/Terminal Classic, or later. 

The A-horizon 9 was excavated by cut 20 that also 
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penetrated 10 and 18 down to the surface of 11/12 which may 

have looked like bedrock to the builders. Excavation 20 

was filled with large stones and cobbles 19, and was 

probably a foundation trench of the type common elsewhere 

at Nohmul (see Testpit 1) made to support a large 

superstructure. 7 is a layer of platform fill and an 

eroded floor laid over 8. 6 is another building episode of 

platform fill, as are 6 and 5 (including 4). 2 is a tumbled 

Terminal Classic platform wall; 3 is the platform fill 

inside 2. 1 is the modern A-horizon. 
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Testpit 41: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 42 

1985 

Coordinates: S 1128.80 / W 2707.68 

Distance from site center: 5.66 

Elevation: 5.66 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located on west edge of structure 

476. Excavation was intended to locate staircase of the 

structure to date its original construction and reconstruct 

its occupation sequence. Digging continued into bedrock, 

204-230cm below the modern ground surface. 

1 0-24cm: Humus; dry black compact soil flecked with white 

marl; unknown Classic period artifacts. 

2 24-54cm: Rubble tumble; many large and small limestone 

cobbles in a light gray dry matrix; Late Classic and 

Terminal Classic ceramics. 

3 54-87cm: Overburden; light gray soil "outside" (west) of 

5 containing Chicanel ceramics and a single Early Classic 

sherd. 

4 54-90cm: Fill: soft powdery white marl with limestone 
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cobbles and Terminal Chicanel and Freshwater ceramics. 

5 67-87cm: Platform retaining wall; line of large (60 by 20 

by 30cm) cut limestone blocks running north-south near 

western edge of excavation. 

6 88-103cm: Cut stone structure: shaped and rough limestone 

rocks fitted with smaller stones appearing in southeast 

corner of excavation. The stones are set in a gray 

matrix that contains Freshwater ceramics. 

7 96-106cm: Fill; gray soil with small rocks and Freshwater 

and Early Classic ceramics. 

8 86-87cm: Plaster floor; hard white and gray mottled 

surface. 

9 87-1l8cm: Marl fill; soft sterile gray marl. 

10 118-122/127cm: Floor or fill; gray soil with Freshwater 

sherds and white hard marl. 

11 122/127-134cm: Plaster floor; patches of hard packed 

white smooth plaster mixed with pinkish tan soil, gravel, 

and Terminal Chicanel and Freshwater ceramics. 

1i 134-l36cm: Midden fill; gravelly brown soil with many 

small stones and much charcoal in a hard packed matrix 

containing some Terminal Chicanel and some Freshwater 

ceramics. 
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13 136-150cm: Midden fill; soft light brown soil with some 

charcoal near interface with 12; Terminal Chicanel and 

Chicanel pottery. 

14 150-155cm: Plaster floor; white rubbly lens with same 

ceramics as 13 above. 

15 155-175/185cm: Fill; light .soft brown soil grading to 

beige and then gray at the base of the deposit; Terminal 

Chicanel and Chicanel pottery. 

16 175/183-180-188cm: Fill; pinkish tan gravel and beige 

marl with Chicanel ceramics. 

17 185-190cm: Midden; gray silt with charcoal, Chicanel and 

Terminal Chicanel pottery. 

18 176-188cm: Fill or surface; hard packed white marl with 

Chicanel ceramics. 

19 178-l92cm: Eroded limestone rock; dense white marl and 

three rocks (13cm. in diameter). 

20 185-200cm: Midden; dark brown hard-packed soil, burnt 

rocks, dense charcoal and Terminal Chicanel and Chicanel 

sherds. 

21 195-200cm: Ashy midden; loose gray soil with Chicanel 

sherds. 



22 195-230cm: Fill; ash, charcoal, burnt rocks, Chicanel 

pottery. 
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23 195-230cm: Firepit lining; large Chicanel sherds set in 

a dished circle. 

24 195-220cm: Hearth collar; burnt clay around outside edge 

of hearth sherd lining, may be natural formation of soil 

surrounding hearth fired by heat from hearth fire. 

25 220-230cm: Firepit cut; shallow dished cut into bedrock 

base of hearth. 

26 195-225cm: Buried A-horizon/midden; gray brown soil with 

gray and white ash, charcoal, burnt rocks, pink pebbles 

and Chicanel sherds. 

27 204/230cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

The A-Horizon 26 was cleared away and a small circular 

pit 25 was dug into the surface of bedrock 27 during the 

Late Preclassic. This depression was lined with Chicanel 

sherds 23 and used as a firepit, use of the feature caused 

the damp clay outside the sherd lining to be heated with 

the effect of "firing" it and creating the hearth collar 

24. During use, the hearth gradually filling up with burnt 

rocks and ash 22, and 21, and then became the receptacle 
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for debris 20 from other cooking areas. 

19 and 18 are enigmatic due to the small area of 

exposure, but appear to be the remains of some sort of 

structure, dating to the end of the Preclassic period. 17 

is a midden probably accumulated after the abandonment of 

the structure. 16 may be a later occupation of the area 

during the same period. 

15 is a layer of platform fill surfaced by 14 during the 

Terminal Chicanel era. 13 is yet another fill layer from 

this period that increased the height of the platform; the 

surface of this layer is missing. 12 may represent a 

period of abandonment, since the matrices are darker than 

usual fill layers and contain much charcoal and somewhat 

later sherds (Freshwater) than preceding layers. 

Abandonment would explain the absence of a plaster surface 

above 13, since it might have eroded due to exposure. 11 

is a Protoclassic plaster floor, resurfaced by 10 during 

the same period. 

9 is a sterile layer of marl fill surfaced by plaster 

floor 8, also sterile. 7 and 6 are the foundation trench 

and cut stone base-wall of an Early Classic structure, cut 

into, but probably associated with 8. 4 is a later fill 

layer (still with Terminal Chicanel and Freshwater 

ceramics) supporting the later structure 5, which 
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unfortunately yielded no diagnostic ceramics. This 

construction may have been as late as the Terminal Classic 

period, since sherds from 2, a layer of architectural 

tumble probably from the same structure date to the Late 

and Terminal Classic. 3 is a layer of overburden with 

Chicanel and Early Classic pottery, covered by 1, the 

modern A-horizon. 
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Testpit 42: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 43 

1985 

Coordinates: S -3810 / W 354.42 

Distance from site center: 3591m 

Elevation: 3.87m 

One section Drawing 

A one by one meter pit placed in an area where posthole 

testing turned up an unusual concentration of fossil shell 

about 30 centimeters below the modern ground surface. The 

unique nature of the deposit persuaded me to extend the 

excavation with two 50cm wide trenches, one 9.6m north of 

the northern edge of the original 1 x 1 m test square, and 

the other 6.26m west of the western edge of the original 

pit. Excavation of the original pit was to bedrock, 155cm 

below the modern ground surface. The western trench 

stopped at the surface of the shell deposit. The northern 

trench was excavated to over 1 meter in depth. 

1 0-30cm: Humus; black sticky soil with a few tiny chert 

flakes and some tiny undiagnostic bits of ceramic. 

2 30-160cm: Shell; sterile layer of fossil shell in sandy 

matrix. Very little matrix was present. Shell included 
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a variety of marine shells, e.g. clams, oysters, 

fighting conch, and some small pieces of coral. The size 

of the shells ranged from IOmm to about 25 centimeters, 

most shells falling at the larger end of the spectrum. 

3 30-75cm: Shell; in original pit only, same as 2 but with 

black soil matrix; bioturbation, probably roots. 

4 70-92cm: Shell; in original pit only, same as 2, but with 

yellow marl matrix; bioturbation. 

5 92cm: Solid soft white sascab with some shell in the 

upper edge, but diminishing with depth. 

6 76-92cm: Shell in tan matrix. 

7 70-80cm: Lens of black sticky soil with one sherd 

("Z-Angle"), probable Early Classic. 7 is in north 

trench only. 

8 IO-75cm: Lens of fossil shell in white matrix; similar to 

2 but separated from 2 by 7. 

DISCUSSION 

It is not possible to tell whether this shell is a 

natural deposit. The difference in characteristics between 

very ancient fossil shell and shell that is one to three 

thousand years old in this sort of deposit is unknown. 

Fossil shell does occur naturally in this vicinity (Henry 
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Truebe, p.c.), and many of the shells are much too small to 

have been collected for food. On the other hand, there is 

almost no matrix of soil between the shells. What there 

is, at least in the upper portion of the lens, is sandy, 

not the limestone sascab the shell is embedded in in 

natural deposits elsewhere on site. Shell does mix with 

the bedrock sascab in the bottom of the pit, but thins out 

quickly with depth, so this mixing could have occurred 

after the layer of shell was deposited. There are no 

similar deposits near TP43, and the deposit is localized. 

Test pit 44, located only about 40 meters away, had no 

shell at all. 

Shell is used elsewhere on site as a foundation material, 

presumably to promote stability and drainage. This area, 

within 25 meters of raised fields, would probably need 

drainage. Even if the deposit is natural, it has been 

modified by humans, since a sherd was found in 7. If the 

shells were imported from the coast, they may have been 

brought in by boat, since there is said (by modern local 

inhabitants) to be a navigable channel through the raised 

fields immediately north of the shell deposit. 

Assuming that the shell deposit is cultural, the sequence 

of events was as follows. Topsoil was removed above 

bedrock 5 and a deep layer of shells 2 was deposited. 

Another layer 8 was laid nearby above unremoved topsoil 7. 
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Over time, plants grew into the shell causing black 3, and 

yellow 4 discolorations of the shell. Gradually the lower 

levels received percolated chemicals from above and became 

darker tan 6. After the area was abandoned, the A-Horizon 1 

reformed above the top of the shells. One Early Classic 

sherd is not enough to date these events. A few other 

sherds from levels disturbed areas of the surface of 

deposits 2 and 3 were dated unknown or either Late or 

Terminal Classic. 
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Testpit 43: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 44 

1985 

Coordinates: S -3788.97 / W 401.36 

Distance from site center: 3576m 

Elevation: 3.90m 

One section Drawing 

A one by one meter pit placed in an area where posthole 

testing turned up an unusual deposit of sascab only 10 

centimeters below the modern ground surface. The unique 

nature of the deposit persuaded me to extend the excavation 

with three 50cm wide trenches, one extended 2.4 meters from 

the northwest corner of the original 1 x 1 m test square, 

another 3 meters east from the east edge of the original 

pit, and the other 2 meters south of the southern edge of 

the original pit. Excavation of the original pit was to 

bedrock, 100cm below the modern ground surface. The east 

trench went to bedrock, but the other two stopped at the 

surface of the sascab deposit. 

1 0-15cm: Humus; black sticky soil with very few badly 

eroded sherds (mostly unidentifiable, but possibly Late 

or Terminal Classic) and a few tiny flakes of chert. 
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2 l5-25/45cm: Floor; layer of sascab or finely ground 

shells. The surface of this deposit was disturbed by 

plowing, but the bottom of the deposit showed a clean 

contact with the levelled A-Horizon below. The floor was 

deepest in the center and became thinner at the edges. 

3 25/45-90cm: Buried A-Horizon, black clay with one small 

trace of a potsherd. 

4 45/90-l02cm: Buried A-Horizon, gray sticky clay 

5 102cm: Bedrock; soft sterile sascab. 

DISCUSSION 

Above bedrock 5 in this low wet area, the process of 

"slicken-sides" has caused the buried A-Horizon to look 

mottled. 3 and 4 are the result of this process. The 

surface of the A-Horizon was leveled and floor 2 was 

deposited some time during the Classic period. 1 reformed 

after abandonment. 

Complete exposure of the surface of 2 in 1986 showed that 

the floor was approximately round and about 3.5 meters in 

diameter. The surface was too disturbed by plowing to have 

postholes preserved, but was surely the floor of a house or 

field house. Despite the absence of artifapts, the 

structure is too far from other houses to be an ancillary 

structure. Is seems a little large to be a field house and 
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the floor is a bit labor intensive for a temporary 

structure, but the feature is adjacent to an area of raised 

fields. If this is the remains of a year-round dwelling, 

the inhabitants were probably very poor, depending on 

perishable materials such as baskets and gourds and very 

little pottery. The lithic tools they had (suggested by 

the tiny flakes found in 1) were probably taken when they 

left the area. If the floor is the remains of a temporary 

structure, I would expect there to be some evidence of its 

use, in the form of plant or animal processing debris or 

manufacturing debris. The almost complete absence of 

artifacts associated with the feature makes it unusual at 

Nohmul and in the Maya Lowlands. 
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Testpit 45 

1985 

Coordinates: S -3348.12 / W -294.64 

Distance from site center: 3196m 

Elevation: 5.53m 

One section Drawing 

A one by one meter pit was dug in an area where posthole 

testing turned up a dense deposit of sherds and other 

cultural material consistent with a primary midden only 10 

centimeters below the modern ground surface. The deposit 

was unusual since the nearest platform based structure is 

over 50 meters away on the other side of a swamp that holds 

standing water during the rainy season. 

The unique nature of the deposit persuaded me to extend 

the excavation with two 50cm wide trenches, one extended 

10.5 meters from the north edge of the original 1 x 1 m 

test square, and the other extended 4.5 meters west of the 

western edge of the original pit. Excavation of the 

original pit was to bedrock, 79cm below the modern ground 

surface. The north trench stopped at the level of floor 

11, except where the floor was penetrated by burials. The 

other trench stopped at the surface of midden deposit 8. 



1 0-10cm: Humus; black sticky soil with many artifacts 

including large sherds dating to the Early, Late and 

Terminal/Early Post Classic. 
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2 32-50cm: Infant burial; large (45 by 40cm) pot sherd over 

layer of gray soil (mix of 2 and 11) and a few small 

poorly preserved unrecoverable bones; vessel dated to the 

latter part of the Early Classic (Type: Monkey Falls 

striated; occurs later at Nohmu1 than at Barton Ramie, 

Laura Kosakowsky, p.c.) 

3 32-50cm: Burial cut; hole dug through floor 11 for 

placement of 2. 

4 30-70cm: crypt and burial furniture; jumbled layer of 1 

cut and uncut pieces of limestone, the cut block was 60 

by 20cm and had been placed directly above the human bone 

6. The smaller stones were about 10cm in diameter and did 

not appear shaped. Among these at the east end of the 

burial was a smashed Late Classic redware bowl above the 

head of the body. 

5 30-70cm: Burial fill; loose gray soil much disturbed by 

roots and rodents. 

660-70cm: Human bone; badly crushed and mostly 

unrecoverable. 

7 30-70cm: Burial cut; hole dug for placement of 5 and 4. 
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8 10-25cm: Midden; dense deposit of medium sized sherds, 

fairly eroded and including a large proportion of 

unidentifiable plainwares, as well as Early Classic, Late 

Classic, and Terminal/Early Post Classic ceramics. 

9 20-30cm: Ashy soil; light gray soil with Late Classic 

sherds. 

10 21-34cm: Midden; dense concentration of charcoal, burnt 

rock, chert and large Early and Late Classic potsherds. 

The deposit also included many unidentifiable 

plainwares. 

11 32-48cm: Floor; hard-packed light gray soil with no 

artifacts. 

12 30-40cm: Fire cracked rock; layer of burnt rocks and 

burnt mano fragment, ashy matrix. 

13 32-47cm: Hearth lining; layer of Late Classic potsherds 

in base of cut 14 holding ash, charcoal, and burnt 

rocks. 

14 26-47cm: Firepit; cut into midden filled with sherd 

lining 13 and fire cracked rock 12. 

15 35-60cm: Midden; black sticky A-Horizon type clay matrix 

with white marl flecks and a dense accumulation of Late 

Classic pottery and other artifacts, including the finely 
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modeled head of a woman, perhaps the broken figure of a 

household god. 

16 23/60-50/80cm: Buried A-Horizon; same matrix as 15, but 

almost sterile, only a few Late Classic sherds were 

collected from this depth. 17 60/80cm: Bedrock; sterile 

grayish wet sticky sascab. 

DISCUSSION 

Bedrock 17 may have been mined for marl, but there is no 

secure evidence for this besides the dip in bedrock below 

A-Horizon 16. Sometime in the Late Classic period, floor 11 

was created directly on A-Horizon 16 and midden 15 

accumulated nearby. 11 was not a hard plaster surface, but 

a soft marl layer that over time has mingled with the black 

subsoil to from a dry friable sterile gray lens. A firepit 

14 was dug and lined with sherds 13 and rocks 12. Another 

layer of midden 10 accumulated between the floor 11 and 

midden 14. This midden layer contained some Early Classic 

material, suggesting that an earlier occupation existed 

nearby. Ashy layer 9 was associated with the juncture 

between midden layers 15 and 10. 

Two burials were associated with floor 11. In cut 3 about 

one third of a large jar 2 was placed above small bones 

that had almost completely perished before discovery. The 

interment was interpreted as a baby burial and may date to 
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the earliest occupation of the floor, since the jar dates 

to the latter part of the Early Classic. When the burial 

was originally located in 1985, it appeared to predate the 

deposition of floor 11. When the T45 excavation was 

expanded in 1986, the edge of a dark circle was visible in 

the surface of floor 11 above the western edge of the 

burial where the evidence had not been disturbed. Either 

decay of the burial had caused the soil 20 centimeters 

above to discolor, or the burial had been cut through the 

shallow floor, and the marl of the floor fairly carefully 

replaced. The pot (2) was identified as Monkey Falls 

striated (Kosakowsky, p.c.) and is in the same 

stratigraphic position as the pot of the same type found in 

the hearth in TP 76. In both cases the pots were set into 
-. 
layers with definite Late Classic dates. It seems almost 

certain that Monkey Falls striated is a Late Classic type 

at Nohmu1. 

7 was definitely cut through 11 in the Late Classic. The 

bones were badly preserved, but the person appeared to have 

been partially flexed, lying on the right side, facing 

north with the head to the east. A smashed Late Classic 

bowl 4 was above the head 6 surrounded by fill layer 5 and 

topped by a layer of shaped and unshaped rocks, also 

labelled 4, that were much disturbed by plowing and looked 

more like a cairn than a crypt. 
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Another midden layer, 2, accumulated above the hearth. 

This layer contains some Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic 

sherds, and may pertain to occupations in the vicinity that 

occurred after abandonment of the occupation floor 11. The 

reformed A-Horizon 1 also contains Terminal Classic/Early 

Post Classic sherds. 
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Testpit 46 

1985 

Coordinates: S -3412.86 / W 412.62 

Distance from site center: 3204m 

Elevation: 4.96m 

One section Drawing 

An 80cm by one meter pit was dug in an elevated area 

where posthole testing located an unusual yellowish clay 

deposit near the modern ground surface in an elevated area 

near excavation TP 45. The nearest platform based structure 

is over 50 meters away on the other side of a swamp that 

holds standing water during the rainy season. Excavation 

continued into bedrock 130cm below the modern ground 

surface. 

1 O-lOcm: Humus; black sticky clay with Santana-Tepeu (Late 

Classic) or Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic) 

ceramics. 

2 10-30cm: possible surface; yellowish gray clay lens. 

3 30-60cm: Surface; white marl with ground shell. 

4 60-98cm: Gray clay; probably a natural layer, but origin 



is unclear; contained a mix of Cocos-Chicane1 (Late 

Prec1assic), unknown, and possibly santana-Tepeu (Late 

Classic) pottery. 
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5 58-70cm: Rodent Burrow or Posthole; round column of black 

sticky soil penetrating 6. 

6 58-70cm: Surface; yellow and white marl with some sherds, 

possibly Cocos-Chicane1 (Late Prec1assic). 

9 62-78cm: Surface; yellowish clay lens associated with 

Cocos-Chicane1 (Late Prec1assic), and Santana-Tepeu (Late 

Classic) or Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic) 

pottery. 

7 80-l03cm: Buried A-Horizon: black sticky soil with 

unknown sherds. 

8 l03cm: Bedrock; soft white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Bedrock 8 below this excavation is uneven, but appears to 

be undisturbed. Above the buried A-Horizon 7, layers of 

yellowish 9 and white 6 clay were deposited; both were 

associated with Chicane1 ceramics and 9 also had some 

Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) or Rancho (Terminal 

Classic/Early Post Classic) period pottery. These layers 

were soft and mottled, but were probably cultural deposits, 
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as they do not have the "heaved" appearance of 

"slickensides". 5 is a hole dug vertically through 6, and 

I suspected it was a posthole. However, very soft marl 

deposits, like 6 are attractive to burrowing animals, so 6 

might be a rodent burrow. 

4 is a layer of gray clay, perhaps a shallow fill layer 

or an eroded marl surface, containing Cocos-Chicanel (Late 

Preclassic) and possible Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) 

pottery. 3 is almost definitely a packed marl and shell 

surface. 2 is another possible surface, but I am inclined 

to think this layer may be the remains of decayed and 

homogenized wattle and daub walls. 1 is the modern humus 

layer containing Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) or Rancho 

(Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic) pottery. 
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Testpit 47 

1985 

Coordinates: S -3317.48 / W -421.50 

Distance from site center: 3107m 

Elevation: 4.90 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in the center of structure 

659, a small isolated building on its own platform a few 

meters northeast of structure 660. The purpose of the 

excavation was to reconstruct the occupation sequence of 

the area. Excavation was to bedrock, 270cm below the 

modern ground surface. 

1 0-7cm: Modern land surface; dark gray soil with many 

marine shells and Terminal Classic/early Post Classic 

sherds. 

2 7-15cm: Light gray soil mixed with shells. 

3 15-20: Plaster floor; hard white surface with some 

.evidence of burning. 

4 20-40cm: Subfloor fill; dense layer of crushed and whole 

marine shell. 
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S 40-4Scm: Floor; smooth white plaster. 

6 4S-70cm: Fill; crushed and whole shell. 

7 65-93cm: Cut Fill; gray mar11 mixed with crushed and whole 

shells. 

8 65-93cm: Cut into layer 9. 

9 70-10Scm: Fill; mix of gray soil, marl, and soil with 

some shells. 

10 10S-12Scm: Fill/floor; mottled gray plaster. 

11 12s-133cm: Fill; Dark gray soil with chunks of yellow 

and white marl; gravel, unknown ceramics and charcoal. 

12 133-190/270cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky soil with 

white and yellow marl flecks; mix of Chicane1, Early and 

Late Classic ceramics in top of this layer. 

13 10S-11Scm: Rodent burrow with unidentified Classic 

period sherds. 

14 190-270cm: Cut into bedrock. 

lS 190/270cm: Bedrock; soft white sterile sascab. 

DISCUSSION 

Bedrock lS was mined 14 at an unknown date. Sometime in 

the Late Classic period, a layer of fill 11 was deposited 
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directly on the A-Horizon 12, then covered with another 

thick fill layer 10 which may have been plastered or used 

directly as a surface. Above this, another layer of fill 9 

was deposited and cut by a small trench 8 for some unknown 

reason. This trench was subsequently filled 7 and another 

construction layer 6 was deposited and surfaced 5. The 

height of 5 was increased with the deposit of fill layer 4, 

surfaced with 3. Yet another surface is indicated by 2, but 

the final plastering is gone, probably plowed away, and has 

been replaced by the reforming A-Horizon 1. 

1 is forming slowly because the area is so elevated from 

the 4 (or more) construction phases of the substructure, 

and because the drainage provided by the shells used in the 

fill makes it difficult for plants to get established. The 

Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic sherds in the upper 

stratum suggest the area was occupied during this period, 

but I suspect at least some of the building phases date to 

the Late Classic, the date of the buried A-Horizon. The 

lack of ceramics in the fill may be explained by the 

shortage of middens in the area, since no other mounds are 

visible from the mound group composed of structures 659 and 

660. Alternatively, the inhabitants may simply have 

preferred shell for its drainage properties. 
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Testpit 47: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 48 

1985 

Coordinates: S -3289.10 / W 407.96 

Distance from site Center: 3077m 

Elevation: 4.49 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit dug between structures 659 and 660 

to determine whether a platform connected the two. 

Excavation was to bedrock 258cm below the modern ground 

surfacs. 

1 0-20/44cm: Modern land surface; black sticky soil with 

marl flecks and unknown, Late Classic and Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic pottery. 

2 20/44-42/l57cm: Fill; gray-brown soil with greater 

concentration of white marl chunks and flecks and a mix 

of Late Classic and Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic 

pottery. 

3 l57-204cm: Fill; same matrix as 2, but arbitrary division 

to attempt to catch ceramic change, sherds are all Late 

and unknown Classic, no more Terminal/Early Postclassic. 
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4 l87cm: Burial; small quantity of bone (toe bones?) found 

in south section of pit (bones are actually in 3 and on 

5) • 

5 204-220cm: Fill; light grayish white soft smooth marl 

with a few unknown potsherds. 

6 2l8-235cm: Fill; light gray soil with marl chunks and 

charcoal. Associated ceramics dated to the Late Classic 

or were unknown. 

7 235-256cm: Hearth fill; blackish ashy gray matrix with 

white marl chunks, charcoal and unknown Classic pottery. 

This layer also included 4 or 6 marine "ecofacts" (see 

DISCUSSION) • 

8 215-230cm: Wall Fall; chunks of white limestone. 

9 235-256cm: Hearth lining; limestone rock lining of 

hearth. 

10 60/256-62-258cm: Pit lining; greenish white fine

grained clay that seems to line entire pit, including 

hearth. May be natural precipitate resulting from 

exposure of limestone bedrock to moisture, or may be a 

·cu1tura1 deposit. 

11 60/257cm: Cut of bedrock pit. 

12 43-60cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky soil with 



Chicanel, Late Classic and Terminal Classic /Early 

Postclassic pottery. 

13 60-63cm: Sascab; soft matrix above bedrock associated 

with unknown pottery. 

14 63/257cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 
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A natural A-Horizon 12 above sascab 13 and bedrock 14 

accumulated debris during the Chicanel and Late Classic 

periods. Although 12 contained some Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic pottery in the lab, I believe this was an 

excavator's mistake. I think the later pottery was mixed 

into 12 from the adjacent but later layer 2, since the two 

were not clearly distinct in the field, and the decision to 

separate them was partly arbitrary. This possibility is 

supported by the presence of two Late Classic bearing 

layers in the pit, and the absence of any later garbage in 

the pit. If this interpretation is correct, 12 was cut by 

11 in the Late Classic and lined, either naturally or by 

natural processes (no lining like this was found in any 

other bedrock pit) with 10. 

In this lined pit, a hearth 9 was constructed, before a 

section of the pit wall 8 fell in near the hearth. 

Probably some of this debris was cleared away and 
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rearranged before the hearth was lined with small stones 7 

and used for a fire. Among the stones, in the center if 

the hearth in the ashes of the fire(s), 4 or 6 small pieces 

of fossil coral were found. These were pinkish, perhaps 

from burning, and several were anthropomorphic, although 

not culturally modified. One looked like a tiny human 

figure, another like a human hand. 

Above the hearth was fill layer 6 that may have been a 

natural accumulation in the Late Classic, or it may have 

been deposited to level the surface of 7. At any rate, a 

layer of soft marl 5 containing a few very poorly preserved 

bones 4 was laid above 6, and covered with the rapidly 

deposited 3 in the Late Classic. A second period of rapid 

deposition occurred in the Terminal Classic/Early 

postclassic, when 2 completely filled the pit and elevated 

the land surface above some 20 centimeters. The natural 

A-Horizon 1 formed gradually above 2. 
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Testpit 48: South Section 
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Testpit 48: Harris Matrix 



Testpit 49 

1985 

Coordinates: S -3281.05 / W -404.09 

Distance from site center: 3069m 

Elevation: 4.61 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit dug in structure 660 to determine 

its type of construction and occupation sequence. 

Excavation was to bedrock 177cm below the modern ground 

surface. 

1 0-14cm: Humus; black sticky soil with marl flecks and 

gravel; Late Classic and unknown ceramic associations. 

2 14-22cm: Surface; powdery white plaster with unknown 

Classic pottery. 

3 22-40cm: Tumble; gray soil with marl flecks and much 

animal disturbance. Layer contained unknown Classic 

pottery and one Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic 

sherd. 

4 40-87cm: Decayed structure; large articulating cut 

limestone blocks set in light brown matrix. 
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5 87-107cm: Fill; continuation of blocks of 4, but set in 

black sticky soil and with Late Classic, unknown Classic, 

unknown pottery associated. 

6 l07-l77cm: Fill; layer of marl with unknown sherds 

associated. 

7 l40-177cm: Cut in bedrock. 

8 177cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Bedrock 8 was mined 7 at an unknown date and covered with 

a layer of fill 6. In the Late Classic (probably) a 

structure was built 5 and then 4 was added. The 

superstructure was demolished in the Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic, leaving rubble layer 3, and resurfaced with 2. 

1 reformed after abandonment. 
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Testpit 49: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 50 

1985 

Coordinates:S-3330.87/W-380.56 

Distance from site center: 3115m 

Elevation:3.96 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located on edge of elevated area 

near structures 659 and 660. Purpose of the excavation was 

to determine if this area had been culturally modified. 

Excavation was continued 42cm into bedrock, 85cm below the 

modern ground surface. 

I 0-16cm: Humus; black sticky soil with root disturbance. 

Some unknown sherds and one Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic sherd. 

2 16-43cm: Midden; same matrix as 1 but with dense 

concentration of white marl flecks, small pebbles, some 

shell, and some Chicanel and unknown Classic sherds. 

343-85cm: Sascab bedrock; soft white matrix with some 

Chicanel and unknown sherds and some shells pressed into 

its surface. 
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4 85cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

The naturally occurring soft l sascab 3 above hard bedrock 

4 may have been cleaned off and used as a surface during 

the Late Preclassic. After abandonment, living debris, 

probably fr~m nearby occupations accumulated with the 

reformation of the natural A-Horizon 2. Some time later, 

above this debris layer, a later accumulation led to the 

formation of 1. 
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TP51 

1985 

Coordinates: S -3966.92 / W -95.51 

Distance from site Center: 3731m 

Elevation: 4.84m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located on east edge of structure 

682 in isolated mound group 684 near raised field area 4km 

north of site center. Purpose of the excavation was to 

ascertain the date and nature of the construction. 

Excavation continued 25cm into bedrock, 240cm below the 

modern ground surface. 

1 0-5cm: Humus; medium brown loose soil with white marl 

flecks and Chicanel, Early Classic, unknown Classic 

sherds. 

2 5-39/54cm: Overburden; light gray loose gravelly soil 

with marl flecks, small rocks and cobbles and some larger 

rocks; large sherds, shells, roots. Ceramics are Early 

Classic, Late Classic, Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic, and unknown Classic. 

3 39/54-73/137cm: Tumble; large limestone rocks (25cm·in 



diameter). 

4 73-137cm: Platform wall; Large cut and set limestone 

blocks set in tan matrix with Late Classic and unknown 

Classic sherds. 
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5 110-130cm: Midden fill; grayish white marl with Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic, and unknown Classic pottery. 

6 145-150cm: Fill; light gray soil with white marl flecks 

and Early Classic and unknown Classic ceramics. 

7 128-140cm; Fill; concentration of shell with unknown 

sherds. 

8 138-155cm: Platform surface; hard white plaster surface 

over cut limestone blocks set in sterile gray matrix. 

9 150-162cm: Midden; black sticky soil with white marl 

flecks, charcoal shell and large Terminal Chicanel, Early 

Classic, Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic sherds. 

10 160-175cm: Floor; thin lens of white marl. 

11 163-207cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky soil with Late 

Classic, Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic, unknown 

Classic sherds, charcoal and small burnt rocks. 

12 207-240cm: Sascab; soft gray-green marl with a few 

unknown sherds. 
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13 240cm: Bedrock; dense beige with white flecks. 

DISCUSSION 

The natural layer of sascab 12 above bedrock 13 may have 

been exposed at some time, or else the few unidentifiable 

sherds in it may have entered it by some natural process 

such as soil creep. The buried A-Horizon 11 had 

accumulated a lot of midden materials when a floor 10 was 

constructed directly on it, probably in the Late Classic. 

The Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic sherds in this lot 

were probably mixed from the midden layer 9 above. Above 

the midden, a stone platform 8 was built and plastered in 

the Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic. A platform wall 4 

was constructed and filled with several layers of fill: 5, 

6, and 7. The superstructure of the building collapsed 

after abandonment, spilling blocks 3 and creating a layer 

of overburden 2. 1 is reforming slowly due to the well 

drained construction which makes it difficult for grass to 

grow. 

It is clear that earlier structures existed in the 

vicinity of this Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic 

building. These structures and their middens were mined to 

provide fill layers for Structure 682. When these layers 

eroded out of the platform after abandonment, they created 

a situation that looked almost like reverse stratigraphy in 
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testpit 51. 
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Testpit 51: North section 
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Testpit 51: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 52 

1985 

Coordinates:S-847.36/W-2290.73 

Distance from site Center: 2359m 

Elevation: 3.38m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in nonmound area near an 

aguada, two kilometers east of site center to test a shell 

and sherd surface scatter. Excavation was to bedrock at 

85cm below the modern ground surface. 

1 O-12cm: Humus, dry black compact soil with white marl 

flecks and shell. Ceramic artifacts were poorly 

preserved and all unknown. 

2 0-20cm: Surface; powdery white discontinuous lens with 

lots of shell, probably disturbed by plowing. 

3 7-70cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky soil, similar to 1 

but below 2; unknown sherds. 

4 50-80cm: Sascabi soft sterile sticky gray soil above 

bedrock. 

5 80cm: Bedrock; white limestone. 
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DISCUSSION 

The natural sascab layer 4 above bedrock 5 appears to 

have been mined, but the cut was not numbered separately, 

since evidence of human activity is so equivocal. Probably 

the soft sascab was mined and 3 , the original ground 

surface, was replaced and leveled to fill the hole. Then 

the sascab 4 was used to create lens 2 to be used as a 

surface, perhaps a house floor. Because the feature is so 

shallow and not on a protective platform, it has been badly 

disturbed by plowing, and has mingled with the modern 

A-Horizon 1. None of the sherds recovered was 

chronologically diagnostic, but the fact that such a 

shallow ephemeral feature is preserved suggests it dates to 

the latter part of the occupation of the site. The use of 

shell in floor construction suggests a Terminal Classic 

date (see TP 49). 
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Testpit 52: North Section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 53 

1985 

Coordinates: S -28.70 / W -1027.21 

Distance from site Center: 1036m 

Elevation: 16.65 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in the center of structure 

955 in mound group one kilometer east of site center. 

Purpose of the excavation was to ascertain the date and 

sequence of the construction. Surface had been disturbed 

by heavy road-building machinery. Excavation continued to 

l70cm below the modern ground surface. 

1 O-lOcm: Humus; dry brown loose soil with cobble and 

pebble-sized white marl inclusions, pieces of broken 

plaster and marine shell, Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic ceramics. 

2 10-50cm: Tumble; large rocks, cobbles and gravel in light 

brown matrix with bits of plaster, Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic, and unknown pottery types. 

3 78-ll7cm: Fill; yellowish beige powdery marl. 
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4 68-105cm: Fill; large unfitted rocks in dark brown matrix 

with Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic and unknown 

sherds. 

5 105-113cm: Floor; eroded plaster surface painted with 

specular hematite with rubble fill containing Terminal 

Classic/Early Postc1assic and unknown pottery fragments. 

6 113-123cm: Floor; red painted plaster, layer of charcoal 

and crushed snails on surface with unknown Classic 

sherds. 

7 47-119cm; Platform wall; alignment of cut limestone 

blocks, unknown Classic ceramic sherds associated. 

8 119-139cm: Fill; dark clayey soil with fist-sized stones 

and Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic and unknown 

Classic sherds. 

9 l19-139cm: Foundation trench below wall 7, filled with 8. 

10 l17-136cm: Fill; rocky gray gravel with Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic sherds. 

11 136-139cm: Surface; lens of hard-packed white marl. 

12 117-139cm: Cut; excavation into 13, filled with 10 and 

11. 

13 117-156cm: Midden on buried A-Horizon; black sticky 
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layer with many rocks, lithics, and a mix of Chicanel and 

Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic sherds. Layer 13 

covers contents of cut IS. 

14 lS6-170cm: Burial; human bone set in matrix of small 

stones under large cut block, unknown ceramics. 

IS lS6-170cm: Burial cut; excavation into bedrock. 

16 170cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone, unknown sherds 

probably from burial. 

DISCUSSION 

Bedrock 16 was cleared and a shallow hole IS was dug into 

it to receive burial 14. The body was covered with small 

rocks and then at least two large cut stones 17 and 18. The 

A-Horizon 13 was replaced above this. The date of the 

burial is unknown, but may have been Preclassic, since 

there is a small quantity of Chicanel in layer 13. 

Artifacts in 13, however, are mostly Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic, so the subsequent construction is all from the 

last occupation of the site. 

A shallow hole 12 was dug into 13, and the bottom of the 

depression was surfaced with 11. The depression 12 was then 

completely filled with 10; 10 was in turn cut by foundation 

trench 9, that was filled with 8 and wall S. A series of 

floors numbered 6 and 7 (although there was evidence of 
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many thin layers of painted plaster, one over another) were 

constructed abutting wall 7 and wall fill 8. The platform 

was enlarged with the additions of 4 and 3, probably 

originally surfaced with 5. After abandonment, the 

superstructure was bulldozed, creating layer 2. 1 is the 

humus layer reforming slowly over the top of the feature. 
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Testpit 53: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 54 

1985 

Coordinates: S -23.79 / W 1050.45 

Distance from Site Center: 1060m 

Elevation: l7.09m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in the center of Structure 

994 in a settlement area one kilometer east of site 

center. The purpose of the excavation was to ascertain the 

date and sequence of the construction. Surface had been 

disturbed by heavy road-building machinery. Excavation 

continued to 110cm below the modern ground surface. 

1 O-lOcm: Humus; unusual A-Horizon,dry light brown silty 

loose soil with cobble and pebble-sized white marl 

inclusions, fire-cracked rock, pieces of broken plaster 

and marine shell, unknown Classic ceramics. 

2 lO-65cm: Tumble; lighter brown and yellowish soil with 

fist-sized stones, unknown Classic pottery. 

3 27-55cm: Fill; light gray loose dry soil, much animal 

disturbance, Late Classic and unknown sherds. 
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4 7-55cm: Superstructure; large fitted cut limestone blocks 

in a line with Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic and 

unknown sherds in the matrix. 

5 62-68cm: Floor; burnt plaster surface. 

6 68-73cm: Floor; plaster surface. 

7 73-81cm: Floor; white plaster surface with Late Classic 

a~d unknown ceramics in association. 

8 50-60cm: Rodent burrow or disturbance; dark gray soil 

with unknown sherds. 

9 50-90cm: Fill; dry friable tan soil with marl flecks and 

Early Classic, Late Classic and unknown sherds. 

10 77-110cm: Fill; light tan soil with marl flecks and 

fist-sized rocks, some shell, some bone, possibly from 

rodent-disturbed burial that lies mostly outside 

excavation area. 

11 50-99cm: Fill; light gray loose dry soil with Late 

Classic and unknown pottery. 

12 99-153cm: Fill; Dark gray sticky clay with Early and 

Late Classic and unknown ceramic inclusions. 

13 50-l52cm: Platform wall; five courses of large cut 

limestone blocks. 



14 150-180cm: Foundation trench fill; loose marl pebbles 

and cobbles; Late Classic ceramics. 

15 150-180cm: Foundation trench; excavation into 16. 
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16 130-167cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky clay with some 

artifacts and charcoal. 

17 167cm: Bedrock; sticky sterile sascab overlying hard 

white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Sometime during the Late Classic period, a foundation 

trench 15 was dug into the A-Horizon 16 (above bedrock 17) 

and filled 14 with loose marl, pebbles and artifacts. 

Trench 15 was made to reinforce the five course cut block 

platform wall 13 built above it. The platform was built up 

behind the platform wall 13 with layers of fill 12 and 11. 

13 may have been free-standing on its west side for a time, 

but the west area was eventually built up with successive 

Late Classic fill layers 10 and 9. The platform created by 

10 and 9 was surfaced with a layer of plaster 7, and then 

resurfaced twice: 6 and 5. A superstructure or secondary 

platform was constructed above 9 by laying fill 3 inside a 

wall 4 created by setting four courses of cut limestone 

blocks. The relationship between the superstructure and 

the successive plaster floors 5, 6, and 7, is unknown, 
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since there is a break between the two features above the 

uppermost block of 13. 2 is a layer of tumble that began 

after abandonment, but that has been enhanced due to 

bulldozer disturbance of the mounds in the area. 

Nicho Pech, a resident of the nearby settlement of San 

Jose, told us he thought Structure 994 had been 

considerably taller before it was damaged and may have had 

a superstructure of later date. If so, 2 may actually be a 

fill layer made of recycled building materials. All 

ceramics from undisturbed contexts in 994 date to the Late 

Classic. However, a rodent burrow in the upper part of 

context 2 produced Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic 

sherds, suggesting that the latest occupation of the 

structure may have been during this period. It seems more 

likely that the rodent would simply drag in pottery from 

higher layers of the same structure (that are now gone) 

than that he would bring in material from other 

structures. 1, the current A-Horizon, has not taken on the 

dark color and stickiness that are characteristic of the 

Nohmul settlement area, perhaps because it was only 

recently exposed. 
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Testpit 54: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 55 

1985 

Coordinates: S -53.24 / W -1131.16 

Distance from site Center: 1134m 

Elevation 15.30m 

One section Drawing' 

Test trench .5 meters wide by 3.9 meters long dug about 

100 meters northeast of TP53 and TP54 to further 

investigate an area with surface artifacts and visible 

marl. Excavation continued into bedrock 40cm below the 

modern ground surface. 

1 0-15cm: Humus; dry black compact soil with white marl 

flecks and a few marl chunks. Ceramic artifacts were 

poorly preserved and all unknown Classic: except for one 

tiny Chicanel sherd. 

2 15-20/40cm: Humus; same as 1 but containing white, 

lithics land snails and some broken marine shell and more 

unknown Classic period sherds. 

3 20/39-40cm: Humus; continuation of 1 and 2, but with 

dense marl pebbles and cobbles; unknown Classic period 

pottery. 
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4 40cm: Bedrock; eroding hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Deposits in this area have been badly disturbed by 

plowing, and have mingled with the modern A-Horizon 1. None 

of the sherds recovered was more chronologically diagnostic 

than simply "Classic", meaning not Preclassic or 

Postclassic. The concentration of artifacts in 2 suggests 

this layer was probably the ground surface during the major 

occupation of the area. 1, 2 and 3 are basically three 

levels of the A-Horizon above bedrock, and except for the 

fact that fossil shell is not a natural inclusion of 

A-Horizons at Nohmul, there is no direct evidence of 

cultural modification of the deposits. 
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Testpit 56 

1985 

Coordinates: S 2625.39 I W -259.74 

Distance from site center: 2873m 

Elevation: 19.11m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in center of range structure 

on eastern side of large Platform 690, structure 685. 

Excavation was done to determine occupation and 

construction sequence of platform group, and was continued 

to sterile sascab, 340cm below the modern ground surface. 

Excavation was expanded 120cm south by 70cm wide in an 

attempt to recover the the burial found in context 14. The 

skeleton was in poor condition and little information was 

added by the additional digging. 

1 0-8cm: Humus, black burned soil of modern cane field. 

Sherds mixed: Terminal ClassicI Early Postclassic and 

unknown. 

2 8-59cm: Tumble; limestone blocks and cobbles in a brown 

matrix with some bone marine shells and Classic period 

sherds. 
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3 34-73cm: Superstructure; north-south alignment of cut and 

fitted limestone blocks in a gray matrix (mortar?) 

containing Late Classic and Classic period pottery. 

4 73-82cm: Floor; eroded and uneven plaster layer with 

Classic period ceramics. 

5 82-83cm: Tread layer; thin layer of dark gray soil; 

possibly represents a brief period of abandonment before 

resurfacing 4. 

6 83-91cm: Floor; eroded plaster surface with Classic and 

Terminal Classic/Early Postc1assic pottery in its 

matrix. 

7 91-92cm: Tread layer; thin layer of dark gray soil; 

possibly represents a brief period of abandonment before 

resurfacing 6. Late Classic and Terminal Classic/Early 

Postc1assic ceramics date the deposit. 

8 92-103cm: Floor; hard white, somewhat uneven plaster 

surface with Classic, Late Classic and Terminal 

Classic/Early Postc1assic pottery in association. 

9 103-110cm: Subf100r fill; yellow, white and gray marl and 

limestone pebbles, some evidence of burning. 

10 83-120cm: Rodent burrow; loose gray soil with marl 

flecks. 



11 110-115cm: Fill; soft gray soil mixed with white marl 

and rocks. 

12 115-120cm: Surface; compact white and gray marl with 

marine shells, chert and Classic, and Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic pottery. 
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13 120-126cm: Midden fill; white and yellow marl mixed with 

gray soil and cobbles and chert, obsidian, charcoal and 

abundant Classic and Late Classic sherds. 

15 126-137cm: Fill; tan yellow and white marl deposited 

above burial with Late Classic and Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic pottery, and some fragments of painted 

plaster. 

14 130-160cm: Mortuary furniture and hUman bone of burial; 

layer rocks and cobbles in a gray matrix containing bone 

and Classic and Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic 

sherds, and a smashed Terminal Classic vessel over the 

head of the deceased; charcoal was found near the skull. 

16 140-150cm: Fill; light gray soil with some charcoal and 

Late Classic polychrome sherds. 

17 125~146cm: Crypt; two limestone rocks, 20-30cm in 

diameter set on edge on floor 19 at base of burial 16. 

18 140-160cm: Crypt; three limestone rocks (10cm in 
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diameter) set on edge of floor 19 at base of burial 16. 

19 160-162cm: Floor; hard gray plaster surface with 

evidence of burning. 

20 162-165cm: Subfloor fill; rocky tan matrix with many 

Early Classic, Late Classic and Classic period pottery. 

21 165-185cm: Fill; yellow loose marl with Classic and, 

Late Classic sherds. 

22 173-198cm: Tumble; layer of large disarticulated cut 

blocks probably fallen from superstructure above 26. 

24 185-200cm: Fill; dar]c gray clay containing marl flecks 

and charcoal and Classic and Late Classic ceramics. 

26 180-300cm: Fill of foundation trench; loose gray marl 

below two courses of cut and set limestone blocks. 

35 180-300cm: Foundation trench; hole cut from surface of 

23 through 25, 27, 28, 29, 30 and into 32. 

23 190-200cm: Fill; light gray compact matrix with charcoal 

and Classic and Late Classic pottery. 

25 200-215cm: Floor; uneven white plaster surface. 

27 2l5-230cm: Fill; mottled gravelly marl with a few Late 

Classic sherds. 
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28 230-242cm: Midden; gray friable soil with white and 

yellow marl flecks, charcoal, burnt rocks and Classic and 

Late Classic pottery. 

29 242-270cm: Abandonment, buried A-Horizon; black sticky 

soil with some charcoal, burnt rocks and pinkish gravel; 

Chicanel, Terminal Chicanel, Early Classic and Classic 

ceramic fragments were abundant. 

30 270-290cm: Surface or fill; wet gray clay. 

31 280-290cm: Skull; human bone visible in section. 

32 290-3l0cm: Fill; sterile grayish green wet clay. 

33 3l0-360cm: Buried A-Horizon; sterile black sticky clay. 

34 360cm: Sascab; sterile green sticky clay. 

DISCUSSION 

Some time during the Early Classic or earlier, a layer of 

sterile marl fill 32 was laid down on a sterile A-Horizon 

33 above a wet bedrock layer 34. A human body 31 was placed 

on 32 and covered with sterile layer 30. A thick A-Horizon 

29 reformed above the top of 30 along with some cultural 

debris during the Early Classic. 

During the Late Classic period or later two layers of 

midden fill, 27 and 28, were deposited and surfaced with 
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plaster floor 25. Layer 23 may have been subf100r fill for 

a layer that eroded away, or a layer of midden fill that 

eroded out of a degrading superstructure not encompassed by 

the excavation. Probably from the surface of 23 (although 

possibly from the surface of 25) a foundation 35 trench was 

dug and a platform wall 25 was built above a layer of 

friable fill. 22 represents a layer of Late Classic 

structural tumble from the superstructure supported by 26 

or a layer of platform fill made from recycled limestone 

blocks. 21 and 20 are fill layers surfaced by Late Classic 

floor 19. 

In the Terminal Classic/Early Postc1assic an human body 

was placed directly on floor 19 in an extended position 

with the head to the north covered by, a Terminal Classic 

bowl 14. The body was surrounded by a stone crypt 17 and 18 

and covered with fill layer 13 and 15 that were then 

surfaced with plaster floor 12. These and all subsequent 

construction events took place in the Terminal 

Classic/Early Postc1assic period. 12 was refurbished with 

two fill layers, 11 and 9, and then resurfaced with plaster 

floor 8. 

8 was allowed to accumUlate dirt 7, perhaps it was 

briefly abandoned or simply heavily used. 8 was resurfaced 

with 6, that similarly was allowed to accumUlate a thin 

layer of soil 5. 4 provided a new surface above which some 
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sort of low-walled superstructure 9 stood which tumbled as 

2 after abandonment. 1 reformed as a shallow lens above 

the area described here, but the center of the plazuela 

group has accumulated enough topsoil to be used by a 

present day farmer as a protected garden surrounded by the 

huge humps of prehistoric structures. 
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Testpit 56: North section (continued) 
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Testpit 57 

1985 

Coordinates: S 2651.19 / W -257.97 

Distance from site center: 2899m 

Elevation: 18.81m 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in range structure on south 

side of very large Platform 690, structure 689. Excavation 

continued to bedrock 235 cm below the modern ground 

surface. 

1 0-5cm: Humus; brown dry soil with root disturbance and 

flecks of white marl, Chicanel, Early Classic, and 

Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic sherds. 

2 5-32cm: Tumble; artifacts, rocks, and eroding plaster in 

a gravelly matrix with Chicanel and Classic pottery. 

3 32-53cm: Superstructure; large cut limestone blocks and 

small rocks set in a compact eroding gray mortar, 

alignment of stone running east/ west, parallel to the 

axis of the structure and may be the remains of a set of 

stairs. The matrix of the construction contained chert, 

marine shells and undiagnostic sherds. 



4 53-140cm: Fill; friable tan soil with white and yellow 

marl flecks and no artifacts. 

5 140-155cm: Fill; greenish gray sticky wet marl with 

Chicanel and one Early Classic sherd. 

6 155-180cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky clay. 

7 180-190cm: Surface; thin uneven gray marl lens. 

8 190-235cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky soil with 

Chicanel pottery. 

9 235cm: Bedrock; wet limestone. 

DISCUSSION 
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A Late Preclassic midden accumulated on the A-Horizon 8 

(bedrock is 9) and was covered by a lens 7 of white marl. 

This lens may be the remains of a non-platform structure of 

the type found north of Nohmul's site center. The 

extremely moist conditions of this depth at the present 

time could account for the feature's lack of clear 

definition (it grades into the layers above and below). 

The structure was apparently abandoned for long enough for 

a deep A-Horizon 6 to accumulate above it. 

Two layers of fill, 5 and 4 were deposited above 6 

(probably) in the Early Classic. 4 was probably surfaced 

with marl or plaster that is gone now, since it has the 
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yellowish tinge of subfloor fill. 3 was constructed above 

4, perhaps as a staircase that has become dislodged from 

its original position. 2 is tumble from a fallen 

superstructure. 1 is the modern A-Horizon. The fact that 

1 contains Terminal Classic/Early postclassic pottery 

suggests that the last period of use of the structure 

corresponds to the last period of use of the structure 

investigated in Testpit 56 on the same platform. 
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Testpit 57: East section 
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Testpit 57: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 58 

1985 

Coordinates: S 2612.5 / W -240 

Distance from Site center: 2859m 

Elevation: 18.00m 

One Section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in Structure 686 on north 

side of Platform 690. Excavation continued to bedrock 275cm 

below the modern ground surface. 
~ 

1 0-55cm: Humus; gray-brown soil with root disturbance and 

flecks of white marl, chert, unknown and Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic sherds. 

2 55-70cm: Structure; top layer of platform construction; 

unknown and Terminal Classici Early Postclassic sherds. 

3 70-78cm: Surface; grayish white packed marl, may be 

mortar for setting 2. 

5 78-92cm: Posthole; hole cut into surface of 4. 

6 78-92cm: Posthole; hole cut into surface of 4. 

4 78-164cm: Platform wall; four courses of cut limestone 
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blocks. 

7 164-166cm: Tread layer; thin lens of powdery gray light 

textured soil. 

8 166-173cm: Floor; burnt plaster surface. 

9 173-193cm: Floor; plaster surface over thick fill layer. 

10 193-220cm: Fill; soft dry gray marl flecked with white 

and yellow and containing chert, charcoal, and Floral 

Park and Early Classic pottery. 

11 220-222cm: Floor; thin powdery white lens with some 

charcoal and small rocks; Chicanel and Early Classic 

pottery. 

12 222-275cm: Sascab; gray sticky white marl with some 

sherds in the topmost layer: Chicanel. 

13 275cm: Bedrock; sterile damp greenish white sascab. 

DISCUSSION 

The sascab 12 above bedrock 13 was exposed sometime in 

the Preclassic, and then surfaced with a layer of plaster 

11 in the Early Classic. 11 was refurbished with a layer 

of fill 10 and a new layer of plaster 9. 9 was redone with 

8. For some reason, 8 was allowed to accumulate dirt 7. A 

massive platform 4 was constructed above 7 and a perishable 
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structure was built on top as indicated by postholes 5 and 

6. 3, either a fill layer or a surface, was laid above the 

postholes and a Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic 

structure 2 was built above it. A deep layer of A-Horizon 

1 accumulated above 2 after abandonment. 

No dates are available for layers 3 through 9, but 

judging from the construction sequences revealed by 

excavations 56 and 57 in structures on the same platform as 

TP58, some of the construction probably dates to the Late 

Classic. 
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Testpit 58: North Section 
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Testpit 58: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 59 

1985 

Coordinates: S 2448.01 / W -154.03 

Distance from Site center: 2689m 

Elevation: 18.86m 

One section Drawing, One Plan Drawing 

One by one meter pit located on south side of very low 

elevation designated 676 on map, 150 meters northwest of 

Testpit 56. Excavation was placed in an area where a 

well-preserved Preclassic sherd was found on the ground 

surface and was intended to define the nature of the slight 

elevation that did not seem to be a typical platform. 

Digging continued to bedrock 92cm below the modern ground 

surface. Discovery of two features on the prehistoric 

ground-surface led to the widening of the excavation 

another 1.65 square meters; the extension trenches were 

excavated only to the surface of the buried A-Horizon, 72cm 

below the modern ground surface. 

1 0-20cm: Humus; brown dry soil with root disturbance and 

flecks of white marl, large quantities of marine shell, 

some obsidian and tan chert flakes; Chicanel, and 

Terminal Classic /Early Postclassic sherds abundant. 
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2 20-50cm: Replaced midden; same as 5 below. 

3 40-65cm: Hearth; rectilinear alignment of fist- sized 

burnt stones, soil matrix is slightly lighter than 2 and 

contains charcoal; feature contains a mixture of Chicane1 

and Terminal Classic/Early Postc1assic sherds. 

4 ?-65cm: Cut; hole dug for placement of hearth; origin 

undetected during excavation. 

5 20-50cm: Midden; soil lighter colored and finer- grained 

than 1, flecked with white marl, contains charcoal, chert 

flakes, burnt limestone, many marine shells and Chicane1 

sherds. 

6 50-72/80cm: Fill; dark gray damp soil with marl flecks, 

small cobbles, and Chicane1 pottery. 

7 60-72cm: Cache; five complete but broken Chicane1 

cauldrons (35-40cm in diameter) placed in a semi

cruciform pattern (see plan) on the prehistoric ground 

surface. 

8 72-92cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky soil with 

Chicane1 sherds. 

9 92cm: Bedrock. 

DISCUSSION 
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The sequence of events leading to the cultural deposits 

uncovered in this excavation was difficult to reconstruct, 

owing to the homogenization of the strata above the 

features. This may be partly the result of the shallowness 

of the deposits, and partly the result of perpetual human 

activity in the area. The reconstruction that follows 

includes some strata that are logical constructs, as well 

as those that were actually visible; I have endeavored to 

clearly distinguish between the two in the text. 

Sometime during the Late Preclassic, five very large 

bowls 7 were placed on the ground surface 8, aud covered 

with a layer of fill 6 and then a midden 5. About 600 years 

later, during the Terminal Classic /Early Postclassic 

period, a shallow hole 4 (about 65cm deep) was dug, and a 

hearth 3 of small stones and sherds was created in the 

bottom of the hole. When the hole was dug, the earlier 

Chicanel midden 5 was disturbed, and some of the pottery 

from this deposit was mixed into the hearth. The hearth 

excavation also encountered the edged of two of the 

Chicane I cache vessels; in fact, some of the hearth stones 

were wedged under the edges of these two Preclassic 

vessels. The hearth was used briefly and recovered 

rapidly, probably intentionally, with the soil of 5 that 

had been removed, now labeled 2 to indicate that it was 

replaced. The modern A-Horizon 1 contains a mixture of 



Chicanel and Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic pottery 

from the two periods of use of the area. 
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Neither the cut 4, nor the fill 2 were distinguishable 

from 5 during excavation. The deposits above the cache 7 

and the hearth 3 appeared completely uniform, although we 

sectioned and resectioned the area carefully to find 

evidence of such a cut, since we knew that the hearth 

materials were Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic and that 

the hearth was Preclassic. Most troubling was the fact 

that the lips of two cache vessels actually overlapped the 

north and east edges of the hearth. It is possible that 

the hearth was constructed in the Preclassic and reused in 

the Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic, but a hole must 

still have been dug above it, since the cache is covered 

with two layers of purely Chicanel fill. The final problem 

is that the layer above the hearth contained only 

Chicanel. 

Obviously several scenarios may account for the 

juxtaposed elements described here. In an area that was 

occupied and used intensively by the Maya for 2500 years, 

it is likely that later Maya would continually encounter 

features created by earlier Maya. That is undoubtedly what 

happened to produce the deposits in Testpit 59; though the 

exact nature of the prehistoric encounter is unclear, I 

have tried to suggest the simplest one. Another scenario 
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is discussed in Chapter Three. 
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Testpit 59: North section 
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Testpit 59: Plan of Cache 
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Testpit 59: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 60 

1985 

Coordinates: S 2442 / W 150.25 

Distance from site center: 2683m 

Elevation: 18.83 

One section Drawing, One Plan Drawing 

One by one meter pit located on north side of very low 

elevation designated 676 on map, 150 meters northwest of 

Testpit 56. Excavation was placed in an area where a 

posthole test encountered what appeared to be a plaster 

floor and a cache similar to the one uncovered in Testpit 

59 (located 3 meters south of 60). Digging continued to 

sterile sascab 140cm below the modern ground surface. 

Bedrock was ascertained at l60cm with a posthole test 

placed in the bottom of the excavation and dug through the 

sterile sascab layer to make certain that the sascab was 

not a cultural deposit (marl fill). Discovery of a second 

cache led to the widening of the excavation another .63 

square meters; the extension areas were excavated only to 

the surface of construction ~ayer 6, 45cm below the modern 

ground surface. 

1 0-8cm: Humus; brown dry soil with root disturbance and 
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flecks of white marl, some chert, small rocks and shell, 

a few Chicanel and unknown sherds. 

2 8-30cm: Primary midden; dark gray marl mottled soil with 

chert artifacts and many large Chicanel and unknown 

sherds. 

3 30-43cm: Cache; eight red slipped (Sierra Red) Chicanel 

cauldrons (45-50cm in diameter) placed in a cruciform 

pattern in sets of two (lip-to-lip) around a small (15cm 

in diameter) unslipped, and probably unfired, badly 

eroded, cream colored bowl. All nine vessels were 

complete but crushed by the weight of the topsoil. The 

four lip-to-lip sets were each filled with a white 

substance resembling ordinary marl. 

4 43-65cm: Stone alignment; a row of large (15-20cm in 

diameter) unshaped stones running north south along the 

east side of the excavation. 

5 43-8lcm: Rock layer; eroding limestone rocks and 

cobbles. 

6 8l-99cm: Midden; layer of dark gray soil with small 

stones, lithics, and Chicanel pottery. 

7 99-l40cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky soil with white 

marl flecks, some charcoal and some Chicanel ceramic 

fragments. 
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8 140-160cm: Sascab~ sterile gray sticky clay. 

9 160cm: Bedrock~ white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Above the A-Horizon 7 (8 and 9 are undisturbed natural 

layers) a Chicanel midden 6 accumulated~ the ceramics in 

this deposit date to the early part of the Late Preclassic 

and may be a transitional style between Mamom and 

Chicanel. Above this midden 6, a layer of rocks 5 was 

deposited, and a row of larger stones 4 was placed on top 

of the smaller rocks. The purpose of this construction is 

unknown, if it was a structure it is the crudest one known 

from Nohmul. 

Above the stones of 6 and 4, in a matrix of tan clay, 

four large vessels 3 were laid out in the shape of a cross 

around a small cream colored bowl. The vessels were filled 

with something that now appears to be ordinary white marl, 

and capped with a second vessel inverted over the top of 

each. All eight cauldrons are exactly the same: Sierra Red 

type with a simple outcurving rim, white fireclouding on 

the exterior base, and a single incised line around the 

exterior of the vessel, about lOcm from the lip. These 

vessels are also all exactly the same as the five cauldrons 

discovered in Testpit 59. 
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Above the cache 3 described above, a late Preclassic 

midden 2 formed. Two sherds from this context may possibly 

date to the Late Classic period; if so, they were probably 

displaced from nearby occupation by an animal, since 2 

appears to be a primary deposit and not a recycled 

midden-fill layer. I is an ordinary modern humus layer. 
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Testpit 60: Harris Matrix 
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Excavation 61 

1986 

Coordinates: S -3252.33 / W -214 

Distance from site center: 3024m 

Elevation: 5.91m 

One Plan Drawing 

This 28 square meter excavation was done to investigate 

the function and occupation sequence of a set of 

non-platform features. The concentration of features was 

located by posthole testing along the north edge of a small 

channel that runs east/west, not quite connecting with the 

main bajo to the east. No raised field construction or 

other or human modification of this channel could be 

detected from the air (Hammond p.c.), or from the ground 

(T. Patrick Culbert, p.c.). Excavation continued to 

bedrock (92-135 cm below the modern ground surface) in four 

places, but only defined horizontal features in most 

areas. The centimeter depths are not very useful since the 

depoists in this excavation were all within a meter of the 

surface, mostly falling between 30 and 50cm bs, and had 

been churned by plowing and rodents. Even when some 

feature definition remains, the ceramic associations are 

invariably mixed. 
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1 0-5cm: Humus; black sticky modern A-Horizon with eroded 

Nuevo-Tzakol (Early Classic), santana-Tepeu (Late 

Classic), and Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Post 

Classic) sherds. 

2 5-20cm: Midden; continuation of humus-type matrix but 

with dense artifact concentration including 

Cocos-Chicanel (Late Preclassic), Nuevo-Tzakol (Early 

Classic), Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic), Rancho (Terminal 

Classic/Early Post Classic), and unknown Classic pottery; 

also shell, charcoal, chert and obsidian. 

3 l5-2lcm: Midden; same as 2, but sherds somewhat smaller 

with small rocks appearing; cocos-Chicanel(Late 

Preclassic), santana-Tepeu (Late Classic), Rancho 

(Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic), unknown Classic and 

possibly Nuevo-Tzakol (Early Classic) ceramics. 

4 l2-l8cm: Abandonment? layer if lighter soil above 

pavement; small amount of Cocos-Chicanel(Late Preclassic) 

and Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic) pottery. 

5 2l-25cm: Surface?; firm gray brown soil with white flecks 

and Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) or Rancho (Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic) artifacts. 

6 l5-20cm: Pavement; layer of small (>10 em in diameter) 

stones with Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) and Rancho 



(Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic) ceramics. 

7 15-20cm: Buried A-Horizon; dark brown soil located 

outside (north) of pavement 15; santana-Tepeu (Late 

Classic) ceramics. 

8 21-31cm: Surface; layer of soft white marl. 

9 20-35cm: Layer of gray soil below stone pavement with 

Nuevo-Tzakol (Early Classic), Santana-Tepeu (Late 

Classic) and small quantities of Lopex-Mamom (Middle 

Preclassic) and Cocos-Chicane 1 (Late Preclassic) 

(possibly) Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic) 

sherds. 

10 31-33cm: Layer of soft white marl with Cocos-Chicanel 

(Late Preclassic) and Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) or 

Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early postclassic) pottery. 

11 33-46cm: Layer of soft white marl with Santana-Tepeu 

(Late Classic) period cer.amics. 
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12 35-40cm: Midden; gray soil with many artifacts including 

a pair of bone ear flares and sherds from the 

Cocos-Chicanel (Late Preclassic), and Nuevo-Tzakol (Early 

Classic) or Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) periods. 

13 40-60cm: Burial; human bone in garbage, no cut visible; 

immediate ceramic garbage dates to Santana-Tepeu (Late 
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Classic) or Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic); 

layer directly above bone contained round bone ear 

flares. 

14 40-60cm: Small concentration of burned trash, including 

Nuevo-Tzakol (Early Classic), Santana-Tepeu (Late 

Classic), and a small amount of Freshwater-Floral Park 

(Protoclassic). 

15 56cm: Posthole; round hole about 25cm in diameter 

through floor 40. 

16 56-60cm: Floor; yellowish marl surface. 

17 50-55cm: Floor; patchy eroded yellow marl surface, 

stratigraphically aligned, but not continuous with 31, 32 

and 36. 

18 58-63cm: Floor; yellowish marl surface along both sides 

of wall 25 with Cocos-Chicanel (Late Preclassic) and 

possibly Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) sherds in 

association. 

19 56-61cm: Floor; yellowish marl surface with 

Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) or Rancho (Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic) sherds. 

20 45-56cm: Wall; single course of eroded rectangular 

limestone blocks set in a straight line running east/west 



across excavation. 

21 60cm: Buried A-Horizon; gray soil with mix of Cocos

Chicanel (Late Preclassic), and Nuevo-Tzakol (Early 

Classic) or Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic), and 

Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) or Rancho (Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic) pottery. 

22 60-90cm: pit; cut into A-Horizon. 

23 63-70cm: Hearth; layer of burnt rocks and burnt 

Cocos-Chicanel (Late Preclassic), Nuevo-Tzakol (Early 

Classic) and posibly a very small quantity of Santana

Tepeu (Late Classic) sherds. 
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24 70-72cm: Trash?; soil layer with unidentifiable sherds. 

25 75-80cm: Hearth; lens of burnt stones and Cocos-Chicanel 

(Late preclassic) and Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) 

sherds. 

26 80cm: Soil layer; no artifacts recovered. 

27 50-90cm: Sascab; soft sterile white limestone. 28 

60-l00cm: Bedroc]c; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

The original intent of this excavation was to recover a 

complete assemblage from the midden of what I hoped would 
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be a single phase occupation. Not only did this turn out 

not to be the case, the excavation turned out to be a 

stratigraphic nightmare for several reasons. First, the 

ceramic chronology is currently "under construction" by Dr. 

Laura Kosakowsky. This means that although the generel 

outlines of the chronology are available, many of the 

specifics of the Nohmul sequence remain to be determined. 

consequently, many layers were given designations such as 

Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) or Rancho (Terminal 

Classic/Early Post Classic). 42 of 65 original contexts 

contained material that was either unknown, inconclusive, 

or unidentifiable. 

A second problem with the ceramic chronology is that, as 

with most lowland typologies, most diagnostics in the 

northern Belize typology are decorated wares. In general, 

Te9tpit 61 produced a higher percentage of plainwares than 

most other excavations. This may be partly a result of the 

fact that most other excavations gave samples of platform 

fill, whereas TP 61 was at least partly, made up of primary 

midden layers. 

The third problem presented by the stratigraphy of TP 61 

was a result of the same natural formation processes that 

caused me to decide sealed mound deposits are generally 

more informative than midden deposits (see the discussion 

of the excavations done at one kilometer south). Nonmound 
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occupation, like primary middens, is more vulnerable to 

natural elements and rodents than the deposits inside 

plaster floors and masonry. In fact, because the natural 

A-Horizons around Nohmul are so hard to dig through, 

rodents seem to prefer to dig through middens and soft marl 

surfaces. They are stopped by plaster and limestone, but 

they are actually attracted to marl. So, not only are the 

artifacts in primary middens left exposed to wind heat and 

rain and badly eroded, they have been literally "stirred" 

by burrowing animals. 

None of these issues would have been of much consequence 

if this had been a single phase occupation. The big 

surprise was that the 28 square meter area uncovered three 

or four floors, several middens, several possible hearths, 

a low wall, a pit and a burial, and was occupied in the 

santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) and Rancho (Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic). Furthermore, sUbstantial 

debris from earlier periods including, Lopex-Mamom (Middle 

Preclassic), Cocos-Chicanel (Late Preclassic) and 

Nuevo-Tzakol (Early Classic), was incorporated into the 

deposits. 

The following scenario is the one I consider to be the 

most likely explanation for the deposits I excavated in TP 

61. I have assumed that deposits 13, 19 and 21 designated 

by the ceramic analyst as either Late or Terminal Classic 
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were actually all Late Classic, since this makes the best 

stratigraphic sense. Alternative explanations, however, 

are possible. 

The area was occupied in the Cocos-Chicanel (Late 

Preclassic) through the Freshwater-Floral Park 

(Protoclassic), and Nuevo-Tzakol (Early Classic), and 

debris from these periods accumulated on the A-Horizon 2l. 

sometime in the Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) period, a pit 

22 was dug through the A-Horizon 21 into natural sascab 27 

above bedrock 28. This pit was filled with layers of soil 

26 and debris 24 and including two irregular clumps of a 

few burnt sherds, pomacea shells, and small burned stones 

(23 and 25) that may have been small cooking hearths. 

Another possibility is suggested by the intact hearth 

uncovered in nearby TP 76, which gave evidence of a cooking 

technique called "stone boiling". If food is cooked in 

this way (hot rocks are added to the stew pot until its 

contents are sufficiently boiled), at the end of the meal 

there will be a few burned rocks and other inedible objects 

such as bones and snail shells left in the bottom of the 

pot. It seems likely that these small clumps of shell and 

stone found in the pit were dumped out of the stew pot at 

the end of a meal along with sweepings from around the 

actual hearth where the stones were heated. Most other 

hearths at Nohmul were sherd-lined. If the cooking 



technique was stone-boiling, the sherd lining might help 

keep the stones from getting covered with dirt. 
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Garbage was accumulating on the A-Horizon near pit 22 as 

well as in it. 12 was a fairly sparce Santana-Tepeu (Late 

Classic) midden, which included earlier garbage from the 

buried A-Horizon, and a human burial 13 complete with bone 

ear flares. sometime after pit 22 was filled with garbage 

and soil layers, it was partly covered with a Santana-Tepeu 

(Late Classic) floors 16 and 17 (probably separate patches 

of the same floor) made of packed marl. A layer of burned 

rocks and Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) sherds 14 was 

deposited directly above the pit area and was probably a 

cooking hearth although continual use and reuse of the area 

disarranged its components enough to make this 

questionable. Floor 16 probably covered midden 12 and 

burial 13, and must have been constructed soon after the 

burial, since the body was only about fifteen centimeters 

below the ground surface. 16 was badly eroded and had been 

damaged by burriwing animals but it did have one round 

vertical cut (14) through it that was a reasonably 

convincing posthole. No others were securely located. 

Despite its chronological mixing and its position below a 

floor, midden layer 12 is definitely not a fill layer, 

since the artifacts it contains are in sparce clumps and 

the soil matrix is the black hard clay with the drainage 
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characteristics that fill layers were presumably invented 

to avoid. 

18 and 19 are probably also patches of floor 17, since 

they are at the same elevation, but they were not a 

continuous surface when excavated. Their exact 

chronological relationship with midden 12 and floor 17 is 

unclear as is indicated on the Harris Matrix. 18 and 19 

lie on both sides of 20, a wall that ran east/west across 

the excavation. The purpose of this wall is unclear, since 

was only about ten centimeters tall (made of a single 

course of thin limestone blocks) and its western end seemed 

to stop without connecting to anything. Later layers did 

seem to be divided above this feature, but were several 

centimeters above it. 

Above the area of these floors and to the south of the 

bisecting wall 20 was another layer of marl forming another 

Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) surface 11. This soft layer 

was resurfaced twice (10 and 8) with Rancho (Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic) marl floors. Above and to the 

north of the wall 20 was a thin gray layer 9 with very 

mixed ceramics supporting a pavement of small stones 6. 6 

and 9 were actually mixed together somewhat, 9 being only 

about ten centimeters thick, but 9 contained only 

santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) and Rancho (Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic) sherds, suggesting its refuse 
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accumulated during use, whereas 9 was a fill, or at least a 

levelling layer (it is still not made of marl like all 

other "fill" layers at Nohmul, but is too chronologically 

mixed to be a primary midden). 7, a layer recovered north 

of the edge of the stone pavement suggests that most of 

these deposits were made on a santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) 

A-Horizon, since it is the only single period layer from 

the excavation. 

Layers of lighter gray soil 4 and 5, bearing mainly 

Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic) pottery were 

deposited above the pavement 6 and the marl floors 8, 10, 

and 11. Above this were two layers of very dense and very 

mixed midden. originally, I believed that these layers 

were deposited after abandonment when the house was used as 

a trash receptacle by the neighbors. However, this 

explanation does not account for the extreme chronological 

mixing of the deposits, which include material predating 

the house itself by several centuries. It is possible that 

these layers were deposited as platform fill and the 

platform surface was destroyed by exposure and plowing or 

else were never completed. Destruction usually leaves some 

trace of the original surface behind, at least in the form 

of a lighter colored A-Horizon. In this case, layers 2 and 

3 are mixed into the A-Horizon in the manner of a primary 

midden and have no marl matrix. Also, although the 
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artifacts are very dense in these layers, in fact, denser 

than is normal in a fill layer, they are not deep. The top 

of layer 4, which is at the base of layer 3, is only forty 

centimeters below the modern ground surface. If these 

layers were deposited to construct a platform above the 

earlier three marl floors, it would have been only about 

twenty to thirty centimeters tall sans its ultimate 

surface. 
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Testpit 61: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 62 

1986 

Coordinates: S -3272.70 / W -238.66 

Distance from site center: 3046m 

Elevation: 5.4lm 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located between excavations 45 and 

61 to investigate the nature of a loose white material 

occurring within 20 cm of the modern ground surface. This 

material could have been either culturally deposited marl 

or natural sascab. Excavation continued to 60cm below the 

modern ground surface. 

1 0-20/40cm: Humus; black sticky modern A-Horizon with 

badly eroded Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) or Rancho 

(Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic) pottery, and 

possibly a small amount of Cocos-Chicanel (Late 

Preclassic) • 

2 20/40cm: Sascab; very uneven sascab layer with no 

associated artifacts. 

DISCUSSION 
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The unevenness of the sascab layer is probably due to 

deep plowing, as is suggested by the ridges visible in the 

section drawing. The ceramics in layer 1 are probably 

scattered garbage from the nearby housefloors uncovered in 

TP 61. It is interesting to note that the location of the 

houses at the TP 61 locus did not take advantage of the 

highest natural elevation in the immediate area. A higher 

and probably better drained elevation was discovered not to 

have been used as a building site by TP 62. 
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Testpit 62: South section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 63 

1986 

Coordinates: S 1127.50 / W -855 

Distance from site center: 1604m 

Elevation: unknown 

One section Drawing 

One by one meter pit located in structure 941 on east 

edge of Platform 940. Excavation to determine occupation 

sequence of apparent structure with possible relationship 

to nearby Platform 277. Excavation continued to bedrock, 

143 cm below the modern ground surface. 

1 0-26cm: Humus, black soil, not burnt recently because 

area is currently used as a cocal; identifiable ceramics 

were Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) . 

2 26-45cm: Tumble or fill; loose brown ruble with small 

stones and Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) sherds. 

3 47-60cm: Fill; light gray dense soil with Classic and 

possibly Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic) 

pottery. 

4 42-63cm: Fill; dark gray soil with some Classic period 
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ceramics. 

5 60-73cm: Midden fill; yellowish marl with heavy sherd 

concentration including Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) and 

Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic) material. 

6 63-73cm: Fill; dense bluish-gray soil with few 

artifacts. 

7 73-143cm: Fill; packed soil with Santana-Tepeu (Late 

Classic) and a small amount of Nuevo-Tzakol (Early 

Classic) pottery. 

8 73-143cm: Cut into bedrock: excavation into the surface 

of limestone. 9 73/143cm: Bedrock: hard white 

limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

At some period in or before the Santana-Tepeu Late 

Classic, bedrock 9 was cleared of topsoil and mined with 

trench 8. We only followed this trench to the edge of the 

one by one meter excavation so the extent to the trench is 

unknown. If it is as deep as the one investigated in 

Testpit 64, it may have been first dug in the Preclassic. 

The upper layer of trench fill 7 that we encountered 

contained a mix of Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) and Rancho 

(Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic). 
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Four layers of fill were deposited above bedrock: 3, 4, 

5, and 6 in the Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Postc1assic) 

period, probably to create a raised platform. The 

difference between these layers is most likely simply the 

result of successive dump-loads of dirt being deposited. 

An alternative explanation is that layers 4 and 6 represent 

an earlier platform and the juncture between these layers 

and layers 3 and 5 is actually a cut created to expose 

bedrock and later filled. The ceramic evidence does not 

favor either possibility over the other. 

2 may be another fill layer, if so the final surface is 

gone. The stones in its matrix are probably too small to 

be building tumble. 1 is the modern natural A-Horizon; 

this is more loamy and loose than most A-Horizons at Nohmul 

because this area is not used for cane. 
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Testpit 63: North Section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 64 

1986 

Coordinates: S -1087 / W -972.5 

Distance from site center: 1636m 

Elevation: 12.02m 

One section Drawing 

1.75 meter square pit excavated on southwest edge of 

Platform 940 to determine if this was a Protoc1assic 

"neighborhood", since several bulldozed structures in the 

area yielded Floral Park-style ceramics. Excavation was 

continued into bedrock, 270 cm. below the modern ground 

surface. 

1 0-17cm: Humus; black sticky modern A-Horizon with eroded 

Classic and Cocos-Chicane1 (Late Prec1assic). Soil 

better drained than usual and not burnt, so much looser. 

2 17-33cm: Tumble; loose brown soil with marl flecks, 

pebbles and some larger rocks along with Lopex-Mamom 

(Middle Prec1assic), Cocos-Chicane1 (Late Prec1assic), 

and Classic ceramics. 

3 20-33cm: Cut limestone block; probably a remnant of a 

wall along the north side of the platform. 
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4 33-46cm: Platform; matrix similar to 2, but with large 

cut and fitted limestone blocks. The associated pottery 

was a mix of Cocos-Chicanel (Late Preclassic), 

Nuevo-Tzakol (Early Classic~ and unknown Classic. 

5 46-48cm: Mortar; fine gray silt-like soil with a few 

Cocos-Chicanel (Late Preclassic) and other unknown 

sherds. 

6 48-90cm: Platform blocks; large fitted limestone blocks 

set in a matrix with some Cocos-Chicanel (Late 

preclassic) and some unknown Classic pottery. 

7 90-95cm: Fill; a layer of pebbly soil placed directly on 

bedrock, probably to level it's surface with the surface 

above cut 29; contained Cocos-Chicanel (Late Preclassic) 

and unknown Classic pottery. 

8 95-105cm: Abandonment?; layer of black sticky soil 

containing Lopex-Mamom (Middle Preclassic) and Cocos

Chicanel (Late Preclassic) pottery. 

9 101-105cm: Hearth?; concentration of burnt stones. 

10 115-130cm: Surface; dark gray gritty layer with some 

finer silty soil and white stones below hearth 9, 

contained Lopes-Mamom (Middle Preclassic), Cocos-Chicanel 

(Late Preclassic) and Nuevo-Tzakol (Early Classic). 
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11 115/130-208cm: pit fill; gravelly black sticky soil with 

some yellow limestone inclusions, abundant Pomacea 

flagellata, and a mixture of Middle Preclassic, Late 

Preclassic, Terminal Preclassic and some unknown Classic 

Period pottery. 

12 196-208cm: Abandonment layer; layer of black sticky soil 

with Terminal Preclassic sherds. 

13 208-213cm: Wall-fall; layer of small yellow stones. 

14 213-235cm: Hearthfill; gritty brown hard-packed dirt 

with Pomacea flagellata shells. 

15 235-242cm: Southeast hearth; sherd-lined shallow pit 

containing charcoal, Pomacea flagellata and bone; sherds 

were Early Preclassic (Bladen), Late Preclassic and 

possibly (although probably not) Nuevo-Tzakol (Early 

Classic) • 

16 235-242cm: Southwest hearth; duplicate of 15 about 15 cm 

west. 

17 242-251cm: Hearth collar; amalgum of burnt stones and 

burnt surface of bedrock, contained Cocos-Chicanel (Late 

Preclassic) ceramics. 

18 251-267cm: Fill; soft, sterile yellow and brown marl 

below hearth, may be eroded surface natural layer. 
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19 220-270cm: cut; deep pit cut into bedrock containing two 

hearths and a snail midden. 

20 270cm: Bedrock; yellow limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

A standard one by one meter testpit was started at this 

locus. At about 90 centimeters below the modern ground 

surface, the excavation encountered a very hard layer of 

bedrock that appeared to be mined, as it fell away sharply 

in the southeast corner. Several other pits had 

encountered similar evidence of bedrock modification, but 

usually the extent of the mining was outside the 

provenience of the testpit (note excavations TP 13 and TP 

63). In this case, I decided to expand the pit to 

investigate further. As I wanted to follow the edge of the 

cut in bedrock and not excavate any more than necessary 

(since the deposits promised to be deep), I expanded the 

pit by 3/4 directly over the area of the bedrock cut. 

Sometime in the Preclassic, perhaps as early as the 

Bladen Period, a deep pit 19 was dug into bedrock 20. The 

pit was dug with a small stick (or something similar), 

since clear stick-marks-are visible in the walls of the 

pit. The portion of the base of the pit uncovered by the 

excavation (one meter square) was shaped into a shallow 

step a few centimeters above and north of two circular 
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hearths (15 and 16) that were built into the base of the 

pit with a layer of fill 18, a layer of small stones 17, 

and a lining of large sherds. The "step" was observed 

during excavation but not numbered; it had a thin layer of 

black sticky soil on its surface that was probably a tread 

layer deposited by prehistoric dirty feet. 

These hearths contained a combination of Late Prec1assic 

and Bladen (Late Early Preclassic). The ceramic analyst, 

L.J. Kosakowsky, also suspected a small amount of 

Nuevo-Tzakol (Early Classic) in hearth 15, but I question 

this assessment for three reasons. First, neither Hammond 

nor myself noticed material of this date in the field, 

although we took an interest in this unusual set of 

deposits. Second, this assessment is inconsistent with the 

rest of the stratigraphy, which is all Terminal Preclassic 

or earlier up to layer 10. The Chicanel from these hearths 

is at the earlier end of the Chicanel temporal spectrum, a 

type that has been referred to as Mamom-Chicanel 

transitional, or "Mamo-Chic". Either the sample was 

contaminated or the sample was too small for acurate 

assessment or the questionable sherd(s) may represent an 

unusual Preclassic type. Finally, other bedrock hearths, 

including the one found by TP 1 below a Pomacea midden, 

dated to the Late Preclassic. 

Above the hearths layer 14 may represent the first 
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instance of the use of the pit as a garbage receptacle. 13 

was deposited when a small amount of the soft friable inner 

lining of the prehistoric pit caved in and created a 

natural layer. 12 is an accumulation of ordinary A-Horizon 

that probably washed into the open pit while it was not in 

direct use sometime in the Terminal Preclassic. 11 is a 

combination of garbage (evidenced by Pomacea flagellata) 

and natural deposition. 10 is a similar layer, although 

its upper surface contained some whitish inclusions and 

supported a hearth 9, suggesting that it was a living 

surface, or at least an activity area during the Early 

Classic. The area would have been a shallow depression at 

this time. 

8 is another accumulation of black sticky soil, probably 

deposited naturally during a period of disuse. A layer of 

midden 7 was deposited above this to level the area in 

preparation for the construction of a platform with mortar 

5 and large cut blocks 4. 3 is either a portion of a wall 

along the platform edge, or a remnant of a superstructure 

that tumbled down hill. 2 is definitely a layer of 

architectural tumble covered by the modern humus layer 1. 

It is surprising that none of the construction layers 

encountered in this platform could be confidently dated to 

later than the Cocos-Chicanel (Late Preclassic) Period, 

especially since nearby structure 933 yielded Santana-Tepeu 
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(Late Classic) and a small amount of Rancho (Terminal 

Classic/Early Postclassic) pottery. This is probably 

becaust the platform itself was constructed in the Late 

Preclassic and reused without rebuilding in later periods. 

Several upper layers did contain sherds that appeared to 

date to the Classic Period, but could not be dated more 

specifically. 
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Testpit 64: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 65 

1986 

Coordinates: S -1110 / W -960 

Distance from site center: 1647m 

Elevation: unknown 

One section Drawing: 2 sections 

One by one meter pit located in structure 933 of Platform 

940 to investigate the sequence of occupation in this 

area. Excavation continued to bedrock 115cm below the 

modern ground surface. 

1 0-8/12cm: Humus; well drained brown, loamy modern 

A-Horizon with Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) and Rancho 

(Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic) pottery. 

2 8/12-20cm: Midden; dark brown lens with many unknown 

Classic and Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) ceramics. 

3 8-27cm: Tumble; tan soil with large rocks and unknown 

Classic and Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) pottery. 

4 8-35cm: crypt; large shaped limestone blocks and smaller 

unshaped stones. 

5 35-64cm: Burial fill; loose gray soil with some Classic 
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and Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) ceramics. 

6 50-60cm: Complete Late Classic bowl inverted over 7 and 

8. 

7 60-64cm: Bones; three small bone fragments. 

8 55-64cm: Jadeite pendant; polished rectangular grayish

green stone about seven centimeters in diameter, pierced 

longitudinally. 

9 23-64cm: Cut; burial excavation through layers 10 and 11. 

10 27-53cm: Platform fill; pebbly yellow lens. 

11 26-66cm: Platform; cut and set limestone blocks with 

Classic and Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) pottery in 

fill. 

12 53-58cm: Fill; thin lens of dark gray soil with unknown 

Classic sherds. 

13 58-65cm: Floor; burnt and eroded plaster surface. 

14 65-76cm: Subf100r fill; dark brown soil with many early 

Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) sherds. 

15 76-86cm: Fill; yellowish-brown mottled marl with 

possible Cocos-Chicane1 (Late Prec1assic), and unknown 

Classic sherds. 



16 86cm: Posthole; round hole through 17. 

17 86-88cm: Floor; burnt eroded plaster floor. 

18 88-91cm: Subfloor fill; loose yellow marl . 
.. 

19 91-10Scm: Midden; dark gray wet clayey soil with much 

charcoal, burnt rock, some lithics and Santana-Tepeu 

(Late Classic) pottery. 

20 105-111cm: Rocks; layer of small stones. 

21 111-11Scm: Buried A-Horizon; dark sterile layer. 

22 115cm: Bedrock; hard dark gray limestone. 

DISCUSSION 
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The A-Horizon 21 above bedrock 22 was levelled and a lens 

of rocks 20 was created for an unknown reason. Above this, 

two layers of fill 18 and 19 were deposited and surfaced 

with plaster floor 17. 19 is the first datable layer, it 

places the earliest sUbstantial construction on this site 

at Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic). This was something of a 

surprise, since I had expected the platform found in nearby 

TP 64 to also be the base below the structure in TP 6S. 

Apparently, the TP 64 platform (which is definitely 

Cocos-Chicanel {Late Preclassic}) was simply a Preclassic 

extension on the southwest edge of a natural elevation. 

This natural elevation was not used for platform 
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construction until much later in the Late Classic. 

A posthole 16 was dug through floor 17, presumably as 

part of a perishable structure. Above this, two layers of 

Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) fill, 15 and 14, were 

deposited and surfaced with plaster floor 13. Above another 

fill layer 12, a retaining wall of cut limestone blocks 8 

was built in the Late Classic and filled with a layer of 

dirt 5 to create a platform. This structure was penetrated 

by a burial cut 9 which included a very small quantity of 

unidentifiable bones 7 under a Late Classic redware bowl 6 

with a simple polished uncarved rectangular jadeite pendant 

8. The burial was filled with 5 and capped with several 

large cut stones 4, perhaps ones dislodged from the 

platform when the burial was dug. The abandoned 

superstructure tumbled 3 and a layer of Santana-Tepeu (Late 

Classic) midden 2 accumulated above the area before the 

A-Horizon 1 reformed. Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early 

Postclassic) ceramics in the A-Horizon 1 show that the 

general area was occupied in this later period. 
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Testpit 65: North section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 66 

1986 

Coordinates: S -1215 / W -60 

Distance from site center: 1454m 

Elevation: 17.73m 

One section Drawing 

This one by one meter testpit is one of several dug in 

locations identified by Arthur Joyce to test the 

significance of surface artifact concentrations. 

Excavation was continued into sascab, 65 cm below the 

modern ground surface. 
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1 0-38cm: Humus; black sticky modern A-Horizon with eroded 

unidentifiable sherds at base of layer. 

2 38-65cm: Sascab; gray soft wet clay above bedrock, fades 

to white. 

DISCUSSION 

The only interesting aspect of this excavation is the 

fact that the pottery was found concentrated at the base of 

the A-Horizon. In other parts of the site we found 

evidence of utilization of bedrock for activities 
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(especially cooking) and perhaps habitation. It is 

unlikely that a similar situation accounts for the TP 66 

deposition. More probably, the ceramics have been 

displaced downward by deep plowing (this pit is located in 

a cane field), and by the process called "slickensides" 

that was more clearly active in TP 70. 
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Testpit 66: North section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 67 

1986 

Coordinates: S -1097.50 / W -940 

Distance from site Center: 1625m 

Elevation: unknown 

One section Drawing 

This one by one meter testpit was dug in a midden 

identified by posthole testing on Platform 940. Excavation 

was continued into sascab, 72 cm below the modern ground 

surface. 

1 0-38cm: Humus; black sticky modern A-Horizon with 

Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) and unknown Classic sherds 

in a heavy midden layer. 

2 38-48/65cm: Eroded bedrock; slightly yellower soil with 

dense midden continuing; Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) and 

Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic) period 

ceramics present. 

3 48cm: Bedrock; soft yellow and uneven. 

DISCUSSION 

The pottery in TP 65 was found concentrated in the 
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A-Horizon 1. However, the ceramic concentration did 

continue into the layer of eroding bedrock 2 that showed no 

trace of human alteration, so presumably the same processes 

are at work in the two areas. Some "slickensides" must be 

occul:"l:'-i-ng-despite the--- fact that the-a~ea o~-6.'l-.l.i~s>------

higher, much better drained, and not subject in recent 

times to deep plowing. 
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Testpit 67: North section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 68 

1986 

Coordinates: S -1057.5 / W -970 

Distance from site Center: l6l0m 

Elevation: 11.Slm 

One section Drawing 

This one by one meter testpit was dug on southwest side 

of Platform 940 to investigate the surface of bedrock in 

this area immediately below the deeply mined area 

encountered in TP 64. Excavation was continued to bedrock, 

35 cm below the modern ground surface. 

1 0-15cm: Humus; brown loose, well-drained modern A-Horizon 

with Sant:ana-Tepeu (Late Classic) and unknown Classic 

sherds in a dense midden layer. 

2 38-48/65cm: Eroded bedrock; yellower soil with midden 

continuing; santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) or Rancho 

(Terminal Classic/Early postclassic) period ceramics 

present. 

3 48cm: Bedrock; soft yellow and uneven. 

DISCUSSION 
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This excavation was situated off the southwest edge of 

Platform 940 and midden fill from the platform has eroded 

over the area. Consequently, the latest construction layer 

of the platform eroded first, then the penultimate layer 

eroded out. The result of this formation process is the 

reverse strategraphy of the excavation, with Late Classic 

in the top humus layer 1 and Terminal Classic in Layer 2. 
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Testpit 68: North section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 69 

1986 

I 

Coordinates: S -1497 / W -.40 

Distance from site Center: l735m 

Elevation: 17.50m 

One section Drawing 

This one by one meter testpit was dug to test the 

significance of artifact concentrations on the ground 

surface identified by Arthur Joyce. Excavation was 

continued into sascab, 90 cm below the modern ground 

surface. 

1 0-20/40cm: Humus; burnt black sticky soil with a small 

amount of unidentifiable sherds. 

2 20/40-60cm: Sascab; gray sticky clay with some 

unidentifiable pottery, a piece of chert, burnt roots. 
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3 5-23cm: Burnt root: yellowish-brown soil with some gray 

mottling in a gray matrix; no pottery. 

4 60-70cm: Sascab; wet with some ceramics (possibly Cocos

Chicanel {Late Preclassic}) and burnt roots. 

5 70cm: Bedrock. 
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DISCUSSION 

As in TP 66, 69 encountered ceramics mixed into the 

natural sascab layers. Despite the decisions depicted in 

the stratigraphic drawing of this excavation, the junctures 

between all the layers were gradual and indistinct; 

definitely natural. The yellowish brown deposit was 

originally thought by Joyce to be daub, but careful 

inspection showed it to be the natural result of large tree 

roots being burned in a cane fire. 

The density of the sherds in this test pit suggests that 

habitation may have been nearer the spot than the nearest 

platform mound, but this was not demonstrated. Pottery 

could have been moved some distance by plowing and by 

natural processes such as alluviation. 
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Testpit 69: North Section and Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 70 

1986 

Coordinates: S -1480 I W -.42 

Distance from site Center: 1717m 

Elevation: 17.50m 

One section Drawing: 1 section 

This one by one meter testpit was dug to test the 

significance of artifact concentrations on the ground 

surface identified by Arthur Joyce. Excavation was 

continued into sascab, 70 cm belmll the modern ground 

surface. 
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1 0-20cm: Humus; burnt black sticky soil with a few small 

unidentifiable sherds. 

2 20-45cm: Sascab; gray sticky clay with so~e unknown and 

Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) or Rancho (Terminal ClassicI 

Early Postclassic) pottery. 

3 45-60/70cm: Sascab; lighter gray-white clay, one piece of 

chert, one tiny sherd. 

4 70cm: Bedrock; soft white sterile limestone. 
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DISCUSSION 

The layers uncovered in this excavation are all natural 

and undisturbed. Not enough pottery was recovered to 

suggest that any ordinary prehistoric occupation was in 

this immediate vicinity. 
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Testpit 70: North section and Harris Matrix 

.--..:.;... 

1 

2 

3 

4 

lOcm 



Testpit 71 

1986 

Coordinates: S -1435 / W -90 

Distance from site Center: 1675m 

Elevation: 17.00m 

One section Drawing 

This one by one meter testpit was dug to test the 

significance of artifact concentrations on the ground 

surface identified by Arthur Joyce. Excavation was 

continued into sascab, 120 cm below the modern ground 

surface. 

1 0-25/120cm: Humus; burnt black sticky soil with a few 

unknown Classic period sherds. 

2 65/75-95/120cm: Sascab; gray, white and black mottled 

sticky clay with some unknown and some Cocos-Chicanel 

(Late preclassic) pottery. 

3 52-64/120cm: Gray sascab. 

4 64-68cm/120: White sascab. 

5 68-120cm: Black sticky clay. 
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DISCUSSION 

As in TP's 66, 69, and 70, TP 71 encountered ceramics 

mixed into the natural sascab layers. Unlike the junctures 

between the layers in earlier nonplatform excavations in 

this area, those in TP 70 were sharp and distinct. The 

"stirring" of natural deposits by the "slikensides" process 

was very pronounced in this pit. 
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Testpit 71 East section and Harris Matrix 

1 

IDem 



Testpit 72 

1986 

Coordinates: S -1525 / W -.43 

Distance from site Center: 1763m 

Elevation: 17.70m 

One section Drawing 

This one by one meter testpit was dug to test the 

significance of artifact concentrations on the ground 

surface identified by Arthur Joyce. Excavation was 

continued into sascab, 87 cm below the modern ground 

surface. 
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1 0-30cm: Humus; burnt black sticky soil with a few small 

unidentifiable sherds and chert flakes. 

2 30-87cm: Sascab; gray sticky clay with some unknown 

Classic pottery. 

3 87cm: Bedrock; soft gray sterile limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

The layers uncovered in this excavation are all natural 

and undisturbed. Not enough pottery was recovered to 

suggest that any ordinary prehistoric occupation was in 
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this immediate vicinity. 
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Testpit 72: North section and Harris Matrix 

1 

2 

3 

lOcm 
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Testpit 73 

1986 

Coordinates: S -1587.50 / W -300.00 

Distance from site Center: l85lm 

Elevation: 18m 

No section Drawing 

This small shovel test was dug in the east edge of what 

appeared to be a platform between structures 710, 713, and 

716 to date the structures due west of excavations 71 and 

72 to determine their period of occupation. Excavation was 

to bedrock, 40 cm below the modern ground surface. 

1 O-lOcm: Humus; burnt blac}c sticky soil with a few small 

unidentifiable sherds and chert flakes. 

2 10-40cm: Sascab; black and gray mottled soil with no 

pottery. 

3 40cm: Bedrock; hard white limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

The layers uncovered in this excavation are all natural 

and undisturbed. No diagnostic pottery was recovered. The 

visible structures in this group are apparently clustered 
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on or around a naturally elevated area. 
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Testpit 73: Harris Matrix 



Testpit 74 

1986 

Coordinates: S -1306 / W -303 

Distance from site Center: 1575m 

Elevation: 17.81m 

No section Drawing 

This small shovel test was dug into structure 506 to 

obtain a date. Excavation was to 35 cm below the modern 

ground surface. 
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1 0-10cm: Humus; burnt black sticky soil with a abundant 

pottery including Early Preclassic (Bladen), Lopex-Mamom 

(Middle preclassic), and (predominantly) Cocos-Chicanel 

(Late Preclassic). 

2 10-35cm: Midden; continuation of 1, same pottery. 

3 35cm: Eroded construction layer or bedrock outcrop. 

DISCUSSION 

The layers in this excavation are poorly understood due 

to the tentative nature of the test. It is unusual to find 

such a dense Preclassic midden so close to the ground 

surface and it is unfortunate that there was no time left 
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to investigate further. 
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Testpit 74: Harris Matrix 
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Testpit 75 

1986 

Coordinates: S -3308.92 / W -274.77 

Distance from site Center: 3085m 

Elevation: 5.26m 

One section Drawing 

This one by 1.40 meter testpit was dug to test the 

significance of a white marl lens located near the ground 

surface by posthole testing. Testpit was enlarged over one 

meter square due to an error during excavation that caused 

the south (most important) section to collapse. Excavation 

was continued into sascab, 70 cm below the modern ground 

surface. 

1 0-10cm: Humus; burnt black sticky soil with a few small 

unidentifiable sherds. 

2 10-25/50cm: Floor; white marl lens with some very soft 

marl "lumps" that were probably stones before they were 

softened by being exposed and wet. 

3 50-70cm: Pitfill; black sticky clay. 

4 50-70cm: Cut; excavation into buried A-Horizon and soft 
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white sascab. 

5 lO-45cm: Buried A-Horizon; black sticky soil with unknown 

Classic period ceramics. 

6 47/70cm: Sascab; soft white eroded limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

Sometime in the Classic period (probably Late Classic, 

due to the proximity of nonplatform structure uncovered in 

TP 45) a pit 4 was excavated through the A-Horizon 5 into 

layer 6 to mine sascab for marl. The pit 4 was then 

refilled with A-Horizon soil 3, creating a shallow dip in 

the ground surface above the spot where the sascab had been 

removed. Sascab was then placed above this depression and 

levelled to create floor 2, which seems to have been edged 

with some small limestone rocks. The A-Horizon 1 reformed 

above this floor after abandonment. 
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Testpit 75: South section and Harris Matrix 

1 

6 

lOcm 
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Testpit 76 

1986 

Coordinates: S -3236.88 / W -220.55 

Distance from site Center: 30l0m 

Elevation: 5.39m 

One section Drawing: 3 sections, 4 plans 

This one by one meter testpit was dug to test the extent 

of the occupation uncovered in excavation 61. TP 76 was 

placed about 10 meters south of TP 61 and downslope. 

Excavation was expanded by 25 square centimeters to include 

the hearth discovered in the course of excavartion and 

continued into sascab, 90 em below the modern ground 

surface. 

1 O-lOcm: Humus; burnt black sticky soil with unknown 

Classic, Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic), and possibly some 

Rancho (Terminal Classic/Early Postclassic) sherds. 

2 10-25/50cm: Floor; white soft marl "lumps" that were 

probably stones before they were softened by being 

exposed and wet, or else a packed marl surface badly 

disturbed by weather and animals; contained Cocos

Chicanel (Late PreclassiQ) pottery. 
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3 40-76cm: Fill: gray loose soil with Cocos-Chicanel(Late 

Preclassic), Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic), and Nuevo

Tzakol (Early Classic). 

4 38-56cm: Retaining wall: two cut limestone blocks along 

east side of excavatio~. 

5 3l-46cm: Complete Early Classic Jar: Monkey Falls 

Striated. 

6 4,/70cm: Hearth lining: eight flat rocks, roughly lO-15cm 

in diameter, set on edge in a circle holding 5 jar. 

7 24-58cm: Cut: circular hole dug to set hearth. 

8 55-65cm: Buried A-Horizon: loose gray with some sherds. 

9 76cm: Sascab: soft white eroded limestone. 

DISCUSSION 

The stratigraphy of TP 76 is reasonably straightforward, 

unfortunately, the ceramic chronology is not. A retaining 

wall 4 was built on A-Horizon 8 sometime in or before the 

Santana-Tepeu (Late Classic) period and a fill layer 3 

either accumulated naturally or was dumped behind it. This 

feature was surfaced with marl layer 2. Subsequently the 

floor 2 and fill layer 3 were cut by excavation 8 and a 

hearth of flat stones 6 was built in the hole. A whole 

vessel 5 (broken when recovered) was placed inside this 
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ring of stones. No charcoal was found underneath the 

vessel, but several burnt rocks were found inside it, 

suggesting a cooking technique called "stone boiling" also 

identified at Kichpanha (Eric Gibson p.c.). The A-Horizon 

1 formed rapidly above this abandoned feature since it is 

downslope from the large habitation area uncovered in TP 

61. 

The difficulty with this scenario is that all fill layers 

above and below the hearth contained Santana-Tepeu (Late 

Classic) ceramics, while the hearth vessel is Nuevo-Tzakol 

(Early Classic). Clearly, the deposition of the vessel 

cannot predate the strata upon which it sits. Careful 

rethinking of the stratigraphy has not solved the problem, 

since the vessel was sitting in a cut that began above 

layer 2. 

It is possible that the vessel was not in a cut but that 

a portion of layer 2 directly above the hearth had eroded 

away downslope before the hearth was recovered with a 

reformed A-Horizon. If this were the case, it seems 

unlikely that the vessel and hearth would have remained 

complete. This scenario still does not solve the problem, 

since, as a precaution, the soil immediately below the 

hearth was removed and its sherds saved separately. This 

material also contained Late Classic! 
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I have no explanation for this situation. This 

excavation and others, such as TP 59 suggest that the 

ceramic typology developed for Nohmul remains somewhat 

problematic. The simplest explanation for the hearth is 

that the striated jar it holds looks earlier, but really 

dates to the Late Classic. Exactly the same stratigraphic 

situation occurred in TP 45 with a Monkey Falls Striated 

jar used as burial furniture in a grave cut through a Late 

Classic floor. 

TP 76 is discussed with nonplatform features even though 

it revealed a masonry construction retaining wall. This 

decision was based on the elevation of TP 76, which is 

downhill from the nonplatform features in TP 61. 
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Testpit 76: East section and Harris Matrix 

1 

3 

8 

9 

lOcm 
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APPENDIX B: CHRONOLOGICAL CHART 

Xnoha Swasey (Early preclassic) 2000-1000 BC 

Zact'an Xe (Late Early Preclassic) 1000-750 BC 

Dzuluinicob Mamom (Middle preclassic) 750-450 BC 

Puncuy Tzec (MamOln-Chicanel transitional) 450-300 BC 

Colmotz Chicanel(Late preclassic) 300 BC - AD 250 

Cancanilla Chicanel (Terminal Preclassic) AD 250-300 

Freshwater Floral Park (protoclassic) AD 250-300 

Holpatin Tzakol (Early Classic) AD 300-650 

Zonauil and Noh Ukum Tepeu (Late Classic) AD 650-800 

Tecep (Terminal Classic/Early Post Classic) AD 800-1000 
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APPENDIX C: SITE MAP 
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